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Albert Cole, I apologise in advance for stealing some of the best lines and idiosyncrasies of Keith 
Floyd, Kenneth Williams, Eric Morecambe and George Cole. If they're resting in peace I'll be 
amazed.
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The fourth Gwando Awards began at seven-thirty in the evening and like the previous three 
Gwando Awards rumbled on for two hours in front of a grumbling collection of drunks and 
hysterics high on drugs, flushed by booze, bloated on corporate generosity. They sat and stood and 
squatted and squirmed, agitated and fidgety in their chairs and other people's chairs. (Leave your 
chair for a moment and it wouldn't be there when you came back. Or the table, for that matter.) No, 
they were here for one thing and it wasn't James Corden. 

Best Album.
At nine forty-one, Hatti Goldmann slithered up to the microphone and tranquillised the mob. 

“Nominations for Best Album are . . . Fisheyes, Veronica Jug. Upside Down and Inside Out by the 
Wee Ramseys. Jack's Been a Good Boy, Jack Sac. Ratcatcher, There Will Be Blood.” The mob 
hissed, cheered, hissed again, cheered. . . . “Malandanti, Toten Herzen.” The cheering and hissing 
expanded into verbal warfare supported by uncollected knives and forks, (one or two spoons in 
there too) looping deadly arcs above unprotected heads.

Hatti, deliberately unaware of the shortness of her dress or the lack of material it contained, 
struggled to open the envelope.

“Don't you think in the twenty-first century they'd use some electronic gadgetry instead of a 
paper envelope?” said Susan. 

“Ssh.” Dee stepped up and down, the only excited member of the band gathered invisibly at the 
back of the venue. “Here it comes. . . .” They were ready to receive the award. Not in person, they 
were too anti-social for all that, but through a pre-recorded message filmed in the smog of 
Rotterdam: the proud band, Susan holding the solid gold bottle of Gwando Spunk.

“She's opened the envelope,” said Rene, “but we still don't know if she can read.”
Hatti squealed. “Oh my god. The winner is Ratcatcher. There Will Be Blood.”
And there they were. The winners, the glorious victors bounding and tumbling towards the stage 

to collect the prize. Dodging the cutlery, they reached Hatti Goldmann and tore her dress off. Lead 
singer lifted the same solid gold bottle of Gwando Spunk Susan had fleetingly gripped in her 
vampiric talons. The drummer hoisted a semi-naked Hatti over his shoulder and swung her round to
let the audience laugh at the black Y emerging from the cleft of her buttocks; he bit her arse and 
drew blood. Bass guitarist kicked over the microphone stand and serenaded the front three rows 
with the yeasty contents of his bladder, and all through the acceptance speech, the incomprehensible
gurning and yodelling of four sour-faced clowns, Susan stood combusting at the back of the venue.

“That's my fucking award.”
“Our award,” said Wallet.
“Our award. That's our fucking award.”
Down below, barely audible in the drunken din, There Will Be Blood's spokesman, Lev the 

Singer, the only member of the band with a grasp of English, taunted the losers. “Where are you 
Toten Fucking Herzen? Where are you now, runner-uppers? Where is all your publicity now, shit 
vampire band? See this. . . .” the award, “see how it is in my hand and not is in your hand.” He 
sucked the top of the bottle. “I come all over it for you, Totenlosers. I wank it for you all 
Totenloserwankers. . . .”

He had more to say, but couldn't say it after Hatti's flailing feet whacked him across the side of 
the head. The award broke from its base and rolled off the stage into a forest of legs, kicked around 
by the press pack crawling over each other to grab the iconic shots of There Will Be Blood's foul-
mouthed triumph. Not that it was unexpected.

Dee made direct eye contact with Elaine. “All right, which one of you tossers had two thousand 
pounds with Paddy Power on this lot winning?”  

“Four to one. Pretty good odds.”
“Time for Plan B?” Susan headed for the steps. 
Toten Herzen descended towards the pandemonium, passing through it all like dark neutrinos, 

unseen, unknown, unmoved by the energy. Susan ignored the chatter: “The other lot'll be feeling 



sick now.” “Someone's for the jump tomorrow.” But one exchange pulled her back. 
“You know why they lost, don't you?”
“Go on.”
“Didn't have an umlaut over the O in Toten.”
Susan reacted. “A fucking umlaut over the O. We don't need an umlaut over the O.”
Wallet pulled her away. “They can't hear you.”
“What the fuck have umlauts got to do with it?”
“Calm down. Stick to the plan.”
“I'm calm. I'm fucking calm.”
After the rags of damaged dress were cleared away and the broken bits of award recovered, 

James Corden took advantage of the peace and moved on. His joke about Hatti Goldmann being 
dressed for the weather rose and fell in a slow Doppler effect, as if the stage itself couldn't avoid 
mocking Toten Herzen passing by, filtering through the backstage chaos and along noisy corridors 
to the green rooms and There Will Be Blood's post-award sanctuary. 

Behind the clamour and cackle of a stressed-out gang of venue stewards Susan heard a raised 
Russian voice. Trouble in the camp. Two men with flat heads guarded the locked green room door 
closed to the outside world, including the venue stewards trying to kick it open. Hatti Goldmann 
had made a complaint. 

“The dress cost twenty grand and wasn't insured.” But the door remained locked; orders of the 
management, whatever the cost. 

“Tell her get second dress,” said one of the flat heads. “Fucking English midgets.”
A champagne cork popped. Susan's eyes glowed as red as her lip gloss and when Dee shoved her

in the back they moved on. All four of them and Wallet at the rear, stepped through the solid door 
without a shimmer of awareness from the group surrounding it.

Inside the sullen green room, the band's manager Mikhael Pushkin, champagne bottle in left 
hand, glass in right, presented a fascinating analysis of what had just happened: it was good, but 
could have been better.

“You, you had her in your hands, you fucking halfwit. Why didn't you go all the way?”
“But. . . .” The drummer shrank in his chair.
“Butt. Yes, in your face, swinging around the stage and you leave her knickers on. I told you to 

pull them off.”
“But. . . .”
“Shut the fuck up. Pull her knickers off and they'd still be talking about it in the next century. 

Talking about you, this band, that moment. Don't you see that, you fucking prick?”
“But. . . .”
“Why didn't you do it? I told you to do it. He did what he was told.” Pushkin pointed at the bass 

player replenishing his empty bladder. “He gave them a real fucking shower, but you, all you had to
do was remove the knickers and you couldn't even do that. You have a girlfriend?”

“Yeah, I-”
“Does she leave her knickers on when you fuck her?”
Elaine made herself visible behind the bass player. The cue for the others to appear.
“We came to offer our congratulations,” Susan said. “And pick up our award.”
Pushkin's right arm remained cantilevered in the direction of his bass player who mumbled, 

“What are you all staring at?”
Susan plucked the award out of the guitarist's hand and remembered the weight and the fluting 

down the side of the golden bottle. “Look at you. You bunch of fakes.” The base was missing. 
“We're not fakes, we really are fucking dangerous.”

She launched at the guitarist, snapping his neck, the sound cracking like a fresh carrot. The 
others followed, landing on their opposite number teeth first (Wallet went for Pushkin), and in a 
frenzied sixty seconds turned the air blue and the carpet tiles crimson. Lev the Singer was yanked 
off his feet and bitten through the neck until the naked vein hosed blood across Elaine busy re-
attaching the bass player's head to a coat hook. 



Wallet forced Pushkin up the door to give him an elevated view of the carnage. “There we were 
thinking you lot were a lively bunch. Ooh, give 'em hell, Ygor. Bit of the old hair dryer treatment, 
eh? Still, you're a lucky man. You join a select club of human beings to witness the truth and live. 
Good luck explaining it.”

“What?”
When they were done and Rene had reseated the drummer's corpse, Susan inspected Pushkin's 

boggling eyes. “Is he dead?”
Wallet patted the manager's face. “No.”
“No?”
“No.”
“Why not?”
Wallet dropped Pushkin and led the band back out into the corridor. “It puts him in an awkward 

situation.”
“What do you mean? The plan was to kill them all. You remember the headlines. The risks 

connected to winning Toten Herzen's award.”
“It was a shit headline. My plan's better.”
Alerted by the silence, the Russian guards pushed their flat heads to the door, shouted to the 

occupants, held back the wiry venue stewards waiting to kick the frame away from the walls, and 
all the time Toten Herzen walked amongst them, cross-examining Wallet and asking why he had 
veered from the plan. Susan's Plan.

“Think about it,” Wallet said, “He'll be found alive in a room full of dead bodies. How did this 
happen, Ygor, the police will ask. It was them, officer. The vampires did it. You're coming with me,
my lad, the police will say. And Ygor will have the unenviable job of explaining why he survived 
when everyone else died. If we killed them all you'd have a simple multiple murder on your hands. 
This way, he has a right old conundrum to get out of.”

Susan licked her lips and considered the variation. “Makes sense.” Back in the auditorium, James
Corden continued to struggle with the audience oblivious to the backstage celebration getting out of
hand. “Why did you let him live again?”

“I just told you.”
“Sorry, yes, you did.”
“I've got the strangest feeling,” said Dee. “I only get it on very rare occasions, but I think Rob's 

plan might just be a stroke of genius.”
James Corden raised his eyebrows and finally the audience laughed.
Toten Herzen left the building.



2

An effective way to gauge a person's health is to force them up a hill. They pause after fifty metres, 
stop to get their breath back after a hundred, fall down gasping after a hundred and fifty, collapse 
and die after two hundred. The difference between life and death a mere two hundred metres, 
determined by the anaerobic integrity of the human being. But Rene wasn't a human being. He 
could walk for ever and never feel the need to stop for a breather.

Raven, on the other hand, struggled with slopes. Too many chip barm cakes and cans of Tizer; a 
short lifetime of culinary self-abuse, smothering everything with salt, vinegar and tomato sauce 
until her arteries looked like the Victorian sewers of old London. She stopped again and watched 
Rene continue up the slope, talking to himself. 

“Oi,” the word barely crossed her lips, “stop a minute.”
“Again?”
“We drove up here last time. Don't see why we couldn't drive up here now.”
“What if we cross the line when I'm driving? You'd be stuck in the car yelling instead of jumping

in the driver's seat.”
“You've got an answer for everything.”
When Raven came this way just before Christmas, humans and vampires separated along an 

invisible line leaving both parties dumbfounded. The band and Wallet walked on invisible, unaware
of the humans discarded in another dimension, or universe, or time frame, no one ever found an 
explanation. They carried on to the village of Altengen and a celebratory feast followed by a bizarre
impromptu game of football. Raven, Almer and Marco Jongbloed, stuck in the here and now, drove 
back to Garmisch to divvy up Toten Herzen's assets. The evening after, as Raven calculated her 
share of the proceeds for the third time (her parents always told her to read the small print), the band
walked into the hotel as if vanishing was the most natural thing in the world.

“Is Susan's guitar really worth quarter of a million?”
“You still going on about her guitar?” Rene unfolded his map and followed the contour lines. “It 

can't be much farther. Twice now I thought I'd crossed the line. You're not there and I think, aha, 
here we are, and then I look around and you've collapsed.”

“I'm not as fit as you are. If one of you turned me I wouldn't have this problem.”
“Yeah, yeah.” The world became minuscule, shrinking with every footstep, every metre of 

elevation. On the way up they were joined by forest, detaching them from the mortal plain below 
until they observed it all like gods. Superiority increasing with altitude. But the goal of immortality 
required more than a grunting climb up a mountainside.

“You can't keep putting it off. What happens if I die? It'll be on your conscience.”
“Won't be on my conscience. I don't care.”
“Charming.”
“You keep asking us to turn you like you're asking for a pay rise. You get a pay rise when you 

earn it.”
“No. This isn't a meritocracy. This is life and death.”
“Ask Rob.”
“I will.”
“He's irresponsible enough to do it.”
“Oh, we're back to that, are we? It's for your own good, my girl. Being a vampire's not all it's 

cracked up to be. Who's sitting here having a coronary? Tell me that.”
“Do you want me to carry you?” Rene snatched Raven off the ground and heaved her over his 

shoulder. “Now I can see when you disappear.”
“If you just want an excuse to get away from the others why don't you play golf or something?”
“At night?”
Of course. “Do you tell me why we're here when we get there?”
“Possibly.” 
There were more questions, but Raven's diaphragm bumped and banged against Rene's shoulder 



with each swift footstep. He marched up the slope with insouciant disregard for the gravity cutting 
his cargo in two until he disappeared. Rene reversed out of the invisible fog and found Raven face 
down on the track, scraping the grit off her palms. “We found it then.”

“Extraordinary.” According to Rene's phone they were at an altitude of one thousand four 
hundred and four metres. “I wonder if there's some numerical significance. Or some quantum 
significance about this altitude. Whatever it is, this threshold can't just be an arbitrary position.”

“Beats me. Arbitrary or not it doesn't make the floor any softer. I landed on me elbow then.”
“Did you feel anything? When I vanished? Any static charge, shortness of breath, pressure, heat, 

cold, anything?”
“No. Nothing. Took a few seconds to realise you'd gone. Sudden weightlessness doesn't happen 

very often in life. It's like when we travelled over here. You're just there. You don't feel anything. It 
was the same as that.”

“It all went quiet for me.”
“Fuck off.”
Rene marked the approximate altitude using the contour lines of the map. They spent another ten

minutes traversing the hill until the ground became too boggy and Raven's complaints too much to 
bear. Progress shimmered and wavered, coming and going like an hallucinogenic trip, the slightest 
stumble across the invisible line interrupting conversation. And every time Raven threatened to 
raise the subject of turning Rene would knowingly step to his left. “Say something annoying.”

“What? Like what?”
“That'll do.” He stepped left and disappeared. Raven eventually got the message. 
“I could leave you here and go and take a look.” Rene considered the dark pine forest's 

invitation. 
“You can't do that. You don't know how long you'll be gone.”
“Ten minutes or so.”
“Might be ten minutes for you, but five years for me. Like time travel when the astronaut goes 

round the universe and when he comes home they've buried his brother.” 
“It's not like that. We were gone for a day. You missed us for a day. It's all synchronised.”
Raven dreaded Rene's single mindedness. He had that look in his eye, fixed on the trees, the crest

of the slope, alert as if waiting for the starting pistol and then off, leaving her to the long slog 
downhill, which according to Rob 'Mountain Man' Wallet, could be as hard on your knees as the 
climb could be on your lungs. 

“Weird, isn't it?”
Raven waited for the rest of the sentence.
“Big explosion and everything vanishes. How can a valley vanish? What kind of explosion was 

it?”
“Don't ask me.”
“You shacked up with a quantum physicist.”
“I didn't shack up . . . who you talking about?”
“Klaus.”
“Oh, Klaus. I never mentioned it to him. I thought it was a secret.”
Rene raised a silencing hand.
“What?”
“Someone coming.” He knelt down. The wind funnelled towards the plateau behind the crest of 

the slope, bending the tips of the trees until they whispered among themselves. Rene turned his ear 
to where he thought the approach would come from. “Footsteps,” his voice barely audible against 
the soft brush of foliage, “someone talking, calling out. You can't hear them?”

“No.”
“They must be a long way off.”
“Who are they?”
Rene paused, “Sounds like . . . Al Pacino.”
“Al Pacino?”



“How the fuck do I know who it is? Stupid question.”
“You've been here before. I didn't mean who personally-”
“Shush. They're talking about pigs and . . . castles.”
“Castles?”
“A castle, here. I can't see a castle.”
Unless it was over the line Raven couldn't see it either.
“Pigs, they're looking for pigs.” 
Three figures came around the shoulder of the slope. Two men and a woman. Eclectic figures in 

clothes grabbed from a number of centuries, mismatched in colour, texture, material, chronology. 
The woman checking the upper slopes carried a long walking stick, like a shepherd's crook. Her 
male colleagues surveyed the lower flanks of the forest.

“Vampires,” said Rene.
“Shit.”
“You're not scared are you?”
“Well, they're real ones, aren't they.”
“What?”
One of them called. “Hey there. . . .”
“Now what?” Raven wanted to bolt back down the slope, but she knew how quick these lot 

could be in a chase.
“See what they want. Stay close to me. If it gets nasty remember what you always wanted. This 

could be your lucky day.”
“You're not exactly selling it to me.”
“Hi.” Rene greeted the figures as soon as he could see their faces up close. 
From a distance they didn't look hungry, but with only the scrub and a feeble breeze between 

them their expressions revealed an appetite that had found its feast. “I'm with him,” Raven said.
“Lucky you,” said one of the men. “You're outside the line.”
“We were looking for it,” Rene said. “See how far it extends either way.”
“You know she can't cross it.”
“Yeah, we know all about it. You remember me?”
The woman stepped forward and raised her crook. “You changed your hairstyle. It was down 

over you eyes.”
“Rene van something or other,” said the second man.
“I scored four goals.”
“That's right. Yeah, sorry. Didn't recognise the, er. . . .” He glanced at Rene's hair. Raven wanted

to ask about the goals, but thought better of it.
“I'm sorry I can't remember your names,” Rene said.
“We haven't had hair cuts. Cornel.”
“Cornel, hello.”
“Dagmar had her hair cut two weeks ago,” said the second man who introduced himself as 

Dietmar.
Rene was slow to fill the awkward social pause. “Sorry, this is Raven.” He stepped away to 

allow a closer examination of his blue-haired companion.
“We've lost some pigs,” said Dietmar. “They're not up there, so we thought maybe they're down 

there, across the line.”
“Haven't seen any on the way up.” Rene waited for Raven to concur.
She forced a smile. “They'll be going through someone's bacon slicer by now.”
“What she say?” Cornel waited for the translation.
“Just ignore her. She's from Nottingham.”
“They all have hair like that in Nottingham?”
“No, we don't. Call me unique.”
“He said your name was Raven.”
“How many pigs have you lost?” said Rene.



“Five,” said Cornel. His Salomon wind proof jacket covered a thick mustard coloured jerkin; 
both garments separated by two hundred years of technology. Dietmar and Dagmar wore identical 
but equally disparate clothes: Gore Tex trousers and fur coats tied at the waist with cord. Dagmar's 
hat would have been complete with an enormous feather to match the flamboyance of the brim 
covering her bloodshot eyes. And it was here that Raven recognised the potential, the unfriendly 
scowl tempered by the brevity of conversation. They may have sounded like village idiots, but they 
each had a bite as lethal as one of their missing pigs.

“We'd invite you back, but not with her,” said Dietmar.
“Unless you want to help us search.” Dagmar placed the curve of her crook against Raven's chin.

“We could arrange an entry for you.”
“I'm all right thanks.”
Rene giggled. “Ten minutes ago she was begging me to turn her.”
“Time and a place for everything, Rene. There's no rush?” 
“I think your friend is a little scared, Rene.” Dagmar lifted the fringe off Raven's forehead. 

“We're not the enemy, Raven. Down there,” she nodded towards the valley floor, “the enemy is 
down there.”

“Enemies everywhere.” Raven tried to keep Rene in front of her. “Bloody awful world, innit?”
“We can't stand talking.” Cornel scanned the slope again. “Walk with us. Ten eyes are better 

than six.”
“Eight eyes,” said Dietmar. “Hers won't see very far in this darkness.”
“I've got ears,” Raven said. 
The pigs had to be found, every drop of blood mattered. The group continued across the hillside 

and Cornel emerged as the joker. He asked Raven which blood group she was. She tried to answer 
back, but there was no common ground in their sense of humour.

“I've got synthetic blood,” she said attracting a look of amazement on Rene's face. 
“That's a new one,” said Cornel. “How did that happen?”
“I'm only joking.” She didn't joke again.
An hour passed and still the pigs remained on the run. “If they've gone back over the line we're 

done for,” said Cornel. He took a water bottle out of his pocket and drank. Raven didn't ask what 
the bottle contained, but as the group considered the options, she considered the future. This could 
be her life in a year's time, dressed like a Californian hippy, hunting lost pigs and drinking blood 
out of a HiTec plastic container. 

“I was saying earlier, Rene, if the castle was still standing we could have someone in it full time, 
watching for escapees. We wouldn't have to keep doing this.” Dietmar's wife leaned on her crook 
and agreed. 

“And build another one here,” she said. “I don't know why they didn't build another one here. 
Every time I come over the pass I look around and think this was our back door.”

“Castle?” said Rene.
“The castle,” said Dietmar. 
Dagmar waved her crook to the east. “Burg Werdenfels.”
“Burg Werdenfels?”
Cornel shook his head. “It troubles me, you know. It's always the new ones, don't know their 

ancestors' history.”
“I come from Rotterdam.”
“That's no excuse,” said Dietmar.
“So, where do we find this castle?”
“There's nothing there now. Just a ruin,” said Dietmar.
“On the rock overlooking Garmisch. I know they call it something else these days, but it was 

always Garmisch to me.” Cornel wanted to climb the slope, get away from Rene and his human 
friend. 

“What's the significance of this castle?” said Rene. “I don't understand.”
The vampires shared a collective chuckle. “They built it as a lookout, not for pigs, for us, 



watching us coming and going. It's way outside the line, anyone can see us by the time we get to the
outskirts of Garmisch, so they built the castle as a warning. You remember that, don't you?” 

Dagmar and Dietmar nodded together.
“How long ago was it built?”
“Not long after the cataclysm, give or take a few years.”
“What?”
Leaving Rene to do the astonishment, Raven did the maths. Early twelve hundreds, all three of 

the vampires remembered the castle in its heyday: that made them over eight hundred years old. 
Dagmar took off her hat to adjust her fringe and said to Raven, “What do you think, little'un? I look 
pretty good for a woman my age.”

-

She tried not to dribble, but Raven's mouth hung open all the way down the slope back to where 
Rene had parked the car. He asked her to drive and waited for a mobile signal to appear on his 
phone. 

“Makes you lot look a bit unimportant, doesn't it?”
Rene ignored her.
“Imagine living for eight hundred years.”
“Ten minutes in a car with you feels very similar.”
“Wonder where she got that hat?”
“Here it is.” Garmisch had mobile technology. “Origins unknown, probably built between 1180 

and 1230. No one knows why it was built or who built it.”
“Dagmar knew.”
“It's just a ruin now, but the walls weren't thick enough to be a fortress.”
Raven guided the car through the slumbering town flanked to the west by an unseen foe, if they 

were a foe? They would have been the foe, a pretty fearsome one too, if they found her on her own 
before finding the pigs. Cornel would have had no trouble refilling his bottle. “You've gone quiet, 
speak to me.”

The light from Rene's phone reflected off his waxy skin. “Garmisch had its own witch trials. 
1589 to 1596. The castle was used for the trials and as a gaol. A hexenhaus.”

“Never heard of the Garmisch witch trials.”
“Sixty-three people burned at the stake. . . .”
“Bloody witches everywhere.”
“It makes you realise just how close Lena came? Her coven must have known about the castle, 

but couldn't locate the valley because they couldn't see it.”
The ruins, when they found them, wandered across an overgrown mountain ledge at the end of a 

mercilessly steep path and had no view of the valley from which the vampires would occasionally 
emerge to visit, feed, trade. . . . “What do you think they came down for?”

“All sorts of things,” Rene climbed onto the rough top of a wall, “pots, pans, thimbles, coat 
racks, batteries, electric blenders, pig pens, ball point pens, pocket calculators, wallpaper, barrels, 
buckets, starter motors. Altengen looks like a car boot sale. It's a bit of a tip to be honest. I was quite
surprised when we went there.”

A windowless hole in the unfortified wall framed Garmisch and its obscure secrets. In the 1200s 
the valley road would have been a rough track between a cluster of houses, a vulnerable settlement 
neighbouring a lethal community. “They pulled it down in the 1700s.”

“Not exactly effective, is it? All them vampires coming and going, unseen, invisible. Do you 
reckon the pigs are vampires as well?”

Rene jumped down from the wall. “Vampire pigs. Yeah, right. Actually . . . that's a good point. 
They carry stuff across the line and it vanishes from human sight. Same as the pigs. But I couldn't 
carry you across the line. The pigs must have been bred within the line, which is why. . . .” He 
waited for Raven's answer.



“They don't want to lose them. They can't breed pigs from out here because they can't carry them
back. They'd have to breed from the pigs from the valley itself.”

“It's incredible. The whole scientific puzzle behind all this.” He spoke through the window. “I've 
never thought about it, about what I am. We turned, it was great for a while.” 

“And then what?” Rene studied the illuminated huddle of Garmisch. “You never really speak 
about yourself, do you?”

“Nothing to tell.”
“Family, your background. You come from Rotterdam and support Feijenoord. That's all we 

know about you. All I know about you anyway.”
Yes, he had a family; he spoke about them as if he were describing someone else's family. Two 

older sisters. “That's how I cope with the other three. I learned how to filter them out. You have to 
when you're the only boy.”

“They still around?”
“Yeah, still in Rotterdam. Never really made much of their lives. I've got about five nephews and

nieces.”
“You're joking.”
“I never see them. I wouldn't recognise them if they fell on top of me.”
“And what do they think of you, when you walk in and you're like forty years younger than 

them?”
He shook his head. “Haven't seen them since the mid-nineties. Probably for the better. They'd 

think I was part of some government experiment or an imposter or my own long lost son. Gott, you 
look sho much like Rene, it'sh uncanny.” He found a wall to unfold his map, laid it out and located 
the castle, connecting it to the point where they met Cornel and Dietmar and Dagmar. He may have 
wiped his eyes or pinched his nose or scratched his forehead before tracing the contour with the 
sharpened nail of his index finger.

“Goes a long way, doesn't it? The line.”
“Dee's book didn't mention this castle.”
Raven's mum and dad had trouble pondering the colour of her hair. Walking through the door in 

fifty year's time with the same complexion, colouring, tautness of skin and fearsome teeth would 
have Len Turkington turning to his union rule book for an answer. None would be found. None 
would be found in any book unless Klaus and his quantum mechanics discovered an explanation. In
the meantime, she would have to forfeit friends, family, sever the continuity of life and exist in the 
moment she turned, the moment she became physically pickled in aspic, a living puzzle. She asked 
about Tom Scavinio's wife, the last known recruit to the vampire population.

“I thought I told you to ask Tom about it.”
“He doesn't look like he wants to. You know what he's like. His features start folding up like his 

head's collapsing in on itself. I reckon one of these days it'll stick like that in a permanent gurn.”
“Catch him off guard.”
“How? Get him drunk?”
“Passing reference. Toss a name into a conversation, I don't know. Use your initiative.”
“Right. I will. Or I could ask her. . . .” Rene's face altered from disagreement to dread. “You 

don't think that's a good idea?”
“Not a good idea. I think Sheila Scavinio is one to avoid. Wait a few years for her to calm 

down.”
“Wait a few years.” Life was like standing on a railway platform unaware of the trains being 

cancelled, the route withdrawn, the service defunct. In her quietest moments in the dead of night, 
Raven imagined future travellers finding her abandoned body, dried out like a joke shop skeleton, 
dead from waiting. She had mentally written her own epitaph: youth died here just as I predicted it 
would, but no one listened. “Rob thinks Susan did it.”

“Rob thinks a lot of things. That's his problem. He over thinks.”
“You don't think Susan did it then?” 
“No.”



“No she didn't do it, or no you don't think she did it?”
“Yes.”
“It's like talking to someone who doesn't speak English.” Rene's map lifted at the corner. “Hang 

on a minute. Why won't you say if she did it or not? If Susan didn't turn her you wouldn't have a 
problem telling me that.”

“It's time to go.”
“Sun won't be up for hours. You're doing that old politician's thing, aren't you? What do they call

it? Obfuscation or something.” The more she harried the more defensive he became, back and forth 
until they were reduced to 'she did - she didn't.'

“She did!”
“No, she did not. Stop asking.”
“Why? What you hiding? Why's it so important? You're not telling the Daily Mirror, it's me. I'm 

only asking.”
“You've got an agenda now.”
“What does that mean?”
“You'll go to Susan and ask her why she turned Tom's wife, but won't turn you.”
“So she did turn her.”
“Who knows what Susan did. Who knows what the fuck she's up to at any particular moment of 

the day. I don't.”
“Thought you were friends?”
“So did I.” He refused to take his eyes off the map. “What Susan does is her business.”
“She lied to me.”
“Give her the benefit of the doubt. She doesn't make a habit of turning people.”
“She turned you lot.”
“That was a long time ago.”
“She turned Rob.”
“She didn't want to. It was part of the plan. Raven, it doesn't always work. You bite too hard you 

kill the victim, don't bite hard enough and they don't turn. There's a technique. Tom's wife could 
have died, they both knew the risks.”

“But she didn't die.”
“And look at the state of her. She's uncontrollable.”
“That's beside the point. She gave me the runaround and went and did it to someone else.”
“She's a friend of Tom's and she didn't like seeing him suffer. He was watching his wife die and 

she could stop it, so she did. What have you got to lose?”
She had nothing to lose apart from everything. And if she avoided all the threats and dangers she 

could live as long as Dagmar, outlive everyone; endure sixty years of questions and awkward 
situations and then she'd be free, free to roam the hills looking for lost livestock, free to have hair 
any colour she wanted, red for a hundred years, green for the next hundred years, on and on into the
future until the last human hairdressers were dead, the earth a dull sun-dried lump of rock floating 
through space, space itself a vacuum. But she wouldn't be alone, she knew at least half a dozen 
others on the same infinite ride. Eight hundred years was only the start.



3

Tom Scavinio wanted to concentrate on Rene's forthcoming interview on Chuck Woozniak's 
Midnight Moments. The US show was a big deal, especially since the retirements of Letterman and 
Leno. Chuck Woozniak had no shortage of viewers even with a show broadcast at the witching 
hour, and after announcing Rene van Voor's projected arrival, the audience figures quadrupled. 
Aware of the exposure and the potential risks, Scavinio drew up his contingency plan to make sure 
Rene didn't implode live on American television, or worse, attack a member of the floor crew.

But neither of them could concentrate with Wallet wandering in and out of the farmhouse 
kitchen looking for a decent satellite connection for his Skype link. “I don't know what the problem 
is. Fucking satellites . . . I can only get a signal if I stand near the gate and hold my arm out and then
I can't hear anything.”

“Rob, you've been in here three times,” Scavinio said. “And every time you say the same thing, 
and every time you're followed in here by Raven.”

Raven walked in. “Is it working?”
“No. And if it was we can't talk in here because Rene van Voors is being taught the intricacies of

public speaking by a man who sounds like one of the Muppets. Come on, I know when I'm not 
wanted.”

Wallet chugged away pulling his blue-haired boiler behind him. Scavinio tutted. “How can you 
be so calm?”

Rene, perched on a stool next to the breakfast bar, folded his arms. “I suppose you look at life 
differently when you're immortal.”

Scavinio's face twisted. “Tell me about it. I'm glad I'm not immortal.”
“You're wife giving you grief again.”
“No. Everyone else is giving me grief. Telling your sons your wife has become one of the living 

dead takes time to sink in and my only escape is to go back to work. With you lot. What a joke.”
“We've all been there. Tom. We all paid the price.”
“I'm not a vampire, why should I pay a price?”
“Get real. None of this happens in isolation.”
“Get real, he says. You've had forty years to get used to this. No wonder you look so calm.”
“It doesn't get any easier. Trust me.”
“What does that mean?”
“The effect. . . .”
Wallet's arm appeared at the doorway, his tablet hovering in mid-air, his voice whispering to 

Raven, “No, I thought I had something then. . . .”
Scavinio pinched his nose. “Will you two get the fuck out of Rotterdam?”
Wallet stuck his head around the door. “I never thought of that. Come on you,” he grabbed 

Raven, “Badger Bar, Rydal.”
“They got wi-fi?”
“Yep. And Coniston Bluebird. Let's get legless.” He shouted at the tablet. “Hank, if you can still 

hear me, we'll be with you in five minutes. He won't be able to hear me.”
“Is that Hank Prendergass?” Scavinio followed them out.
Even in a house full of people, people with a task, a responsibility, burdens and pressures, a 

loneliness could settle in any room. Stirred up by a flurry of activity, it would coat the furniture and 
rub off on the fingers. Scavinio came back, his lopsided walk aggravated by the necessary miles of 
chasing the final preparations of a world tour. “He doesn't know what he's doing. Where were we?”

“A list of things I'm not allowed to talk about.”
“Yeah. The murders. If you're asked what you think about There Will Be Blood being murdered 

make a reference to the Russian Mafia and the risks of working in eastern Europe.”
“We suspected involvement, something like that?”
“Something like that.”
“What if he asks where we were when it happened?”



“You were here, watching the event on TV.”
“And what if he knows we can't get a signal for the TV?”
“He won't know that.” Scavinio's coffee was cold again. He began the tedious process of boiling 

a new pot, couldn't find the beans and settled for tea instead. “With all the shit that's going on in 
Europe at the moment they could have been killed by a number of lunatics. And Interpol will be 
watching. Where's all the coffee? Has Dee been eating it again?”

“They won't be watching.”
“Oh, yes they will. After your escapades at the top of Honister Pass a lot of people are suddenly 

getting very suspicious of Toten Herzen. Any slip up will be seized on.”
“I know. I found that out yesterday.”
Scavinio placed his cup on the breakfast bar and groaned. “What's happened now?”
“Raven knows about Susan turning Sheila.”
“Is that all? Thank Christ for that. I thought you were going to tell me something else. Something

incriminating.”
“Okay, so Woozniak asks me about the murders of our closest rivals, murders very similar to 

others surrounding the band and I say it could be Russian Mafia or Malandanti, take your pick, we 
were here all the time helping Rob establish a Skype connection.”

“Yes.”
“You know Raven is furious about what's happened.”
“I don't care what Raven thinks.”
“If Susan was going to start turning people she should have been next.”
“Well, pardon me for not knowing there was a queue of people waiting.”
“If she could do it for Sheila she could have done it for Raven.”
“Why are you so concerned? It's not your problem, it's not really anything to do with you what 

Susan does. Are you her father? Sorry, I didn't mean that.”
“Well, therein lyeth the problem, Tom. Our business is her business. Her business is none of our 

business.”
“It's not like you to talk like this.”
“Yeah, well. There comes a point.”
“Is the tour bothering you?”
“No.”
“So, what is it?”
Chuck Woozniak's questions wouldn't be so profound, so long as he didn't ask Rene his favourite

colour the gig would pass without too much incident.
“Come on, if there's a problem tell me. Don't wait until we're half way through the tour and then 

walk out because of something we could have dealt with now.”
Rene waited for Wallet's arm to reappear at the door frame with a convenient excuse to hold 

back, but the house was quiet again, Wallet and Raven gone. Perhaps, wherever they were, they'd 
meet some more real vampires: eight hundred year-old specimens with long memories and short 
attention spans who knew who they were and what they were and dealt with it. “No, it's nothing. 
Sorry, Tom, just ignore me. I'm not used to being questioned by the Chuck Woozniaks of this 
world. American chat shows. The last one I did was Johnny Carson, and he was a young man then.”

“Forget worrying about Raven.”
“No. That's the problem. No one cares about her. We all take her for granted, string her along.” 

Rene moved on his stool for the first time. “We have a responsibility to her, Tom. We can't just 
leave her wandering about. She's becoming irrelevant.” 

“Rob takes care of her.”
“Susan took her on, Susan should give her a proper role in the set up. How about being your 

PA?”
“Oh, Jesus.” Scavinio lowered his voice. “I don't want her following me around all day. She's 

always complaining. I've never known anyone like her.”
“Give her something to do, to occupy her mind.”



“It won't be enough. It'll never be enough. Until she's one of you she'll never be happy being one 
of us. Now can we please get back to the task in hand.”

“Okay. But think about what I just said.”
“I will, I promise.” Scavinio sipped his tea and grimaced. “Christ, everything goes cold when it's 

left out next to you.”
Rene grinned. “Do you ever worry about your head collapsing in on itself?”
He didn't. He worried more about the tiny time frame he had to drink a hot drink before it froze 

in the cup. After the briefing session Rene sneaked into Dee's room and took a careful stroll around 
the packed bookshelves. She might have something on Werdenfels Castle, she might even know the
story of it, he could ask her in person. . . .

“So, caught you in my bedroom, van Voors. The underwear drawer is permanently locked if you 
must know.”

“I was looking for a book.”
“No books in here.”
“And Tom asked me if you ate all the coffee.”
“What are you looking for? Drumming for Dummies? The Idiot's Guide? There's one up there on

Anglo-Dutch political treaties.”
“Werdenfels Castle.”
“Nope.”
“You heard of it?”
Dee extracted several books, flicking the pages, straightening dog-eared corners. “Yep.”
“So, you know all about it?”
“Nope. Nobody does. It's a ruin. Built and then demolished. Played a role in the Garmisch witch 

trials, but apart from that,” she replaced the books, “it was a folly on a hillside. Why do you ask?”
“I found the ruins. I was there with Raven.”
“I bet that was fun. Flippin' 'eck, Rene, bit of a mess, innit.”
“Don't you start. It was built to watch out for the vampires coming down into Garmisch from the 

valley.”
“Who told you that?” 
“One of the vampires.”
“Oh, you were up there. Susan wondered where you'd gone. She's out there now in the shed, 

moaning instead of practising. Where is he now, how long's he gonna be? Blah blah blah.”
“Yeah, well it's none of Susan's business, is it?”
Dee held back, gave Rene a moment to expand into an awkward verbal hole someone had to fill.
“She does her thing, I do mine. I don't have to tell her everything. I'm not her dad.”
“True. But you and Susan. I've always had you down as her little lapdog, jumping and snapping 

and going for walkies when she called.”
“It's not like that.”
“Starting to see her for what she is?”
“Which is what?”
Dee stood on the bed to meet Rene's gaze. “Controlling.”
“Have you ever wondered what you are?”
“What do you mean? Gobby pain in the arse? That's what most people say I am.”
“No. A vampire.”
“Before I turned I used to spend every waking moment thinking about my mortality and what it 

was to be human.”
“Okay, stupid question.”
“Shall I tell you what you are, Rene? You're the drummer. You're the flippant practical joker of 

the band, the Feijenoord fan who's idea of profundity is how hard someone hits the ground when 
you shove them down a flight of steps. You're getting all philosophical because you found a pile of 
stones in a field. What would you be like if you discovered the pyramids?”

“I knew I shouldn't have said anything to you.”



“If Tom asks again, tell him no, it's not me eating all the coffee. If you ask me the man's heading 
for a breakdown.” Dee's voice followed Rene out of the room. “Whatever you are, vampire, 
vegetable, mineral, you'll be on tour in a few week's time. If you're off haunting castles instead of 
practising with the rest of us we're all fucked.”
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Outside the Badger Bar glowing in the subdued light of an evening mist, Wallet and Raven 
approached the side entrance. Appearing near the badgers' feeding point caused a panic, the 
creatures scattering in all directions. Wallet checked his tablet. “No satellite here, but I wasn't 
expecting that. Come on, it'll be last orders soon.”

Inside the Badger Bar, Raven's blue hair drew everyone's attention except Wallet who had finally
found his wi-fi signal, a reliable wi-fi signal, and with task complete ordered a pint of Red Headed 
Tomboy and a glass of water.

“Who's the water for?” said Raven.
“You. You're too young to be drinking.”
“I'm twenty-two.” She ordered her own pint of Ugly Vengeance and asked why it was called 

Ugly Vengeance.
“Brewer's wife,” said the barman. “Took him for everything except the vats, and that was only 

because she couldn't lift them on her own.”
“You're making that up.” 
Wallet slipped away into the darker dining room and puffed himself out when his Skype 

connection appeared for the first time in twelve hours. “We're on. We're back. Look. . . .” He turned
the tablet to Raven and there, in 1080 HD, the enormity of Hank Prendergass IV. Wallet suspected 
the first three were inside Hank Prendergass IV; his stomach filled the screen until there was no 
room left for Hank's face, the bit Wallet wanted to talk to. 

“Wegoinonliveageenob?”
“Sorry, what was that, Hank? Slowly.”
“Are we live ageen, Rob?”
“Yes, yes, we're live ageen, Hank. How's Tennessee?”
“Ohisagettinonsomemidydarkdarkcloudinandapourin. Notunaworringbou.”
“What's he saying?” Like Wallet, Raven had no idea what Hank was talking about, but Wallet, 

unlike Raven, had the embarrassing task of asking Hank to repeat his dense Tennessee 
gobbledegook.

“We're in a noisy bar, Hank. I think I heard you say something about cloud. It's the same here.”
“Nworreezbud.”
“No, I'll try.” Wallet mouthed the words 'what did that mean?' Raven shrugged and hid behind 

her Ugly Vengeance.
“Hank, I wanted to ask you about publicity. A larger than life guy like you, larger than my 

computer screen actually, how you felt about being filmed at any point in the tour?”
“Sallgudberfirawaybud.”
“Er . . . It'll be for the DVD extras. They'll be filming the Turin concert for the DVD, but there'll 

be stuff from every leg of the tour. What do you think?” Wallet had been dreading this part of the 
conversation, but Raven, primed and prepared, implemented a pre-arranged plan. She turned on the 
sound recorder of her smartphone and captured Hank's incomprehensible answer. They both 
assumed it was the answer, but he could have been talking about the American Civil War; they 
couldn't be absolutely sure without a translator. Wallet nodded out of politeness, said 'yeah' now 
and again and tried his best to reassure Hank they were having a normal conversation. All the time, 
out of view (to Hank) Raven's phone did the hard work of capturing the details to be decrypted, 
disassembled and deconstructed at a later date. 

“Beryaintgittinnuttinaworrbot.”
“That's what I thought, Hank.” What Wallet really thought was how stomachs spoke a different 

language to the heads attached to them. If Hank would only move his webcam by a few degrees 
he'd be able to see his lips move and the words wouldn't be so obscure. Instead, the next ten minutes
became an endurance worse than any assault course or psychological torture. 

And then Hank asked a question. “Yallrootinandsuch?”
“Rooting and such? What's that in European, Hank?”



“Yeverunsetandrarinforret. Uggodagobud?”
Raven monitored the smartphone, but scribbled on a menu. 'Is he talking African?'
“We're good to go, yeah.” Wallet prepared to explain himself if the answer turned out to be 

wrong. “I think once they get Mexico City out of the way and the dust has been shaken out of the 
valves they'll be unstoppable.”

“Dingitaworduthatbud. Yaccentsallawrongunsuch.”
“You can't understand my accent, Hank?”
“Notaword. Dunbegittinafrettinall. Ilearnbud. Ibinwokinwiemboysnmegadeth. 

Yogettinthemyogetanyofem.”
“Right. I see. Well, Hank, you're breaking up again, so I'll confirm everything in an email and 

we'll see you in Mexico.”
“Hellyee. Lukinforardameetinyallbud. Ytakecarenow.”
“And you, Hank. Nice talking to you. Take care, big guy.” When the connection closed Wallet 

sat back, a clammy moisture gathered around the collar of his tee shirt. “I'm a stone cold vampire 
and I'm sweating.”

“I understood that last bit.” Raven played back Hank's final sentence: “Ytakecarenow. You take 
care now.”

“That was the clearest thing he said. Jesus, we'll be on the road with him for two months.”
“Lucky you. I won't be, will I? Susan's assistant left behind in Holland.”
“They'll let you go. Don't be so pessimistic.” Wallet held his pint glass between thumb and index

finger, anything more chilled the beer. “I still don't know what Hank looks like. I've only ever seen 
his stomach.”

“That might be it. Just a stomach. A talking stomach.”
“We'll need an IMAX camera to film him. It's not gonna work, is it? Another bright idea dimmed

by the incompetence of Wallet. You know someone at the Alien Noise office was asked about me 
and they said Rob who? Rob who.” The rest of the dining room had emptied and Wallet detected a 
difference between his silent despair and Raven's silent detachment. “What's wrong?”

“Rene told me about Susan turning Tom's wife.”
“So, I was right then.”
“Looks like it. That's it then, isn't it? She's not gonna turn me. She would have done it by now.”
“Well, I'm not going to patronise you with platitudes. I don't know why she doesn't do it, 

but. . . .”
“Go on, say it. I'm sure she has her reasons.”
“There can't not be a reason. People only do things or don't do things for a reason. She can't have

forgotten because you remind her every forty-eight hours. Anyway, that's no help to you. She 
should have been open with us.”

“Is there not a vampire manual or something? A book that tells you how to do it?”
“This isn't the Vampire Diaries. You only get that kind of bollocks on TV shows. Life's not like 

that. Real life is a shit Skype connection and a tour manager who looks like the Blob.”
Raven held her mouth open over the glass. . . . “This isn't meant to be a daft question, but do you 

think I could turn myself?”
“Bite yourself on the neck? How the fuck are you gonna manage that?”
“I could bite my arms or something.”
“You need to be a vampire first, don't you, thicko. Bite yourself now and knowing your appetite 

there'll be nothing left within ten minutes. Just a mouth-”
“All right, all right. I said it was a daft question. Think I'll open a brewery.” She chewed the ends

of her fringe and swirled the last bit of Ugly Vengeance around the glass. “I hate my life. Tedium. 
Boredom. Misery. They're good names for real ale.”

Wallet stood up. “I'm sure they'll go down a storm. You want another?”
“Yeah. And a fucking enormous whisky chaser. Hey, what's that?”
Raven snatched Wallet's tablet too quickly to snatch it back. With the Skype connection gone, 

taking Hank's Jovian moon body with it, the screen revealed a dramatic wallpaper of Susan Bekker 



caught mid-solo. A solitary spotlight glanced off her outline, her face projecting a moment of 
private ecstasy as if the camera had caught her playing the perfect chord. Lips parted in a sensual 
gasp of pleasure, long legs parted in some involuntary expectation with the Flying V arrowing 
towards a shadowy gateway, Susan's deep dark prize, or Wallet's prize if she ever allowed him to 
navigate his way past her naval. 

“You've really got it hot for her, haven't you?”
“It's her best photo. It's iconic. A very . . . iconic shot.”
“Iconic shot. Don't let Elaine see that. It's pretty obvious where your priorities lie.”
“This is,” he waved his hand across the image. What he should have said was this is who I want 

to be with, not the bass player. He confided in Raven, but he didn't tell her everything, nothing he 
wouldn't say to himself and he couldn't say it to himself, so he kept quiet.

Raven said it for him. “If you really liked Elaine it would be her photo on the screen, not 
Susan's.”

“You wanted another pint.” Wallet scuttled away, almost overturned the table, and kept on 
walking, past the bar until he stopped outside next to the gathering point of the hungry badgers. 
Back in the Lakes for the first time since recording the album, Wallet absorbed the landscape 
around him: the enclosing fells, the encroaching bare trees and delicate dampness of the air; the 
same shadows and outlines, the aromatic moisture, the glacial Lakeland texture he felt when Elaine 
surprised him. He forgot about Raven and travelled to Portinscale, to the shore of Derwentwater, to 
the silver ribbon of the beck in Honister Pass, all of them scenes of extraordinary events, 
extraordinary locations, none of which invoked any extraordinary memories, no fondness, no 
warming of his dead heart, and that couldn't be right. Following the album's belligerent noisy 
release they had trundled along like a couple married sixty years, lightless, predictable, nothing like 
the violent spark of their relationship, which even now baffled him. He was still scared to ask why 
she moved on him the way she did. 

Sitting alone on Loughrigg Terrace, Wallet considered the chase, the quarry and the enduring 
image on his tablet. The iconic shot. When he considered what that made him he could have said 
vampire, but the word cheat seemed more appropriate.

-

After ten minutes Raven wondered if Wallet had gone back to Rotterdam to order his pint. The 
barman said he went outside, but he wasn't there and neither were the badgers. Without Wallet's 
guiding hand she was stuck in the pub, stuck in the UK where the cost of a mobile call to a UK 
landline wouldn't empty her bank account. She rang a friend. “Hiya, is Beff in?”

“Pardon.”
“Is Beff in?”
“Effin what? Who is this?”
“Raven. Is your daughter in? Beff?”
“You mean Elizabeth? Yes, she is in. Who are you again?”
“Raven.”
“All right. No need to shout.” Beth's dad bawled into the house, “Lizzy, one of your idiot mates 

on the phone.”
“Who?” The response came from some distant room.
“Blackbird or something. . . .”
“Raven?”
“Just come to the bloody phone, will you, me arm's going dead.”
“All right, all right.”
Like a cheap sound effect footsteps clicked down an unseen tiled corridor, followed by a 

grappling of the handset. “Watcha.”
“You have no idea how pissed off I am. You know what's she's gone and done?”
“No, what?”



“She's turned someone's wife. For years she's given me the run around and all that flannel about 
responsibility and oh, it's a big decision and you have to be sure you're ready and she goes behind 
me back and turns someone else.”

“What a total bitch.”
Raven pulled a long thread of hair across her mouth. “I'm mortified.”
“Who we talking about?”
“Susan.”
“Susan who? Oh, Bekker, sorry.” The penny dropped. “I thought you were going on about your 

mum.”
“My mum's not a vampire.”
“When did you find out?”
“Couple of days ago. I'm livid. I'm still shaking with anger. I had to talk to someone about it. I 

mean of all the backstabbing bullshit things to do.”
“Yeah.”
“And Rob's no use. He's off his rocker these days. The other three are no good. I can't ask Dee.”
“No.”
“Get me bleeding leg bitten off if I asked her. Bloody goblin queen, she is. Gobby shit stirrer.”
“Yeah.”
“I'm so angry. I'm speechless.”
“Yeah.”
“It's not on.”
“Can you not ask this other person,” said Beth. “This someone's wife?”
“What? You must be joking. She sounds like a right head banger. You remember Terence Pearl 

who blew up in Rotterdam?”
“Yeah.”
“It was her who turned him. They all thought it was Rob, but she travelled with Tom Scavinio 

and escaped or something. He can't control her. She's like a ravenous tiger. Never satisfied.”
“So what you gonna do? Jack it all in? There's a Lidl opening round here. Always wanting staff.”
“Don't think I could work in Lidl after doing all this. We just got back from Zurich. They're quite

popular in Switzerland for some weird reason.”
“Don't Toblerones come from Switzerland?”
“Oh, I don't know. Do they?”
“Yeah, I think so. That's why they're triangle shaped, so they look like cheese, you know those 

cheese triangle things?”
“I didn't know that. Swiss cheese has holes in it, doesn't it?”
“Yeah.”
“Dutch cheese has holes in it as well.”
“Must be made by the same company.”
“Yeah.” Raven scratched her head. The conversation shifting from vampirism to Dutch cheese 

was the sort of verbal Möbius strip she expected from Wallet, but then Beth also had an effortless 
ability to meander from subject to subject.

“So, you working at Lidl than?”
“No, I got a job at Aldi.”
“Oh, that's all right.”
“Yeah.”
“You get any perks?”
“I get shampoo with twenty per cent off.”
Raven pulled a fistful of blue hair forward. “That sounds all right. Is it still green?”
“Is what still green?”
“Your hair.”
“Yeah.”
“I'll have to confront her.”



“Yeah.”
“Have it out with her. She did promise and I do everything she asks. It's like working for Marie 

Antoinette sometimes. Do this, do that. You remember The Devil Wears Prada with Meryl Streep 
saying do this, do that?”

“Yeah.”
“Susan's just like that, but with sharper teeth. I don't know if I'm coming or going.”
“No. Was she married to Russell Crowe or am I thinking of someone else?” Beth's finger tapped 

against the phone.
“Susan Bekker never married Russell Crowe.”
“No, Meryl Streep.”
“Oh, I don't know.”
“Susan Bekker not married?”
“No.” Raven pictured Marco Jongbloed, the post-mortem partner with the slinky facial hair and 

what she called his 'pending hip-replacement limp.' “She's going out with that ancient Dutch geezer.
She won't turn him either. Can you keep a secret?”

“Yeah.”
“The minute he croaks it, Rob Wallet's gonna be in there.”
“Is he? In where?”
“Susan Bekker's drawers, where do you think?”
“Oh, right.”
“Got a crush on her like Mont Timbuctu. He's more obsessed about her than he is about, I don't 

know, Jeux Sans Frontieres. Makes you wonder where it'll all end. In tears probably. She's bit him 
once, I reckon the next time will be the big one. Bite his head off or something like that.”

“Yeah.”
“Anyway, gotta go. Nice talking to you, Beff.”
“Yeah. Watch yourself, babe.”
“If she does turn me I'll let you know.”
“Yeah. Send us a text or something.”
“Will do. See ya.”
“See ya.”
She ended the call and scrolled through a shrinking list of contacts: Sineads and Ambers, 

Morganas and Morticias. Names that diminished in meaning as Raven's life departed farther from 
civilisation. She tried one more. “Hiya, is Bronwyn there?”

“Who?”
“Bronwyn?”
“Bronwyn? You've got the wrong number.”
Wallet came back. “Who was that?”
“Wrong number. Where've you been?”
“Out for a walk.”
“Bloody long walk. Thought you'd forgotten me.” She tapped Wallet's tablet. “I knew you'd 

come back though. You left your girlfriend here.”



5

Wallet missed the droll warning signs of Raven. Granted, she had been the Harbinger of Death so 
many times people stopped noticing and when she did make the right call it vanished in the daily 
tirade of pessimism and doom, consumed like one of Raven's hot dogs. For all her blue-haired self-
confidence, she didn't know when she was right or wrong, blundering through a numbers game, and
when you made as many comments in a day about this, that and the bleeding other, the odds 
predicted she'd be right at least five percent of the time. 

Wallet's watch said 3.27 a.m. He wanted to work, but staff in the Alien Noise office wanted to go
home and didn't trust him with a key or the code to the building's alarm system. In retrospect their 
reluctance to trust Rob Wallet the band's publicist should have been a pre-Raven warning that 
something wasn't right. And when he saw one of Marco Jongbloed's assistants indicate speech 
marks with her fingers at the mention of the word publicist, he should have guessed his official title 
had become an office joke.

Still trawling the internet and a list of journalistic contacts that became increasingly out of date 
(his editor friend Keith Filo had died without telling him), Wallet was thrown out like the office cat 
and abandoned on Zaagmolenstraat, left to the mercies of disorientated prostitutes and Chinese 
tourists. He continued in the Mo24 Internet Bar, unfocussed and uncertain, interrupted by frequent 
moments of inertia which he used as excuses to minimise the open windows on his laptop and gaze 
at Susan's lean frame and leggy energy. In a hidden folder of videos he found a recording of her 
alone in a studio, washed in golden light, practising for the tour, her Flying V dense and devastating
like her phantasmic silhouette. . . .

“Why aren't you watching a video of me practising?”
Wallet shuddered. Elaine's Prada belt buckle hovered in his peripheral vision. “I'm making a 

shortlist of videos for a press release kit.”
“You fucking liar.”
“Okay. I'm lying. It's late.”
“For humans. Not for us.”
“I like listening to her play.”
“You like watching her.”
“She's impressive. The V, the shape, the outline, it's iconic. . . .”
“Do the words hole and digging mean anything to you?” Elaine lowered herself onto the edge of 

the table, ignoring Wallet, ignoring the laptop and the video and Susan and the iconic guitar, 
ignoring everything she held in evidence against him.

“I'll keep quiet then.”
“Yeah, keep quiet. Do us all a favour, but I wonder sometimes if you need to talk the way a cow 

needs to keep eating. Stop and starve. It's pissing us all off.”
“You've never said.”
“We can't get a word in.”
“I don't talk that much.” Recent history stopped him, an accusing memory of Maroon Lake and 

Elaine embracing him when the end of a life long search became too much. “I never understood 
what you saw in me.” 

“In hindsight, I feel the same way.”
“It happened so suddenly, it didn't make sense.” He paused, hoping she would choose this 

moment to offer an explanation, but Elaine, a creature of habit, remained on the edge of the table 
and said nothing. The infuriating silence contained an unmalleable certainty he should have 
understood by now. At the start it felt like a game, a picaresque challenge lover to lover. After sex 
she would lie back, eyes closed, and he would waffle on about nothing and everything. She didn't 
complain, though sometimes her hand would shoot out to muzzle him, and after pulling his head 
close to hers she would bite deep into the cold flesh of his shoulder; the euphoric pain shutting him 
up for a good half hour.  

“I'll leave you to it.”



Any response would have been wrong or unsuitable or unintentionally ironic. He wondered if 
she deliberately hid her feelings or simply didn't have any to hide and this was why she had the 
right to be angry; he didn't know her because Wallet only ever saw the outline. 

She stood up, took out her phone, tapped and scrolled and left it on the table in front of him. “All
the things I never had.”

He waited for her to leave before studying the phone's screen and its accusing content: an image 
folder containing a gallery of thumbnail images, photos and screenshots, advertisements and 
magazine clippings. Toys, games, children's books and annuals, comics, fashionable knick-knacks 
and long-forgotten objects that had captured the imaginations of a generation of children, children 
from Wallet's era, Elaine's era. They weren't the toys and games he played with, but games for girls.
The annuals he had never read, but he recognised the names, Bunty, Jackie, Girl's World 1966. He 
recognised the comics, the knick-knacks and the long-forgotten objects. It was a gallery housing 
Elaine's private cornucopia inspired by Wallet's nostalgia, instinct for gathering and longing for the 
past. A gallery of memories and the stuff of life, of childhood.

And she had never said a word.  

-

When the idea was raised that it might be useful to perform several warm-up shows in secret at 
small venues, Susan resisted. It was a step backwards, a return to the greasy evenings in English 
towns no one outside England had ever heard of. She had no intention of returning to the tacky 
floorboards of the Rotherham Working Mens Club, or risking electrocution plugging stuff into the 
crusty sockets of the Ragged Ears in Goole.

Scavinio used all his intuition and growing awareness of Susan's psychology to persuade her that
the band needed feedback, even if it was only from eighty people. They needed to play the full set 
with lights, with sound and with the permanent threat of falling off the edge of a real stage. She 
acquiesced and once she was okay with the idea the others were too. And that presumption 
aggravated Dee all the way to the microphone.

“Mumble mumble mumble,” she said to eighty nonplussed faces staring back from the floor of 
the Redhouse in Arnhem. 

At the side of the stage Scavinio said to Wallet, “There are times when I just don't find her 
funny.” No reply. “I said there are times-”

“Yeah, I heard you. Perhaps they don't know who she is. Perhaps they're the only eighty people 
in Holland who don't know who Toten Herzen are.”

He was wrong. So utterly wrong. The whoops of recognition started two rows back from Dee's 
stage monitor. Like morphic resonance the recognition, the knowledge, flowed from consciousness 
to consciousness, brain to brain until the crowd realised Dagger in the Head were not Dagger in the 
Head, but Toten Herzen. The real Toten Herzen in the pale-skinned flesh.

Dee responded. “Yeah, surprise surprise, and you only paid five euros, you fucking freeloaders. .
. .” The Explorer screamed, the lights blinked, the room exploded and a great miscalculation 
became apparent: Toten Herzen were too big for the venue.

Scavinio had to stand outside, deafened by the compressed intensity of the noise and his hearing 
reduced to that of a drowning man. From the back door he could see latecomers approaching the 
venue. The trickle became a torrent and then a tidal wave stopping the traffic, bending street 
furniture, Arnhem's population rising like ghouls, woken by the news of Toten Herzen's arrival in 
town.

“Oh shit.” Before he hurried back into the building Scavinio thought he saw someone running 
along the street carrying a Frisian calf over his shoulders, but there was no time to stop and watch. 
Inside, he grabbed Wallet, pulling him away from the stage. “The word has got out.”

“What word?” Wallet didn't need an answer. From the car park they both watched the tsunami 
engulfing Arnhem. A massive human surge heading for the tiny entrance of the Redhouse. “There 
probably aren't as many as it looks, Tom.”



“The venue is only licensed for eighty people.” There may have been eighty people forming a 
body pile on top of the man who slipped squeezing between two parked cars. The crowd behind, 
once they were finished walking on his head, crawled over the vehicles setting off the alarms. 

“That traffic light's coming in. . . .” A separate gang of eight uprooted the light, ripped it from its 
cables and carried it like a battering ram. “Hate to think what it's looking like inside, Tom.” 

Toten Herzen played on. The front five rows of the audience became the front two rows of the 
audience and then the front one row and were about to be crushed into a singularity when the 
latecomers decided if they couldn't go forward they could go up. Crowd surfers surfed on top of 
crowd surfers three deep. Susan found herself looking out at kneecaps, shins, bootlaces, heads 
attached to bodies somehow inverted in the melee and transported upside down catching the ceiling 
fitments with their feet. 

Galloping through the set list, the sound softening as more human organic matter squeezed into 
the minuscule space, Elaine sidestepped the traffic light when it eventually washed up stage left. 
Dee offered another monologue between songs. “Mumble . . . fucking mumble mumble mumble, 
Arnhem. . . .” The throng roared. “Mumble mumble mumble, Disorientated. . . .”

Part of the human wall collapsed onto Scavinio. Kicked in the chin and partially buried by 
Arnhem's maniacal concert-goers, he pleaded for some of Wallet's vampiric strength to pull him out
of the tangle. Bundled outside, he brushed the scuff marks off his shirt. “What's it going to be like 
when we get a big audience?”

“They're enjoying it.” Wallet eased open the stage door. A burst of dense sound punched him in 
the face. He closed the door, opened it, closed it. “Michael Barrymore used to do this.”

“Who the fuck's Michael Barrymore?”
Peering through the slash between door and door frame was a glimpse into Hell on a bad night. 

A squirming blackened monster with a million limbs, transforming with every pulse of colour: 
bleeding red, sulphurous yellow, sickening green. When the lights flashed blue harrowing faces 
formed within the monster shouting and moaning, bellowing. 

“It looks like mincemeat now,” said Wallet. 
“You know my coming back to the band was dependent on a crucial clause in my contract.”
“What was that?”
“I am not personally liable for any disasters, death, catastrophes, riot, civil unrest, civil disorder, 

earthquakes, lightning or anything that precludes or precipitates the end of the world as we know 
it.”

“Just about covers everything,” Wallet said. “Additional unforeseen circumstances. Did you 
include those? What about papier mache horses?”

“No.” Scavinio's features folded in on themselves again. “Which do you think will go first, the 
walls or the floor?”

The walls and floor survived, as did the sprinkler system, the emergency exits and the concrete 
sections of the roof, but they drained the bar, stripped the fixtures, forced the bar staff to flee and 
left the toilets unusable. Concert, in hindsight, was probably too concise a term to describe the 
events that came to pass inside the Redhouse in Arnhem. Incident became the description of choice,
especially among the ranks of police officers in riot gear that sealed off the street at 3 a.m. Once the 
venue had been swept of any remaining stragglers and the blood mopped up, the band gathered 
around Rene's drum kit and concluded the show had passed quite quickly. Three venue stewards 
retrieved the traffic light.

“Do we really need to do this another four times?” said Rene. 
“I think so,” Susan said. “I don't feel up there yet.”
“Up there? Where's up there?” Dee's legs swung from the top of the Marshall stack.
“I'm sure I can play better, but I'm not with it. There's something not clicking.”
“It'll come,” said Scavinio, “but you still need the rehearsals. The last warm up is a bigger stage, 

you can be more expressive once you're comfortable with the set list.” He recognised the pensive 
silence and the moronic expressions when Toten Herzen collectively held something back. “What? 
What am I missing?”



“I suppose we should get it over with. Do we tell him now?” Susan unstrapped her Flying V.
“Tell me what?”
“Not you. Rob”  
They told him. Rob Wallet. They found him behind the building, attached by the teeth to an 

unconscious fan called Lorelei from Westphalia, invited him in, sat him on one of the monitors and 
announced their decision.

-

For as long as Wallet had been with the band he thought he could call on Rene for support, a male 
ally, one of the brotherhood. Fat chance. Rene always chose clinical detachment over aggressive 
engagement, observing discussions the way a dog observes its owners bickering over the lead. He 
was the TotenherzenDog. And when the discussion became particularly combative, as now, with 
Wallet in the clumsy claws of a pincer movement, the only other male in sight sat safely behind his 
drum kit.

“It's not the fact that you're hopeless,” said Susan without any notion of irony, “it's the manner in
which you exhibit your hopelessness.”

“If I'm as hopeless as you make out why do you persevere with me? You treat me like a piece of 
baggage. Like Raven.”

“At least Raven knows she's baggage. She doesn't complain about it.”
Dee disagreed. “She never stops moaning about it. She was moaning about it this morning. She 

wanders round like the Canterbury Ghost.”
“Well, yeah, I suppose you're right, she does go on a bit. But that's just the way she is. You, Rob,

you get worse every day.”
“I appreciate your candour.”
“My what? Anyway, I'm sure you'll appreciate the fact that we haven't just made all this up. The 

decision is based on a long list of episodes.”
“Decision?” Wallet didn't want to hear the list, but he knew it was coming anyway. 
“Loose Women. I mean, words fail me, Rob.”
“And me,” said Dee.
“And how often does that happen? Dee Vincent lost for words.”
Wallet laughed. “Born talking, weren't you?”
“Toten Herzen appearing on a daytime British television chat show surrounded by menopausal 

women and old '70s has-beens.”
Wallet bit his lip hoping Susan wouldn't read his mind, but Dee had got in before her.
“Hang on, you're not suggesting we're all menopausal '70s has-beens are you?”
“They were Susan's words, not mine. I never mentioned the '70s.”
“Cheeky twat. . . .”
“We're getting off the subject,” Susan said. She heard Rene choking from behind his drum kit. 

“It's not funny.”
“No, it isn't. Not funny at all.”
“And then, what's this one? Desert Island Dust. What the fuck is Desert Island Dust?”
“Dust? Disc. Desert Island Discs. My handwriting's not that bad.“ Wallet didn't know how Susan

had come by the note she was reading from.
“It looks like dust. Does that look like dust to you?” She held the note in front of Elaine.
“Dust, discs, it's a fuck up whatever it says.”
Rene peered over his cymbals at Wallet. “Wasn't that one of your favourite programmes in the 

'70s?”
“Fuck off, Rene.”
“It's a Fuck Up. . . .”
Susan stared at the note. “It sort of hurts me to say this, well, it doesn't really, I suppose it should,

but. . . .”



“You're fired,” said Dee. “There's no easy way of saying it, so we might as well say it the hard 
way.”

“Fired?”
“Yes,” said Susan. “Don't take it personally.”
“Oh, sorry, for a minute then when you said I'm fired I thought you meant me.”
“We do mean you.”
“Well, how can I not take it personally?”
“Because. . . .” Susan flung out her hands.
“We're firing the publicist,” said Dee, “not the man pretending to be the publicist.”
Susan rubbed her toe across a strip of tape sealing a wire to the stage. “Why don't you see this as 

an opportunity, Rob? Try something new.”
“Like knitting?”
“Knitting? I didn't know you like knitting.”
Leaning against the wall, Elaine gave no hint of being the engineer of this 'letting go,' and 

remained motionless, happy to see Susan carry the burden of managerial responsibility and all its 
uncomfortable repercussions. Wallet tempered his initial anger towards her. “I left your phone in 
your room.”

She waved it back at him.
“You could have warned me,” he said to Susan.
“We did have, do have bigger things to think about.” Susan shrugged. “We were a perfect match 

at the start, but we've come a long way in two years, you're not really a publicist, Rob. You're a 
journalist, probably quite a good one, I've never read any of your articles. But we need someone 
who knows what they're doing.” She nodded, satisfied with her own conclusions and reasons.

“There are other roles I could play, you can't just throw me off the bus like this. What am I 
supposed to do? I'm not exactly employable, am I?”

“You'll think of something,” said Elaine. “Man of your talents.”
The signal contained in the momentary quiet and four pairs of eyes waiting for a reaction 

reminded Wallet his working relationship with Toten Herzen had always been precarious. The time 
to move on had finally arrived. He'd be better off leaving them with their dilemmas and disasters, 
their cunning and competition. Leave them to it and let Tom Scavinio, the professional manager, 
deal with the lot and good luck to him.” “Do I get compensation?”

“We can come to an agreement, I suppose,” said Susan.
If he stayed, these moments of uncomfortable silence would be a persistent condition whenever 

he and Elaine were in the same room; his shame, her disappointment, colliding like two weather 
fronts and raining on everybody. He didn't want to go without apologising to her, but she was the 
first to leave the stage, followed by Dee and Rene. Scavinio, lurking in the wings, said nothing.

Before Susan left, Wallet asked her, “Was this Elaine's idea?”
She gathered her guitar, folding the strap, sticking a solitary plectrum to the headstock, little 

actions contrived to give her time to respond. “I never understood what you two had. Chalk and 
cheese and all that shit, never made sense to me. I don't know what's happened and I don't want to 
know, but there's tension coming from you two and I'm not gonna let anything undermine the 
success of this band, not now. It's for the best, for everyone, including you. We've gone beyond 
what you're capable of, Rob. I'm sorry.” She kept her head down and ignored Scavinio on the way 
out. Wallet heard footsteps leave the building and the door close. Life had come full circle.
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“I've never been sacked,” said Raven.
“You've never had a proper job, that's why.”
“True. What's it like? Is it embarrassing?”
“Yes, if you must know, it is fucking embarrassing.” Raven pulled the strands of her blue fringe 

between thumb and forefinger. “One of these days you'll forget you've dipped your fingers in glue 
and do that with your fringe.” This is where his mesmerising collection of '70s and '80s junk ended 
up when he ran out of space at the farmhouse. He didn't call it junk, but it was unrecognisable to 
anyone under the age of thirty-five.  

Wallet came and went between stacks of Tonka Toys, pillars of board games, crumpled 
pyramids of comics and graphic novels and the immobile lump of Raven. “None of this will fit on 
the boat.”

“Buy a bigger boat.”
“There isn't a harbour in the world big enough for a boat that size. What am I gonna do with it 

all? I'll have to find storage in Monaco.”
“Monaco? You're going to Monaco?”
“Yep. On a boat. Monaco and fuck 'em all. And no, that's not an album by Metallica.”
“Can I come?” Wallet dropped his shoulders. “I won't get in your way or anything. All I need is 

a few clothes and toiletries. You won't even know I'm there.”
“I'll be able to smell the toiletries, especially the cloud bank that forms when you hairspray that 

tropical rainforest of yours.”
“I can cook for you.”
“Cook? When did you last cook anything?”
“I did beans on toast this morning.”
“I can't live on beans on toast, I'm a growing vampire not an arts student. I don't even cook my 

food. Raven, love, I'm sorry.”
“But where am I gonna live? They're off on tour, the farmhouse is in the middle of nowhere, I 

don't know anyone in Holland, it's flat as a pancake. It's boring. The farmhouse is boring. It's not 
even a proper farm.”

“I might take this.” Wallet's boat had room for his boomerang. “What about Klaus? Why can't 
you shack up with him?”

“I don't know where he is. After he left the farmhouse he didn't say where he was going. I don't 
think he trusted me. He might have had a nervous breakdown after everything that happened to 
him.”

“Not my problem. You see what happens when you worry about other people. They fuck you 
over, so I'm not worrying about other people anymore.”

“Not even me?” 
She didn't mean to make him guilty, but Wallet's sifting and separating increased in difficulty. 

When his intermittent concentration forced him to look at her there was none of the cold callousness
he claimed to have. He understood. He empathised. 

“Maybe we can help each other,” he said.
“Can we?” 
“Come on, I'll show you something.”
They held hands. . . . “Hang on, haven't licked me bottle. . . .” Raven took her travel sickness 

potion and prepared for lift off. They landed on the lofty fly bridge of an enormous motor cruiser 
bigger than the bobbing boats around it. A forest of tinkling yacht masts filled the view in three 
directions; the fourth dominated by the forbidding void of the Mediterranean. “Which one's yours?”

“You're standing on it.”
“This one? It's enormous. What do you need a boat this big for?”
“To spread out, to luxuriate and put two fingers up to those ungrateful arseholes back in Holland.

Live a life of unbridled opulence. I'm going to fill the place with whores and do whatever I fucking 



please.”
“So that's why you don't want me coming with you. You'll catch something, you know. All them 

whores. You'll get knobrot.”
“Knobrot.” Wallet laughed and kissed the top of Raven's head. 
“How long have you had this?”
“Four weeks. It was going to be a secret bolt hole during the tour, when the riots break out and 

there's tear gas everywhere, but it looks like it's my new home.”
“I don't know where you get the money from. How come I don't get paid what you get paid?”
“Because you're a minion. A pleb. Plebs don't get paid. Come and have a drink.”
They moved on to the lounge below the fly bridge, a soundproofed container of luxury, panelled 

with wood varnished until it shone like honey. Raven's blue reflection shimmered, squirming across
the cabinets and cupboards, it followed her round the living space copying her when she tested the 
depth of the upholstery. “When I was about five years old my dad had to call in at the union to pick 
up some ballot papers. The snug looked a bit like this but with a few more beer stains on the counter
tops.”

“This boat is what every Marxist-Leninist aspires to if he were honest.”
“What's it called?”
Wallet bobbed up from behind the steering wheel. “The Bombaninero or something stupid. 

That'll have to change. Re-register her. Make a fresh start.”
“She's a she is she?”
“All boats are shes. Don't ask me why, they just are.”
“What you gonna call her? The Susan?”
“Don't be daft.” Wallet came back up with champagne. “The Agnetha.”
“God preserve us.”
“Don't think I haven't finished with that lot.” Fresh bubbles surged up the inside of Wallet's 

glass. “You only miss something when it's gone. And they'll miss me when they realise I'm not 
around. Well, Susan'll miss me, the others won't. And that's all that matters.”

“You're starting to sound like a Bond villain now.” Villainy she could forgive, half-buried in the 
luxury cushions of the Agnetha, served incredible champagne and hopefully something to eat to 
help it go down. The fruity bubbles backfired with oesophageal fury almost lifting Raven off the 
settee. “Oh, Christ. What's the plan? And where do I fit into it.”

Wallet chortled. “Bya ha ha. . . . You my dear, you will be my eyes and my ears, my deep throat,
and I should remind you that's throat with a T-H not an F.”

“Froat? Oh, I see what you mean.”
“I'll pay you, pay you a lot of money. More than the four pound a week you're getting at the 

moment.”
“How much?”
“Hundreds.”
“Hundreds? Not worth getting out of bed. I've got a better price.”
“Okay thousands. It doesn't matter, I'll make it worth your while. I want you to stay close to the 

band and in particular someone who is going to be joining them soon.”
The champagne tasted better with a shot of intrigue, but Wallet took more interest in a cardboard

folder brought from one of the bedrooms below deck. Somewhere along the line he had forgotten 
his role as the band's private buffoon and remembered a previous incarnation: investigative 
journalist; the journalist who found Toten Herzen when others didn't even know they were there to 
be looked for. He laid a series of press cuttings across the lounge floor, headlines and photographs 
of an Interpol agent.

“Bernadette Maldini. She went after and caught members of the Mafia. Now she's going after 
members of the Malandanti. My guess is she'll soon be on Susan Bekker's case along with the rest 
of them.”

Italian, sharp, incorruptible. Raven read the descriptions, a near-hyperbolic nomenclature of 
respect and admiration for an agent who never stopped and feared nothing. “Never heard of her,” 



she said.
“Of course you haven't. Well, you have now because she's aimed her sights at Toten Herzen.”
“Why?”
“Lena. Bamberg. Murder. They've been pulling bodies off the fell tops since last November. 

How long will it be before she starts to join the dots and turn up backstage one night with a trunk 
load of arrest warrants.”

“So where do I fit into all this?”
Wallet tapped the front page of Bild. “The band can't palm you off onto me anymore, so they'll 

have to palm you off onto someone else. Her. They'll ask you to help her. Answer any questions she
asks, Susan will say. We've got nothing to hide, go along with everything. Bamboozle her. They'll 
leave you with her. Maldini will think she's got someone on the inside and all the time. . . .”

“All the time what?”
“God, you're thicker than I thought you were. All the time you'll be working for me.”
“I'm not being a grass.”
“I'm not asking you to be a grass, I'm asking you to be a spy. Grass? This isn't the Long Good 

Friday.”
In the time needed to consider the offer Raven grabbed the champagne bottle and helped herself. 

The situation, opaque at first, began to clear, crystal clear, shining and beautiful like the column of 
bubbles rising in her glass. She paused, the chill of the champagne on her lips, and savoured a very 
rare moment of excitement. “You know what would be really useful?”

“I'm not buying you a catsuit. You can buy your own catsuit with your generous allowance and 
FIFA level of expenses.”

“No, if I was a vampire I could get everywhere, couldn't I?”
“No.”
“Why not? It makes sense. How can I be a spy if everyone can see me?”
“They'd still hear you coming.”
“Why should I help you if you won't help me?”
“There are times when you ask questions way beyond your intelligence.”
“That's the deal. Turn me and I'll help you.”
“I won't turn you and if you refuse my offer you'll be back in Nottingham this time tomorrow 

night. Put another shovel o'coal on the fire, Barbara.”
“That's not funny. They don't have a real fire. I don't think they have, I've never noticed.”
“Look, I haven't decided how far I want to go with this. I'm angry, with myself to be honest. I 

betrayed Elaine, I understand that. But when I've calmed down I'll be clearer about all this.”
“Great. A super villain who can't make up his mind.”
“I have made up my mind. Cold revenge. I just haven't sorted the hows and wherefores yet. 

Revenge on the band, but not Elaine.”
“Rene's not too bad when you get to know him.”
“Rene? He was laughing like a drain when they sacked me. No, they're all going down. Except 

Elaine.” Wallet jumped up. “You can stay here for the night. One night, up in the crow's nest. I still 
haven't decided what I'm bringing from Rotterdam.”

“Who's Agnetha?”
“What? Don't ask stupid questions. Come on, move. You can help me carry some board games. 

I've not played Battling Tops for a while.” 
Champagne and the soft warmth of late evening Monaco drew Raven out to the rear deck of the 

boat. Champagne and the talk of revenge and her crucial role in the plan lifted her above the 
claustrophobia of the marina, the pushing and shoving boats, the plantation of yacht masts, the 
enveloping crush of construction embedded in the mountainside. So many people, but how many 
had blue hair? How many were about to be dropped behind enemy lines to collude with Interpol and
whatsername . . . the agent? Special people inhabited special places, absorbing the affluence, the 
importance, processing the wealth and power like worms, well not exactly like worms, that might 
have been the champagne talking, but Raven knew what she meant. Once Wallet had figured out the



devious details of his masterplan she would engage. She would be relevant.   
“Good evening.” On the jetty alongside the Agnetha's substantial presence, an elderly man in a 

suit and tie and gripping the half-smoked stub of a cigar stood waiting for Raven to clock him. He 
touched the top of his hat without lifting it off his head. “Are you the good lady of this fine vessel?”

“Er, no.”
“Are you the owner, madam?”
“No.”
“Ah.” He raised a knowing index finger. “Let me guess, the owner is a shell corporation located 

in some offshore paradise in the Cayman Islands.”
“No, he's in the kitchen, I think.”
“Galley.”
“Whatever. Can I ask who you are?”
The man touched his hat again. “Albert Cole. I believe you and me have a common associate 

here in Monte Carlo.”
“I thought this was Monaco. I'll go and get him.” Champagne and the surprise visit flustered 

Raven who put aside her role as Wallet's nark to become his doorkeeper. “Rob, there's some geezer 
outside wants to speak to you.”

A voice echoed from below deck. “Who is it?”
“Albert Cole.”
The boat sighed. “Tell him I'm asleep.”
“He won't believe that. Oh god, he's come on board.”
“Fuck!” Wallet appeared and held up his hand at Cole's figure increasing in density through the 

tinted glass of the lounge doors. “It's very late, Albert.”
Cole slid the door open. “Sorry to bother you, Mr Wallet.”
“I thought you didn't know who owned the boat?” said Raven.
“I was being polite, my dear. The harbour master sends his regards.” Cole reminded Wallet that 

he was looking to buy a car. 
“The harbour master didn't tell me you invited yourself onto the boats. He said you sold cars.”
“I have a selection of first class vehicles of transportation, Mr Wallet. I'm sure there's one that 

will meet your exact requirements. I was about to explain to your daughter here-”
“Daughter? How dare you. My DNA wouldn't produce a thing like that.”
Cole shared a knowing smile with Raven, but he was on his own. “I beg your pardon. I'll be on 

my way in a moment, but in the meantime.” He offered Wallet an immaculate slice of white card.
“Do you not have a phone, Albert?”
“You don't need to contact me, Mr Wallet. Rest assured when you need my services I'll be here.”
“You're not a vampire are you?”
“Another one,” Raven tittered. 
Cole grimaced and touched the top of his hat again. “I'll bid you both a good evening. But I can 

assure you, Mr Wallet, you won't be disappointed. In my cars, I mean.”
“I don't want a second hand car, Albert. I don't want something full of someone else's 

fingerprints. I want a brand new one. Now, if you can fix me up with a brand new car, I might be 
interested.”

“Consider it done. Fresh off the production line. Shining like a new pin, the paint still wet.”
“I'd prefer a dry one, Albert.” Wallet ushered the old man through the door. “If you don't mind 

we were about to play Battling Tops.”
“A man of distinction, I can tell.”
“Can you?”
Before he stepped back onto the jetty Cole peered over Wallet's shoulder. “A word of advice, Mr

Wallet, make sure you lock everything away. You never know who these people are. Blue hair, 
bolts through the lip like Frankenstein's monster. They're all over St. Tropez at the moment. Nicked 
a bloke's kidney last month and he only had one to begin with.”

“I'll be careful.”



“I mean how ruthless is that. Stealing a man's only kidney.”
“They obviously weren't aware before they cut him open.”
“They could have put it back.”
“Thank you, Albert. Let me know when you have that brand new Aventador for me.”
“Brand new what?”
The lounge door closed with a comforting clump. Wallet breathed in deep and grinned. Raven 

was ready, the table set, Battling Tops prepared. “Has he gone?” she said.
“Yeah. Don't go getting too comfortable, you've got work to do. I'm assuming you know the 

rules.”



7

Henchmen to the front, henchmen to the side, and henchmen in the SUV following behind. Mikhael
Pushkin knew from experience the greater the number of henchmen the greater the indiscretion. 
And in the world of henchmen, black was the preferred colour, choosing it for their clothes, their 
cars, their mood until the combined effect of eight very large men in black cast a gigantic shadow 
over a wide area. They transported Pushkin through the bleak streets of Minsk in his own private 
blackout.

He had his explanations ready for Olaf, the owner of the henchmen, but the skin above Pushkin's 
top lip wouldn't let him settle. Salty sweat lingered and then trickled into his mouth when he 
breathed out. He dabbed the skin with tissue and tried to brighten himself up.

“You like metal? Any of you?”
“I liked a band once,” the driver clicked his fingers, “I forget the name . . . There Will Be Blood. 

You remember them?” he said to the eight hundred pound gorilla in the passenger seat.
“Great band. Yeah, the finest in Minsk.”
“Yeah. Live fast, die young. They died before their time.”
“Someone should pay for that.”
Pushkin butted in. “Okay. Okay. I tried to explain to Olaf it wasn't my fault.”
“Olaf doesn't deal with explanations.” The guy in the passenger seat was too big to turn around, 

but he managed to aim his left ear at Pushkin. “I wish I could move as quickly as you, but if this 
new band doesn't cut the grade, then we can get to work.”

“Trust me,” said Pushkin, “if you liked the first lot you'll love these new guys.”
“I didn't like the first lot.” Passenger Seat henchman looked at the driver. “Did I say that? I was 

being ironic. I hate heavy metal.”
“Me too.” The driver hated the voice on his SatNav. “This bitch sounds like my girlfriend. Turn 

left, turn right, do this, do that.”
Squashed on the back seat, Pushkin felt a concealed pistol pressed hard against his hip. The 

henchmen-shaped book ends, who would have been too big for the car without him in it, 
compressed and superheated the air, chemically changing it into a complex compound of 
perspiration and after shave. He detected the acidic stink of fake Jean-Paul Gaultier in the armpit of 
the guy on his right. “You bought that off Dick the Ferret?”

“You cunt. It's genuine. I don't buy my shit off Dick the Ferret.”
“Get real. His stuff is fifty per cent tractor diesel. I can smell it, we can all smell it.”
“Expert are you?” said Passenger Seat guy.
“I know my shit. I started out selling it.”
“What am I wearing?”
“Givenchy Pour L'homme. You bought it off Dick as well. You all did. Everybody in Minsk 

does. Don't take the piss. None of you are paid enough to buy the real thing.”
 The car swung right with deliberate violence. “See, you've upset the driver now.”

“Is this the place?” 
The Place waited for them half way down a cobbled street grumbling under the car tyres. The 

area could have been a red light district if any of the lights stayed on long enough to determine the 
colour. The ones that did work, lining sickly shop windows and hanging from fixtures discoloured 
like rotten teeth, blinked in disbelief, amazed by the blackened pomp of Pushkin's arrival. Behind 
the glass the shop windows sold nothing but promising young women displayed in fading 
photographs like the meals pictured on the menus of Oriental restaurants. “Look at these hairstyles,”
Pushkin said, “I bet most of them are grandmothers now.”

An arm the size of a leg pulled him towards a doorway marked with the blurred outline of a 
spider. Straightening his suit and trying to flatten a crease in his tie, Pushkin waited for the 
surrounding bulk of eight henchmen to push forward. A bass-heavy thumping sound surged out to 
the pavement when a fistful of fingers delicately tapped the keypad and shoved the door open. 
Pushkin knew how it felt to be a mouthful of meat, forced down a dark narrow passageway by the 



gulping spasm of his minders urging him along with the momentum of ill intent. At the end of the 
passageway, the rumbling stomach contained a bar with a small dance floor and an even smaller 
stage. 

And there they were, warming up. . . .
A guitar chord responded to their arrival, but stopped when a henchman raised his arm and 

shouted, “Don't make another sound until Olaf gets here.”
“Who the fuck's Olaf, man?” At the front of the band, the young guy holding an eccentric guitar 

leaned away from his microphone. 
A fist spread into a hand squeezing the top of his head. “I said don't make a fucking sound, didn't

I?”
Pushkin waved the flat of his hand to hush the guitarist; a fatherly, or rather brotherly gesture - 

Pushkin preferred to think of himself as a brother.
“They're better looking than the last lot,” said the driver. His attention, and that of his seven 

colleagues, concentrated on one feature of the band; or rather two features of the band who formed 
a single feature when they stood together: Natasha and Sasha Pojzerova. 

“The secret weapon,” said Pushkin, “except they won't be secret for long. Toten Herzen don't 
have identical twin drummers and never will.”

He wanted to say more, but Olaf arrived with his entourage, his travelling collection of personal 
henchmen and personal assistants and personal advisers. A hand-picked battalion that dwarfed 
Pushkin's armed guard and included a large number of female staff, none of whom dressed like 
standard personal assistants and personal advisers. With elegant precision, they entered the room 
and occupied a space, getting out of Olaf's way as he headed for the one settee where he sat 
between two women twisting and curving like conger eels.

“This it?” Olaf spread his arms and wrapped the women tighter round his neck. “Like the two at 
the back, who are they?”

“Natasha on the left, Sasha on the right. . . .” One of the twins mouthed the word 'no.' “Sorry, 
Sasha on the left and Natasha on the right. Drummers. Twin drummers, Olaf. . . .”

“I can see they're twins. Who's the prick at the front?”
“Valken Dobrosiev. Lead vocals, lead guitar.”
“He doesn't look like their vocalist. Couldn't you find more twins?”
Their vocalist was Dee Vincent. Olaf knew the score, Pushkin's strategy of antagonistic 

competition with a greater force. A bigger band. 
“He's an excellent guitarist, excellent front man. The mix of beauty and the beast runs through 

the band. The last lot were all beasts, that's why they polarised opinion. This lot will be all 
encompassing.”

“Great speech, Mikhael, but will they do what we want them to do?”
“We'll deliver, man.” Dobrosiev spoke out of turn again.
Olaf raised his voice without stiffening on his settee. “Excuse me, when I want you cunt to speak

I'll give you permission. Now in the meantime, I'm trying to have a civilised conversation here.”
“Fuck you, man.”
“Valken's drunk, Olaf.” Pushkin's words came to late. A fist landed above Dobrosiev's guitar. 
“You're not rock stars yet,” said Olaf. The twins glanced at each other, drumsticks raised to their 

chins. Dobrosiev rolled at the feet of the bass guitarist who backed into the keyboards and everyone 
looked at Pushkin for an explanation, but the explanations came from Olaf.

“Consider yourselves the winners of a talent contest. You're all aware of what happened to There
Will Be Blood. A tragedy and I must say a business setback. You are the future, our hopes rest with 
you and I know you'll deliver.” Olaf approached the stage, taking one of his oily assistants with 
him. “There's nothing for you to worry about. We were not responsible for the deaths of the last 
band, even if Mikhael's explanation lacks a certain realism, it was nothing to do with us. You are a 
cash cow, a business opportunity. In return, we'll take you round the world, pay you good money, 
put you up in great hotels and provide you with all the drinks, drugs, food, clothes and medical 
attention,” he tapped Dobrosiev's thigh with the toe of his shoe, “if and when the need arises. But 



There Will Be Blood are a hard act to follow. Do you think you're up to it?”
Sasha nodded. Olaf's assistant inspected her long braided pony tail. “Extension, yes?”
“No.” Sasha poked her away with a drumstick. “It's real hair.”
“You don't need to know the business dealings, just play. Let's hear you play.”
With Dobrosiev back on his feet, suitably secure, and Olaf back in his settee, conjoined to his 

assistants, the band prepared a quick salvo of rock classics. Olaf lifted a tumbler of whisky, but it 
stopped beneath his mouth when the twins assaulted their drums from a standing position, hands 
thrashing, arms whirling, a dual-bodied multi-limbed spectacle almost blurred by their intensity and
speed. Dobrosiev's wall of feedback introduced a haggard bass line. “Anatoly Genatskaya,” Pushkin
shouted. “His brother worked for Valentine Obromov. Amazing how siblings can go in two totally 
different directions.”

“Will you shut the fuck up.”
Genatskaya held a bass guitar the same way his older brother fired an AK47: low on the hip, 

from the side, not too bothered where the bullets landed, but firing enough of them to hit his target. 
Younger Anatoly played with more precision, but equal ruthlessness. The twins' synchronised 
barrage lifted Pushkin onto the balls of his feet; he had a rhythm section to batter Toten Herzen's 
geriatric line-up.

A sharp sawtooth keyboard joined the arrangement. Pushkin shouted again, “Alexi Yvanov,” but
he couldn't compete with the volume. Yvanov's heritage would have to wait.

Ten minutes later, the dust literally settling on the bar top, Olaf took the first swig of his whisky. 
The music stopped. The racket stopped. The amplified din and forensic accuracy of five fresh 
musicians wound down to silence. “I knew they were good,” Pushkin shouted. “I think you like 
them, Olaf. Come on admit it.”

Olaf wouldn't admit it, but he was always impressed when he sucked in his cheeks. He controlled
this quarter of Minsk and its night-time economy. (He controlled most of the daytime economy 
too.) Olaf had a lot to impress him and so much money he didn't know what to do with it, which 
was why he approached Pushkin fourteen months ago with a business idea: form a band, make a 
fuss, generate a phenomenon and then funnel the millions from his business dealings, force it 
through There Will Be Blood's ravenous digestive system until it re-emerged unrecognisable. 
Untraceable.

It all went to plan until they came head to head with Toten Herzen and lost.
Olaf approached Dobrosiev and patted his shoulder. “You'll have to excuse my friend's 

enthusiasm. I'll make it up to you.” Bass and keyboards were thanked, cordially, briefly. “So, who 
are you?” he said to Yvanov.

“Alexi.”
“Yeah. And where do you come from? What's your background?”
“A bit of this, bit of that. Lifting and carrying for Mikhael.”
“Is he your son?” said Olaf to Pushkin.
“No.” Pushkin found the idea hilarious. “Fuck no. Hungarian Tony recommended him.”
“What the fuck does he know about music? Never mind.” Olaf faced the twins, his arms 

twitching and fidgeting as if he couldn't get them to warm up. “Mikhael, where the hell did you find
these two?”

“They were helping out with a band over in Gritesky Street. I thought they were wasted playing 
dubstep, so made them an offer.”

“Dubstep? You two are wasted on that shit. They're great, Mikhael. Eye-catching. You got quite 
a set of biceps on you girls.”

“We work out,” said Natasha, or possibly Sasha. 
“Not always with weights,” said the other one, eyes half closed. . . .
Olaf paused, hands on hips. “But. . . .”
“But?”
“Vanya, what do you think? You think there's something missing here?”
Vanya was the conger eel sat on Olaf's right hand side. “Seems cool to me. I dunno what you 



mean.”
Olaf dug for the words, but after a display of Italianate hand gestures he abandoned his efforts. 

“There's something missing. A key component and I can't quite put my finger on it.”
“Is it musical?” said Pushkin.
“I don't know.”
“Visual, do we need more twins?”
“No, not twins. You have too many twins you lose the surprise factor.”
“A business element?”
“Fuck no. The business is none of their business. Ach, I don't know what it is, there's 

something. . . .” He scanned the band. Every pair of eyes in the room joined his existential hunt for 
the missing factor. “No. I don't know. It'll come to me. Okay, you guys take the rest of the night off.
Go upstairs, everything's on me. Mikhael, there's someone I want you to meet.”

-

The convoy resumed its circumnavigation of Minsk's ring road. Leaving the new band to enjoy 
Olaf's hospitality in the fantastic eyrie on the roof of the building, proud manager Mikhael Pushkin 
relaxed in the plush caress of a stretch Mercedes.

“I'm sorry to put the pressure on, but you've pulled this together at an opportune moment. I've 
told the Russian I can get his weapons into eastern Ukraine.” Olaf delivered the drinks, his 
assistants handed them out along with cigarettes and other acts of personal pleasure that 
occasionally forced Pushkin's voice into a breathless contralto. 

“That sounds big.” Pushkin squirmed and tried to talk like a man who didn't have a woman's 
head grinding around his groin. “What kind of weapons?”

“Mostly hand held, but no small arms. Big stuff. And big stuff attracts big money. So, that's why 
you need to pull out the stops on this. No games any more, Mikhael. You sure you can handle this?”

“Course I can, they're only kids. In a manner of speaking. Valken does a bit of enforcing for me 
now and again, but they're . . . tame.”

“The old lot were a novelty act. Good earners, but still, you know like a song that becomes a hit 
in summer. That kind of thing. I never had the feeling they'd endure. Behind the scenes, they were 
nancy boys. This lot have to be more durable than that.”

“Trust me, they are.” Pushkin groaned. “Jesus, you have sharp teeth.”
“I think that's what I was trying to identify back there. The band sound good, they look good, but

they look like a novelty. They need something extra, something that lifts them well above the 
crowd.”

“Let me sleep on it, Olaf.”
“Well, don't sleep late. Things are gonna move quickly.”
Ten minutes later, manhood still attached to his body and his trousers fastened, Pushkin followed

Olaf through a restaurant and out into a yard and a waiting storehouse filled with crates filled with 
non-perishable contents. 

The Russian was already here, checking his inventory. He shook Olaf's hand. “Your hearing 
okay?”

“Never better. Sergei, Mikhael. Mikhael, Sergei.”
Pushkin had never heard the Russian's real name. “Pleased to meet you.”
“This him?” said the Russian.
“Yeah. Relax. Another twenty-four hours and we could have been dealing with someone else, 

but he pulled a rabbit out of the hat at the eleventh hour.” The crates were opened for inspection and
a glimpse of Pushkin's indirect responsibilities. He wouldn't be pulling the triggers on the hand-held
rocket launchers lay buried in hay like militarised whisky bottles, but without his input, his hand on 
the cash, nobody's fingers would be pulling any triggers. Surface to air missiles small enough to 
carry, powerful enough to bring down another plane. “This is a cross section, a sample” Olaf said to
Pushkin. “The rest will come through over the next ten to twelve months. Which is the length of a 



decent tour, eh Mikhael?”
“Yeah, yeah. Toten Herzen's dates lead into next February, I think. We can get the new band's 

itinerary to match, feed off their headlines.”
“No, no, no,” Olaf shared the Russian's disapproval. “No, Toten Herzen are going to feed off our

headlines because there is big money heading our way, Mikhael, and it needs to be spent and spent 
big. You keep the same set up, management companies in Luxembourg and Ireland, you provide the
loans for the tour, but the sums will be bigger. You need the band to match expectations, so get 
antagonising, get those fuckers wound up.”

“And don't let them die,” said the Russian. Surrounded by weaponry, his advice came with 
implied firepower. 

“No. Especially the twins,” said Olaf. “What a waste of pussy that would be.”
Mikhael calculated the mathematics. He knew the ratio of trouble to the number of henchmen 

and he knew how much outrage he could buy with the millions of roubles ready to come pouring 
into Belarus via the leaky border with Russia. So much money, so much potential. 

“Something wrong?” said Olaf.
“The missing component.”
“What component,” said the Russian. “Problem?”
“The band, the new band.” Olaf's hands went to his hips again. “It's like a great meal, but there's 

a flavour missing.”
“Wassabi?” said the Russian.
Olaf clicked his fingers. “Wassabi. That's it, Wassabi. Do you understand, Mikhael, instinctively,

do you understand what we mean?”
“Aren't the twins hot enough?”
“The twins are great. You should see the twins, Sergei. No, the twins are great, but they're stuck 

behind the drums. They're static. You need someone roaming around up front.”
“Twin guitars,” said Pushkin, an idea forming out of some bubbling mental soup. “A second 

guitarist, left to his own devices up front. . . .”
“His? Fuck you. Hers. There's enough guys in this band. Find another girl, up front, so in your 

face she comes out the back of your head.”
“In Belarus?”
“You found the twins in Belarus.” Olaf pointed at the storeroom doors. “Go and find this girl, 

Mikhael. Whatever it costs. Find the band's missing component.”
“What's the name of the band?” said the Russian.
“We keep the name,” said Pushkin. Olaf nodded. “We keep the name. The band resurrected, 

brought back from the dead.”
“Sound familiar?” said Olaf.
“You tried to kill us and you failed and now we're coming back, better than before. There Will 

Be Blood v.2. The second coming.”
“With a new component.” Olaf reminded him. “Find that new component.”
Outside the storeroom a freezing wind whipped around the corners of the building and spun 

around the yard, lifting and flapping the lapels of Pushkin's jacket. He wandered back through the 
restaurant, took a table and ate a meal without noticing what he was putting in his mouth. He knew 
all the wrong people. His list of contacts covered every business and social activity, a book full of 
names overwritten with more names: a man for moving stuff, a man for hiding stuff, a man for 
finding the stuff hidden by the first man, like the missing component. Confident in his ability to find
solutions, Pushkin's confidence wobbled at the task of finding the solution to finding the missing 
component. 

He figured out what he was eating. Beef korma. An aromatic smell like the after shave joining 
him from a nearby table. One of Olaf's henchmen sat hunched over his own steaming meal. The 
aroma of Givenchy inspired Pushkin to make a phone call.

In the early hours of the morning Pushkin rubbed his bleary eyes and rejoined his proteges in the 
eyrie. They were wide awake, partying with nuclear levels of energy: Dobrosiev serenading the 



room, Genatskaya and Yvanov wrestling with three naked punk girls and the twins, the twins were 
gone.

“Where are they? They do a runner?”
“Don't ask.” Genatskaya peered out from a knot of tangled limbs. “They went downstairs with 

one guy. One fucking lucky guy.”
“Doing what? They're not prostitutes.”
“I don't think any money changed hands, man.” Dobrosiev patted Pushkin's shoulder. “They 

don't need to charge. . . .”
“Can you remove your drunken paw off my suit, please. Sit down. Listen carefully you fucking 

arseholes. Next week Toten Herzen kick everything off in Mexico City.” The human tangle 
uncoiled, Dobrosiev's hand paused in mid-air. The mention of the name silenced the remaining 
strangers in the room. “Yes, them. They've got a head start and if we're not there, somewhere, when 
the headline writers start filling people's heads, we'll be playing catch up and no one will take us 
seriously. And if that happens you'll end up in the same lime pit as the last lot and I'll dig that pit 
myself, trust me. April 9th, people. We need an announcement for April 9th. Six days to shake the 
world. To find Olaf's missing link.”

Abnormal silence, the sound of worry, but when Pushkin grinned so wide his molars joined the 
party, they got the message. April 9th was do-able. 

-

Rotten hand-held phone videos on YouTube documented Toten Herzen's ominous progress from 
studio to stage. Pushkin wanted to believe the tinny recordings of warm-up gigs in grotesque Dutch 
suburbs accurately reflected Toten Herzen's tinny performance overall, but gloating press releases 
made public prior to the band leaving for South America hinted at greater things. In contrast to the 
squalor of warm-up, the eventual size of the stage and the enormity of the production, the sheer 
nerve shattering shock and awe of the pyrotechnics, demanded a lot of smuggled weapons, a lot of 
laundered money if Pushkin's players hoped to keep up.

A detached newspaper page included images of the bare stage under construction in the Azteca 
Stadium in Mexico City, wide and high with the band's logo, the Crest, looming over the lot like a 
ridiculous crown. The enemy had declared its hand. “Jesus, they're big.” A wave of alcohol-tinged 
aftershave filled Pushkin's sinuses. “I didn't think they were that big. Where do they get the money? 
They don't do sponsorship deals, where's the fucking money coming from?”

Dobrosiev planted his chin on Pushkin's shoulder and held the page steady. “Stage is a monster. 
You gonna put us on something that big?”

“That big. It's bigger than Belarus.” A YouTube video playing on Pushkin's media centre 
twitched and vibrated side to side, streaking the lights, blurring Dee Vincent even when she was 
stood still at the microphone. Elaine Daley prowled in front of the twin kick drums, hiding the 
drummer. . . . “Well, look at that.”

“What?”
“Susan Bekker. Heading to the back. The limelight junkie herself stepping backwards into the 

darkness.” Lead guitarist looked unhappy to be lead guitarist and insisted on disappearing to the 
anonymous cubby hole between a wall of Marshalls and the drum kit podium, fleetingly drawn out 
by the odd flash of light or latent glow of a flare. “All the action is out in the audience,” said 
Pushkin. “See that? This band are nothing without an audience.”

Dobrosiev walked away and grabbed his jacket off a table full of empty beer bottles. He lifted 
one, turned it upside down and checked the others for any remaining dregs. “We're out of beer 
again, man.”

“Beer?” Pushkin juggled his car keys. “Fuck the beer, Valken, let's go and see this little lady 
they're all talking about.”

At the age of forty-nine Mikhael Pushkin hoped to see Belarus smarten itself up before he died, 
but with the company he kept and the business he dabbled in, he wasn't holding his breath. Every 



journey he took travelled through unchanging empty landscapes, between corroding tower blocks 
and along frayed highways; from beginning to end, every journey was a round trip with no sense of 
conclusion. But possibly not today, today was different. Today, he hoped, would be the day he 
found his missing component.

“You don't want to play on a stage that big,” Pushkin said.
“Maybe one day.” Dobrosiev rubbed his black fingernails together and fiddled with the heavy 

silver bracelets amassed down both arms. “You gotta have a target.”
“Yeah, there's nothing wrong with ambition, but size isn't everything.”
“Except when it comes to the human body.”
“Pardon?”
“Big dick, big tits, big ass. You don't complain about them, do you, man?
“I would if they were on the same body.”
“This girl doesn't have a big dick, does she? Is that why you think she's the missing link. She 

gonna start waving it around-”
“Save it for the press conferences. You have my permission to be polite when you're in my 

company.”
“No, let's get one thing straight, man.” Dobrosiev's fingers calmed down. “The last bunch were a 

bunch of fakes, we all know that. We're not. We don't turn it on and off. We're not actors.”
“I know. That's why I chose you. That was the mistake I made with the first version. I like you 

guys, you don't need training.” Pushkin snatched the top of Dobrosiev's ear. “But just remember 
your place, you cunt. You work for me and a whole load of very important people. Don't get any  
fancy ideas. You leave the ideas to me, okay.”

“Okay, okay. My ear gets the message.”
“Just remember your place.” Pushkin patted the steering wheel. “That applies to all of you. 

You're a cog in a big machine. I put you in, I can take you out.”
Dobrosiev's ear stopped throbbing when Pushkin parked the car outside a derelict community 

centre crushed at the base of a ten storey tower block. There would have been a time when this 
building was new and represented hope, solidarity and the socialist dream, but decades of neglect 
and abuse and the residents waking up to reality drove it into the ground, the edifice seeming to 
disappear under its own weight. One day it would be gone. Pushkin's shoes crunched on broken 
glass all the way to the double-doored entrance and the first two metres inside it. 

“She comes down here every morning.” Pushkin waited for Dobrosiev to hold the door open and 
followed the icy draft that rushed in before him.

“Does she work here?” said Dobrosiev.
“No. She peddles shit. Buys and sells. Anything she can get her hands on.” 
“Shut the fucking doors.” A youth huddled at the entrance forced the door closed.
“The Romanian here?” said Pushkin.
“She was. She went out again. She might come back.”
“Typical. She's here every morning except this morning.”
“What do you want her for,” said the youth.
“I've heard she can play the guitar.”
Her reputation lived and breathed. “Yeah, she can play. If you ask her nicely. You have enough 

cash, mister?”
Pushkin straightened his tie. “I've got the cash. And more.” What he didn't have was time. He 

checked his watch, he checked the clock on the games room wall. (After one hour he realised the 
clock was running thirty minutes fast.) Dobrosiev won his fourth game of pool and finished his fifth
beer. 

“You wanna come back tomorrow?”
“We might have to.” Pushkin saw April 9th on every detail of the games room. “Wait a 

minute . . . I think I recognise that draft.” He felt a drop in temperature; the main entrance had 
opened. A stinging chill tore through the building and brought with it a black-clad dervish that blew
into the games room, mane of bouncing black hair and an energetic body bustling and shoving its 



way through the groups and stragglers and individuals who couldn't get out of the way quick 
enough.

Pushkin knew straight away this had to be her, she matched the description from the phone call 
to Leonid the caretaker who needed a constant supply of amphetamines to keep him awake during 
the night shift. Black hair, black leather. Leonid compared her to a shark: never stops moving and 
bites. The girl pulled up next to a guy at the bar, produced two white boxes from a jacket pocket and
hopped about eager to move on. Pushkin slipped alongside her.

“Eighty is steep,” said the guy. Both boxes contained a perfume bottle.
“Seventy is product. Ten is my fee.”
“You're too expensive. I'll give you fifty.”
“We agree eighty. Eighty or I return to shop.”
He handed the boxes back. “Fifty.”
“We have deal.”
“Fifty.”
“Eighty or I break your arms.”
Pushkin had faith in the girl's threat unlike the guy at the bar who assumed his greater height was

an advantage. In the time it took to stroke the bony angle of his chin the girl set on him with such 
fury he landed on the pool table and rolled backwards into Dobrosiev's arms. She launched herself 
around the table and conjured up the kind of knife Pushkin hadn't seen since his conscription days. 
Helpless, the guy watched her empty his wallet, counting eighty dollars plus an extra twenty for late
payment. “You keep merchandise, but no receipt.” She balanced the boxes on the pool table 
cushion. “Hey, what's this?” An I.D. card. “You said your name is Evgeny, this is not Evgeny, this 
is Nikolai. Who the fuck is Evgeny? Your wife know you're not Evgeny?” She threw the wallet and 
I.D. card in his face and paced back to the bar counting the notes.

“Which brand?” said Pushkin.
“What?”
“The perfume, which brands did he ask for?”
“Chanel.”
“Hard to find a supplier in Minsk.”
“There is Chanel shop in the centre.”
She added the notes to an existing bundle, folded and creased and crushed like waste paper. And 

she held them in hands that were deeply scratched and with a deliberate scar shaped like an 
Orthodox cross at the knuckle of her right thumb. Pushkin wondered how she managed to protect 
her fingers from damage, career ending damage, if this was a typical day. The fingers were the first 
bits to be targeted in a dispute, either broken or hacked off. The arms next if lessons weren't 
learned. Punishment would ignore gravity, moving up the body to the head and the myriad 
possibilities contained between chin and eyebrows.

Satisfied with the amount the girl leaned on the bar and ordered a vodka. A big one.
“Do you know Leonid?” said Pushkin.
“Caretaker? Yeah, I know him. We all know him. Do you know him?”
“Yes. I do a bit of business with him now and again.”
“So, we all know him. Is good.”
“I might be able to put some business your way.”
The girl's enthusiasm pulled her head around and up, heard-it-before suspicion playing around 

her huge brown eyes set within black muddy pools of thick mascara and eye shadow. She pulled in 
her lips and a wide straight line crossed the width of her face. 

“Ria isn't it? I'm assuming you're Ria.”
“Yes. What do you want? And don't say what are you selling.”
“I want to hear you play.”
Ria laughed. “What? Is that chat up line? Fuck you.”
Pushkin followed her to a table where she sat down with a magazine. “Go get the stuff out of the 

car,” he said to Dobrosiev. “It's quite a good offer if you're prepared to listen.”



Ria flipped through the magazine and turned the pages towards Pushkin. “He was brought up in 
tin shack.” He being Christiano Ronaldo. “Does that make him better than Messi, because he lived 
in tin shack? No. But he thinks sympathy entitles him to consider greatness.”

“I'm sorry, what the fuck are you talking about?”
“Football.” Ria's pronunciation of the word football revealed her Romanian origins, a voluptuous

Latin rotundity of the vowels, her tongue wrapping around the final L. “Is matter of life and death, 
especially during Partisan Red Star games.”

“You might as well speak Norwegian, Ria. Look, can we talk business? I drove a long way to 
meet you today.”

“How far?” She lay the open magazine on her lap. Lionel Messi's photograph waited for 
Pushkin's answer.

“I don't know, but I can check if it means that much to you.” He leaned forward. “How much do 
you earn at the moment?”

“Nothing. If I earn I pay tax. I don't pay tax therefore I don't earn.”
“That's almost existential. Get serious. I'll pay you five million dollars a year to work for me.”
Ria the Romanian sat in silence, her thick eyebrows pinching, unsure whether to believe the offer

or burst out laughing. “That's a lot.”
“It's probably more than you're earning now. Am I right? I might be wrong. . . .”
“No. Is a little more, yes.”
“Yes, I thought so.” 
Dobrosiev bundled through the games room door, guitar case in one hand, amplifier in the other. 

He dropped them both next to Ria. “You play the guitar, don't you?”
“Perhaps.”
She obviously did because Leonid said so, he'd heard it from four floors up. And the punters in 

the games room stopped what they were doing when they saw the guitar case. Ria and a guitar in 
the same confined space. 

“You want to try that for size,” Pushkin said. “It's a Joe Satriani signature Ibanez JS2450. It's 
tuned, ready to go if you are.”

“Fucking weapon in anyone's hands,” said Dobrosiev reluctant to hand it over. “DiMarzio Satch 
Track, fucking Mo' Joe pick-ups, too good for the likes of you, Romanian.”

Lionel Messi disappeared inside the magazine thrown back onto the table. Ria snatched open the 
case, pulled out the custom finish black Ibanez and held it on the tips of her fingers, flipped it over, 
stroked the pick ups and measured the circumference of the neck with her left hand. In a silent 
games room she attached the strap, turned on the guitar and let the prickly electronic hum linger for 
a moment. Dobrosiev stepped away from the first note played, a long single whine distorted by Ria 
pulling against the rigidity of the guitar's neck. She gestured at the amplifier. Dobrosiev adjusted the
volume to maximum. “Out the way,” she said and climbed onto the pool table.

She played from inside a whirlwind of sound, her high heels tearing the baize. She played 
chords, she played riffs, she bent at the knees when the sustain flooded the room and the lower 
notes vibrated the ceiling panels. She played until the light fittings swung from their sockets, played
until the room heaved with onlookers, played and thrashed and writhed and never once hit a duff 
note no matter how fast they flew from her fingers. When she wound down, a black cascade of hair 
covered the guitar and stroked the surface of the pool table, the sound groaning like an angry car 
engine. . . .  Behind the rigid strands of hair, those muddy black eyes that were human five minutes 
ago weren't human now: something otherworldly perched itself on the pool table waiting for 
Pushkin's inevitable reaction.

“When are we starting?” she said.
“We already have.” Pushkin smiled. “There Will Be Blood. Version two. Welcome to the band, 

Ria.”
Dobrosiev raised his beer glass and the room exploded to chants of blood blood. A large shot of 

vodka appeared, Ria downed it in one long neck-straining gulp and after throwing the glass away 
played again, even wilder than before. 



“Incredible, the people hiding amongst us,” Dobrosiev shouted.
“Nothing incredible about it. It's contacts, who you know. Ask and ye shall find, Valken. There's 

a solution to every problem. Some more beautiful and gorgeous than others.” Pushkin smirked, then
giggled. “They should have killed me. When they pinned me to the door, when they had the chance,
they should have killed me with the others.”
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It was never meant to be like this. A small room, a lot of clothes, mobile hangars snatched from one
rail to another, garments swept off their hooks and displayed with the flourish of a bullfighter. And 
all the time, Susan, Dee, Elaine and Rene sat and slouched and stood around with the draft side-
swiping their faces every time another 'little black number' wafted before them.

“Impact,” said Forgreen, “you are currently understatements, you need impact.” Forgreen knew 
all about impact. Scavinio suggested her name at pre-tour meetings, a Toten Herzen stylist, and the 
enormous intakes of breath created a vacuum that would have killed a lesser man. But Scavinio was
a New Yorker used to pushing through rush hour traffic and remaining upright in gale force 
downdrafts. Toten Herzen's stubbornness to a New Yorker was a minor irritation, or so he thought 
until Forgreen entered the room one cold Thursday morning in Rotterdam.

Dee raised the issue of the name before anyone else. “How is it spelt?”
“F-O-R-G-R-DOUBLE-E-N.”
“And what's it short for?”
“It isn't short for anything, honey.”
“I've heard of wintergreen, but not Forgreen. It sounds like a golfing term.”
“I do not play golf.” Forgreen wore plus fours, which suggested she might be lying, but then 

Forgreen also wore a pair of flying goggles and no one had heard a plane land before she exploded 
into the room just as Scavinio said she'd be here any minute. 

“Can we stop the golfing references,” Susan said. “I get indigestion when people talk about golf. 
I want to know why you think it's a good idea sending us out on stage looking like the Phantom of 
the Opera.”

“Impact, Susan.” Forgreen said impact simultaneously with Dee.”
“Get with the programme, Susan,” said Dee.
Forgreen lobbed a bundled up cape into Rene's lap. “Try it on, honey.”
“Fuck you. I'm not wearing a cape.”
“It'll get tangled up in his drumsticks,” said Susan. “Look, Forgreen, we're not Abba. We don't 

go rushing on stage shedding layers of clothing like that-”
“No, you go on stage dressed like,” Forgreen's index finger rotated gyroscopically before landing

in a straight line aimed at Susan's legs, “dressed like that.”
“Like what?”
“That. That. You!” Her eyes bulged. “Those.”
“What? Can someone tell me what this fucker is talking about.” Susan stood up. 
Forgreen lunged at her legs. “These, these thigh boots, honey. This isn't 1963.”
“These are Gucci, you idiot.”
“Okay, 1993. Pardon me. You look like a trollop.”
Dee snorted.
“What's the joke?” said Forgreen. “If you were two metres taller you'd be wearing the same 

thing. You're all fashion illiterates.” Apart from Elaine apparently. Forgreen didn't look at Elaine 
during the diatribes and the cape flinging. Reclining horizontally on a large drawer cabinet, Elaine 
resembled a smartly dressed lion. Burgundy tailored suit, black roll neck top, stiletto ankle boots 
and so many accessories she rattled when she breathed. The ensemble attracted Forgreen's approval 
in the form of disinterest. Hands on hips, stylist faced little vampire and sneered. “You're so small, 
nothing will work on you.”

“Are we paying for this?” Dee said.
Scavinio shrugged his shoulders. “If you take her on, but I think you should. You're high profile, 

you should think carefully about how you look on stage. You're not playing the pub circuit, it's 
another form of communication. Think about it. When you're on stage, you're conscious of how you
stand, how you walk, how you pose. It contributes to what you are. What you wear should be part 
of that contribution.”

“But you don't expect us to wear capes,” said Rene.



“I wouldn't go that far,” Scavinio watched Forgreen return the cape to the rack. “But this is a 
chance to separate Toten Herzen from the rest of the pack. Everyone looks the same these days. 
Black jeans, black tee-shirts, Gothic jewellery, Celtic tattoos. . . .” He scanned the room, crossing 
Rene's black tee-shirt, Dee's Gothic jewellery and Susan's black jeans (inside black thigh boots). 
“Why is Elaine the only one who makes the effort to be different?”

“She's an alien,” said Dee. “She always been an awkward fucker.”
“Well, maybe the awkward fucker has the right idea.”
“Exactly,” pronounced Forgreen. “I thought there might be hope when I saw Elaine, but then I 

saw the rest of you and a part of me died.”
“Unfortunately not a critical part,” Susan said. “Can I make a suggestion? Forget the capes, 

forget the impact. Suggest ideas that wouldn't make Elaine blush and we'll consider it.”
“Says who?” said Rene.
“Says me,” said Susan. “Tom has a point. But only if the fashion statement makes sense. I'm not 

going on stage looking like a Christmas tree. You stick to the ethos of this band, you acknowledge 
our history and what we are. You do that and . . . we'll let you live.”

Susan smiled her most lethal smile and Forgreen winced, a rapid vibrating facial tick tugging the 
corner of her mouth. Her expertise on haute couture, her whirlwind presence along the outer 
perimeter of the fashion world, didn't extend to dentistry or body modification, whatever those 
pointed things inside Susan's mouth happened to be, but she knew her way around a sewing 
machine and how it felt to be pricked and not know about it until the blood was dripping off the 
table top.

“I'll create the look,” she said. “I'll stand you in a twilight position-”
“Don't mention that word twilight,” said Susan.
Scavinio shook his head. “Don't mention twilight, Forgreen.”
“The transition between light and dark, the point at which colour becomes apparent, let's play 

with texture, let's play with outline. Let's tell the world that Toten Herzen are not formless, are not 
without presence. Let's cross that barrier. With colour. With life. With impact.”

Two weeks later, in the same room at three in the morning, a baggy-eyed Forgreen unveiled a 
collection of clothing and accessories, shoes and boots, playfully centred around the theme of 
autumn and the colours yellow, gold and red. 

Susan whispered in Scavinio's ear, “If we have predominantly blue stage lighting won't all this 
become green?”

“You might be better not having any lights at all. Let the crowd guess what you're wearing.”
Dee pulled on a russet coloured jacket with gold embroidery on the sleeves. “Ladees n genelmen,

eyes down for a full 'ouse. Jackpot tonight is five pounds and ninepence. . . . I feel like Norman 
Collier wearing this.”

“You look like a Prussian fusilier,” said Elaine. 
“Oh fuck.” Susan burst into life the way she always did when a sudden idea caught her off guard.

“Military look, Napoleonic. We take the fight to the Russians. . . .”
“Belarussians.” Rene dragged his finger along the clothes rail.  
 “Whatever, they're all the same. They're all Cossacks or something. This would make a 

statement, wouldn't it? Can you do that, Forgreen? Drop the Johnny Appleseed inspiration and give 
us the 1812 Overture.”

“But. . . .”
“Doesn't need much work. A bit more braiding here and there. That would work. Impact, 

Forgreen. Remember Sevastopol?”
“I'm forty-four, honey.”
“That's sorted then.” Susan grabbed an orange jacket, ready to curl her top lip, but accepted the 

overall appeal of the contrasting black stitching, red, white and blue banding off the cuffs. (Like the 
Dutch flag.) “Come back to us when you're done. If it looks like it would go down well at Waterloo,
we're good to go.”

She disappeared behind Forgreen's back. Dee brushed past Scavinio. “I didn't think she liked the 



Abba look and now she's talking about Waterloo. Funny old world we live in, Mr Tom.”

-

“All is a pretence.” Rene stood shoulder to shoulder with Scavinio and watched the plane glide 
away from Schiphol's floodlit runway. He should have been on the plane. Scavinio should have 
been on the plane. The whole band should have been on the plane, but they hated flying. The 
tedium, the constriction, the environment reminded them of being buried alive and one thing the 
undead liked to have was unlimited access to and from the grave.

All the equipment had left the Netherlands weeks ago and dumped in various warehouses in 
Mexico from where two stages would leapfrog one another venue to venue. When Mexico City was
done the stage would be torn down and rebuilt in Managua; after San Salvador the second stage 
moved on to Caracas and so on and so on, and all the time thanks to pilfering and petty theft the 
equipment would be whittled down until the band arrived in Montevideo with nothing but a handful
of galvanised steel brackets and spare light bulbs.

The effect of arrival would be just that, an effect. Toten Herzen's (leased) branded 767 would 
land in Mexico and the band would step out onto the steps moments after stepping into the plane 
once it had parked where the waiting crowds could see it. Benito Juarez International Airport was 
ready for Toten Herzen but not the crowds. Airport managers had nine months to think about what 
would happen, the chaos, the disturbance, the confusion, but in spite of contingency plans, action 
plans, emergency procedures and training drills, the airport wasn't built to handle forty thousand 
uninvited visitors. They arrived like ants and within four hours the building lost its function as an 
international travel hub. When the crowd threatened to spill out onto the runway the police presence
quadrupled.

From the window of the plane Rene observed the welcome. “Decent turn out. Can't see any 
papier mache horses though.” 

Dee shoved up to him and gasped. “You know what, they need feeding three times a day every 
day of the week every week of the year. Where does all that food come from?”

Four plane windows framed an astonished Toten Herzen head. They knew there was expectation 
and excitement, but numbers on screens, ticket pre-orders, venue capacities, interviews booked, 
column inches written, couldn't prepare them for the physical reality, popularity made flesh. Down 
on the tarmac police and security vehicles waited to transport the band from airport to hotel, but 
without cattle-pushers on the front Rene wondered how the tiny toys would make their way through
so many bodies. “I suppose we could sleep on the plane. We're safe here.”

“You're okay,” said Scavinio. “If they try to turn over the vehicles you guys can disappear. It's us
mortals who'll get rolled over.”

“Enjoy it while it lasts, Tom.” Susan patted Scavinio's shoulder. “Sheila can look after you.”
The mention of his wife's name should have made him smile, but Scavinio looked beyond Susan 

to his wife, sat alone, her head pressed back into the plane seat, breathing heavily. Scavinio was the 
only human in this segregated compartment of the plane. The only human Sheila Scavinio didn't 
feel compelled to eat.

Stage two of the 'Great Con' involved the band emerging from the plane like extra-terrestrials. 
The crowd released a storm of noise and a blizzard of ticker tape, confetti and crimson paint 
powder. Caught in the coloured cloud the band and everyone with them arrived at the people 
carriers dusted red and pebble-dashed with glittering slips of paper. “Clothes ruined,” Dee shouted. 
“We should have worn Forgreen's capes for this bit.”

Inside the vehicle they paused and then vanished back to the plane leaving the convoy to set off 
on its route through the city to the Meridian Hotel, filmed and broadcast live throughout the 
journey, bumped and nudged, pushed and pulled, almost lifted off its wheels when it was forced to 
halt at the airport exit. On the highway a fleet of cars and motorbikes, coaches and trucks 
surrounded the vehicle; what the outriders hoped to achieve couldn't be answered, they simply had 
to be there in the same space at the same moment as the band, that band, on Mexican soil for the 



first time.
Rene watched from the plane and summed it up in a radio interview the following night. “I 

suppose they want us to notice them. They notice us and they want us to notice them. I'm here, I'm 
here too, and I'm here don't forget me. On and on and on. They all want to make sure we know they 
were there when we were there. That we're all part of the same thing, the same event. We define 
what they are and I suppose the difference too, the difference between us and them.”

“Superstars?”
“No, mortal . . . yes, superstars, something unreal, not of this earth.”
“Do you like that? Doesn't it put a lot of pressure on you?”
“Not any more. It's gone beyond that. When you reach the stage in your career when you're this 

big, it doesn't matter anymore what you do. Just existing is all people want. Yes, if we play every 
note wrong on Wednesday night they'll let us know, but that's not going to happen. We've arrived 
and they've seen us.”

They didn't see them rehearse. The crowds were held back from storming the stadium by the size
of the entrances and the steel guard screens across them. Inside the Azteca stadium on the vast 
multi-level stage Susan groped and grappled with her guitar as if she'd never played it before. The 
music stopped, the band waited, Susan sat on the edge of the stage, head in hands.

During performances, communication normally passed between lead singer and lead guitarist; 
Dee and Susan sharing the twin spotlights, playing off each other, setting the cues, providing the 
responses. Dee squatted next to Susan and stroked her hair. “What is it?”

“I can't get it right. It won't come, whatever I'm looking for it just won't come.”
“You're out of practice, babe. We all are. When you've got the crowd in front of you there'll be a 

reaction, something to fire you up. How can you be inspired in an empty stadium?” 
But the problem ran deeper. A nagging voice that resonated across the Atlantic, the mere 

presence of a rival band questioned everything Toten Herzen stood for. Susan had read the articles, 
heard the jibes, the suggestion that they were a corporate band, had sold out, had lost their edge, and
it was that edge Susan was looking for and couldn't find. The edge they had in 1974 was trapped in 
1974. “The six comeback concerts were vaudeville, a novelty. People only took them seriously 
because it was unexpected. But we're back in business and it doesn't feel right somehow. We're too 
big.”

“Too big. You think it's too big, imagine how it looks when you're as small as me. Susan, how 
many watched Jimi Hendrix in Atlanta? You want to walk in his footsteps you need to play in front 
of five hundred thousand. The Azteca is a pub gig compared to that.”

When the rehearsals stopped and the sound levels were fixed and the pyrotechnics programmed 
the band went backstage and debriefed. Susan reassured them she could play the guitar, but Mexico 
City would not be her Atlanta.

“Wouldn't we need to go to Atlanta to achieve that?” said Rene.

-

There Will Be Blood v.2 didn't have a mediocre guitarist. As if Susan's existential crisis wasn't bad 
enough their rivals rose from the dead one hour before the Mexico City concert. One hour. An act 
of timing so perfect in its destruction, so cynical in its intentions, it had to be the work of evil. 
Susan flew round the backstage area furious, livid, enraged, every form of anger she could 
facilitate, constantly returning to the wide screen television where running news announced the 
developments in Belarus.

“The Russian businessman behind the rock band There Will Be Blood has revealed a new line 
up. Also called There Will Be Blood the band's resurrection is a tribute to the original members 
murdered at the 2015 Gwando Awards. . . . “

“How has he done that?” Susan screamed. “This is Rob Wallet's fault. He should have. . . .”



“Susan,” Rene put his hand over her mouth, “Shut the fuck up. Nobody here knows the truth 
remember.”

“Fucking bastards. They want us on a plate.”
“Oh, give it a rest, Susan.”
“We have to get it right, get it right tonight.”
“Yes, for the fans, not for them, not for that lot. They're not important. They'll be gone in five 

years if they last that long. You've got an eternity to get it right, you've got all the time in the world. 
Before we came out here I met some people who were eight hundred years old. We have a 
millennia to get it right, Susan. Why the rush?”

She continued to boil up to the moment the house lights dimmed and the crowd noise swelled in 
anticipation. The four of them hovered stage right and almost lost their cue in the racket contained 
by the near-vertical stadium tiers. On stage, behind a wall of her own noise, behind the studded 
monitors and within the glow of the lights Susan could only imagine the eyes upon her. She knew 
the ticket sales, 105 964, she could hear the noise made by each of those ticket holders, but only the 
stadium-filling flash bombs, the roof-strafing lasers, the epilepsy-inducing strobes offered a clue; 
they would come and go in an instant, the faces, the heads, the open mouths, the raised fists, a black
liquid coating the inside of the stadium. 105 964 noisy phantoms. 

Every song had its moment, its Bekker moment, and every time she took that one step forward 
for the solo, a bolt of energy would surge from the audience, so much energy, so much useful 
energy which should have carried Susan Bekker to the performance of a lifetime, but Mexico City, 
as predicted, turned out not to be her Atlanta. She fluffed her notes, cut short her solos and through 
the course of the show moved increasingly backwards towards the drums instead of forwards to her 
admiring mob. Elaine responded, filling the gap until she and Dee commanded the main spot at the 
front.

An hour gone and Dee struggled to overcome the sound of Mexican enthusiasm. “You're a bit 
fucking quiet, what's up with you?” They all spoke at once. . . . “You all know by now this is our 
first time in central America, our first time in Mexico and, obviously, our first time here at the 
Azteca, this sort of thing doesn't happen every day, does it?” The slightest pause in delivery 
invoked a blast of noise that crackled in Susan's earpiece. “Ooh, that's a big response, you noisy 
fuckers, let's see if we can match it. . . .”

They could, of course they could. Toten Herzen's PA system was the biggest ever constructed, 
ever carried around the world. On full volume inside the steep deep cavity of the Azteca, it hummed
with a fury that shook the loose fittings of the stage. Susan felt the sound in her stomach, twitching 
through her arms and legs to her fingertips struggling to pick the notes with the precision she 
wanted. Shaking her head she perched on the drum riser as the song hit its high point, its sonic 
climax and every main light erupted, the Crest blazing its beady-eyed brilliance, and there they 
were, the people, human beings; all 105 964 of them.

And as if the enormity of the audience wasn't apparent enough, Dee stood alone stage front, arms
spread wide as if she were the antenna receiving the adoration. Little Dee, a microscopic figure in 
an ocean of heads, positioned perfectly to accentuate the scale of where she was, what the band had 
become and what this tour meant to Susan: confirmation of her status, a status she found impossible
to match. The lights lingered and she found herself a bystander, an onlooker as Dee absorbed the 
attention, a single figure so far out into the crowd it wrapped around her on three sides, circling her 
so far it almost included Susan, but not quite. . . . 

In spite of the euphoria, the hysteria, the hero's welcome, the concert passed without a hitch, 
technical errors or crowd trouble. The feast ended after three hours and the crowds hung around in 
huge groups of several hundred revellers, but there was none of the post-concert violence, the 
disordered withdrawal symptoms of one hundred thousand fans wondering where their lives went 
and how they could cope without an outlet for all their ills and grudges. The crowd, like the 
atmosphere, simply dissipated.

Scavinio waited like a hungry groupie, handing out towels and platitudes, his grin more relief 
than happiness. “You got through the first one.”



“Yeah,” Susan said.
“And no drum solo.”
“No.”
“And none of that I can't hear you bullshit.”
“No.”
“And none of that left hand side versus right hand side singing competition shit.”
“No.”
“You sound over the moon, Susan.”
Susan solidified, a vacant stare looking out from underneath the black towel draped over her 

head. “One down, nine to go,” she said. She knew the source of the problem, but not the solution. 
Round one had gone to the opponent. There Will Be Blood were ahead on points.
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If she was honest, if Susan dropped the pretence for a moment, she would be forced to admit her 
geographical ignorance: El Salvador was not the capital of San Salvador. After the tour dates were 
announced the year before, she asked with deadpan sincerity, “I've never been to San Salvador, 
which city are we playing?” The question left everyone in hysterics.

Dee wouldn't let her forget and told customs officials Susan was from Holland, the second 
largest city in Rotterdam. “Now you know what it's like to be an American,” she said to the back of 
Susan's head.

“I don't know what you mean.”
“Well, they don't have a fucking clue about anywhere outside the US, do they? Except Canada.”
“Can we drop the geography jokes?” Susan kept walking and maintained a dignified straight line

to the arrivals lounge and the brewing din of fans gathered by the thousand outside the small airport.
“Where's Burnley? Is that the Midlands?”

“Birmingham, you knobend.”
“Just a joke, little one.”
The doors opened automatically and the noise swept in. A wall of riot police eight deep stopped 

the fans from sweeping in behind it. The band wanted to play the same trick as Mexico City: down 
the steps of the plane, into the vans, back onto the plane, off to the hideaway, but the airport 
authorities wouldn't allow them to park vehicles where the planes parked. Instead, the vehicles, 
three black SUVs, suffered outside the airport entrance, threatened by intense love, devotion, 
fanaticism and, ultimately, accidental destruction. 

 In the babble of bodies, one bulged with more volume than the others. Scavinio identified the 
tour manager freshly jetted in from his ranch in Tennessee. “Let's get a brief from Hank before we 
go any further.”

“Is that Hank?” said Dee. “Christ, Rob said he was big.”
“Don't mention that name,” said Susan.
“Yep,” Scavinio spoke under his breath. “Be careful what you say, Dee. Be discreet.”
“Why? Is he conscious about his size? The guy must have his own microclimate, look at him. 

How many chairs is he sat on?”
“Hank, Tom Scavinio.”
“Wemedalast." Hank offered a handshake without standing up.
“Sorry you couldn't make it to Mexico. How did the funeral go?” Scavinio nodded, said yes and 

no to every unintelligible sound drawling from the tiny hole in Hank's face. They conversed for ten 
minutes, Scavinio's New York accent becoming more opaque.

"I think they're both talking Dutch now," Dee said. "You must understand what they're saying, 
Susan."

"Sorry, Hank, excuse my manners." Scavinio introduced the band. Hank raised his arm to each 
name; the enormous loading of flesh rising and falling as if lifted by invisible wires.

“YalliSaSalvadorforunfyurstime?”
“Pardon?” The word fluttered off Susan's lips like a departing butterfly. “Can you . . . speak a 

touch slower, Hank. We're all a little bit deaf.”
“Sure. Yall in SanSalvador for a firstime?”
“Oh yes,” Yes, everyone said yes and nodded and smiled and laughed, “Yes. First time in San 

Salvador.”
“Susan thought San Salvador was the name of the country." Dee watched the polite smile on 

Hank's face disappear. “An easy mistake to make.” 
Suddenly buoyant, Hank rose from his chairs like a hot-air balloon inflating and erecting itself 

ready for lift off. His waist shivered – for several seconds – and rotated two hundred and seventy 
degrees every time he took a step forward. “Illrideshotgun,” he said.

“I wondered what the flatbed truck was for,” said Dee.
Leading the way, Hank swaggered through the automatic doors, the roar of the gathered fans 



provoking an involuntary wave of the arm and for a moment Hank Prendergass IV became the toast
of San Salvador until Toten Herzen were spotted in his shadow. The volume increased, the wall of 
riot police buckled and lost the perfect straightness of its line, but they maintained the barrier and 
everyone reached an SUV, including Hank who just made it through the sliding door with the help 
of an inventive chauffeur and a one litre bottle of engine oil. The convoy set off, the band went back
to the plane leaving Scavinio to bring the tour manager up to speed, whatever speed Hank was 
capable of without some form of auxiliary rocket.

“Have you ever seen a human being as big as that?” Dee said.
“Only in photographs.” Susan watched the crowds shift away from the airport entrance to follow 

the wrong monolith into the heart of San Salvador.

- 

“I've been having second thoughts about firing Rob.” Susan leaned on the balcony rail of a 
whitewashed house, a former ranch owned by one of San Salvador's richest men (rich from renting 
out former ranches to people richer than he was). “In the past we could have sent him to investigate 
the enemy and we don't have that now.”

Elaine huffed. “We don't need that. We don't need to worry about them. You're old enough to 
know reacting to the provocation makes them go even further.”

“I know, I know. I can't help it.” She was only human, except she wasn't only human, so she 
couldn't use it as an excuse. And she wasn't worried about Wallet either. This was pure self-interest.
“I'm acting for the good of the band.”

“In what way? What's the end result? What's the ideal scenario that emerges at the end of this? 
Wave a magic wand and they disappear, a freak bolt of lightning? We all know where that got us.”

“We saved $120 million thanks to that freak bolt of lightning. We could do with another one.”
Rene's midnight interview with San Salvador's only rock music radio station began and straight 

away fell victim to the wind slipstreaming around Elaine's Mohican haircut, blowing the broadcast 
back into the ranch. Molten FM was a little too molten for the prevailing conditions. Susan and 
Elaine carried the stereo into the dining room. 

“How long before he mentions my mix up over the El and San in Salvador. . . .”
“We nearly didn't get here,” Rene said. “Susan's atlas of the world isn't like our world. . . .”
“That's the first question.”
“He hasn't actually asked a question yet,” Elaine said.
In one hour Rene didn't answer more than five questions. The DJ spoke for ten minutes in 

Spanish, the translation lasting another ten minutes. Rene's answer in English, typically for Rene, 
was brief and followed by a ten minute translation back into Spanish. When the hour was up he had 
said hello, made a joke about bright sunsets, promised there would be no drum solos and rubbished 
Panama.

“The boy's a natural,” Susan said. “I'm off for some practice. If anyone asks I don't know where 
I'll be.”

“Don't worry, no one's gonna ask.”
No one needed to ask. Susan practised in the attic, the sound of her guitar intruding throughout 

the ranch. Flat notes, abandoned riffs, vague phrases and at ten minutes past two in the morning a 
botched solo and a shriek that set off the house alarm.

She ran down three flights of stairs, sprinted into the dining room and found her phone next to 
the stereo. “I'm calling Rob.”

“He won't answer,” Elaine said.
Susan waited and watched the arrows on her phone screen creep towards Wallet's number, a 

pulsing advance followed by retreat. “He won't answer.”
“You want him to investigate them.”
“Oh, I don't know. I can't play, we're in a country I've never heard of and our tour manager is an 

eight foot blob who doesn't talk properly.”



The angst stayed with her for the next twenty-four hours. It followed her backstage at the Estadio
Cuscatlan, haunted her on the steps as the introductory music lifted the crowd to a state of frenzy, 
hummed in the monitors at the front of the stage as if There Will Be Blood had miniaturised 
themselves and were pulling out the circuitry inside the equipment.

Dee ignored her. “I'm sorry I don't speak Spanish,” she said after three songs and Susan Bekker's
demented partnership. “So, you'll have to trust me when I say we're glad to be here for the first 
time. The force of your welcome has taken its toll on our guitarist who isn't used to these levels of 
adulation.”

“Yes, I am,” Susan shouted, but no one heard her. 
Dee played the opening chords of the fourth song on the set list. “If you hear any shit guitar 

playing tonight it'll be me. . . .”
“You bitch!”
But she was right. The guitarist was awful, the playing inaccurate (at one point, Susan falling out

of time so far Dee had to kick her in the thigh) and the only reason they weren't dragged off stage 
was because the crowd could shout louder than the band could play. 

After the show Dee said, “You fucking got away with that one.” Susan's face lurked behind a 
veil of matted hair. “Fucking Raven could have played better than that display tonight.”

“Back off.” The snarling began. Elaine and Rene positioned themselves to break up another 
fight. 

“I will not back off. This will not stand, you fucking egomaniac. Apart from the fact that you're 
playing into their hands, and I told you not to, you could have ruined a concert for sixty thousand 
people. And a ticket price is the same as five years' salary for these people. Show some fucking 
respect you spoiled bitch.”

The enormous shadow of Hank covered them both, but his attempt to calm the situation, 
hampered by his Tennessee accent, never stood a chance. Scavinio tried to interpret, but ended up 
talking to himself. “Put this one down to experience, Susan,” he said, “but you'll have to get over it. 
Nicaragua is in three days.”

“Remember that,” said Dee. “Nicaragua. The capital of Poland. Sort yourself out or I'm going 
back to Lincoln.” 

- 

If Susan Bekker played a wrong note in 1974 six hundred people heard it. In 2016 three million 
viewed the YouTube analysis of her performance in San Salvador. Three million. The video, 'Susan
Bekker playing like a douche bag in San Slvador' [sic] was a digital stake through the heart forcing 
the band to sit down with Scavinio and discuss a solution. 

“Kill the others again,” was the best Rene could offer and the only remotely feasible suggestion. 
Two hours later Susan's personal pit of despair slumped deeper before the humiliation kicked in and
forced her to consider Nicaragua. In Nicaragua, where the security status had dropped from critical 
to normal, Susan came to an agreement with herself: try a bit harder to play the guitar.

Twenty-four hours before the show, Toten Herzen arrived at the Atlantic Shopping Mall for a 
meet and greet session; pre-planned, contingencies in place, all bases covered, the usual 
reassurances given by people with fingers crossed behind their backs. Scavinio didn't believe it for a
minute and when he saw Hank's plain clothes friends, specially imported from the US National 
Guard, milling around inside the entrances he wondered out loud if this show of publicity would not
become a new Central American conflict.

Susan heard Scavinio's nasally New York accent mixing and churning with Hank's Tennessee 
waffle. “Are we okay?” she said. “You both look a bit conspiratorial.”

“Don't worry, Susan. Concentrate on the performance, leave the security to us.”
“Youcabegogittinallwurridbouthengsuazan.”
“What? Okay, I'm going.” She spun around. “Performance, what performance?”
The blood drained out of Scavinio's face. “The . . . it's an eleventh hour request, nothing to worry



about.”
“What? Pardon?” And in they came, the fans, the hordes, streaming through the open doors, 

pouring down the up elevators, spreading out like an oil slick across the shopping mall's freshly 
cleaned Indian granite floors. Toten Herzen's space, created at the base of the atrium, was elevated 
and furnished. . . . “Acoustic guitars? Tom, if they're marzipan displays I'll forgive you, but if 
they're real acoustic guitars I'm gonna bite your fucking head off.” 

She pushed through the corridor of security staff and joined the other three balanced on their 
high chairs behind a saloon bar table spread out with merchandise and pre-signed Malandanti CDs.

“Nobody listens to CDs,” said Elaine.
“I do,” Rene said. “Some people still listen to vinyl.”
“I know what you're implying, Rene,” said Elaine.
“Just saying, that's all.”
Susan banged into the table. “Have you seen the guitars?”
“Yep,” said Dee.
“We don't do acoustic. We agreed that on day one.”
“Day one was forty years ago, Susan,” said Rene drumming the table. He picked up a CD and 

flipped it over. “Quite a good photo of me. . . .”
“It's all right for you, fucking drummer. What are you gonna play, that cardboard box?”
“Calm down, madam. We're not playing an acoustic set.” Rene signed the CD.
“And then there'll be a riot.” Susan stepped back and folded her arms. “Did you think of that? Do

you think Hank's personal militia is gonna control this lot?” This lot were growing impatient to 
meet the band, pick up their signed merchandise and watch Toten Herzen play an acoustic set. 
“Who are we? Fucking Pearl Jam.”

“Are we ready to go?” Javier, the public relations representative for the Atlantic Shopping Mall, 
adjusted a name badge so big it covered half his chest.

“We're ready to go,” said Susan. “Back to the fucking hotel if we have to play those things.”
Javier laughed. Most of his teeth were made out of gold. “Let's meet and greet first, yes.” His 

hand gesture may have been the most foreboding hand gesture in the country at that moment. One 
flourish of the wrist and his assistant released a rope allowing the hordes to approach. The orderly 
line lasted several seconds followed by a farcical scrummage to grab a selfie, grab a handshake, 
grab a kiss, grab anything that wasn't secured to the floor.

Those who received were reluctant to move on, their sense of entitlement having been touched 
by greatness leaving them immune to physical force until Susan screamed, “When you've got your 
shit will you fucking make room.”

They made room and the conveyor belt of fans continued. Scavinio found an elevated spot on a 
flight of steps from where he could watch everything and everyone. Susan watched him watching 
her. She signed a tour programme and smiled, signed a guy's shoulder and smiled for his photo (the 
guy leaning backwards against the table until he was almost horizontal beneath her chin). Dee said 
gracias over four hundred times; Elaine switched hands, autographing everything put in front of her 
leaving people with one name written in two different ways. 

Only Rene attempted to speak to people. “Where are you from?”
“Managua.”
“Where you from?”
“Managua.”
“Where did you travel from tonight?” 
“West Bromwich.”
“Pardon?”
Two hours dragged on for four. Susan imagined herself working in a sewing factory, stuck 

behind a machine attaching sleeves. Javier's voice over the PA system woke her up. “Would you 
guys like a moment, or ten moments to hear a special acoustic set by the band?”

Oh, the crowd wanted that. Scavinio held his head back and stared up the inside of the atrium. 
The crowd roared. Susan, implacable Susan Bekker, who swore she would never perform an 



acoustic set, held the power of destruction in her tattooed hands. “What do we do?”
“Fuck 'em,” said Dee. She handed a poster to a fan. “Gracias.”
“They'll riot. In a confined space.”
“We didn't agree to it. Blame Manuel on the fucking tannoy. They should have warned us. Tom 

should have warned us.”
“But there'll be a riot.”
“You know what,” Dee lobbed her pen into the crowd; grabbing hands shot up like tentacles. 

“I'm sick and tired of behaving myself. We're the top of the food chain, Susan, not Manuel, not 
those fuckers in Minsk.” She climbed onto the table top. “You want an acoustic set, then go and 
listen to the fucking Stereophonics. We do not do acoustic, we never have, we never will. 
Tomorrow night you'll see us live and you'll hear us as god intended. Amplified and fucking 
LOUD!” 

-

No one should have been surprised. The last embers of the Atlantic Shopping Mall were cool 
enough to walk on five hours before Toten Herzen were ready to take the stage in Managua's 
Dennis Martinez Stadium. Burned to the ground after the shops were looted – Toten Herzen fans 
were nothing if not calculating – the mall and its owners warned Scavinio that a large lawsuit was 
heading their way.

“Thank god for clause 18,” he told Susan. “They accepted full responsibility for any unsocial 
behaviour.”

“Arson?”
“Including arson.”
“I hope the guitars suffered.” Fifteen minutes before the show's opener, Susan stood stage right 

and observed her audience, determined not to let them down. No duff notes, no more reasons to 
appear on YouTube described as a douche bag. Tonight, she would make the effort. She would 
provide impact. 

Three hours later she trudged off stage leaving behind an ecstatic crowd, a fully functioning 
stadium and no memory of any of the songs. The performance had been one long succession of 
notes. And it was the same in Venezuela: a vague recollection of noise and light and cheers and 
voices. And in Bolivia, where the authorities made them wait before deciding to let the show go 
ahead for fear of an even bigger riot if it was cancelled. In Peru she played without error and still 
wasn't happy. And in Uruguay she tried to identify every face in the crowd from the front row to the
farthest seats. So many people delighted to see her, to see Toten Herzen, so many people satisfied 
by her mediocre performance. The longer it went on the fewer people she had to talk to. The one 
person who listened was in Monaco. 

On a terrace behind a villa lapped by the Rio Plata Susan hung over the steel rail, gazing at the 
wavelets catching the light from a half moon. The black waters reflected the quivering outline of the
rail, but not the woman leaning against it. The missing element in the composition, that was her, 
that was Susan Bekker; trying and failing to be a shadow of her heroes, trying and failing to be a 
shadow of anyone, including Susan Bekker. She pinched her eyes to plug the tear ducts and sniffed, 
wondering without words where she went from here. Self-doubt, everyone experienced it, some of 
the greats were crippled by it, killed by it. Truth be told she had no reason to feel like this; from on-
stage she could look out at the sheer size of the audience and remind herself how far she had 
travelled since the journey began in Ipswich in 1973. If she looked behind her at the engineering 
wonder of lights and projections and listened to the most powerful sound system in history, she 
should have been reassured by the fact that few would ever stand where she was allowed to stand: 
on stage, at the epicentre. She was, after all, the Susan Bekker.

The YouTube douche bag.
And even when There Will Be Blood were inactive they deafened, like weaponised tinnitus. 

What were they doing now? Burrowing, mining, underpinning the foundations, wiring up the. . . . 



She went back into the villa and found the others watching Hank teach Rene how to play 
backgammon.

“Check this out,” said Dee. “Even when the instructions are in English it's an unfathomable game
to learn.”

Hank slapped Rene's hand when he tried to play an illegal move. “Twosnothtrees. 
Yocannabemovinthreecheckerslithat.”

“You said I could.”
“Ahdidn.”
“You find your mojo out there, Susan?” said Dee.
“I saw it drifting away. It's heading for the Atlantic.”
“People are gonna ask about that YouTube video when you do your interview.”
“I might cancel that.”
“You can't cancel,” said Scavinio. “Grow a pair. People in Holland want to speak to you.”
And they'd want to speak to her about one thing. Not the tour or the Managua arson attack or 

what it's like to play the Azteca Stadium. No, callers to Stanvaste Radio in Rotterdam would be 
asking Susan why she played like a douche bag.

“You don't know that,” said Scavinio. He was more interested to see if Rene had an answer to 
Hank's genius at the backgammon board.  

“We're all going out for something to eat as soon as Hank learns how to pronounce the word 
diet,” said Dee.

“Fuckyouliddelun.”
“Oh, you know how to say that word, don't you?”
Susan pulled Scavinio into the hallway. “Have you heard anything from Europe?”
“Like what?”
“You know what I mean.”
“Yes, I do know what you mean and I'm not going along with it. For your information, no, I 

haven't heard anything. Maybe we're winning the publicity game. Burning down a shopping mall in 
Managua is a hard act for them to follow.”

“You're right. You're right.”
“Yes, I'm right. Go out with the others. Get fed. Take Sheila with you. It'll . . . rehabilitate her. 

And forget about the interview. No, don't do that, you'll take me literally. Forget about what they 
might ask. It's just a radio interview, for Christ's sake. Stop taking everything so seriously.”

Susan snorted. “In your experience when do you think it'll happen?”
“What, when will what happen, Susan? You're not listening to me, are you?”
“When it all comes good. When I get it right. When it clicks.”
“It'll click when it's ready to click. Go and get something to eat. Maybe it'll click in Rio. 

Sometimes you need a special occasion. Right place at the right time.”
Rio. The high point of South America. A special Rock in Rio headlined by Toten Herzen. Some 

dubbed it Risk in Rio and Brazil was already on stand by.



10

“Publicity, according to those who know, balances either side of a pivot. What you don't want is for 
the publicity to be level, swinging in the middle.” Theo Rand claimed to be a friend of Scavinio 
back in New York. Scavinio knew the brand management company Rand worked for, but not Theo 
Rand personally. “Flat publicity is like flat beer, yeah guys?” 

“Nothing goes up your nose,” said Dee.
Rand clicked his fingers and carried on illustrating a publicity pivot. “Exactly. However, one 

swing too far either way and you have on the one hand,” (his left hand), “apathy, or on the other 
hand,” (his right hand), “outrage. And I'm not talking about the kind of eye rolling outrage, I mean 
the stuff that damages your reputation. Affects the bottom line.”

Susan tried to keep up. “What bottom line?”
“Support, loyalty, brand respect. Once it's gone it's a pig to get back.”
The pilot's landing instructions interrupted Rand's agricultural exposition and the Totenbranded 

767 fell another five thousand feet in the direction of Rio. The flight, unnecessary for the band, had 
been arranged for Rand's benefit, a one hour window to explain how the events in Managua could 
be minimised. If concert cancellations continued, South America and Rio would be the last time for 
a long time Toten Herzen would play live on the Malandanti tour. Susan was bothered to a degree, 
but lesser irritations bothered her more than the end of her career as a live artist. Only Scavinio 
recognised the implications of an entire world tour being called off. He wanted Rand's help not to 
save the Toten Herzen brand, but to reassure the authorities in Europe and Asia and North America 
that their towns and communities would not be laid waste, that Managua was a one-off.

When the plane landed Rand was only half way through his strategy. With great reluctance the 
band joined the convoy of vehicles to give him another hour between airport and hotel. “What are 
people really afraid of?” he asked. 

“Regarding what?” said Susan. The SUV shook on its axle, battered from the outside by crowds 
trying to get to the inside.

“You, the tour. What do they think's gonna happen?”
Dee said, “That's a rhetorical question, isn't it?”
“No.”
Susan said, “They're frightened of having their venue burned down and the crowds turning on 

the town and burning that down as well. Toten Herzen fans have form, you know.”
Rand scoffed. The SUV ran over something large. “Cities all over the world want to promote 

themselves, want to appear to be world players. Why do you think they bankrupt themselves 
bidding to host the Olympics? The economic fallout is far more damaging than a few fires. You 
need to let people know that hosting Toten Herzen is good for business, good for prestige, puts you 
on the map. It should be a badge of honour.”

“Very few cities have been pillaged,” said Dee. “Managua joins a privileged list. Rome, 
Constantinople, Carthage. . . .”

“Dresden, Hamburg. . . .” Rene stopped when Susan elbowed him. “Rotterdam . . . twice.”
“I don't see it that way,” Susan said. “Personally, I think people are getting fed up with all the 

trouble that follows us.”
The SUV accelerated ahead of a sonic wave of car horns. Rand didn't need the sudden velocity to

force him back into his seat. “Are you the fucking Osmonds? Do you, do you want to be all goody 
goody like some fucking Disney act? I mean who are you, Susan Bekker? You want to stand 
alongside all those drippy nice performing artists who are loved by the moms and pops, who feel 
safe to know their little Johnnies and Sarahs are going to see someone who'll throw them bits of 
apple pie and red ribbons. You're a fucking rock band, for Christ's sake. You're not supposed to be 
nice.”

“He's right,” said Dee. “Motley Crue weren't nice. And they had an umlaut in their name.”
“We're not still going on about fucking umlauts.” The spacious interior of the SUV wasn't 

spacious enough for Susan's long legs which kicked Rand every time the SUV ran over another 



unidentifiable lump. “People might well remember the sacking of Constantinople, but no one 
welcomes the people who did the sacking. And can we not use the word sacking.”

“No one's used the word,” said Dee. “You used it, we didn't.”
Rand continued his theory on damage limitation by emphasising why cities benefited from being

ransacked, but Susan couldn't be unconvinced. She stormed out of the SUV when it finally came to 
a halt outside the Marriott hotel on the Rio coast. The driver lay on his side examining the vehicle, 
picking bits of clothing from the drive shaft. Susan stepped over him and entered the hotel without 
acknowledging the crowds behind a reinforced security fence.

After midnight and a chance to calm down and escape the Message According to Rand, Susan 
and the others joined Scavinio and Hank to explore the eery calm of the Rock in Rio venue. From 
the sound desk the empty field extended half a kilometre in every direction with sound towers 
sprouting like alien beanstalks, a perimeter ring of catering stalls, merchandise stalls, thousands of 
portable toilets, and ahead of them the sacrificial altar. The stage. In the exterior vacuum of a field 
in Rio the stage overwhelmed. No venue was too big for it, or too empty, or too accommodating; 
this stage grabbed attention wherever it went. In its passive form it faced the world with all the 
malevolence of a sleeping monster, but awake it had the capacity to inspire dark thoughts, to 
separate mind from body, to induce mass hysteria. From the second Mexico City concert conspiracy
theorists said this stage was brimming with subliminal messages, that the lighting effects were 
designed to alter the pattern of brain waves, that it was a giant machine programming thousands of 
human beings and sending them off to undermine authority. 

Theo Rand didn't include any of that in his strategy: mind control. He couldn't. The arsonists in 
Managua burned down the shopping mall before anyone had played a note. 

“Weird seeing it like this,” Susan said. The Toten Herzen Crest hung like a deformed crucifix, its
titanium structure visible in the security lights. In forty-eight hours it would ignite, flash, swell and 
throb, go up and down, float outwards and fly about. It would reflect the Crest-shaped stage, the 
mirror in which no one was reflected. 

“Remember Close Encounters,” said Dee. “When Richard Dreyfuss clambers over that rock and 
sees the alien landing strip for the first time?”

“And now we're the aliens.” Elaine took more interest in the sound desk. 
“Do you have to go back to Rotterdam to do that radio interview?” said Dee.
Susan nodded. “I need to catch up with Marco. Discuss a few things.”
“And catch up with you know who?” said Dee.
“I don't know who you know who is supposed to be, but that's all I'll be doing.”
Dee walked Susan away from Elaine. “If you feel guilty about sacking him reinstate him. 

Swallow your vampire pride and bring him back.”
“To do what? He was surplus anyway.”
“So what are you fretting about.”
“I'm not fretting about him, I'm fretting about them.”
Rene joined in.“Him, them, who?”
“Them. There . . . I can't even mention the name.”
“What can they do that can possibly distract attention from all this? Look at it.” Dee swung her 

arms. “Anything that can make me look big must be special, right?”

-

To their surprise, the band could relax in Susan's absence. They gathered on the roof of the hotel to 
discuss security with Scavinio, Hank and a clutch of nervous security officials and concert 
organisers. Doing business at night was welcome; no one could sleep anyway in the sticky heat of a 
Rio summer. The conversation ran through a list of dos and don'ts, restrictions, limitations, local 
rules and licensing demands. Rene listened, but kept one ear on his tablet and the internet broadcast 
of Susan's interview on Stanvaste Radio.

“DJ can't figure out how she travelled to Europe so quickly,” he said to Elaine.



“Everyone should know by now.”
“Can we have everyone's attention?” said Scavinio. He scowled at Rene (not Elaine) and 

resumed the reading. “You know the rules on mosh pits, right?”
“Oh, not the mosh pit rule,” said Dee.
“The mosh pit rule.”
“Thou shalt not form a pit, wall of death or any other organised act of extreme physical 

behaviour that may cause injury or endanger the safety of other concert-goers, attendees and venue 
staff.”

“So you have read the rules,” said Scavinio.
“No, I haven't read the rules. But what a lucky guess, eh? Bureaucracy is the same wherever you 

go.”
“It's for everyone's safety, Dee. Let them mosh if they want to, just don't encourage it. Don't, for 

Christ's sake, tell them to do it.”
“All right. I won't.”
“Promise?” said Elaine.
“Promise. Cross my heart and hope to die, stick my finger in your eye.”
Scavinio glanced at the security staff and shook his head. He turned the pages of his agenda and 

muttered a few words of hope to Mary Magdalene. “There will be a police response control 
presence. What's that a euphemism for, Sergio?”

“Riot police.”
“Will they have batons?” said Dee.
“Yes. And plastic bullets.”
“Lovely.”
“Interesting,” Rene said turning up the volume on his tablet. “Someone in the radio phone in 

asked Susan about Lena.”
Scavinio's face curled in on itself. The three band members huddled round the tablet to listen to a

woman in Holland ask Susan about the band's most recent threat: witchcraft.

"Thanks, Frank. Nadia from Lelystad."
"Hi, Susan. Why were covens in Germany trying to kill you? I heard you had something they 

wanted."
". . . .There's been so much rumour like that since we made the video for Disorientated, and it's 

fine for a while, the conspiracy, the gossip, the rumours, but eventually you can only explain it so 
many times before you start to wish people would just accept it for what it is. A clever video made 
by clever people. Everything else is just babble."

"But Dmitri Neved's house burned down on the same night the video was broadcast-"
"One question each, people. This isn't a press conference."

“Nadia from Lelystad, who the hell's that?” said Rene. The broadcast continued, leaving the 
question hanging.

"Lot of people still on the lines. Let's take a break for a couple of minutes. Susan, when was the 
last time you performed Black Rose?"

"Two nights ago, actually."
"Oh! Okay."

“Two nights ago,” said Dee. “Girl's lost her mind.”
In the interval, Scavinio seized the opportunity to continue with the threats and warnings, but he 

was in competition with a radio broadcast unravelling live on air. The DJ asked Susan about Jimi 
Hendrix. “While she rambles on about her hero can I point out to you that the concert will start at 
eight p.m. not nine p.m. and don't worry, there'll be no direct sunlight at that time of the evening.”

“Why eight o'clock?” said Dee.



“Just in case you decide not to stop when you're supposed to.”
“We stop when we stop-”
“Hush,” Rene twitched violently, “what the fuck. . . .”

"We have Rob from Rotterdam. . . ."
"Rob?"
"Hi, Susan. Surprise surprise."
"What are you doing? This is supposed to be for the fans."
"Most of them are nutters, I thought you'd welcome a sensible question for a change."
"From you? Rob Wallet, a sensible question?"
"You know me, Susan. I'm always sensible."
"Yeah, and I'm three-quarters Inuit."

“What the fuck is he doing?” Elaine leaned over Dee and pushed her face close to the speaker.

"My question is why are you still passing off all this bollocks about the video? Why not come 
clean about Lena Siebert-Neved from Bamberg? The real story would be a colossal headline. No 
one would be talking about There Will Be Blood after that."

"Rob, get off the phone."
"Get off the phone, Rob."
"No, I'm serious, Rob . . . I'm gonna have a quiet word with you later."
"It's no big deal, Susan. Witchcraft, a real witch, a mystery. It's a solid gold Toten Herzen 

escapade. Why are we keeping it such a big secret?"
"Rob, get . . . off . . . the phone."

Dee's voice joined in.

"Get off the phone, Rob. Her highness has spoken. . . ."

“What the fuck, that's not me.” Dee leapt off the chair. “What. . . “

"Dee, will you put him back in his cage?"    
"We would, but he's putting up a hell of a struggle. But for what it's worth, he has a point. 

Neved's sanity depends on it, Susan. . . ."
"We've lost the line. Can we get them back on? Can we . . . . No, we can't get them back. What 

unpredictable colleagues you have, Susan."
"That's not the phrase I'd use."

Scavinio ushered the security entourage out of the room, “We're done here, gentlemen. Thank 
you.” He threw his agenda on the chair. “Do you want to explain that?”

“What?”
“That.” He pointed at the tablet and the continuing radio broadcast. “You pulling stunts like that 

without telling me.”
Dee paced away to the lip of the roof, leaving Rene and Elaine to explain, which they couldn't. 

“If it wasn't Dee then it probably wasn't Rob,” said Elaine. 
“So there's a fucking joker out there impersonating you now, is there?” Scavinio's clothes hung 

off him, loose tie fluttering in the wind. “There's so much about you I don't know. This Malandanti 
thing is a step too far for me, but a little clue now and again would be appreciated.”

“It's nothing really,” said Elaine.
“Nothing? So why are you so upset? Why is a Dee Vincent impersonator so disturbing? You,” 

the word funnelled out of Scavinio's mouth, “the band who are the byword on hoaxes victim of a 
hoax. It's your bread and butter.”



Elaine stood face to face with Scavinio and held his tie in place. “You worry about your wife, 
Tom, we'll worry about the witchcraft.”

-

Scavinio kept his distance from the band until the moment they left for the venue. Susan was back, 
silent, more ashen than usual. She rarely used make-up to warm her features or blush the cheeks, 
but always ringed her eyes until the red blazed in contrast. He needed to bring her up to date on 
security arrangements, but she left in a blur. The band would have to fill her in. . . .

“None of them give a shit,” he said to Hank trying to pull himself into the SUV. Scavinio 
wedged his shoulder in the small of Hank's back and shoved.

“Geeumaninchanthayltekamile.”
“They'll take a couple of hundred miles, Hank.” Scavinio slammed the door. “Tonight.”
“Tonayewat?”
“Tonight is the end of the world, Hank.”
And off they went from edge to suburb, suburb to centre, centre to edge again and closer to the 

venue, passing through checkpoints, watched by lookout posts, monitored by police spotter vans. 
The shields became heavier, the guns bigger, caps replaced by helmets, shirts by kevlar vests and 
then high density body-armour. “Look at this, Hank. Theo Rand thinks this is the best way to attract
tourists.”

Hank's reply flummoxed Scavinio. Distracted by the display of force, he wondered what the 
police really expected. “They hold this concert every year, they have international soccer matches. 
They host the Olympics next year. . . .” Theo Rand had mentioned the Olympics. “Maybe this is a 
dress rehearsal for next year.” Scavinio tutted.

“DunworryTom,” Hank's bodymass centred itself in the seat. “Thaygottekprecautions.”
“Precautions?” The stragglers appeared, latecomers drifting towards the venue on foot, dressed 

in black, carrying their flags, their banners, their paraphernalia, symbols of allegiance. The threes 
and fours thickened to tens and twelves, twenties, the procession slowing down as the numbers built
up. The SUV slowed with them, the road filling with people, a thickening tide of bodies oozing 
towards the venue entrances which, for some, were mere design details. The perimeter had already 
been breached, attempts to stop the intrusion abandoned. Scavinio could only guess if those 
breaking in had tickets. If not, the two hundred thousand capacity would swell by an unknown 
amount and Theo Rand's recipe for matchless publicity would live or die over the next six hours.

Overhead, police helicopters added to the pyrotechnics. On the ground, the sound system 
thumped and thundered, vibrating Scavinio's stomach. God knows the effect it all had on Hank. A 
swoop of light provoked a roar, the sound towers tracing the sea of heads with wandering beams of 
blue and red and gold. Expectation rippled through the bodies like an invisible stone dropping into a
lake. Figures emerged on shoulders. Flares ignited. Torches blazed. Phones filmed. The flags and 
banners uncurled and unfurled, shimmered in the breeze and claimed their territory. Another 
grumble from the stage, another subterranean rumble. Scavinio felt the disorientation of being one 
in a million, part of the burble and clamour, the human galaxy enclosing the black hole at its centre. 
In two hours all this would explode . . . and what would be left? Before entering the backstage area 
Scavinio looked over his shoulder and asked himself again: what would be left if all this exploded?

-

Scavinio walked into a funeral wake, a mood-blackened environment patrolled by Elaine, the 
Thunderbird hanging behind her back like an enormous gun. Everyone he greeted swallowed hard 
before speaking. Hidden amongst the stiffs and ditherers, Rene chewed an apple as if he'd never 
seen one before. “What's wrong with this place? Someone die?” Scavinio said.

“Not yet,” Rene spoke with his mouth full. “Give it time. Two hundred thousand people, the 
odds are favourable someone's gonna snuff it tonight.”



“What a fucking barrel of laughs you are.”
“Big crowds need a lot of control. Even we're not used to any of this. Come on, Tom, everything 

is in someone else's hands. We have a right to be a little nervous. We do our bit and everything's 
fine and then some idiot with a riot shield breaks someone's nose and Brazil collapses into civil war.
You see the issue here?”

“I don't see a correlation between a broken nose and civil war.”
“It's always someone else, Tom. It's never us. What happens out there, it's never us. I've been 

interviewed six times this evening and every time I've been asked should tonight's show be allowed 
to go ahead. I'm beginning to think they might have a point.”

“Which is what?”
“Self-fulfilling prophecy. If enough people think something bad is gonna happen, it'll probably 

happen.”
“Just play the drums, Rene.”
Scavinio knew how to deal with Rene's flippant philosophy and Elaine's menacing isolation. He 

could deal with Susan's maniacal paranoia and persecution complex, but he couldn't deal with Dee's
silence. She drifted by, hands gripped behind her back, fingers twisting and twiddling the bow of 
her leather corset, distracted as if looking for a lost contact lens.

“You okay, Dee?”
She rolled her eyes upwards. “Broke my concentration there, Mr Tom.”
“Sorry, you looked nervous.”
“Nervous. Ah.” She stared past Scavinio's legs and pouted. “Now why would I be nervous? Tell 

me? Why would I be nervous tonight? The night after the evening before, with some great mystery 
playing out in Rotterdam that our vampire queen won't tell us about? In a venue surrounded by 
armed police, with two hundred thousand unpredictable savages waiting for an excuse to raze Rio to
the ground. Everyone thinks we're the Antichrist and Armageddon and there are Christian 
fundamentalists heading for the hills in Utah . . . again. And you wonder why I'm nervous.”

“You're not normally nervous.”
Dee's short bob hairstyle framed her round face and its cherub-like innocence. “I hide it well, Mr 

Tom. But not tonight. Something is stirring tonight. I feel a change coming on.”
Scavinio wasn't keen on change, especially at the eleventh hour. He longed for a cigarette 

knowing any naked flame would set off the powder keg atmosphere and that would be that. Susan 
approached at speed. He tried to stop her. “Can I speak with you-”

“No.”
“Susan.”
“Go away.”
“Susan, stop.” Scavinio caught up and grabbed her arm. It was painfully cold.
“Will you arrange for Hank Prendergass to have elocution lessons? Will you arrange to have the 

security withdraw at least two kilometres from wherever I'm standing? And will you arrange for 
people to stop asking if I'm okay. I'm not. . . . “ she dropped her voice, “I'm not okay and I don't 
want to talk about it.”

“I'll tell Hank to give you space.”
“He's not coming with us to Europe.”
“No, he isn't.”
“I can't tell a fucking word he says.”
“There are only nine people in the world who can. I'm one of them.”
Susan activated her defence mechanism and disappeared behind the veil of long hair. 
“What happened in Rotterdam, Susan?”
“Nothing.”
“Okay. So tell people nothing happened, because they think something happened.”
“Nothing happened. Drop it.” Susan's eyes penetrated the veil. Scavinio backed away. 
In his peripheral vision a tour assistant switched off the big screen showing rolling news 

bulletins. Elaine followed, pointing out other screens, a radio, a laptop displaying a news website. 



Scavinio's chest tightened, “I'll see you later, Susan,” and he bounded away to investigate the 
switch-off policy. “What's the deal?”

Elaine answered without looking. “Bad news from Belarus. We don't want Susan seeing it.”
“Bad news, what bad news? What has she done? I thought she went to Rotterdam.”
“Not Rotterdam, you fucking idiot. Belarus.” They found another television screen surrounded 

by a morbid audience. 
There Will Be Blood had found a new band member - a headline grabbing attention seeking 

guitarist - and a video showcase. The dead had risen again fifteen minutes before Toten Herzen 
were due on-stage. The timing hurt Scavinio, but he couldn't ignore the intense features of the wild-
eyed guitarist filmed close up, mid-shot, wide angle, shaking and shivering, biting her lip, 
scratching her skin and playing a guitar like she held a personal grudge against it. The rest of the 
band came and went, mere afterthoughts. The girl was the star, the focus; stood in a filthy room one 
minute, a scorched landscape the next, laughing, screaming, victim, threat.

“Who is she?” said Scavinio.
“Everything Susan Bekker's supposed to be,” said Elaine.
“And what does that mean?” Susan had joined the back of the audience. “Is that supposed to be 

me?”
“She's their guitarist. This is their new video.” Elaine waited for Susan's reaction. “You still 

think Rob should have killed him?”
Susan licked her lips and when she pulled her hair back the veins in her temples bulged. Scavinio

began to regret coming back, but he was the one who needed the distraction and a safe haven for 
Sheila who couldn't be left anywhere but the company of other vampires. Company like this: a 
brooding boiling cauldron of malevolence and grudges and vendettas and psychological hang ups. 

Beyond Susan's sphere of influence, beyond her dense gravitational field, the road crew scurried 
to their positions at the mixing desks, the backlines and steel ladders hanging from precipitous 
control points. When the venue lights dimmed and the crowd's murmur rose to an expectant roar, 
Scavinio felt as if the sun had set for the last time. Elaine pulled Susan away from the screen and 
joined Rene and Dee stage right. They waited for the cue, the signal, the Crest glowing red, the 
lifeblood filling the arteries and pumping oxygen to the brain of the beast; Rio was live. Scavinio 
crossed his fingers and watched Toten Herzen step out in front of the biggest challenge of their long
awful career. 

-

T minus one and the weight of the crowd bouncing up and down made the earth shudder. Beer 
inside a half empty bottle left on a horizontal piece of scaffold vibrated to the frequency of the 
audience agitated by the blinking Crest and signs of activity on stage.

Lift off and Scavinio considered the possibility of the Rio crowd nudging the Earth off its axis. 
They almost matched the volume of the PA system, almost drowned out Dee's guitar intro, Rene's 
kick drum assault and the blast of noise that hit them head on. They knew every word, every line, 
every chant, they knew when to shout, when to sing, and before they reached the second chorus a 
ghostly mist of evaporating sweat hung over the crowd concealing the farthest limits of the venue. 

Fifteen minutes into the show, enough time for Dee to assume control. Hunched over the 
microphone like a vicious goblin she teased and tempted, a tiny ringleader in contrast to her slender 
sidekick stage left. Scavinio recognised the transformation that always baffled Wallet: four 
bickering individuals altered by light and sound into an unrecognisable alter ego. But by looking 
hard enough Scavinio could see through the show business, see through the pyrotechnics to Dee's 
attention seeking (every lead vocalist had to be shameless); Susan's attention to detail, so 
spectacularly missed in Managua, but forensic now; Rene heard, but not seen; and Elaine's constant 
unspoken threat, a walking time bomb. Wallet never saw that far, never noticed the clues, never 
read the signs, he simply didn't understand them and that's why they kicked him out.

One hour into the show and Scavinio was enjoying the new songs and Dee's hare-brained 



anecdotes of witchcraft and Russian roulette. The crowd showed no signs of exhaustion even 
though they hadn't stopped jumping, hadn't let up on the appalling out of tune singalong. The steam 
continued to rise and flatten the weakening rays of evening light overtaken by the artificial glow of 
the stage.

Ninety minutes into the show and the atmosphere darkened. The older songs were thicker, 
heavier, more visceral and violent. The crowd lost its cohesion, pulled and pushed by the thousand, 
to and fro, forward and back, left and right, adrift in pulses of energy released by Dee's swelling 
levels of provocation. 

Two hours into the show, Scavinio chewed his lip and wished they'd get to the encore. The 
crowd that bumped and bounced in the first hour swayed and swaggered now, struggling to gain a 
foothold to resist the momentum of its own weight. Dee's mood had turned ugly and 
confrontational, stepping up to Susan, pulling back, eyeballing her from the monitors, pushing the 
long hair back from her face.

“Whatever you may have seen on your phones earlier this evening, let me just remind you that 
the greatest guitarist in the world is on this stage tonight, not in a fucking communist backwater in 
eastern Europe.” The crowd agreed. “And I'm pretty sure you little commie fuckers are in your 
luxury toilet in Minsk watching us now, and when you've finished masturbating over just how 
fucking good we are, I'll make you a promise. . . .” The crowd roared her on. “We killed you cunts 
once, we'll fucking kill you again if we have to. . . .” The crowd lost itself and another human wave 
collided with the front of the stage metres from Dee's feet.

Approaching eleven p.m. and the show had come apart. The link between band and crowd 
broken, the songs playing out to a churning primordial furnace. Scavinio stood in a state of pre-
coronary distress, willing the band to give it up and call it a day, end it now before the incidents 
started. But Dee hadn't finished and her cruel streak and contempt for authority finally broke free. 
The main lights strafed the infinite pixellation of heads and arms and torches and flares, slicing 
through the steam coloured by the growing fires. She fixed her attention on a woman suspended 
above the crowd about twenty metres out.  

"The organisers have told you not to form a pit, right? Well, we don't come from a totalitarian 
state and last time I looked you kicked out your military leaders in 1985, so fuck 'em. If you want to
form a pit, form a pit." The crowd stirred, lifted by furious energy radiating from Dee's right 
compressing the fans in the middle. "Do what you want to do, you fuckers. Do what you want to do 
shall be the whole of the fucking law. . . ." The compression pushed back, the fabric tore, a gap 
appeared. 

Susan's hand slipped down the neck of her Flying V, Elaine's Thunderbird rumbled up from the 
ground, the tear spread, the crowd separated and the mother of all mosh pits opened like the mouth 
of hell. Scavinio tried to look away.

Over the din, above the terrible heartbeat of Rene's kick drums, Susan's arpeggiated melody and 
Elaine's throat-grabbing rhythm, Dee thrashed F Major and the crowd poured into the gap. Fists and
feet swirled in the maelstrom and the violence rippled through two hundred thousand bodies.

Scavinio felt the stage shake and the ground move as if the crowd had suddenly stopped leaving 
the earth to rotate around it, turning the venue anti-clockwise. Toten Herzen's total wattage couldn't 
compete with the mayhem roaring above the PA system. Dee continued singing, but the crowd 
weren't listening, the bother had started, the genie out of the bottle. The spiral galaxy circled its 
black hole and by the time the song concluded riot police were gathering stage left.

"The men in hard hats are here to take you away," Dee shouted. "You're not ready to go home, 
are you?" The crowd howled. "Are you gonna let these fucking robocops send you home?" Every 
time she paused, the response hit her in the face, "cause we haven't finished yet." She looked around
at the activity amongst the technicians stage right and caught Scavinio's terrible expression. "And if 
anyone pulls the fucking plug on us, you know what'll happen, don't you. . . ."

The scream of the crowd and the power of the band conspired to push the concert closer to an 
ugly finale. The air filled with missiles. Gathered detritus that could be thrown, hurled, lobbed, 
heaved, went back and forth, left and right. The crowd shifted and rolled, controlled by the invisible



generals commanded by Dee's instruction. She sang, sweated, fed the venue's aggression and when 
the main beams arced across the crowd her miniaturised outline was imprinted against the 
battlefield and the fires, the charges and retreats, a swirling spinning wasteland; Brazil on the move 
hurtling towards another Toten Herzen headline.

The band left the stage at one minute past twelve Sunday morning.
"Riots in the favelas," said Scavinio hypnotised by the newsfeeds on his phone.
"Good," said Dee. "We need the column inches. They'll have to chop down the biggest tree in the

forest-"
"Was that necessary?" Scavinio's question stopped the band. The number of uniforms in the 

backstage area became apparent for the first time. "Yes, you'll get the column inches, the column 
miles. They're talking about it in Beijing. Do you think they'll let you play anywhere after this?"

"There might be some localised objections," Dee said.
"It's a silly rule, Tom." Susan covered her head with a black towel. She looked like a nun.
"A silly rule?"
"Yeah. If you don't want people to break the rules don't set any rules."
Scavinio scratched the back of his neck with his phone. "What sort of logic is that, Susan?"
"My logic." And off she went followed by the others: pop pop pop pop, four vampires vanishing,

off to their safe house, their hunting ground, their shadowy corners and fresh blood. 
Like the captain of a ship going down Scavinio considered his fate and that of everything around 

him, including the inflated volume of Hank who puffed and clamoured from the back of the stage. 
“Theyhaveaunitprotectinastageberdunnohowlongulast.”

“They think this is still 1974, Hank. They just don't get it. Fuck it, let it burn, Hank.” Scavinio 
patted the big guy's shoulder. “Let the whole lot burn. It's what they want.”



11

Life couldn't get much better for Wallet. All the hassle, the pressure, the demands of Toten Herzen, 
all of it lingered like a bad dream, like a false memory as if it were the lurid biography of someone 
else. Every time he took another sip of very expensive beer in the very expensive bar he had found 
close to Monaco's incredibly expensive marina, he wondered why he hadn't ditched the band by his 
own choice. And what pleased him even more was the realisation of a dream: living it up in Monte 
Carlo; it was everything he imagined it would be. Warm light on Mediterranean stone, classical 
architecture first discovered on ancient jigsaw puzzles that always had at least two pieces missing. 
Boats. Rivas. Lovely Rivas. Timeless little motorboats with their splendid dark varnished wood and
chrome, bobbing about, ferrying their owners from superyacht to harbour wall, each with their 
pennant fluttering in the breezy wake of travel. . . .

“I could get used to this,” he said to Raven whose imprisoned face zoomed in and out of view on
his phone.

“I'm ever so pleased for you,” she said. Wallet knew she was lying. “Landed on your feet, didn't 
you. And me stuck here like the Prisoner of Zenda. When are you going to come and get me?”

“When I can't take any more of this paradise. When I'm as fat as Hank Prendergass IV and can't 
shift off my enormous ship, I'll send for you.”

“You're taking the piss now.”
“I thought you were busy spying? Why aren't you spying?”
“There's no one to spy on.”
“What do you mean there's no one to spy on? There's been a murder in Rotterdam hours after 

Susan appeared on Dutch radio. Marco Jongbloed has been arrested on suspicion of said murder and
you say there's nothing to spy on.”

“I can't get near the place. They won't let me in. They just think I'm some mad fan from 
England.”

“Well, they've got that bit right.”
Raven explained the difficulties trying to find out what was going on, but murder was murder. 

People take these things seriously. “They cordoned off the office.”
“Well, what about her, you know who?”
“Bernadette Maldini? Have you seen her? She's like the Pope. You can't get near her.”
“You've got information, Raven. You're an insider. You should make yourself available to her.”
“It's easy for you to say that down there in Monaco. Have you ever tried to meet the Pope? 

You've got more chance of gnawing the back of your head off.”
“Stop exaggerating. You were like this in Bamberg when I got myself arrested.”
“Don't go on about it.”
“Yeah, don't go on about it. I saw you run off in the opposite direction, you traitor.”
“Bernadette Maldini is hard to get to. She doesn't make herself available to the likes of me.”
“Do I have to hold your hand? Walk into the cop shop, tell plod you want to see her, you've got 

info, but you're only going to tell her. Smoke her out.”
“Smoke her out. Listen to yourself. She's not a kipper.”
“You have a peculiar way with metaphors, Raven.” Wallet grinned. She had a point and she was 

in the best position to judge the approachability of Bernadette Maldini, a name he knew from the 
papers, not personal acquaintance. But then he'd breathe in the saline aroma (once the high octane 
petrol fumes had settled), set eyes on the sea and the tranquillity of a snoozing marina and he'd 
recline into the melancholy embrace of the enclosing mountains, all thoughts of revenge 
evaporating until he was so chilled out he almost invited Raven to join him. He knew she'd get on 
his nerves within hours, but she was someone to talk to. 

“You hung up on me?” she said. “I can still see you.”
“No. . . .”
“Have the decency to say goodbye before you cut me off.”
“Sorry, I'm still here. The riot in Rio is on the telly. It's a bit distracting.”  



“Don't do things by halves in Brazil, do they?”
“It's called passion. Even when they're clubbing someone on the head. So, you can't tell me who 

the victim was?”
“What victim?”
“The murder, brainbox. The murder.” Raven didn't know. Couldn't find out. Wallet half listened 

and watched a jaunty gentleman approach the bar along a curved trajectory from the pedestrian 
crossing to the door. Dressed like an old colonial, he swung his left arm as if trying to activate his 
watch by kinetic energy. Wallet returned the nod, sipped his beer and prepared to chastise Raven a 
little more when the gent came rolling back to him.

“You're the new chap aren't you?”
“New chap?”
“In the marina. The Bombanero.”
“Oh, yeah. Bloody awful name. I've changed it.”
“Awfully bad luck to rename a boat, old chap. Barny Flowers. Or Barnaby to my older relatives. 

Been down here fifteen years give or take a year or two.”
Wallet shook Barny's free hand. “Rob Wallet. Nice to meet you, Barny. You live on the 

marina?”
“No. Have an apartment on the Avenue des Papalins, but a couple of chums of mine live down 

here on the water. All that pitching and rolling, I couldn't cope with that. Don't have the sea legs. 
Royal Air Force, you see.” His free hand waved and wafted on each syllable of Barny's bubbly 
delivery.

“Never served on an aircraft carrier then?”
“Pilots on aircraft carriers belong to the Naval Air Corps, old boy. Sailors with parachutes. Not 

proper pilots.” Barny breathed out a bronchitic chortle and noticed Wallet was still on the phone. 
“I'm sorry, I'm interrupting you in the middle of your chat. How absolutely monstrous of me. I'll get
a drink. Another beer?”

“Lovely.” Barny strode into the bar, his right arm mysteriously pinned to the inside of his trouser
pocket.

“Who was that?” said Raven
“Barny Flowers. Local colour by the sound of it. Ex Royal Air Force. . . .”
“Yeah, I heard all that, but who is he?”
“How the fuck do I know? That's the first time I met him. You should be asking questions in 

Rotterdam not down here. No one's been murdered down here.”
The news from Brazil competed with ongoing news from Rotterdam. Between images of lonely 

roundabouts and the Alien Noise headquarters, passionate Brazilian hooligans ran running battles 
with armed riot police. Raven reacted to every baton strike, every Molotov cocktail flash, every 
violent squirt of water cannon. Wallet counted the number of images filmed on mobile phone 
cameras. “It's the social media age,” he said. “Citizen reporting direct from the front line.”

“What's that?” Barny sat down at Wallet's table. “Bloody rioters again. You know if they all got 
bladdered on wine they'd be more passive. It's the beer that fuels them. Fermented barley never did 
anyone any good.”

“Pardon?”
“Toxins, old boy. Different set of toxins. Salut.” Barny raised his own glass of toxins and 

jumped out of his chair. “Left the bottle on the counter. . . .”
“I'll have to go.” Wallet instructed Raven to text updates of her investigation. "Preferably in the 

next twenty-four hours rather than the next twenty-four years. And get close to her.”
“Who?”
“Maldini.” Wallet clenched his teeth. “Get close to Bernadette Maldini. That's an order.”
“Do you know how much petrol that Audi uses, in and out of Rotterdam every day?”
Wallet cut her off when Barny returned with his bottle. “Romer. 1994. Very under-rated stuff, 

Rob.”
“Are you a tax exile?”



“No. Are you?”
“No, I'm living off my redundancy money.”
“Ah. Yes. I know.” When Barny laughed all the teeth in his mouth became visible. Teeth 

fascinated Wallet. He checked them for familiar signs of sharpness like a Mason checking for the 
tell-tale thumb press hidden in a handshake. “You're better off without them.” Barny glanced at the 
television screen in the bar. 

“I think I am, Barny. You have no idea what it was like living with that lot. How do you know 
about it anyway?”

“Toten Herzen sack their publicist. It made the headlines everywhere, but I'm buggered if I know
why. It says something about the trivial nature of modern life. The fixation with celebrity as if the 
comings and goings of the well known are of significance to the rest of us. Truth be told, I couldn't 
care less if you all killed yourselves tomorrow. No skin off my nose.” Barny wouldn't allow his 
glass to reach half-empty before topping it up again. “Were you happy with them, honestly?”

“Honestly? It was like a lot of jobs. It had its moments. But it was better than what I was doing 
before. The journalism, the arse licking to get an interview, the hoops to jump through to get an 
exclusive. The industry is so tightly controlled these days, it almost made my life superfluous. Even
the scandals are manufactured.”

“Well you should know,” Barney spoke from behind the glass. “No one more manufactured than 
your chums in Toten Herzen.”

“You'd be surprised how little is manufactured. If people knew the truth they'd go up the wall.”
“Shock me.”
Wallet rose to the challenge. Beginning with the first riot at the Ahoy Arena. “Someone else 

threw the flare that kicked it all off.” Terence Pearl's unexpected immolation, Patrick Well's murder 
in the hotel, The Honister Pass mystery and Disorientated video. “They didn't ask that lot to come 
over from Bamberg. Their reputation feeds itself. There's no grand plan with a calendar of outrages,
Barny. They don't sit around deciding to murder someone at Midsummer, start a riot on the spring 
equinox, hang a music critic on Halloween.”

“It's always someone else's fault.”
“Ninety per cent of the time, yes.”
“Well I heard they burned down the shopping mall in Managua because the band refused to play 

an acoustic set, and this riot here in Rio came about after Dee Vincent provoked them to riot. Is that 
the ten per cent?”

“Roughly ten percent, yes. Sometimes it comes all at once, other times it's more spread out.”
Barny tutted and filled his glass again. “I knew a couple of chaps from Beacon Hill, formed a 

band in the 1960s. One of those psychedelic outfits like the Pink Floyd. They're all dead as well. I 
don't know what the attraction is.”

“Fame. It's like that glass of wine. You find something you like and the more you have the more 
you want.” Wallet turned away from the television screen. “Susan Bekker is addicted to fame, but 
can't achieve it. Notoriety, yes, but fame, no. She enjoys the power to stir up trouble, but wants to 
be known for playing the guitar. Dee Vincent couldn't care less. About anything. Except books. 
Elaine Daley avoids fame. Rene van Voors doesn't know what he wants so long as he can wind 
people up with his practical jokes. It's the hangers on, the freeloaders.”

“Like you, you mean,” Barny chortled again.
“No, not like me. Well, all right, maybe a bit. But I saw it as a project. A purpose. I didn't know 

it would all go tits up like it did.”
Swishing the wine around his mouth, a small crimson leak would appear at the corners of 

Barny's lips when he smirked. “I'm old enough to know them before you persuaded them to make a 
comeback. They were a bloody nuisance then and they're an even bigger nuisance now. You've got 
your pay off, old boy. Enjoy it. You'll like it down here. Meet the right people. . . .” he put his glass 
down, “but not Albert Cole. I don't know if you've met Albert Cole yet.”

“Albert Cole? Yeah, I've met Albert Cole. I'm still waiting for him to sell me a mop. I asked him 
to get hold of a car, a new one, but he keeps coming back with watches, suits, radios, an exercise 



bike.” Barny had heard it all before. “If I wanted a second hand car I might have one by now.”
“He won't get you a new one. Every banger broken down along the coast road has Albert Cole's 

fingerprints all over the windscreen. In fact, you two are a good match. I'd love to see him trying to 
sell you something.”

“He's a pest. He should have his own barrel organ music wherever he goes.”
“Oh dear,” Barney nodded at something over Wallet's shoulder. Breaking news on television. A 

curfew imposed in Rio. “Vera Lynn never caused this much trouble.”
“Vera Lynn wasn't a vampire.”
Barny finished his wine and read the label. “How many people do you know down here, Rob?”
“Albert, you, the harbour master and some guy who sweeps the streets at about five in the 

morning.”
“I'm off to meet a couple of those chums I mentioned. You're free to join me if you want.”
“Wine buffs?”
Barny laughed and put the bottle down. “Oh no. Much more interesting than that.”
They left the bar just after five a.m. Wallet heard the whine of the road sweeper's motorised 

buggy. Barny walked ahead unaware of the noise, turning left and right along the gangways and 
jetties of the marina until he reached a shabby yacht with a discoloured hull and oxidised window 
frames. It greeted Barny with a tinkle, the sea foaming and plopping around the grimy tide mark 
along the bow. Barny stepped aboard and fiddled with the door. “Only me.”

Voices called out from inside. A nasally male screech followed by a baritone drawl of 
recognition. Wallet waited to be invited (and every time he waited to be invited into someone's 
home he reminded himself vampires don't need an invite; it was common courtesy. . . .)

“Well come on, old boy, don't be shy.”
Shallow steps led down to a wide spacious interior decorated with maritime cliches of boats and 

fish: an old wooden wheel, draped trawler nets and two dead lobsters fastened to the wall with light 
bulbs screwed into their claws.

“My new chum, Rob. Rob this is William Kent and Ed Fleetwood.”
“'Ello,” said Kent.
“Hi. Sorry to intrude like this,” said Wallet.
“Oh, you're not intruding. We're not a load of old puffters or anything like that. Barny doesn't go 

out cruising for ladyboys. At least we don't think he does. He doesn't tell us everything, do you?” 
Kent emitted a laugh that rattled his nostrils and stretched his head wide open. 

Fleetwood pulled the pipe out of his mouth and adjusted his glasses. “Do you have a surname, 
Rob?”

“Wallet.”
“Wallet? Rob Wallet? Hells bells, not the Rob Wallet?”
“The very one,” said Barny. “How fortuitous is that? Friend of vampires meets a bunch of old 

ghost hunters.”
Wallet startled. “Ghost hunters? You didn't say anything about ghost hunters.”
Kent snorted. "I know you. We all know you. Rob Wallet." He trilled the R with Baroque 

eccentricity. "So what you doin 'ere then?"
“Relaxing. . . .”
Kent's yacht provided plenty of boozy plunder for Barny to rummage through. “You're not 

scared are you, Rob? A man who's been hanging out with violent vampires for three years. . . .”
“I'm not scared of ghosts.”
“Nothing to be fearful of.” Kent reclined, a small book and a pair of spectacles on his lap, his 

voice settling into a polite baritone. “The ephemeral are merely here to remind us of life's 
impermanence.” He twisted towards Fleetwood. “But I wouldn't like to get on the wrong side of 
'em.”

“Sit down, Rob. We try not to take any of this too seriously. Just three old duffers trying to keep 
out of trouble.”

“What sort of trouble could you lot get into?” 



“You'd be surprised." Barny raised his glass to Kent. "You don't sneak back to Dover to buy this 
vinegar from Waitrose, do you, William?"

Kent shifted in his chair and sat eagerly on the edge of the cushion, his legs clasped together. 
”Well, come on then, tell us something about yourself, Rob."

“I moved down here about six weeks ago. I'm living on the Agnetha.”
“Ah, the Agnetha, yes.” Kent uttered every syllable with long dramatic effect. “Of course, yes, 

quite a mysterious boat. Everyone talks about it. They don't see you coming and going, Rob. You're 
a bit nocturnal, aren't you?”

“You could say that, yes.”
“Living with all those vampires?” said Fleetwood relighting his pipe. 
“It has an effect on you after a while, yes. You have to adapt to their lifestyle. Your body clock. .

. .” All three waited open mouthed for his conclusion, “gets a bit, you know . . . buggered.”
“Yes,” said Kent. “It would. I'm surprised you don't have bags under your eyes like suitcases. 

My cousin Arabella worked as a nurse in a psychiatric ward for eight years, most of it at night. She 
needed a crane to lift the bags from under her eyes. She looked like a basset hound.”

“You'll be gone before the sun comes up?” Fleetwood asked.
“I will, yes. Force of habit.”
“Oh, no need to apologise, Rob.” Kent writhed in his chair. "We were discussing a farmhouse 

near Aublour san Haute. We got a tip off from Deanna. We get all our tip-offs from Deanna.”
“She's a medium,” said Barny.
“Or an extra large if you use European measurements.” Fleetwood's pipe wouldn't light. “Big 

girl, Deanna. Eats a lot of bread.”
“Yes.”
“I say, she eats a lot of bread.”
“We decided it was worth going up there tomorrow night,” said Kent. He walked over to a 

counter between the lounge and the galley where a selection of maps, plans and handwritten 
directions lay scattered like old manuscripts. “Have a mooch.”

“Who haunts it?” said Wallet. 
“Some young girl, a daughter of the family who owned the farm in the 1940s. The house is for 

sale now. We only visit vacant properties. The living can get a bit objectionable at times.” Kent 
swatted Wallet's forearm. “Some of 'em think we're all peculiar.”

“Perish the thought.”
“Yes. But if they could see some of the things we've seen they wouldn't be saying that. The 

things we've 'eard.”
“True,” said Fleetwood. “Moaning and groaning. Terrible moaning and groaning. Once Barny's 

had his Alka Saltza it all goes quiet again. I've never understood that.”
“Haven't you?”
“There must be a connection.”
“So, you up for a bit o' ghost 'unting, Rob?” Kent's eyes ballooned in mock horror. "We've got 

all the equipment.” He dashed around the boat gathering cameras, microphones, large metal boxes 
of valves and circuit boards, small metal boxes with dials and LCD readouts. All of it ancient, 
battered, the paraphernalia of a different age and probably still around long before the ghosts 
became ghosts. 

“And Barny's got his Geiger counter, but he doesn't carry that around with him obviously.”
“When was the last time you saw anything?” Wallet said.
“1979,” said Fleetwood looking around for confirmation. “August, the schoolteacher with the 

limp?”
“Oh yes,” Kent and Barny remembered at the same time. “That wasn't far from Borley Rectory,” 

said Kent. “I was in a run at the Algernon Theatre in High Wycombe at the time. No one believed 
me when I told them. Director had the audacity to call me a liar to my face, which was a bit rich 
coming from a man who claimed to have worked with Gielgud. Not the Gielgud, mind, Bert 
Gielgud at the Norwich Empire. Man was a charlatan.”



“We'll be leaving about ten o'clock, Rob,” said Barny. “Come here to the boat and we'll all go up
there in my car.”

“Who did you buy the car off?” said Wallet.
Fleetwood burst out laughing. “He's heard then.”
“Yes, didn't take long,” said Barny.
“You haven't bought a car off Albert Cole, have you, Rob?” Fleetwood's pipe hung between his 

teeth.
“No. He hasn't sorted me out yet.”
“No. No, don't let him. Unless you enjoy sitting at the side of French roads.”
“Ten p.m.” Wallet didn't mean to leave with any theatrical flourish, but he almost received a 

round of applause on his way up the steps. Barny followed him out into the light breaking across the
Mediterranean horizon and a warmth heralding the sun's dangerous arrival.

“You'd better be getting back to your coffin, old boy.” Barny's hand returned to his right pocket.
“Yeah. Mahogany. Nice bit of carpentry.”
“I'm sure it is. Well, tell me to mind my own business, old boy, but you should reconsider 

renaming the boat. It really is bad luck, you know.”
“You make your own luck, Barny, trust me. All that cobblers about greater things in heaven and 

earth.” Wallet tapped his temple. “It's all up here. Fate, karma, bad luck.”
“The Titanic was originally called the Titania and look what happened to her.”
“What about the Lusitania?”
“Just giving you a warning, old boy. Didn't see what was wrong with the old name.”
“Bombanero. I'm not Julio Iglesias.”
“Who is Agnetha anyway?”
“If you have to ask you'll never understand, and it's pronounced Anyeta.”
“Well, however it's pronounced you're bloody mad if you ask me. The sea is not to be messed 

with.”
It wasn't the sea that bothered Wallet, it was the deadly orb lurking behind it. “I don't plan on 

going to sea. I really need to be off, Barny.”
“It'll sink where it is. Patrick Tomoltooney's boat went up in flames two years ago. The lot of 

them perished. Lost a jolly decent cellar too and all because he renamed the boat after his wife.”
“Shouldn't have married her then, should he? Has it not occurred to you his wife might have 

been cursed?”
Barny flexed his toes, adjusted the angle of his hat and headed back to Kent's lobsters. “I'm sure 

you know what you're doing, Mr Wallet.”
Wallet waved goodbye and the second time he looked Barny was gone, his mortal form replaced 

by the advancing shadow of the boat's mast.



12

Raven remembered sprinting away from the police station in Bamberg. The slippery corners and 
Rob Wallet squirming and cavorting on the station steps like a man possessed (which is what he 
was pretending to be). And here she was, sprinting again, this time towards the police station in 
Rotterdam. She had left a late night bookshop, meandering head in book – Tie-Dyed Lycra Repair 
for Dummies – when her phone alerted her to an event she ought to be part of. Wallet had sent the 
alert suggesting she should be there in person and be quick about it.

She ran and talked at the same time. “Have they started?”
“No. There's just a picture of a microphone.” 
Raven was two streets away from the police station where Interpol agent Bernadette Maldini 

would hold a press conference and make an announcement. “What's she . . . fuck. . . .”
“What's she fuck? What does that mean? Don't talk and run, just run.”
The police station was closed to non-media and anyone with blue hair. “They won't let me in.”
“Why not?”
“I'm not from the press.”
“Tell them you are. Use your initiative.”
“All right, hang on. Let me get me breff.”
“There's no F in breath.”
“Get stuffed. . . .” The cop standing guard outside the station didn't like being told to get stuffed. 

He folded his arms and waited for Raven's second attempt to break in. “No, not you. Sorry,” she 
said. “I was on the phone to him.” She waved the phone and Wallet's face at the cop. “I'm from the 
press, I need to get in there for the conference.”

“Which publication?”
She asked Wallet. “Which publication am I from?”
“Do I have to do everything for you? Go round the corner, get out of everyone's sight. I'm 

coming over.”
“You don't have to do that.”
“I'm coming anyway.”
She shrugged at the cop. “Bloody editors are hard work.” He watched her go, stepping 

backwards from the entrance, shifting down the pavement to the corner of the station and then 
darting into the shadows where Wallet stood waiting for her. “Oh, it's you.”

“Who did you think I was? Guido Horn?”
“Who?”
“Hold my hand. Lick your bottle and hold my hand.” The answer was obvious in hindsight. A bit

of vampiric help to pass through the security, through the walls and into the toilets of the police 
station. Wallet yanked Raven into a cubicle before the cop zipping his fly knew they were there. 
The door closed. “Right, come on. Try to look important.”

“One day I'll dye my hair black.”
“That would help a bit.”
They were forced to stop at the door of the conference room. No seats, no spaces and the 

conference had started. Bernadette Maldini holding court with senior uniformed officers to each 
side of her, played her trump card. "Following the death of Frieda Schoenhofer from Bamberg, we 
have issued a red notice for the arrest of Susan Bekker. Her partner Marco Jongbloed has also been 
taken into police custody. We are not releasing any more information at this time, but I can tell you 
that no other people are under suspicion."

“Shit,” Raven whispered. At the front of the press pack a frantic chatter of camera motor winds 
responded to Bernadette's announcement. One sentence delivered so much information and yet so 
many questions. Wallet's hand rested on Raven's shoulder. “She must have done it. Everyone 
thought it was a car crash.”

A voice from the pack said, “Is the murder linked in any way to those committed in Bamberg last
year?"



"At this moment there is no indication of a link. We would like to speak to others to establish the
movement of the victim in the time leading up to her death, but at the moment there is no link, no."

“You know what you have to do,” Wallet said.
Raven stared at the door frame. “Sitting by the fire in Nottingham suddenly has its attractions.”
“No, you can't do that. This is your big moment. This is the moment Barbara Turkington earns 

her name. Earns the right to be called Raven.”
“Don't be so melodramatic. It doesn't suit you.”
The hungry press lobbed more questions at Bernadette, variations on the same theme, none of 

them receiving a direct answer. How did the victim die? How did the victim know Susan Bekker? 
Was the victim a vampire, which provoked a few nervous laughs, but not from the top table?

“Come,” said Wallet. “We need to get you into position.”
“Do we have to? She looks like the real thing to me.”
“You are more important than she knows.” They headed towards the entrance, against the flow 

of latecomers dashing down the corridors towards the conference room. “She has no idea how close
she is to the answer. You are the answer, Raven.”

“Remind me what the purpose of all this was? When you were a super villain.”
“Revenge. Cold revenge. Show those ungrateful bastards who they're dealing with.”
“You've totally lost me.”
The cop outside the entrance studied Raven, confusion in his squinting eyes. Wallet said, “I'm 

not drawing you a diagram. It's about playing everyone off against each other. You will feed her 
information about the band. They'll be back in Europe soon and you can feed them information 
about Bernadette Maldini. And you tell me everything. We had a deal, remember.”

“I didn't think you were serious.”
“I'm always serious, Barbara. I'm a serious guy. I take everything very seriously. Especially all 

this. When she comes out of that police station you stick your blue hair in her face and tell her what 
you know.”

“Oh, god. It's never like this in films.” Raven's heart fluttered. She asked to run through the plan 
one last time with Wallet, but he was gone and there was movement, a crush of people reversing 
from the building, camera flashes strobing the doorway through which Bernadette Maldini emerged 
like a superstar. She muttered to a man with a hairstyle as mad as Raven's and headed towards a line
of cars. They were about to leave when Raven remembered her responsibilities, ignored the dread, 
took a deep breath and felt a stab of pain in her ribs. 

“Excuse me,” she shouted. Bernadette was already on the back seat of the car, but the other guy, 
the driver, responded to the noise. Cameras followed Raven, recording a new line of the enquiry. 
“You don't know me.”

“You don't know me, so what?”
Raven shoved her head in the gap between the driver's seat and the door frame of the car. 

Bernadette looked up from an array of smartphones, tablet PC and a laptop. “I've got information.”
For a moment Bernadette hesitated as if waking from a dream. “I'm sorry, who are you?”
“Raven. I work for Toten Herzen here in Rotterdam.”
“We've spoken to the staff of Alien Noise. I don't remember seeing you.”
“No, I don't work for Alien Noise.” The conversation took place in a field of flashing light and 

bodies barging against the car. Bernadette's features glistened in the illumination, her curiosity 
contained in a slight tilt of the head. “I work directly for Susan Bekker.”

“Can we go now,” said the driver.
“Get in,” said Bernadette. “If you're bullshitting us you get thrown out at the next junction.”
“That's all right,” said Raven.
“Without the car stopping,” said the driver.
Raven apologised to the press pack as she tried to open the rear door and not upset Bernadette's 

stuff and close the door again without trapping someone's hand and sit down without sitting on 
something important. The driver grimaced. The car surged away from the crowd. 

“So, how do you know her? You say you work for her. Susan Bekker.”



“Yeah.”
“Why aren't you in South America?”
“They wouldn't let me go.”
“Why not?”
“I don't know. They won't tell me everything.”
Bernadette's deep Italian voice stumbled. “You work for her. Explain this arrangement.”
“Well, it's a bit weird really. It's a sort of non-arrangement. I went to the concert at the Ahoy a 

couple of years ago, when they made their comeback, and then I followed them back to their hotel-”
“So, you're a groupie,” said the driver.
“No, I'm not a groupie. I don't want to have sex with them or anything. No, I got in contact with 

Susan on Twitter and she agreed to meet me backstage, but then with the riot and everything and 
the band leaving the venue, well they left without me, but when I caught up with them again Susan 
agreed to take me on as a personal assistant, but the thing is, she can never figure out what I'm 
supposed to do so she palms me off with other people, which was a bit shit at first, but then she 
palmed me off with Rob Wallet and things got a bit more interesting then.” She drew breath. “And 
that's it really.” She may have been rambling, but Raven's ramble was important enough to be 
recorded. Bernadette held a phone and captured every word.

“Who has she palmed you off with at the moment?”
“No one. They've just abandoned me at the farmhouse. . . .”
“What farmhouse?”
Raven bit her lip. The driver glanced in his mirror and smirked. “Where they live.”
“They?”
“They have a house outside Rotterdam. Is any of this relevant? Do I need a lawyer? I'm not 

under suspicion, am I?”
“I don't know. Where were you two nights ago?”
Raven grabbed her fringe. “At the farmhouse.”
“Can you prove that?”
“I dropped a cup. And I think I might have broken the DVD player, but that was the night before.

. . .”
From the front of the car the driver's laughter seeped out like the sound of a burst tyre.
“What did you say your name was again?” said Bernadette with her own half smile. “Raven?”
“Yeah.”
“Why are you called Raven if you have blue hair?” said the driver.
“Because the only bird I know with blue hair or blue feathers is a peacock and I'd sound a bit 

stupid calling meself Peacock, wouldn't I.”
“I suppose so. . . .”
“Rob told me about blue tits, but that's even worse.”
“I'd like to see this farmhouse,” said Bernadette.
“Do you not need a warrant to do that?”
Bernadette shook her head.
“All right then. It's a bit of a faff to find.”
“Just tell me the address.” Bernadette took hold of her tablet, ready for the information.
“I don't really know the address. What, like the postal address?”
“Yes. Or the postcode?”
“Don't know that either. You don't send letters to your own house, do you.?”
“What's the nearest major road?” said the driver. “Tell me that and we can take it from there.”
“It's in the middle of fields.”
Bernadette placed the tablet back on the seat. “You're either an idiot or a decoy the likes of 

which I've never encountered in my life. Do you want to tell me which one you are?”
“Neither. You're just asking all the wrong questions.”
“So, help me out here. Which questions should I be asking?”
Up ahead, the red lights of a junction turned to green and the car sped off at a velocity totally 



wrong for the road. Being thrown out now would hurt and Bernadette Maldini had the determined 
gaze of someone who enjoyed flinging unwanted passengers out of fast moving cars. Raven 
struggled for a question. “I could tell you how she might have done it.”

“Done what?”
“Kill the woman she killed.”
“I would have come to that eventually. Just tell us how to find this farmhouse.” 
With directions that bore no relation to reality they got lost. In the dark the driver struggled to 

see right turns into narrow lanes and found himself at left turns emerging from narrow lanes he 
didn't remember entering. When voices became heated and the car zoomed down a dead straight 
road Raven pictured her jettisoned body rolling and bumping into the water-filled ditch ready to 
drown anyone clumsy enough to tumble into it.

“There! There it is, see that sign.” A simple arrow pointed towards the home of people known 
only to an exclusive elite such as Raven. She breathed out and ignored Bernadette's 'lucky you' 
death stare. The rumble of tyres on gravel should have been the comfort of homecoming, but it 
sounded more like the rough accusation of treachery.  

Bernadette followed Raven and watched her fumble with the security keypad and several locks. 
“This is where they live?” 

“When they need to get together. It's isolated so they can sleep here during the day without. . . .”
“Go on.”
“When they're all pissed from the night before.” Raven stood to one side. The uninvited guests 

crept forward into an unlit unattended corridor. Filled with dark potential, a reception room offered 
the choice of other rooms, each one primed to unleash a hidden threat. The guy drew a gun from a 
holster concealed by his jacket.

“Does anyone else live here?” Bernadette stayed close to her colleague.
“No, just the band and me. Susan lives with Marco Jongbloed. Dee and Elaine go off 

somewhere, I don't know where, they hardly ever talk to me unless they're telling me off for 
something.”

“Just answer the question.”
Raven followed them into the moonlit kitchen. “Rene, actually I don't know where he lives 

either.”
The guy lowered his gun and banged a light switch with the back of his fist. “You know fuck 

all.” 
“Tell me about it. That's what it's like working for Toten Herzen. If I didn't read newspapers I'd 

have no idea what they were up to. They're like the KGB.”
Bernadette opened the fridge. It was empty, but she still gave it a long hard examination.

“When she's here, where does Bekker sleep?”
“Through here.” Raven led the way to the threshold of Susan's room. Bernadette was a scanner. 

Some cops were trashers, ransacking drawers and cupboards, but Bernadette studied the room as if 
she had x-ray vision. “What do you think? Quite nice, isn't it?”

“It's hard to believe a rock band live here.” The guy lit a cigarette and blew the smoke into 
Raven's face. “I'm okay smoking in here, am I?”

Raven coughed. “Be my guest.”
“When was Bekker last here?” Bernadette hovered close to a set of drawers, hands in pockets, 

alert to the risk of a stray fingerprint.
“February. They came back here for a few days to practice. Well, I say practice, they seem to 

spend more time bickering about things. They're always arguing.”
“About what?”
“That's the thing. It's never about anything really. They had a big argument in Rotterdam after 

that first concert at the Ahoy. They went flying through the coach windows that time.”
“We all remember the effects of that.” It was difficult to see what Bernadette could see without 

opening a door or a drawer, but she took her time to prowl the room, relying on instinct or possibly 
an acute sense of smell. “You were here two nights ago?”



“Yeah.”
“Which is your room?”
“Oh, you don't wanna go in there. It looks like a bomb's dropped.”
Framed by the bedroom door, portal to a parallel dimension, Raven endured the humiliation of 

having a keen-eyed investigator tip-toe through a landscape of discarded knickers and tee shirts, a 
wasteland of cosmetics covering the floor like empty bullet casings, the duvet dragged half way off 
the bed and the closet door swinging open as if the furniture had suffered a stroke. “I haven't got 
round to tidying it up yet. My mum says I'm beyond hope, but some of us weren't born to be char 
ladies.”

In contrast to the unsmiling Bernadette, the guy leaned against the door frame, billowing 
cigarette smoke when he laughed. “Maybe you're more like a magpie than a raven. I haven't seen a 
pit like this since we busted heroine addicts in Marseilles.”

“I'm not a heroine addict. I don't even smoke.”
“How do you live like this? How do you find anything?”
“I've got a sixth sense. What you looking in here for anyway? I haven't killed anyone.”
“Good place to hide a body if you did,” said the guy. “Body could lie here for days and no one 

would know.”
“I'd know. Trip over it sooner or later, wouldn't I?”
“The smell of all this hairspray would mask the stench of quite a few decaying bodies. . . .”
“Hairspray? That's not just any old hairspray-”
“There's something I still don't understand,” said Bernadette from the middle of the pit. “How 

Bekker can be in two places at the same time. She's in Brazil, then Rotterdam, then back to Brazil.” 
She looked at her colleague for a clue. “Maybe there's more than one of them.”

“What, like robots?” said Raven.
“Like decoys, lookalikes, impersonators. They've had long enough to think about all this.” 

Bernadette took one step forward, brought to a halt when she stood on the concealed nozzle of 
Raven's hair dryer. “Will you help me out of here?”

Raven took her warm hand and guided her to the safety of the corridor. “You're not a vampire 
then?” she said.

“No. I don't believe in such things.”
But her colleague did. Raven noticed the signs: the skin twisting around the corners of his 

mouth, a slightly longer draw on his cigarette. Reassured by her ballooning people skills she 
casually asked the guy his name. He scowled at her. “Don't have to tell me if you don't want to.”

“Pierre Dremba.” He grabbed her hand and tried to shake it off.  Investigator, Interpol, Lyon 
bureau.”

“Right. Sorry, I thought you were the chauffeur.”
Bernadette snorted. Dremba blew a specially large plume of smoke into Raven's eyes.
“They're back in Europe on the fourth, aren't they?” said Bernadette.
“Yeah. I think so. How do you know that?”
“I know everything. I hate to do this and compound your embarrassment even further, but I'll be 

recommending Dutch police seal this house for a more detailed search.”
“So all the shit in your room will be there for a week or two,” said Dremba.
“What? Everything I've got is in there. What am I gonna wear?”
“Wear what you're wearing now.” Bernadette moved into the one empty room of the house. 

“Consider yourself lucky I'm not arresting you. You're more suspicious than Marco Jongbloed.”
Raven gasped. “Suspicious. I've never been called suspicious. What am I suspicious of? What 

am I suspected of, I mean?”
“You may be an accessory to murder.” Bernadette's voice echoed in the empty room. “Who lived

here?”
“This was Rob's room.”
“Rob Wallet? The publicist?”
“Yeah.”



“And where is he now?”
Raven twisted her neck. “Don't know.” Bernadette's malevolent outline grew bigger as she 

approached.
“You don't know?”
“He gets about. He was another one coming and going, but I think that was to do with collecting 

stuff. He bought a lot of things.”
“What things?”
“Toys mainly.”
“Toys?”
“From the seventies. He lived in the past. Personally, I think he was very unhappy. Maybe 

suffering from clinical depression. It happens like that.”
Raven couldn't claim to be an expert on the human condition, but she learned quickly and 

recognised confusion when she saw it. Bernadette pushed past and dragged Dremba down the 
corridor. They whispered. Raven heard the words madhouse, bizarre and blue-haired bullshitter. 
She took out her phone and sent a text to Susan:

Interpol are all over your house farmhouse

She waited, expecting a moment's delay for Susan to reply, but she could be anywhere . . . with 
her phone switched off. The house could be taped up and cordoned off by the time she read the 
message. Bernadette and Drembas' distant voices drifted into the corridor, Raven shivered, chilled 
by a cold touch on her left shoulder. “I'm here. Say nothing.”

“All right.”
Susan's groaned. 
“Sorry.”
“Sorry for what?” Bernadette strolled into the corridor.
“Place being a tip. Not being very helpful.”
“No, you can still help us, but not here. Lock the place up and come with us.”
The chill of Bernadette's mood separated, one half following Dremba to the car, the other 

enveloping Raven keying in the lock codes and listening to Susan's detached voice.
“Don't worry about speaking to them. You're not involved, you don't know anything. In fact, 

you'll only confuse them even more. God knows, you fucking confuse me.”
Raven pretended to struggle and muttered at the door. “What have you done?”
“I'll explain some other time. If I tell you you'll end up telling them. For now just do what you do

best and piss them off.”
“I don't piss people off. Who says that?”
“Co-operate with them. Do anything they ask. In fact, work with them, play them along. We've 

done nothing for you, you don't owe us any loyalty.”
The cunning in Wallet's plan was there in every word Susan uttered. He said she'd do this, plant 

her in the middle of an investigation. And here she was, invisible shovel in invisible hands planting.
But Susan never did anything without knowing the outcome, she planned ahead, understood her 
enemy, played the long game. Raven's people skills threatened to expand beyond control; maybe 
she would make a spy after all. Perhaps she could develop her own agenda and play Susan off 
against Wallet and Wallet off against Susan . . . and in the empty darkness surrounding the 
farmhouse it appeared, a plan, Raven's own grand plan, her own target, her own outcome.

“I'll deal with it,” she said. Bernadette and Dremba were coming back.
“Good,” said Susan. “I'll speak to you again in a few days.”
“Right. Oh, before you go, they've sealed off my room and all my money's still in there. You 

couldn't lend me a few euros, could you?”
“I don't carry any cash on me.”
“No. Course not. Don't suppose you've got any hairspray either?”
“Hairspray?” said Dremba, bald as an egg except for a solid hedgerow of black hair forehead to 



neck.
“Obviously not,” said Raven.
“Ready to be interrogated now? This could be a long night.”
“I've suffered worse. My Aunty Kathleen's funeral went on for eight hours.”
“Eight hours?”
“My dad said she wouldn't lie still in the coffin. He's always had a funny sense of humour, my 

dad.”



13

All the promises of wealth and opulence and an escape from the grind of Minsk and greyness of 
Belarus lay trampled across the floor of another film studio. There Will Be Blood (version 2.0 if 
anyone cared to remember) stood around waiting for instructions from a director who couldn't be 
seen and explanations from their manager who wasn't there. They should have been talking about 
themselves, but they were talking about someone else, the others, the unmentionables who, for 
unmentionables, found their name being mentioned quite a lot.

Natasha and Sasha sat like blonde bookends at either side of the studio, their outlines glowing 
against the green screen walls, waiting to enter a verbal ping-pong match between The Boys. 
Discussion: Rio. Hypothesis: why are they (the unmentionables) having all the fun?

“How do we provoke a riot as big as that?” said Dobrosiev. “It took them forty years to get so 
big. Forty years to play in front of two hundred thousand fucking people.”

“Press said it was closer to three hundred thousand,” said Genatskaya. 
“So that means we need to wait another. . . .” Dobrosiev attempted the maths.
Yvanov leaned against a fake lamp post on a fake street. “Three hundred divided by four. 

Seventy-five. Seven thousand five hundred per year, so three hundred thousand is . . .  forty years.”
“That's what I fucking said, Einstein.”
“I can't wait that long,” said Sasha. “I'll be sixty years old. I'll be the same age as Baba 

Pojzerova.”
“She still dances though,” said Natasha.
“Yeah, but do you want to be doing this when you're sixty? Look at us.”
The Boys hadn't stopped looking at them all morning, entranced by the white shirts, the black 

breeches, knee boots, side caps and armbands. As if the rest of the outfit didn't already shriek 
totalitarian, the red armbands with proto-Swastikas on a white disc left no doubts.

“I presume Baba Pojzerova doesn't dress like that?” said Genatskaya. 
Ria returned from a search of the building. Given a car she would have searched the city, but 

Pushkin had vanished after taking a call on his mobile.
“Find anything?” said Genatskaya. “A body? A Mikhael-shaped corpse with a bullet hole in his 

head?”
“We could give him a bit part in this shoot. Swap the blanks for the real thing.” Dobrosiev sat in 

the absent director's empty chair. Ria pushed Yvanov away from the lamp post and straddled it like 
a pole dancer. “You been paid anything yet, Gypsy?”

“No.”
“You're okay though. Just go out and steal something if you need it, right?”
“Yeah.”
Yvanov shook his head. “Let it lie.”
“Let it lie. Fucking golden girl walks in at the last minute and she's all over the headlines. . . .”
“Let it lie.”
“And now she's the star of this video again.”
“I thought we were the stars,” said Natasha. The twins strutted around the studio like double 

vision, taking position behind the drums. “We are in control,” they said and hammered away on 
their identical drum kits, arms swinging, marching on the spot until Dobrosiev winced, stood up and
adjusted his trousers. 

Pushkin's arrival interrupted the military display. He clapped his hands. “Sorry sorry sorry. 
Please accept my apologies you dirty creatures. Business calls. Please remember you're not my only
responsibility.”

The studio filled with technicians (the same crew that worked on the first video three days ago) 
and each one set about some task as if the long wait had been a figment of the imagination. 
Dobrosiev's mouth dropped open. “Where've they been hiding?”

Pushkin took command. “Okay, you, you and you,” Dobrosiev, Genatskaya and Yvanov, “go 
with them.” A cohort of unsmiling minders.



“Where?”
“We found a location on vulica Hurskaha. It's been dressed for your scenes. You and you,” the 

twins, “you stay here. And you,” Ria, “you start here, but then you'll go over to the factory to finish 
your scenes over there, but it might be tomorrow. You've read the script, this is a big one, we don't 
want to fuck this one up.”

“Can they sue us for this?” said Yvanov.
“Can they fuck. What for? Impersonation? And besides, what if they do? It's headlines. I wish 

they would. That would kick things off.”
When the twins found themselves detached from the others they would draw closer together, a 

shared instinct for self-preservation reacting to threats by forming a single entity with four fighting 
arms instead of two sets of two. “Mama would kill us if she saw us dressed like this?” Natasha said.

“We're actors. It's pretend. Actors play the role of Nazis all the time.”
“But this image will follow us. What happens when this is all over?”
“Worry about it when it's all over.”
Dobrosiev called to them as he left. “I don't know about you guys, but I had relatives murdered 

by the Einsatzgrupen in 1943.”
“Wasn't me,” said Sasha throwing out a stiff arm salute and blowing a kiss.
Pushkin's impatience urged the stragglers out of the building and its green cocoon. The twins 

were left to wait behind their drums until the crew shifted the final bits of waste and rubbish and 
pre-production mess. The cinematographer prompted his own clutch of assistants and out came the 
tape measures and crane-mounted cameras trundling around short lengths of track. A babble of 
lighting instructions, sound instructions and last minute make-up checks competed with the floor 
manager's instructions to an assistant director passed on to the director hidden by the monitors. . . . 
Natasha huffed, Sasha puffed.     

“One quick run through, and then we go for a take.” Cue the soundtrack, the twins waited for the
beat and then. . . . “Okay, wait a minute.”

And so it went, take after take after take, filmed from the front, the back, the sides, wide angle, 
close-up; separate shots for the drums, separate shots for the poses, separate shots for dramatic 
scenes lasting less than a second. A tedious, repetitive pattern of miming and gestures that went on 
for so long the twins lost their place in the script.

The assistant director called for a break and they skipped to the monitors to see the unedited 
clips: two identical twins banging the drums against a green sound stage. 

“Is that it?” Sasha scowled at Pushkin.
“A little patience, Natasha.”
“Sasha.”
“Sorry, Sasha. It takes a bit of imagination to see the end result, but can you see it, ladies? The 

big architecture, the banners, the monolithic setting. Ria waking up on the screens, can you see it? I 
can see it.”

“We'll take your word for it,” said Natasha.

-

Ria didn't see it because she was in another studio waking up. The assistant director had the job of 
filming Ria's scenes at the factory. A real room with real furnishings, hi-tech, metallic, video walls 
and concealed lighting. Ria practised rolling off a minimalistic bed, shedding a light bed sheet in the
process. Her unashamed nakedness threatened Pushkin's sense of judgement.

“Looks oily enough to me.” He threw a bathrobe at Ria, but the assistant director wanted more 
fluidity. “Fluidity, we'll have to drain the room if she becomes any more fluid. No, the twins have 
got their parts nailed. I think it must be the pony tails. We're done here.”

“You convinced this video will work?” said Ria.
“How can it not work? How would you feel if you were on the receiving end of this?”
“Flattered.”



“Flattered? Bullshit.”
“You always look on edge.” Ria sat still for the make-up girl.
“Don't worry about me.”
“I'm not worried.” 
“I have a lot to think about.”
“This video must be costing lots of money.”
“Good.”
Ria laughed and checked the contact lens in her right eye. “How does it work, laundering 

money?”
“Will you keep quiet?” 
Rehearsal over, the assistant director wanted to start. Ria took her position, the music piped in, 

she slid from the bed and paused before the video wall (which remained blank). Shooting stopped, 
the edit checked, they ran it again, three times until Ria achieved the required humanoid effect. 
“Pretend you're Taylor Swift,” said the assistant director.

“Don't you dare do that,” said Pushkin. 
They changed angles, shot the scene over and over until Ria's slithery performance had been 

captured from every corner of the room.
And when they were done they did it all over again in a side room; another set, another 

sequence, concealed storage, a figure hugging bodysuit and enough weaponry to invade western 
Europe.

-

Grumbling at the costume manager was Dobrosiev's safest option, the only recipient of his 
complaints that wouldn't pull out a gun. A small audience watched and giggled at the progress of 
reconstruction, the sedimentary prosthetic layers built up until Dobrosiev had been reshaped into a 
rotund, bald, voluminous business man in a trashy office.

“Why do I get to wear the fat suit?” he said.
“Because you're the ugly bastard in the band,” said Genatskaya leading the insults.
“Your payback will come, my friend. When they put a squib on your dick and that thing goes 

off.”
“Yeah, right.”
“It's true, man. They get the charge wrong and it'll blow your balls off.”
“You still got a pair?” said Yvanov.
“You don't need to be so fucking smug. Remember who's holding the sword in your scenes.”
“I'll deal with it.”
Yvanov, like his colleagues, had no choice. The three of them wanted to be back at the main 

studio to watch the twins perform fetishistic fantasies, but Pushkin ordered them here, in the 
draughty chill of the factory blown through with ill winds from every direction. The costume 
manager ordered Dobrosiev to stop talking to allow the glue to fix his swollen flesh and moonscape 
head, bald and smooth as an egg except for small bulges at the front and back where the squibs 
would explode and leave part of his brain on the wall. (Not all of it, not the actual brain, Genatskaya
reminded everyone. Dobrosiev didn't have enough brain matter to cover a handkerchief let alone an 
office wall.)

Next in line making demands, the stuntman wanting to run through the effect one more time. “A 
stuntman? It's just a special effect,” Dobrosiev whispered to Yvanov. “You use a stuntman it makes 
it sound a lot more dangerous than it actually is.”

“Why are you telling me?”
“I'm just telling you, man.”
“You're not nervous, are you?”
“I've been shot by a real gun, man, this is a piece of piss. What's to be nervous about?”
“You been shot before?” The stuntman looked twice as tall when viewed from an office chair.



“As a matter of fact I have, yes.”
“Okay, so you'll know how the body is affected.”
“I should add, I've never been shot in the forehead.”
“I thought so.” He waited for the others to stop laughing. “The bullet will be a .38, it's a big 

calibre and will knock your head back,” the stuntman flinched. “Try it.”
Dobrosiev flinched.
“More than that, you're not sneezing.”
“It's hard to move my head with all this make-up.”
“The force might break your neck, so make it move.”
“Okay, okay, I'm just saying, man.”
“He normally only wears light mascara,” said Yvanov. “A little rouge just to emphasise the 

cheekbones.”
“Will you fuck off, I'm trying to concentrate here.”
“The force will lift you out of your chair and over the arm. Okay, when you fall don't put your 

hands out. Your body won't do that when it's been shot, You just drop, okay.”
“Okay.”
“Okay. Let's try it.” The stuntman stepped away from the desk and held his arm out. “When I say

boom you go, okay.”
“Okay.”
“Boom.”
“Wait a minute, you went too early, I wasn't ready, man.”
The stuntman didn't share Genatskaya's hysterics. “I don't know what you're laughing at. He's 

only taking one bullet, you're taking the whole clip.”
The fat suit offered no cushioned protection and Dobrosiev's hip ached from the impact of 

numerous falls, throwing himself to the ground until he learned to move in a more lifeless fashion. 
He recalled the occasions he had passed out drunk, how it felt to drop like a sack, and armed with 
these beautiful memories he perfected the movement: off the heels, a violent jerk up and out of the 
chair simultaneously jamming his head backwards and rolling over the chair arm against the make-
believe office wall. Dobrosiev mastered the dead man's tumble in ten violent minutes. They were 
ready to film.

Fat Business Man thought he was composed until Ria walked on set in costume; a slinky black-
clad walking weapon with thigh-holsters and waist-clinging bullet belt. She didn't recognise him at 
first, but after a discreet explanation nodded to him and grinned.

“I'll check my gun is firing blanks,” she said. 
“Are we ready?” The assistant director cleared the set and Dobrosiev took up his position behind

the desk, phone in hand, eyes on the laptop in front of him. His cue was verbal, no music, no sound.
The cameras filmed Ria walking into view. They stopped. They filmed again, Ria raising an arm, a .
38 pistol aimed at Dobrosiev. They stopped. Ria stood back and the stuntman took her place.

“I'll say boom quietly and you go, okay.”
“Okay.”
Dobrosiev could taste the glue sticking his artificial skin to his own skin. The scene evolved 

around him like a dream, a vague blur of bodies in his peripheral vision and then a voice.
“And look at me. . . .”
He looked up.
“Boom.”
The squib exploded with an alarming crack. Dobrosiev blinked, shrieked and almost forgot to 

die. Snapping his head backwards, he hurled himself over the chair arm and cracked his skull 
against the office wall which refused to move when his weight clattered into it.

The assistant director yelled out. “Hold that position. Do not move.” A technician scurried up to 
the scenery and on cue squirted a jet of blood and viscera at the wall. The crimson blobs oozed 
down the plasterboard, soaking Dobrosiev's shirt and trickling down the inside of the collar. It was 
freezing cold. The cameras rolled for a minute waiting for him to shudder as the blood seeped 



between fat suit padding and flesh.
“And cut there. Don't move, corpse.”
In death Dobrosiev still had a lot of work to do, so much that Genatskaya wandered away to chat

to his co-stars. Still photos for continuity captured Dobrosiev's final resting place; shots taken of his
staring eyes, blood dribbling from swollen lips and when the whole grisly scene reached the peak of
discomfort he was told he could stand up. “Am I dead enough now?” 

“It's a scene stealer.” The assistant director made room next to the monitor for Dobrosiev's fat, 
dripping-wet body. 

Happy with his fall he turned to Genatskaya and said, “One bullet, man. That's what it takes for 
one bullet.”

Genatskaya turned to Ria who held up a Kalashnikov and kissed the muzzle. “My baby.”
Outside the factory the daylight dimmed and the production team concluded they were on for a 

three day shoot unless they worked on Yvanov's scenes straight after Genatskaya's. They held a 
group meeting just in time for Pushkin to join them.

“It took a little longer to shoot Dobrosiev,” said Yvanov. “Fat men take longer to go down.”
“How much more time do we need?” said Pushkin. “Toten Herzen are at the River Plate in four 

days.”
“Yeah, it'll be done by then.” The director wanted a continuous run through the night to shoot the

scenes with Genatskaya and Yvanov. “And we finish the twins' final scene with Ria tomorrow.”
“Okay.”
The director reasserted his concerns for Genatskaya's safety, but Pushkin had lost one band and 

felt confident he'd find another. Olaf and the Russian might not be so patient and understanding, but
this was a risky business after all. He only accepted the arguments surrounding Genatskaya's scene 
when the number of lines on the stuntman's brow became too numerous to count.
      Genatskaya's fate, by Belarussian standards, was somewhat nondescript: a pimp in a bedroom, 
machine-gunned with three of his favourite prostitutes. No, the storyline wasn't about him, it was 
about them. On a bed as big as Denmark, Genatskaya indulged an inner greed with three 
stuntwomen, one tall with long black hair, one short with a close cut bob, the third muscular with a 
red Mohican.

Dobrosiev, still in his bloodstained fat suit, continued to doubt the legality of it all. “They'll hit 
the roof,” he said. Pushkin glared at him. “Which I guess is the whole fucking point.” 
      The set up took an age. The preparations, the individual instructions, the group orders, the 
choreography explained in boring but necessary detail to describe a blizzard of high-calibre 
mayhem. The stuntwomen were used to it. Before having the squibs attached they showed off their 
cuts and bruises, recalling the plunges and punch-ups, explosions and shoot-outs. Being machine-
gunned was nothing more than a burst of modern ballet, but Genatskaya had doubts.

“Just remember to twist your shoulders in the opposite direction to the turn of your head,” said 
the stuntwoman with the Mohican. “Left and right, left and right.” She swayed and pivoted in slow 
motion, her advice cut short by the director. 

“Let's have one run through before the take. Can we have some quiet on the set, please.”
The stuntman fired the gun. Distracted by the din, the onlookers only saw the aftermath and 

Genatskaya tangled up in his massacred love nest, face shoved into the short stunt woman's back.
The director straightened Genatskaya's pillow. “You looked like you were having a fit. Let's go 

once more and with not so much movement.”
“You look like you're fucking a washing machine, man,” said Dobrosiev.
They went again and again until Genatskaya had control of his movements and the director was 

happy to shoot them all. The preamble came first, a prolonged scene of sexual writhing, all tongues 
and fingers, thighs and backsides. Ria took position, unnoticed. The cameras rolled around the bed, 
captured her Kalashnikov, captured the moment they did notice her. Individual shots of facial 
anguish took half an hour to film before they were ready to prime the squibs.

"Is the first bit okay?" said Genatskaya. "I don't mind going again to get it right."
"We haven't got all night." The director continued his fascination with the pillows.



"You like the colour? Keep them."
"I don't want them. They're loaded."
"Loaded?"
"Positions everyone."
  A verbal cue, a modest 'go shooter' and the Kalashnikov played its gruesome role. Bodies 

exploded in a nebulous cloud of blood and concrete dust and in the middle of the crimson mist 
Genatskaya collapsed onto a burning bed, the pillows sprouting flames centimetres from his face. 
The cameras rolled for thirty seconds until the last particles of dust settled across four shattered 
corpses. 

“And we'll cut there. Put those fires out, please.” Genatskaya took a lungful of carbon dioxide. 
Two hours later, fully clothed and washed, his skin tingling from the squibs' adhesive residue, 

Genatskaya grumbled and griped. “I could feel the heat against my face.”
“Feel the heat,” said Dobrosiev. “You had that tall girl's tit in your face and you're complaining 

about a burning pillow.”
“I had my eyes closed. I thought it was her shoulder. I couldn't see a thing.”
“Your once in a lifetime chance to suck a bit of tit and you miss it, you fucking moron.”
“Beats wearing a fat suit.”
"Here he comes." Yvanov stepped onto a mark on a makeshift theatre stage, carrying his own 

coffin.
"It's not a coffin, it's the magician's cabinet."
Dobrosiev tapped the sides. "Similar shape to a coffin. The way things are going tonight there 

has to be a first time."
"First time for what? You're both still here. If these guys were idiots we'd still be sweeping your 

intestines off the floor."
The advantage Dobrosiev and Genatskaya had over their bandmate dressed like a flamboyant 

undertaker, was the weapon of choice: pistols and Kalashnikovs were predictable. For Yvanov's 
sequence Ria had been transformed into magician's assistant, her eyes masked, hair tied back, 
catsuit discarded in favour of something cooler, minimalist, an outfit put together like a leathery 
afterthought of scraps and panels. And waiting for her next to the cabinet, or coffin depending on 
the optimism of the observer, a box full of swords. Yvanov leaned over the lethal tuft of blades and 
glanced at his assistant. "You know what you're doing with these?"

“Sticking them into you according to script.”
Surrounding the cabinet and the stage, a fog of cigarette smoke and tables occupied by extras 

who immediately recognised Yvanov's black-haired character; drumsticks replaced with a pack of 
cards and a top hat discarded along with his cape. The extras played their part (more convincingly 
than Yvanov according to the cinematographer) and when the moment came they screamed and 
yelled with rehearsed distress, witnesses to Yvanov's magic trick going wrong. His trusty assistant 
thrust a sword into the magic cabinet, forgetting to avoid the magician's throat.

The director huddled over his monitor, comparing angles, all of them equally ghoulish. Several 
moments passed before the crew and the band realised Yvanov, thanks to a prop malfunction, was 
still stuck in the cabinet, his head visible through an open panel, waiting for a technician to stop 
jiggling the screws and hinges. The trick sword wouldn't budge. 

“Fucking leave him like that,” said Dobrosiev. “He only plays keyboards. If you can get his arms
free he'll be okay.”

“Didn't Alice Cooper do something like that?” Genatskaya stood shoulder to shoulder with 
Dobrosiev and stared at Yvanov trapped like a vertically buried body, his eyeballs swivelling as one
attempt after another yanked and tugged the sword. "You were warned, Alexi. This box would 
become your coffin."

Yvanov struggled to speak. “If you don't get me out I'm gonna die looking like this. I fucking 
hate irony.”

Pushkin thumped the top of the cabinet. “These things are well constructed. Whoever gets the 
sword out will be king of England.” 



Twenty minutes later Yvanov was free. For Pushkin the crisis ended when the door clicked open.
“Get some sleep, people, but not too much. You're on stage next Wednesday night. It'll be the 
biggest show in Minsk after this. Your arms okay, Alexi? Stick them in water if they won't stop 
throbbing.”

-

Forty-eight hours earlier the six members of There Will Be Blood were in agreement: being rock 
stars was boring. But not anymore. They clustered into the screening room of the video editor's 
private studio to watch the fat suit drama and the synchronised fascism and leather-clad murder and 
the perils of magic cabinets. The significance and symbolism lost on no one.

Pushkin couldn't sit still. “They call it semiotics."
“Who do?” Dobrosiev anchored himself to his chair with a dangling leg.
“The science of signs. This is a big fucking signal to them. I'd love to be there when they see it. I 

would love to be there.”
The editor played the film.

Inside a cavernous space, brutalist, heavy concrete pillars and the blood red banners of a neo-
fascist organisation, the twins in white and black uniform stride up to the drum kits on two raised 
pedestals. Before them an array of screens through which they see Ria slumbering in a distant 
room until their ominous drumbeat reaches a fateful rate. Ria's vital signs increase and she snaps 
into life.

Ria's digital eyes watch the world and broadcast the scarred landscape back to the twins whose 
marching drums control her movements. She dresses for the night's kill and drives away in a 
Pagani Zonda as black as her body-hugging outfit.

Guided by the twins, Ria finds her first subject. A chubby business man, his office full of framed 
portraits of familiar faces with unmentionable names. He takes a single shot to the head, blood and 
brains splattering the wall and a photograph of Toten Herzen; defaced by a shower of gore.

Target met, but the twins haven't finished, a flourish on the drums alters Ria's programme and she 
heads towards a penthouse suite, a young man surrounded by intimate company and Gibson 
guitars leaned against the walls. Three women who, in the subdued lighting, could be Susan 
Bekker, Dee Vincent and Elaine Daley. The guy sees Ria through a frame of arms and torsos, 
reacts, but not quick enough to escape a joyous release of Kalashnikov fire, the bullets igniting 
bodies and bedsheets.

The middle eight of the song follows a change of costume: a disguised magician's assistant, the 
original tied up in a closet. Ria slips on stage behind the cabinet in which Rene van Voors has 
sealed himself, waiting for his trusted assistant to deliver the swords through the sides and the front
and the back and one final thrust through the cabinet just below Rene's head. The blood fans out 
across the front row of a terrified audience. Ria leaves the theatre in her Pagani. Payment due.

The twins receive her in their cavernous headquarters, but Ria isn't done yet. She takes the money 
and in a final flurry of Uzi machine-gun fire detaches herself from the rhythmic control of the twins 
who fall onto the drums scattering them towards the screens replaying everything in real time. 
Sasha's lifeless eyes stare at the video of Ria escaping on a motor yacht with a hooded figure. The 
final shot shows the yacht zooming towards a setting sun, the pendant of Monaco fluttering in the 
breeze.

“That final shot is a masterpiece,” said Pushkin.



Dobrosiev gasped. “I sort of see that, but can you just clarify it?”
“They'll see that figure at the end and think Rob Wallet is behind this. They sack him, his ghost 

comes back to haunt them. It'll drive them mad. Susan Bekker is already paranoid as fuck, can you 
imagine how she'll react to this.”

“She'll go fucking apeshit when she sees herself shot up on the bed.”
“I don't care. I like the complexity, the layering, the subtext.”
“Subtext? Okay.” Dobrosiev's beer bottles swung with a widening angle the more pleased he 

became.
Pushkin tried to prompt a reaction from the others. “You pleased, ladies?”
Natasha nodded. “It hangs together, I guess.”
“Don't worry about the Nazi paraphernalia, it'll be buried when people see the whole video. And 

besides, every one in eastern Europe is a fucking Nazi these days. I've never seen so many 
skinheads.”

Ria shared Dobrosiev's increasing satisfaction. “I think it is inspiring.” She sat with her arm 
across the back of the chair. “It gives me ideas.”

“Sounds worrying,” Dobrosiev said. “You wanna share that.”
“No.”
“We can do more. We can go further,” said Pushkin. The glowing red logo of There Will Be 

Blood hovered over the editing room. “Strike at the heart, ladies and gentlemen. This video will go 
down in fucking history.”
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Pushkin made sure everybody in the world knew about the show and because he made sure 
everybody in the world knew, the details reached those corners of the world where Toten Herzen 
lurked. Rene made a note of the where and the when and stood outside the venue waiting for the 
bouncers to draw a line in the queue. The venue, a tiny theatre with a gloomy bay window 
projecting putrid yellow light onto the street, quickly filled up leaving most of the queue locked out,
but not Rene. He pulled up his hood and found a space in the auditorium.

Invisible to those around him, he compared the tribe to his own. Blood fans possessed the same 
simmering impatience, the same noisy habits when bored, a mix of grunts and cries and other 
wildlife noises. The same contempt for inactivity. The confined venue boiled with malevolence and 
no apparent pressure valve other than the stage and the band. This bawdy mob multiplied by a 
hundred thousand would produce the same level of threat as the Rio crowd and then their moment 
would come - if the band lasted long enough - to endure the suffering of fame on a grand scale. 
There Will be Blood might think they were in control, but Rene knew from experience there was a 
limit and beyond that limit you were beholden to the inventive whims and violent fancies of 
someone else. 

When the lights dropped the temperature rose and Rene joined the crowd's mood of expectation, 
back stiffening, head craning, his first chance to see the drummers, the Twins who, if the web 
forums and headlines were anything to go by, were capable of donning a Nazi uniform and getting 
away with it. They crushed his own limitations: he didn't have the curves or the ponytails; 
significantly, he didn't have a brother, but even if he did, born within thirty seconds, the van Voors 
Twins wouldn't look like Natasha and Sasha Pojzerova. Wouldn't have the impact. They appeared 
first, silhouetted, arms raised, legs apart, motionless, feeding on the potential energy of the audience
until the batteries recharged and they clattered into life.  

Their drum kits filled the rear of the stage, but the guitarist blocked the view. Patrolling the edge 
of the stage and commanding the crowd's reactions, Ria Gianescu dominated Rene's field of vision, 
a tempestuous sideshow, a breathless intoxicating distraction pushing the twins and the crowd and 
the rest of the band into a peripheral blur.

That's when she saw him.
But she couldn't have seen him. He was invisible. No one else could see him, but there she was 

facing the crowd, looking at him, her mouth gasping like a fish and on the beat of the music a single
flick of the neck would cast a curving path of thick hair away from her glistening strobe-lit face.

After two hours the show finished. He was hooked.
Outside the venue, the backstage stragglers gathered to grab an autograph, but the bouncers were

here again, picking and choosing a lucky few. The band came out, scribbled their signatures, 
climbed into an extended SUV and drove away. Rene squatted on the roof and drove away with 
them.

One by one they jumped out at various grubby junctions and disappeared towards some 
unknown hiding place they called home. The whistling singer went first, the other two guys 
clambering out a few kilometres later, scuttling away with a beer bottle in each hand. The twins left 
at a red light and a tower block so high the cloud consumed the upper storeys. 

Which left one plus the manager. Rene heard the angry slap of hand across face. The SUV 
braked hard. The door swung open and Ria jumped out trailed by a man's voice. “Sorry. 
Misinterpreted the signals.”

Rene slipped down from the roof and followed Ria's route along empty side streets and down 
unlit passageways and across damp wasteland until they reached a highway and signs of life. She 
stopped, sat on a wall and checked her phone, the tiny glow of the screen illuminating her features 
chipped and scraped by feint scars and lines, old battle wounds and misdemeanours.

“What do you want?” She typed a code into the phone.
“How come you can see me?”
She shrugged. Her leather jacket creaked.



“You have some kind of gift? You're Romanian, right? Transylvanian?”
“What do you want?”
He sat next to her and made no attempt to hide his curiosity. “How much did you get paid 

tonight?” She held the phone in front of his face. Her account included a fifty thousand dollar 
deposit. Rene whistled. “Small crowd. They must have paid a fortune.” 

“Is not their money. Is laundered money. Drugs, booze, I don't know.”
“Laundered money? How do you know that? You've got a big machine financing you guys.”
Ria laughed. “Don't be naive. Do you know where you are? Is no legitimate money in Belarus.”
“So what are you doing here then?”
“Is good money,” she said. “What are you doing here?”
“I came to see the twins.”
“Twins went that way. I have no twin.”
“No, I figured that out. I haven't seen anyone play like you.”
“No one?”
“No.”
“Are you sure?”
“Absolutely. When Susan saw you she nearly had a heart attack.”
“Good.”
“Good. Yeah. Did you answer my question? How you can see me?”
Finally, she looked him in the eye. She was scarred on both sides of the face, slight, light but 

permanent scratches as if she lived in a thorn bush. She shivered. “You are freezing cold.”
“Vampires usually are. Do you want to go somewhere warmer?”
Ria took him to a small all night cafe wedged at the base of another tower block. A solitary 

diner, a homeless man surrounded by his bags and packages, crouched over his empty cup, looking 
up to study the unexpected arrivals. Ria bought three coffees and left one at his table.

Rene sat down at the far end of the room. “Friend of yours?”
“No.”
“Do you live somewhere in this tower block?”
“No.”
“Yes, no. It's like talking to a computer.”
“You ask closed questions.”
“Okay. What would be an open question?”
“What would be an open question is an open question.”
“How did you get the scars?”
“I fight.”
“That's two words. So much for open questions.”
He waited for an ironic smile, some vague expression of humour, but Ria's mood was shaped by 

the environment: in a closed space with an audience she exploded with life and ideas, but empty 
spaces drained her just as they drained everyone. Rene knew from experience that big plans could 
be made in desolate cafes like this. Forty years ago he and Susan had crouched over cups of vile 
tasting coffee, planning how they'd take over the world, unaware it would lead to a moment like 
this. The journey coming full circle.

A private thought made her smile. She had to wait before she could drink her coffee. “You are 
joker of the band, yes? You have that reputation.”

“Yes, some say that.”
“You like to trick people? Play magic tricks.” 
“I know a few tricks, yeah. Why do you ask?”
“No reason.”
“Where did you learn to play guitar like that?”
“I played piano in band at school, messed about on my father's guitar at home. I guess it comes 

naturally.”
“Naturally gifted. Susan worries about having no talent.”



“You talk about Susan a lot.”
“Do I?” He held the coffee cup between his face and Ria's. “Who makes these things? 

Everywhere you go they're the same cups. We drank out of cups like these in Rotterdam in 1970.” 
“See. You're talking about her again. Are you here on the rebound?”
Ria brought the smell of the show with her, the sweat of the band and the audience, the lingering 

molecules of alcohol and weed colliding with those of her own hybrid perfume; some knock-off 
concoction of rose water and methylated spirits. . . . All of it combined with the facial scarring, the 
windblown black hair, the muted colour palette, body matching the environment, evoked memories 
of Rotterdam and its permanent chill, wandering the streets with Susan in clothes ill-equipped for 
the weather. They didn't care. Insulated by ambition, they begged and borrowed money for 
equipment, took part-time jobs in cafes like this one with the same cups and saucers, the same 
plastic chairs and cheap wall prints, the same vagrants. At the end of the shift they'd go home to 
chattering television programmes in the lounge and before he had finished his coffee Rene 
understood Rob Wallet's existential misery.

“Thoughts,” said Ria.
“You're sitting here on your own.” He glanced beyond her shoulder.
“I'm with you.” She twisted round and looked at the cafe window and its widescreen reflection of

two diners and one cafe owner behind the counter. “The mirror lies,” she said.
Ria stared into the dregs of her coffee, swirled the brown puddle around the inside of the cup and

cleaned away the tide mark. “Time to go.”
Outside the cafe a bitter wind danced around the empty grassland; the same bitter wind that blew

along the Niewe Maas when he was a boy, the same enduring weather system that followed him 
everywhere. They strolled without any sense of direction, throwing open and closed questions at 
each other. Ria travelled. Originally from Bucharest she headed north to the Baltic countries, came 
south and lost her passport on the border with Belarus. She continued to Minsk where she thought 
the Romanian embassy would help.

“And they didn't?” said Rene.
“No.”
“So, what, are you trapped here?”
“No. I leave if I want to.”
“Why do you stay?”
“I don't know.” The farther they walked the more Rene came to think meeting Ria was fate, as if 

a strand of time had doubled back on itself. Another guitarist, not quite as tall as Susan, but with 
similar hair, so similar she could have been Susan when they stepped too far from the revealing 
beacon of a street lamp. 

And she could see him when others couldn't. “I still want to know why.”
“Yes, I know. Which is why I refuse to tell you.” 
Rene tried, tried hard to figure it out. Open questions, closed questions, cryptic questions, trick 

questions. They followed the line of a chain link fence until Ria folded back a pre-cut hole and 
squeezed through. Rene followed. “Were you born in barn?” She closed the hole in the fence. “Do 
not leave door open. Terrible draft enters.”

Beyond the fence Ria headed for a cluster of abandoned workshops built from brick and steel 
and held together more by optimism than engineering. She selected one of the units and broke 
through a door within a bigger door into a lattice of pipes and tubes and girders and beams,  
discarded boilers, rust and corrosion, and at the heart of it all a void hollowed out containing an old 
settee, an old table, an old fold-up bed. In the surrounding crevices and corners, the latest media 
centre, the latest digital radio, a brand new laptop, tablet PCs (four of them), Playstation, games and
DVDs, their edges lined up like a multi-coloured ribbons. 

“All this, but no bathroom,” said Rene. 
Ria pointed to the far wall and a sign; toilets from another era when the workshop functioned as 

a workshop. Now it functioned as a home and a cynical estate agent might have described some of 
the features as built-in. The fridge lived inside a perished heating unit that had fallen from its rotten 



brackets welded to the roof trusses. Ria threw Rene a beer bottle.
“What's it like being in the band?” he said.
“Okay. I don't think Valken likes me.”
“Valken? Lead singer?”
“Yes. And Pushkin is a crook. You should have killed him when you killed the others.”
“What makes you think we killed them?”
“It's pretty obvious.” Ria unfolded the fold-up bed, sat crossed legged with a beer of her own and

waited for the next question.
“And it's obvious because. . . ?”
“Because I'm not a cop. I don't need evidence that will stand in court. You are not charged 

because cops can't figure out how real people would get to the band without others seeing. But I 
know,” she nodded. “I know how vampires behave.”

Rene sat close to her on the bed and stared into the fathomless black holes at the centre of her 
eyes. “Show me your teeth,” he said. She shook her head. He placed his index finger on her top lip 
and curled it upwards. She waited, just for a second, and snatched his finger with her mouth. “Are 
you the joker of the band?”

She shook her head.
“Would you like to be?”
Ria shrugged.
“I can teach you. Maybe we could teach each other all sorts of things. . . .”
She swung the beer bottle into his chin. “You spy. You come here to spy on band, spy on me, 

seduce me like the vampire always seduces the girl and leave me for dead. You think I don't know 
how the vampire moves, how you think, what you need.” She slipped off her jacket, her top, her 
bra; slipped off and out of everything, down to the scars that covered her flesh. Rene stripped, and 
conscious of his scar-free skin, knelt on the fold-up bed and examined each cut and circular mark, 
some random, others patterned as if the attacker had shown some artistic flair. Ria ignored the 
attention and rode him until her forehead glowed with perspiration. She kissed his jaw and skimmed
his shoulder with her own teeth. Rene waited for the bite, but her lips followed the concave curve of
his neck. “I am not vampire, but I can still bite.” She bit. Bit him deep with blunt incisors releasing 
a line of blood down his back. She scooped it away from his skin with her hand and smeared his 
mouth. “You drink your own blood for once.” He snatched her finger and followed the slow rhythm
of Ria's body up and down . . . up . . . and down. 

“We can help each other,” he said.
“Shush.”
“Take you home.”
“I am home. This is home.” She bit him again without drawing blood. “I don't need your help.”
“I take it all back.”
“You were not alone tonight.”
“What?” Rene gripped her waist to slow her down.
“Another vampire in another part of the crowd.”
“Who?”
“Enough questions.”
“Someone I know?”
She bit him again, recoiled and stiffened, pulled her shoulders back and rode him with more 

vigour, enough to shut him up until she satisfied herself and shivered. “Enough questions. I've had 
long day.”

“I'll have to go before sunrise.”
“Okay. Don't wake me up.” She nuzzled his face. Rene nudged aside the remaining veil of hair 

and with a delicacy he reserved for these tender moments pierced her skin and felt the warm blood 
spread across the end of his tongue. He allowed the volume to gather a little and fed carefully, 
slowly, enough to satisfy his lust. Ria slid away into the volume of the duvet leaving Rene alone to 
ponder the heavy burden of loss, how his life had taken a wrong turn and whether it was too late to 



turn back. In that moment he was joined again by a ghost, the unseen presence of Wallet and his 
clammy addiction to nostalgia, his own hunt to reclaim a past that stubbornly remained in the past, 
visible but untouchable, unreachable. As Rene lurched from one concert venue to another there 
were others just like him roaming mountainsides, rounding up stray pigs, and no matter how weird 
their existence appeared to be, the mix and match fashion, the confining contour line dividing one 
world from another, the freedom to come and go regardless of watchtowers and guardian castles, it 
was real. Authentic. 

He stared at the breathing bulge in the duvet, stroked the outline one more time and dressed 
before sunlight broke through the cracks and gaps of the workshop. Ria mumbled, “You'd better go.
Susan will be wondering where you are.”



15

Buenos Aires was on and The River Plate stadium fireproof and impossible to burn down according
to local jokes. (It could be torn down one concrete panel at a time, according to Dee, ever the 
optimist.) Cordoba was off, Mendoza was a maybe and the band were advised not to book any 
hotels in advance, but they were already booked seven months in advance with non-refundable 
deposits. 

“Let the insurance cover it,” said Scavinio. Let the insurance cover it should have been the name 
of the tour. With one exception all the remaining countries on the South American leg had barred 
entry to the band. Only Peru had the guts to take a risk and the solitary Lima concert remained on 
the schedule like an indelible mark.

At the end of a fractious sound check in the River Plate Susan asked Scavinio about FolkFest.
“What about it?” he said.
“What is it?”
“A festival. Don't you check up on these things?”
“I don't talk to the audience. Only Dee needs to know where we are.”
The folds in Scavinio's face deepened the longer the tour went on. He was in danger of not just 

swallowing his head but everything below the neck. “Your tour management in Rotterdam arranged
it. I'm not responsible. It's a music festival in the south of England. Very popular. Been running 
since 1999.”

“Every year?”
“What?”
Susan handed her Flying V to a roadie. “You don't mean it's been running every day since 

1999. . . .”
“Of course I don't mean that. What the fuck. . . .”
“Okay, okay. You need to calm down, Tom.”
“Calm down. You're telling me to calm down. You?”
Susan was calm. She had found serenity in the form of Purple Bobbie, an Argentinian therapist 

who used a combination of Ayurvedic relaxation techniques and a Zen Buddhist mind deceleration 
process he called Haroonah.

She never spent time with Purple Bobbie where the others might see her. She would meet him at 
his house for one hour per night and lie back on his bamboo floor mats while he paced around her 
chanting haroonah until she was fit for sleep. He was a lunatic who drank his own piss every 
morning, but his karmic buffoonery seemed to work, so she persevered with it. 

When the paid-for hour was up she said, “We'll be going back to Europe soon. Are there any 
Purple Bobbies in Europe I can call on?”

“Purple is with us always. You can find me in you wherever you travel, Susan Bekker.”
“That sounds a bit ambiguous. A phone number or a web address would be better. Or should I 

Google Zen Buddhist mind deceleration Rotterdam?”
Purple Bobbie tilted his head sideways, rested his cheek on his shoulder and said, “Google is not 

the fount of all knowledge, Susan Bekker. Here,“ he clutched his chest, “is where the knowledge 
lies.”

“Your rib cage? Not the brain?”
“Not the brain, Susan Bekker.”
“Fair enough.” She insisted on a web address or a clue to where she might find spiritual relief in 

Rotterdam. Purple Bobbie almost lost his calm for the first time in forty years before suggesting she
try the Ayurvedic centre on Benthemstraat. But he didn't think they opened at night.

Susan's cosmic alignment with all reality ended at 8.04 p.m., Friday night, six minutes before the
band were due on stage. It was them again. That band. (The other band.) A local Belarussian squall 
made its way around the world arriving in Buenos Aires with all the force of a hurricane. A 
psychological hurricane. “Dressed as Nazis. Is that a symbol of something? Are they suggesting 
we're Nazis now?”



Elaine needed both hands to drag her maniacal colleague away from the wide screen television 
and its provoking video, its neo-fascist boot in the face. 
      “Fucking Nazis. . . . “ 

The political outrage subsided when Scavinio recognised himself, (including the innards). “What
the fuck, is that supposed to be me?”

Rene laughed. Dee thought the director had bloated Scavinio out of all proportion by at least half
a pound in weight, but she wasn't laughing when her naked body-double ended up riddled with 
bullets on a pimp's bed. “The audacity of it all.”

“Fucking audacity, the bastards.” Susan didn't see the significance until Elaine pointed out the 
red mohican. “That's us!” She swore in Dutch, punched through the screen, through the television 
and into the wall behind; it was plasterboard otherwise they could have been there all night pulling 
her out of the masonry. “Where's Purple Bobbie when you fucking need him? Ayurvedic shit. What
kind of sick bastard drinks his own-”

Rene hauled her away to the stage. “I was enjoying that,” he said. “You punched me in the face.”
He placed her opposite Dee standing on an equipment case to bring her eye to eye. “Consider 

this an ultimatum, Susan. You play one wrong note tonight, one more tantrum, one more 
Belarussian outburst and I walk. And before I walk I'll rip all your teeth out with a wrench. Do . . . 
you . . . understand?”

Susan nodded. 
“Fuck you and your hang ups. If people want to kill a bunch of lookalikes it's no skin off my 

nose and it shouldn't affect yours either. Get out there and do your fucking job.”
She nodded again. “That was Rob at the end.”
“No, it wasn't, it was an actor.”
“He put them up to this.”
“Susan. . . .”
“It doesn't make sense.”
“What doesn't make sense is you mumbling something about Purple Bobbie. What the fuck's a 

Purple Bobbie? Some kind of drug? Are you on drugs now?”
“It's not a drug.”
“Good.”
“It's . . . nothing.”
“Okay. Are you calm now?”
“Yes.”
Susan remembered all the notes. Toten Herzen completed a three hour set and the crowd went 

home. Late night news bulletins wondered if the concert had been cancelled, the calm was so 
unnerving, almost supernatural as if Purple Bobbie had positioned himself at every exit offering a 
brisk haroonah to everyone who passed him by. But Buenos Aires slept peacefully and twenty-four 
hours later Scavinio received confirmation: Mendoza was on.

Mendoza should have known better. The riot broke out at Gate 9 when a fan became separated 
from his crocodile. He wanted it back; he wanted to take it in with him. (Its name was Hugo and it 
had a ticket.) Security refused. Bystanders offered to retrieve it. Helping bystanders became a 
grumpy mob, the grumpy mob turned into an angry crowd and thirty minutes later Hugo had been 
forgotten, a reptilian catalyst for another night of unrestrained TotenViolence. 

The band waited backstage, counting the firecrackers, following the rush of footsteps around the 
stadium's perimeter, anticipating another fleet of sirens as the entirety of Mendoza's riot police 
swept into action. Two hours passed before a safe corridor could be created for staff to leave the 
stadium. Once they were gone the real fight began.

-

“There must be something superhuman about the Peruvians.” Scavinio's voice buffeted the inside of
his newspaper. He could have checked the news on his tablet or a feed to his phone, but they didn't 



offer the wall, the barrier of a metre square sheet of paper. Every time he turned the page they were 
there: Susan, Dee, Elaine and Rene, pleased as Punch, taking breakfast at ten p.m. in the hotel 
Sampras Lima breakfast bar specially opened just for them, chattering amongst themselves and 
various members of the road crew brave enough to join them. 

The only person not present was Hank, or in Dee's words, Ed Zeppelin. As Tour Manager, Hank 
took the wrap for the Mendoza riot, responsibility that should have been shared but wasn't. Only 
Scavinio felt guilty letting one man face the wrath of the Mendoza authorities, but even Scavinio's 
guilt found its limits.

“Let the insurance cover it,” Susan said again when Scavinio's face appeared between the turning
pages. “Did we pay an excess to cover someone as big as Hank?”

“That isn't funny.” Scavinio turned to page eight and then lowered the newspaper. “And don't 
you get all complacent. There's a red notice on your head remember.”

“I know. I'm as surprised as anyone no one's picked me up yet. In spite of everything.”
Dee poked Rene's tablet and turned it off.
“What the fuck. . . .”
“Spying on his chums, here,” said Dee. “Rene checking out that guitarist from the other lot. He 

keeps watching that video.”
“She looks hot dressed like that.”
“Dressed like a Nazi?”
“No, they were the twins. The guitarist was in the black catsuit. You should try it. You've got a 

big enough attitude to get away with it.”
“Well, excuse me,” said Dee, “but weren't the Nazis about six feet tall? I don't remember reading

about dwarf Nazis.”
“We can't just let it go,” said Rene.
“Let what go, the video?” Susan stood to leave.
“Yeah, the video. They looked like they were enjoying it. How many videos have we made? 

One. We don't do anything normal bands do. Not anymore. Why don't we send them a message?”
“There's six of them. How do we do that?” said Dee.
“Details, details. We can think of something.” Rene waited for Susan's response. 
“Things will change when we're back in Europe,” she said.
“We don't have to wait that long. They have video producers in Peru.”
“Let's not rush into things.”
“Susan has spoken, Rene,” said Dee. “Know thy place.”
“Fuck my place, we could have a lot of fun baiting them.” He left the dining room taking 

Scavinio's orange juice with him. “You need to lose weight, Tom. You looked terrible in that 
video.”

“Where are you going?” said Dee to Susan. “You found another Purple Bobbie here in Peru?”
“Be quiet.”
“What's his name? Crimson Ralph? Does the colour change the farther west you travel?”
“I'm past all that. It helped for a while.”
“It wasn't helping five minutes before we went on stage in Buenos Aires. I'd ask for my money 

back. Blighter's a charlatan, what!”
Susan recalled a scene in Dante's Inferno when a resident demon concluded a conversation with 

a serenade of farts. She wondered if a functioning digestive system was necessary to do the same 
thing to Dee, but Dee always had the last word; always concluded every conversation with a verbal 
fart. 

Susan found a quiet spot next to a ventilation stack on the hotel roof and rang Raven. “Any 
news?”

“Any news? You're as bad as Rob keep ringing for an update. The farmhouse is still taped off. 
Good job Marco's got a bit decency about him.”

“I forgot to say, ask Marco to let you live there for a while.”
“Yeah. Hot running water and everything. The man's civilised.”



“Mm.”
“So, the answer's no. No news. That thug dragged me in for more questions this morning.”
“What thug?”
“Dremba, whatever his rank is. None of them seem to have ranks. Just names. But he was on his 

own and kept blowing cig smoke in my face. They all wanna know how you do it. How you travel 
about without travelling, if you know what I mean.”

“No, I don't.”
“Getting from Brazil to Rotterdam and back to Brazil in forty-eight hours. They think there's two

of you. They think you've either got a sister or there's an army of cloned Susan Bekkers in a 
warehouse near the docks.”

“Let them think that. The truth is what it is. Have you tried telling them I'm a vampire?”
“Get with yourself. They think I'm odd because I've got blue hair. What they gonna think if I 

start telling them you're all vampires?”
They could think what they like. A judge required cold hard facts and such things no longer 

existed. The world had moved on from Newtonian physics and Interpol were late catching up. 
“We're back in two days time. I need to help Marco or he's going to take the fall for this. Just co-
operate with them for another few days and then I'll hand myself in.”

“Really?”
“There's nothing they can do. Unless Frieda Schoenhofer comes back from the dead, there's 

nothing they can do.”
“I saw that video. One of them looked just like you.”
“Yes, goodbye.”
“We all saw the rioting in Mendoza.”
“Yeah. Another working day. I've got to go.”
“Was it really started by a crocodile?”

-

Predicting where trouble would begin taxed the entire Toten Herzen crew, its management – 
especially its management, back together after Hank had been released without charge – and the 
four members that couldn't make up their mind if trouble was a good thing or a bad thing. Expert 
opinion failed to reach a conclusion on that crucial point. In Europe, There Will Be Blood went 
about their business with snazzy videos, clichéd interviews and small gigs around Minsk. They 
talked big; European tours, television appearances, world domination, and they had enough bilious 
energy to spew out a stream of digital content as if the internet couldn't get enough. The assassin 
video approached ten million views on YouTube, found itself banned in twenty countries requiring 
a safe edit with the naked bits and pieces removed from Genatskaya's scene.

Toten Herzen lacked the video impact, but maintained a monopoly on written headlines.
“They'll catch up,” said Rene. He turned off his tablet and faced Susan in the back seat of an 

SUV carrying her to an informal discussion at a police station in Lima.
“What do you mean they'll catch up? We've got a forty year start on them.”
“They don't need forty years to catch up. Not with their money.”
“They don't have that much money.” Rene pulled his jaw forward, an expression of doubt he 

used as a schoolboy. “What? Something we should know about the money?”
“It's going to be bent, isn't it? Look at that video, the locations, the special effects, that boat at the

end must have cost thousands. Why don't we catch up with them? Go back to the basics.”
“After everything we've worked for? We didn't put in the mileage to play on stages the size of a 

table top.”
“No. No, we didn't.”
“Let's just get this inconvenience out of the way, shall we?”
The police, the Lima police, were acting as agents, representatives, for Bernadette Maldini trying

to enforce the red notice, extradite Susan even though she'd be back in Europe in forty-eight hours.



The SUV's blacked out windows gave no warning of the gathered press pack outside the police 
station. Susan opened the door to a squirming mass of legs and arms attached to cameras and 
microphones. A journalistic racket forced its way in, an incomprehensible Spanish cacophony 
rattling around the dark interior like voices in a nightmare. Susan rang Scavinio, himself trapped 
inside a second SUV. “We need help here. We can't get out. The doors are plugged by journos.”

“We're trying to get out too. It's like the Walking Dead back here.”
“Fuck it.” Rene vanished.
“Oh, thank you. Support when you need it.”
Rene reappeared. “You coming in or what?”
“Oh, sorry.” 
The press pack consuming the SUV missed the biggest scoop in Peruvian history when a man 

and a woman appeared out of nowhere in the reception area of the police station. One officer 
dropped his cup, another dropped his box file and a third walked into a table. Susan stepped through
the silent gathering unsure if the officers were shocked, dazed or terrified. At the reception counter 
she said, “I'm Susan Bekker. I was asked to come along here at seven p.m. voluntarily. Interpol. 
Bernadette Maldini. Hello, are you awake?”

The officer dialled a number on his desk phone without looking at the desk phone. Susan heard a
voice repeat a question. She grabbed the phone. “Susan Bekker is here.”

“Susan Bekker is in the building,” said Rene.
A senior officer strolled into the stand off, took a few seconds to register the silence and then 

ignored it. “Buenos tardes, Detective Superintendent Charles Viaporte. Thank you. . . .” He waited 
for his staff to move. “Something wrong?”

“I think they're all a bit starstruck.”
“Yeah. This is a little unusual for us. Follow me.” 
They watched him go, his staff, watched his small frame and baggy uniform weighed down with 

an impressive collection of stars and ribbons and minor ceremonial paraphernalia pinned and 
patched to him; watched him stride down the long corridor, down to the end where the size and 
status of his office didn't match the length of time needed to reach it. 

“Please take a seat.” He studied Rene. “Which one of you is Susan Bekker?”
“Well, it isn't me,” Rene said.
“Okay.” Viaporte made himself comfortable. “Sometimes the rock stars have strange names. I 

didn't want to be impolite and assume, you know.”
“Understandable.” Susan tried to sit down and cross her legs, but there simply wasn't room. 
“You don't have any others with you? Attorney? Management?”
“Management is trapped in the car. They can't get out because of the press surrounding them.”
Viaporte made a call, mumbled some irritated instruction and sat back. “This is an informal 

process, but we have been asked by Interpol to raise a few issues with you regarding the murder 
of. . . .” he checked the name on his email print out, “Frieda Schoen . . . Schurner. . . .”

“Schoenhofer,” Susan said.
“Yes.”
“It's all a little hazy, to be honest. We met in Rotterdam-”
“Excuse me.” Viaporte fiddled with his phone to record the conversation. “Sorry, please 

continue.”
“Yes, it's a little hazy. We met in Rotterdam. We had sex. She drove away. My boyfriend was 

charged with killing her.”
“Yes.” Viaporte's list of questions had been suggested by Bernadette Maldini. “How did you 

meet her?”
“She came to the house. Marco Jongbloed's house. He's my partner and I live there with him 

when I'm in Rotterdam.”
“What did she talk with you about?”
“She wanted to talk to Marco about business interests. Possible investment in Toten Herzen and 

Alien Noise Corporation.”



“And when did you last see her alive?”
“It was after midnight. After the sex.”
“And you were in Brazil all during this time?”
“Yes, I was.”
“And . . . you came to Rotterdam from Brazil and then you travel back to Brazil the night after?”
“No, I think I was there two nights.” She asked Rene. “It was two nights, wasn't it.”
“Yes, it was. I can provide an alibi for Susan being away from Brazil for two nights.”
“Okay.” Viaporte scribbled something on the print out and crossed off several questions. “And 

how did you travel such long distances in such a short period of time?”
“It's an express service. We don't use the usual channels through airports.”
“Like a VIP service?”
“Something like that, yes.”
The conversation paused when the door opened and Scavinio, accompanied by an shaking 

officer, squeezed into the room. “Say nothing, Susan.” He stood in the one remaining cavity and 
whispered in her ear. “We're back in Europe tomorrow evening.”

“We're nearly done here.”
“Who are you?” said Viaporte.
“Tom Scavinio. Manager.”
“Oh, good. Thank you for coming.”
“Next question.” Susan could see there were more suggestions.
“Yes. Can you explain your blood at the scene of the murder?”
“No.”
“And can you explain why someone would wish to kill Frieda Schoenher. . . .”
“Schoenhofer. No.”
“And did your partner Marco Jongbloed meet . . . the victim?”
“No. She stood him up.”
“Excuse me?”
“They arranged to meet, but she came round to the house instead of meeting him at the restaurant

where they had arranged to meet.”
Viaporte crossed off another question. “Two more and then we're done here.” He smiled.
“Glad to help.” Susan heard Scavinio's chest stretching the fabric of his jacket every time he 

inhaled.
“Last year you met another woman from Bamberg. The same city as . . . the victim. Did you kill 

Lena Siebert-Neved?”
“No.”
“Okay. The last question. Did you kill your mother?”
“We're done her,” said Scavinio.
“What?”
“Come,” Scavinio pushed Susan out of her chair. “No more questions without an attorney. 

Susan, come with me.”
“What do you mean by that?”
Rene added his weight to Scavinio's efforts, but the room was small, restrictive, and Susan 

wouldn't budge. They couldn't open the door. She lunged for the print out. “Who wrote this shit? 
Did Maldini ask you to ask that? Who wrote this shit?”

“Susan, get out.”
“Who wrote this shit?”
The corridor filled with officers. Viaporte backed himself into a corner as Susan aimed herself at 

the table, snatched at the print out, swiped the desk clear, her weight collapsing on top of Scavinio 
pulling Rene to his hands and knees. As many arms as the room would allow tried to wrap around 
the heaving clutch of bodies with Susan at the centre screaming, turning over the desk, lobbing a 
chair at the wall above Viaporte's head.

Scavinio yelled, “Get her back to the hotel. Rene, for fucks sake, do what you do best and calm 



this woman down.”
“Fucking easier said than done, Tom.” Rene managed to wrap himself around Susan, sealing her 

arms against her chest, cloaking her with her own hair. They collapsed on the floor of the hotel 
room. Scavinio rolled away stunned when he realised where he was. “Are we. . . .”

“Yeah. We are.”
Susan lay a moment on her back, the ceiling mottled by tears, the throb of a distant air 

conditioning unit drumming through the floor. Voices in the room below seeped through the carpet, 
keys clinked on a table top; Susan listened to the muffled echo of normality, of people, others, other
people without issues, without old issues dragged up, dredged up by some distant investigator who 
knew how to drive a stake through a vampire's heart. 

“Why would she ask a question like that, Susan?” Scavinio resisted Rene's attempt to usher him 
out of the room. “No, I'm sorry. It's relevant. If it's too painful to talk about now, that's fine, but I 
need to know.”

Susan nodded. Scavinio left. 
Rene sat on the edge of the bed and waited for that special opportune moment to speak. “Didn't 

expect that.”
“No.”
“Wonder how she found out.”
“I don't know.”
“Raven?”
“Raven doesn't know.”
“Can you play tonight after this.”
“Yeah. Came as a surprise. I'll be okay. I've had long enough to get over it.”
Rene knelt down and stroked the loose strands of hair away from Susan's face. “You need to talk 

more about things. You bottle up too much stuff.”
“I know, I know.”
“It's no good saying I know. Things must change, Susan.”
“They will.”
And they did. One hour later backstage at the Estadio Monumental the instructions went out: all 

mobile phones turned off, all media devices turned off, no television screens to be left on, no 
newspapers, magazines, nothing to disturb the fragile equilibrium, nothing to give Susan Bekker a 
reason to explode. Rene explained to the others, Scavinio kept Susan in his sights, Dee 
accompanied her on stage, a gentle hand in the small of Susan's back to reassure her.

They thought she wouldn't make it, but she made it; she didn't break down, she didn't fall apart. 
For two and a half hours Susan navigated the set list and avoided trouble. And when her moment 
came she nailed it, she hit the sweet spot, having warned Dee sixty seconds earlier, “This one's for 
my mother. . . .” She launched into an extended solo that forced Rene to crane his neck above his kit
to watch it happen; Dee and Elaine kept the harmonies going and left her to it, left her to mesmerise
and astonish and delight and amaze and subdue a crowd of fifty thousand until they stood in silence,
taken on a nine minute journey of one woman's musical tribute to the one person, the only person 
who ever meant anything to her. The final notes, washed in reverb, drifted around the stadium, 
delicate like the memory. Susan faced the hovering outline of the Crest suspended high above the 
stage and wept.

Dee skipped around Susan's solitary pool of brilliance and the shimmering echo of the final 
notes, and redirected a spotlight until its white beam of attention illuminated her. And in that 
moment an iconic image was formed; alone with her guitar, her achievement, her private torment, 
Susan Bekker surrendered to the growing din, an overwhelming howl of approval and recognition 
that forced her down to her knees and down again until she doubled up in grief cradling the guitar 
for comfort. Cradling her mother's gift.
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Plane spotters mingled with the press, all eyes, organic and digital, waiting for the Totenbranded 
767 to touch down at Schiphol. On social media they recorded their expectations and excitement, a 
level of suspense as if the returning heroes were returning from outer space like astronauts: wonder,
admiration, relief at a safe homecoming, but this being Toten Herzen and not Neil Armstrong, 
social media comments were big on wonder, but light on a safe homecoming.

"Some of them wanted the plane to crash." Rene switched off his smartphone. "Anything to fill 
their crummy empty lives."

If anything was empty it was the 767. Toten Herzen were in one of the SUVs on the tarmac, 
waiting to perform the vampiric in-out routine that fooled everyone in South and Central America. 
They posed for a moment at the top of the plane's steps, bundled into the SUV and then disappeared
for real to the farmhouse. 

“Sorry, I forgot.” Susan stared at the police tape across the front door.
“Do not cross.” Dee ran her finger along the vivid yellow tape. “Er, now what?”
“We can stay at Marco's tomorrow. He won't mind.”
“Yes, he will.” Elaine reminded them where Raven was staying.
“Oh, shit. I'll fuck off back to a tomb in Lincolnshire,” said Dee.
“I'll come with you.”
“I bet they've ransacked the place.” Susan travelled through the line.
Inside the farmhouse, untouched and familiar like a time capsule with a short memory, they 

found the same order and tidiness left behind weeks ago; Dee's books unmoved, Elaine's gadgets 
switched off, Susan's ordered belongings undisturbed. Intruders had left no visible evidence of 
intrusion, but they had left their smell. “Someone's been here who smokes,” Rene said.

“Is that. . . .” Susan took a deep eyes-closed breath, “Is that Annick Goutal?”
“Can't be,” said Dee. “If it's the filth who've been here they can't afford Goutal perfume.”
“I can smell dog.” Rene stepped out of the kitchen. “Sniffer dog probably.”
“How will a sniffer dog find anything after that perfume. Raven didn't say anything.” Susan 

made a conference call. Raven answered. “Hello, c'est moi. Raven, do you know which perfume 
Bernadette Maldini wears?”

“No idea. Whatever it is it stinks.”
“That sort of answers the question.”
“And a couple of others you didn't ask.” Dee carried out another forensic investigation of her 

bookshelves.
“You back now?” Raven's ghostly voice echoed around the unlit rooms and corridors.
“Yeah. We came back to the farmhouse by mistake. Doesn't look like they've touched anything.”
“They wouldn't dare, would they.”
“Oh, look at this.” Susan stood at the threshold of Wallet's empty room. “The traitor's room. We 

should name it the traitor's room.”
“Where are you?”
“Rob's old room. Look at it. As empty as his ambition. You know they're here. Even in an empty

room they have a presence.”
“Who do?”
“Them. That band. I'm not saying their name.”
“Susan,” Rene joined her. “Will you give it a rest?”  
Rene found the farmhouse six years ago and made it a secure Toten Herzen hideaway. When 

Rotterdam became an inconvenient place to live, Rene, unlike the others, had no back-up plan. No 
alternative arrangement. Susan could shack up with Marco, Dee and Elaine went somewhere (they 
never said where, but Rene suspected the Lost Valley), and Wallet had gone for good, but he didn't 
matter anyway.

Susan ended the conference call. “Well, you can't stay here on your own. Stay with us tomorrow.
Maldini will probably want to speak to you anyway. She'll want to speak to us all.”



With his options limited he followed Susan back to Marco's where they were met by a gang of 
Alien Noise staff and unexpected hospitality from Raven dashing around, grabbing suitcases, 
escorting Rene to a spare room. “I don't need to show Susan where she sleeps.”

“Why?”
“Well, she lives here, doesn't she?”
“Cohabits.”
“Cohabits then. Call it what you like. Living over the brush my mum and dad call it.”
“What brush?”
They all tried to relax over a very late meal, but the management staff demanded updates and 

debriefs, delivered stats and figures and spoke a financial language as dense and impenetrable as 
Hank's Tennessee muttering. The vampires were bloodthirsty, parched. Susan sucked and slurped 
on a raw steak, turning Raven's stomach until she made her excuses to go and watch a stupendously 
bad Dutch game show. “She never watches television,” said Marco.

“Have you got used to her moaning?” said Rene.
“I don't think you ever really get used to it. If it's not hair colouring, it's the threat of it growing 

out, turning grey before her time, premature baldness, catching fire. I mentioned, jokingly, that 
keeping it coloured will kill it and she almost went into a fear-induced coma. She moans about only 
having one pair of jeans and no money to buy a second pair. I gave her some cash two days ago to 
refill her wardrobe. She came back with a pot plant, a loaf of bread and fifty lipsticks.”

“She's a teenager, Marco.”
“She's twenty-two, Susan.”
“Is she?” Susan asked Rene, “How long has she been twenty-two?”
“For about four years.”
After the blood was gone and the wine drunk and the untouched food left to harden on Marco's 

plate the silence became unbearable and Rene made an excuse to go to his room. 
“No one going to mention the tour?” said Marco.
“We'll fill you in tomorrow. There's a lot to recall.” Susan pulled her hair back into a pony tail. “I

think I might dye this blonde. Go incognito for a while.”
Rene grunted and left the two of them alone to discuss the murder charge and the insurance costs

and the mystery of Frieda Schoenhofer and Rob Wallet's sacking and the tour dates being cancelled 
and the FolkFest mix up, and everything else that Rene couldn't remember at that moment but was 
sure to emerge over the next twenty-four hours.

-

Spare rooms were not Rene's scene, even with windows facing the North Sea they had a tomb-like 
claustrophobia. He took off and landed outside Ria's unlit home. Mooching around inside would 
leave his scent and other tell-tale signs of vampiric presence, a presence Ria was sensitive to. He 
went in anyway, careful not to move anything out of position, careful not to open any forbidden 
drawers. Ria kept a tidy home, organised, clear of pots and dishes, the sofa bed folded away and 
covered with a decorative throw and gilded cushions. A clothes rail strained with the weight of 
expensive leather jackets, tops crammed together on their hangers, all of them labelled: DKNY, 
Zanotti, Alexander McQueen. . . . Counterfeit, genuine, Rene didn't know. Shoes and boots lined up
like foot soldiers below the rail, all branded, all pristine like they were straight out of the box.

The woman was here in spirit - he could taste the perfume as much as he could smell it - but not 
in body and could be anywhere in the city. On his phone the band's website and Twitter feed 
mentioned a television appearance. He Googled the broadcaster's name and found a studio location 
in a western suburb of Minsk. 

When Rene arrived security staff were already struggling to contain the fans outside the building.
Spreading across the main road like a burst sewer, the fans argued amongst themselves before 
breaking out into a synchronised mass chant, the sound feeding back on itself in the narrow street. 
“Everywhere you go,” Rene said to himself. “Does no one know how to behave anymore?”



He bypassed the lot of them to search for the source of the leak, the reason for the chanting. 
There Will Be Blood's presence possessed the building and everyone inside distorting their faces 
into death masks of concern. Leathered up in their neo-Nazi garb, close to the metaphorical bone 
(especially for Rene whose ancestors lived and died in the bombing of Rotterdam), they glared out 
of posters, twelve blackened eyes following people along the corridors.

The host to this devil's pantomime gurned down from his own framed photograph, life-sized 
head shaven and tattooed, punctured with piercings and a surprisingly effective layer of mascara 
that made his eyes look too big and his head top heavy. Barislav. No surname; people didn't hang 
around long enough to find out. The staff in the corridor changed direction when the real Barislav – 
with a pink head and no tattoo – thundered towards them, pointing at his watch and barking 
annoyance at anyone caught in his tempestuous personal storm.

“They are ready,” said a woman in headphones. “They'll be there for the countdown.”
She dashed away. Barislav dashed away in the opposite direction. Rene dashed after the woman 

dashing to the green room and There Will Be Blood being briefed by Pushkin. He turned on the 
spot, forcing home his instructions to a bunch of uniformed fidgety misfits.

“He's a pussycat,” said Pushkin.
“He goes off the script,” said Dobrosiev lifting and lowering his peaked cap.
“Well bring him back to the script. Don't let him dictate the message. Look,” Pushkin squatted 

down in front of them, “he thinks it's his show, but he's only as good as his guests. He should be 
afraid of you. Do you think Toten Herzen are afraid of anyone?”

Rene shook his head at Ria. She adjusted her scarf and rolled her eyes. “No.”
“No. You, Ria, you're bright enough to run rings around him. You, Valk, you've got the mouth 

and the balls to take no shit from him. You two,” the twins, “keep your legs crossed and those 
thighs in his face. Twirl your pig tails. Remember, he has that habit. He doesn't think we know 
about it, so drop the keywords into your answers. The keywords, Alexi?”

Baby-faced Yvanov, who didn't look a bit like Rene in or out of a magic cabinet, recited the 
keywords. “Younger girls, not young girls, younger girls, rodents, small mammals and zoology.”

“Zoology will kill him,” said Pushkin. “Get that word in there early and he'll know what you 
know.”

Genatskaya sat with his hands playing an invisible bass guitar. “Do we punch him if he gets 
ratty?”

“No. If there's any physical stuff I'll deal with that later. We can break his legs or something, 
leave that to me. Kill him with words. Ria, the other keywords?”

“Second wife, college incident, failed therapy, use the word fuck until he orders us to stop and 
say cunt before we're taken off air.”

“Correct. . . .”
“That won't work.”
“Pardon.” Pushkin stood over Ria who spoke to Rene. “You think swearing on live television 

will grab headlines? In Belarus perhaps, for twenty-four hours, but long term, no. Out there is where
real trouble is.”

“You're an expert are you? You're a fucking guitarist, Ria. You know nothing.”
“I know Toten's fans burn down shopping malls, raze cities to ground, riot wherever they go. 

And you want one of us to say cunt on television?”
She had a point. Rene waited for one of the others to back her up, but Dobrosiev pulled his cap 

over his face and groaned.
“So how do we start a riot?” said Sasha, possibly Natasha. 
“Riot?” said her sister. “Can't we just play or is that a ridiculous idea?”
“It's a ridiculous idea,” said Pushkin. Sasha pinched her sister's bare arm. “When you perform 

the songs, that's when you go over the top. You are the riot. Stick to the script.”
In the background, reluctant to step forward, the woman in headphones couldn't wait any longer. 

“Thirty seconds,” she said.
Pushkin clapped his hands. “Okay, get out there, fuck it. Make those fucking headlines for 



Christ's sake. Put yourselves on the map.” His encouragement buffeted them along the corridor. 
“We have the fuel, the momentum, the video is still on everyone's lips, it was debated in 
Parliament.”

“No, it wasn't,” said Dobrosiev. 
“It was mentioned in a committee hearing,” said Yvanov.
“What are you, the fucking court correspondent?”
“People,” Pushkin gathered them together. “It starts tonight. The fight starts tonight.”
Intrigued by the preparations, Rene followed the band through the building, through drifts of 

office personnel and into clusters of technicians until the sound of the audience seeped through 
doors and walls, cracks and air vents. A final solitary figure held them up at the side of the stage, 
ready to release them when Barislav finished his energetic opening routine: shouting, bawling, 
pretending to cry, pretending to laugh, unaware of his waiting guests. Sasha/Natasha drummed the 
back of Natasha/Sasha's head. Dobrosiev chewed his fingernails.

“Why the worry, Valken?” said Pushkin. “You were an enforcer for Leo the Toecutter, how can 
you be scared of anyone?”

“I'm not scared, you cocksucker. . . .”
“Has he ever bitten anyone?” said Yvanov.
Dobrosiev went toe to uncut toe with Pushkin. Yvanov stepped away repeating the keywords. 

Genatskaya pushed his face into the increasing barrage of Sasha's drumsticks, and Rene, engrossed 
by the host's uncontrolled delivery, longed to step on stage and kick his legs away, but Ria beat him 
to it. She sprinted away unannounced, leapt onto Barislav's shoulders and screamed “You gonna 
make us wait forever, you fucking cunt. . . .”

Pushkin took a second to react. “Fuck me, get on there, get on . . . there. . . .” He shoved the band
into the wall of audience noise, hurling Yvanov towards Barislav spinning around trying to shake 
Ria off his back. The others arrived, running, tripping, engulfing the ambushed host. Genatskaya 
lobbed his cap into the audience and cartwheeled towards the redundant sofa.

“Fuck this guy,” Dobrosiev grabbed a microphone. “You came to hear some fucking heavy 
metal, didn't you?” The audience agreed. The twins wrestled Barislav to the ground (Sasha might 
have left a boot in his ribcage, or it might have been Natasha, they attacked with equal savagery) 
and joined the others with their instruments, tuning up, ready to go, feedback shattering the studio's 
sound system. “The fight starts tonight, you fucking assholes. . . .”

The band's magical transformation from nervous bystanders to insane performers revealed a 
hidden quality that Pushkin seemed incapable of drawing out of them, but there they were, 
thundering through an impromptu song after battering the host into submission. Two minutes ago 
they were terrified of him, and Pushkin.

Barislav dragged himself into a chair, rubbing his chest and stroking his pink head. He had lost 
control of his own show and if Pushkin's suspicions were correct, was probably watching the end of
his career. There Will Be Blood finished song number one and went straight into song number two. 
Pushkin held his arms out as if to say 'What? Why?' And like his nemesis in the chair, accepted the 
reality: the people in charge were the people the audience had come to see, not the backroom staff, 
not the idiot in the chair or the bent businessman in the wings. Ria ran into the audience, Dobrosiev 
joined her; they cranked out a duel guitar solo and returned to a stage invaded and occupied by 
strangers. 

Pushkin shouted into his phone. “You got figures for this?” A self-satisfied grin suggested the 
figures were good. 

During the third song, Ria sat on the edge of Barislav's desk and asked him if he had any 
questions.

He mumbled, “When are you going to stop?”
“Oh, we have all night.” She skipped back into position and rejoined Dobrosiev in another 

superheated guitar duel. 
Out-gunned, outnumbered and out on his own, Barislav heaved himself out of the chair and 

stood between Dobrosiev and Ria, waving them to stop at the end of the fourth song. “Can we get a 



few words out of you?”
“You want words? We got some fucking words, man.” Dobrosiev raised his cap. Pushkin 

laughed. “Second wife, college incident, failed therapy, younger girls, rodents, small mammals and 
zoology.”

“We're done here. . . .”
“Oh no we're not. You know all about zoology, don't you? Like a bit of animal wriggling up your

ass? You ever had a fucking giraffe up there?”
Barislav glared at Pushkin who pretended to be concerned and shrugged his shoulders. 

Combining his fury with an unspoken sense of defeat, the wildman surrendered to the wild bunch, a
band that now superseded their previous incarnation in the way they bounded about and ignored the 
system and controls placed around them. And they did it all without warning, without a preamble. 
Pushkin didn't see it coming. Rene didn't see it coming. Barislav didn't hang around to see it end. A 
calamitous disengagement with their instruments, the microphones thrown aside, lights kicked out, 
amps pushed over, Barislav's desk sent on its way, crowd surfing through the doors at the back of 
the audience that took advantage of the show's abandonment and ransacked the place, helping 
themselves to anything with value on the black market.

There Will be Blood left the building in disarray, left the scene in a fleet of SUVs with armed 
men hanging from the passenger doors. Rene watched them go and imagined the headlines and how
far the news would travel. He had seen the future, witnessed the true shape of the enemy  and who 
would be leading the charge. 

Rene waited all night for Ria to come home, but had to go when the sun threatened the grey 
Minsk horizon. Back in Rotterdam and the blacked out safety of Marco's house, he went online to 
catch the emerging reports of a rumpus on Belarussian television and the record number of 
complaints, the record viewing figures, and the consensus that this new version of There Will Be 
Blood was better than the old lot. And the old lot had been pretty good. 

At six a.m. the inevitable question appeared on Buzzfeed: have Toten Herzen met their match? A
closed question, but pertinent nevertheless. Early days, but the goings-on at a Belarussian TV studio
suggested There Will be Blood v.2 (v.2 appeared in a lot of discussions) would become a force 
generating the kind of natural energy Toten Herzen hadn't displayed for forty years.

“Do we have to kill them all over again?” Susan saw the web pages over Rene's shoulder.
“I don't think that's necessary. We can't do that every time we get a bit of competition.” He spun 

his chair. “Is it so important?”
Susan sniffed. “Maybe not.”
“You want me to keep an eye on them? Until Maldini gets off our case we have time to kill. I 

could follow them around, trip them up now and again. The manager's a control freak. He's begging
for a bit of punishment.”

“It's up to you.” Susan grabbed a length of hair and scanned the colour.
“Leave it with me.”
“It will definitely look better blonde.”
“Maybe you should leave it that colour.”
“I don't know. The blue Raven uses is quite distinctive.”
“What?”
“Just joking.”
She left the room and as if summoned by an unheard instruction Raven poked her head around 

the door. “Has she gone?” 
“She's gone.”
“Can I ask you a stupid question?”
“Won't be the first time, Raven.”
“How do you know the manager's a control freak?”
Rene took his time folding up the laptop and faced his blue haired inquisitor. “You sound 

suspicious, young lady.”
“I must have spent too much time with Bernadette Maldini. All those questions, it rubs off on 



you.”
“Does it?”
“You've not been sneaking over there, have you? A bit of extra-curriclear thing with the 

enemy?”
“Don't accuse me of something you can't pronounce. We spent a year putting up with the first 

incarnation of the enemy. We know all about them.”
“Oh, yeah. Forgot.” She leaned on the door frame, blocking Rene's exit. “You gonna kill them 

again?”
“No. No one's killing anyone.”
“You sound like Rob Wallet.”
“Yeah. Don't I? I wonder why.”
“Not like you to talk like this.”
“They're at the start of their career. Yes, I know they're manufactured, but so were we to a 

degree. Small venues, small audiences, the energy gets compressed. You know, it's weird, at that 
stage you feel immortal and when you finally become immortal you feel trapped.”

“Crikey. Rene van Voors sounding like Wittgenstein. Who is she?”
“Who's who?”
“The woman. Men only talk like this when they're in love.”
“Are you a man? Underneath that dead blue sheep thing, are you really a man?”
“I'm only saying.”
“And how do you know what Rob Wallet sounds like. You two still in touch?”
“Yeah. He's a mate, isn't he? Doing all right for himself down in Monaco. Got a big boat and 

everything.”
“I'm pleased for him.”
“No, you're not.”
“Well, if you're not happy up here with us,” Rene pushed past, “you can always go and live with 

him on his big boat.”
“Well, get a load of you.”
“Show me where it is, I might fucking come with you.”
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Never one to suppress his curiosity Wallet sneaked away from the Agnetha whenever he could to 
follow There Will Be Blood from one deadbeat venue to another. At the Gruesome Cat in Minsk he 
stood unnoticed among a howling clutch of locals. Inside the grisly claustrophobia of a club called 
the Infected Foot he wondered if the audience would end up standing behind the band, such was the
lack of space out front. And when he followed them to a venue too small to have a name, he stood 
in a mosh pit that was less of a pit and more like a shallow depression.

The band had risen from the grave and maintained a lot of dead man's gas in order to blow 
themselves up to a size far beyond their true status. They were insignificant, an attention seeking 
racket. Small time. But the potential. . . .

Even Wallet, with all his short-lived, inept experience as a publicist, could see the opportunities 
offered by a band with twin drummers and an eccentric genius on lead guitar. He longed for three 
pairs of eyes to watch them all at the same time; the twins' robotic flamboyance in contrast to the 
guitarist's unpredictable brilliance. And not only was she unpredictable and brilliant, she had laser-
like observation, spotting Wallet within two minutes and studying him like a Victorian botanist 
observing an insect for the first time.

It wasn't attraction, it was something else, something indefinable, as if she knew what he was. 
“She couldn't know,” said Raven leaning against the handrail of Marco Jongbloed's patio fence. 

She struggled to control her blue hair battered by a North Sea gale crackling across her smartphone 
mic. “She must have recognised your face.”

“It was pitch black.” Wallet grabbed his coat and left the boat. 
“Do you glow in the dark? She might be able to see your aura glowing in the dark.”
“No one else has ever seen me glow in the dark. You do talk shit at times, you know.”
“Well I don't know, do I?” 
“You know who else was there?”
“The Duke of Edinburgh.”
“Rene.”
Raven turned into the wind and lost her balance. “Rene? Our Rene?”
“Your Rene. Rene van Voors. When I saw him I assumed he'd be there to introduce himself to 

the twins, but he scarpered off with the guitarist.”
“You are. . . .” She glanced back to the house and lowered her voice. “The lying tosser. Why 

would he be there? He told me he hadn't been there. He spun Susan a line about spying on them.”
“That's what you're doing. Spying. Everyone's up to it. The enemy within. Deep throat. Or Sore 

Throat in your case.”
“Why would he spy on them? He's busy.”
“Not busy enough obviously.” 
“No, he's not spying, he's waltzed off with that guitarist. I knew he was in love.”
Wallet had a rearranged meeting with Barny and the other ghosthunters, but his mind drifted 

distracting him until he veered close to the edge of the boardwalk.
“I'm shocked,” said Raven.
“You can find out from him, ask a few discreet questions.”
“I'm not very good at discreet. Bernadette Maldini thinks I'm an outright liar.”
“Good. That's good. That's what we want her to believe.”
“Where's Raiena?”
“Who? I've no idea.”
“I had a look on the internet, but couldn't find anything. Marco doesn't know. She threatened to 

send me there. She said there were people there who could get the information out of me.”
“Hang on. I don't like the sound of that.”
Up ahead, a string of men and machines stretched out alongside Kent's boat. Albert Cole stood in

the middle trying to pacify them. “When does she want to talk to you again?”
“She hasn't said. They'll probably come and get me in the night.”



“If they wanted you that badly they'd kick the door down in broad daylight. Or pick you up at the
hairdressers when you're at your most vulnerable.”

“You're not taking any of this seriously. What if Raiena is like Guantanamo Bay or Broadmoor?”
“You're not a terrorist and you're not mad. Stop overcomplicating things. Look, the band are 

back in Europe. They'll want to speak to Susan now, won't they?”
“She's dyed her hair blonde.”
“She's done what?”
Barny heard Wallet approach, heard him collide with a mooring rope that set off a clatter of 

chandlery. “Rob, just the chap.”
“Mr Wallet.” Cole tugged his hat. All four men acknowledged Wallet's phone and started 

miming. 
Car trouble, Kent mouthed. Again.
“Excuse me a moment,” said Wallet. “Blonde. She can't go blonde. She's the dusky haired 

vampire queen, not. . . .” The name almost slipped out.
“Yeah, like her.” Raven gave up fighting the gale. “Hang on, I'm going inside.”
“When did she go blonde?”
“About a week ago. It isn't fooling anyone. If she thinks Bernadette Maldini won't recognise her 

she's thicker than we thought.”
“Who, Susan or Maldini?”
“Susan, who do you think? Look, I gotta go. I can't speak indoors. You know what they're like. 

They've got ears like bats.”
“What the fuck are you on about? I'll let you go. There's trouble in Monaco. I'm about to break 

up a fight.”
Raven hung up. Her face shrank to a blob of white light blown into the ether by a gelatinous 

whooshing sound. Wallet shook his head and grinned. “All right,” he said to Barny and the others, 
“who's going for a swim?”

Cole spoke first. “I can only offer my humble apologies, Barny, and of course some suitable 
recompense for your troubles.”

“That bloody car he sold me last me June turned out to be three bloody cars welded together.” 
Barny stuck both hands in his pockets and pivoted at the knees.

“It might have been more,” said Kent. “But we stopped counting at three.”
“You could see the joins,” said Fleetwood, “like a patchwork quilt.”
“I can honestly say, hand on heart, gentlemen, I had no idea.” Cole stepped away from the edge 

of the boardwalk.
“Was it three different colours? How did you find out?”
Barny unfolded two French traffic fines. “I wouldn't mind driving around in a clown car, but not 

when the rest of it is being driven around Marseilles by a gang of crooks.” He waved the tickets in 
the air. “Quite frankly, I'm astonished you're still walking around Monaco without a pronounced 
limp from all the beatings you should have had over the years.”

“As we speak, Barny, I'm putting it right. I'll have a replacement motor for you first thing in the 
morning.”

“I don't want another car from you. One half down here, the other half being used in an armed 
robbery in Nice.”

“I'll do my level best to make sure the car is absolutely legit.”
“You'll do no such thing. And I want my money back. And you will pay the fines, old boy.”
“Oh, I don't know about that, Barny. Paying someone else's fines is a criminal offence.”
Barny, exasperated, grabbed a crate full of equipment and blundered away arguing with himself.
“I can understand his disappointment,” said Cole. “Adversity is sent to test us.”
“You are the living embodiment of adversity.” Kent picked up a second crate and put it down 

again when he found the weight was too much for him. He picked up a tripod and followed Barny.
They left Fleetwood burdened with a large bagged cube slung over his shoulder and another 

aluminium case by his side. Pipe gripped between his teeth, he adjusted his glasses and said to 



Wallet, “Grab that crate for me, sunshine. I'm not an octopus.”
The hunt was back on, postponed after Barny's car was discovered to be a work of abstract art 

rather than a functioning vehicle. Until a replacement was found Barny made do with a hired people
carrier that sat eight and still had enough room for all the ghost hunting stuff. They called it stuff, 
but it was more than that. During the crawl out of Monaco Kent explained what they were sitting 
next to and what it was for. And in between the technobabble and safety instructions he filled in 
with random anecdotes about life back in Britain and the man he once was. (He could have been 
talking about a relative; there seemed to be no causal link between his old life and the new.)

“A lot of the people you're talking about must be dead now,” said Wallet.
“Yes, well a lot of them are.”
“I bet they're as surprised to see you as you are to see them?”
Kent gasped. “Fielding. Yes,” he drawled. “We've seen 'em all. Seen 'em all, we 'ave Rob. Henry

Fielding.”
"Oh, yes. Seen him.” Fleetwood lit his pipe.
"Yes. Henry Fielding's ghost, wandering the corridors backstage at Drury Lane. And he was so 

vivid, Rob. Full of colour. He had more colour dead than when he was alive."
"Very pale, he was,” said Fleetwood puffing clouds of tobacco smoke. “When he was alive. Very

pale. Didn't like the sun. Always avoided it. Always took his holidays in Southport."
"Yes. Not a great sun worshipper.”
“No.”
“Which I always thought was odd because his portrayal of Louis XIV in The Man In the Iron 

Mask was exquisite."
"You don't think he was a vampire?" said Wallet.
"Vampire?” Kent twisted and turned against his seatbelt. “Henry Fielding? Oh, I see, you mean 

not liking the sun. He wasn't that keen on the dark, come to think of it. He would have made a 
hopeless vampire. Sitting at home waiting for a victim to come to him. Mind you he had a funny 
turn in Algeria. He was staging Twelfth Night for the Forces Entertainment Services and he didn't 
get on with the Duty Sergeant. And he'd say 'ere you, Fielding, he always referred to him as 'ere you
Fielding, the man had no breeding. He'd say 'ere you, Fielding, now we don't want any of this thee 
and thou, none of this thee and thou Shakespearean rubbish. Make it something up to date, 
something the troops will understand. None of this thee and thou. So, Henry had a fit, he said, but 
it's Shakespeare, how can you bring it up to date? So when they started rehearsing, Fielding was 
spread out on the chaise longue playing Orsino and he started off, if music be the food of love, he 
said, if music be the food of love here's a bit of Jimmy Durant, and he jumped up and started belting
out Meet Me in the Moonlight on an upright piano. And the Duty Sergeant's sitting in the front row 
surrounded by his senior commanding officers, going, yes, yes, this is more like it. But no one had a
clue what was going on. They were all sitting in the audience saying get 'im 'orf, get 'im 'orf, it's not 
Shakespeare."

"And they didn't like the tap dancing either," said Fleetwood.
“Some people never learn.” Kent turned back to the road twisting and narrowing in the 

headlights.
“Do you act, Rob?” said Fleetwood.
“Never acted. No.”
“No,” said Fleetwood. “It's not a secure profession. Ask William. Lived penniless all his life, he 

has.”
“Yes,” Kent agreed.
“Had to murder his wife to get his hands on her millions.”
“Did he?”
“He got away with it though.” Fleetwood examined his pipe again, tapping the back of his hand 

with it. “We won't tell them where you are, William. Your secret's safe with us.”
“One learns to adapt to the comings and goings of fortune,” Kent told the dashboard. “Necessary

thrift in the morning allows one to enjoy the afternoon.”



Fleetwood glanced at his watch and then at Wallet.
Between the stories of British theatre and the bombing of Dresden, Kent would remind Barny to 

turn up the heating. “It's on full, old boy. Can't get it to warm up any more without setting 
something on fire.”

“But it's so cold. Who's got their window open?”
“It's like sitting in a freezer back here,” said Fleetwood. “Aren't you cold, Rob? I haven't seen 

you shiver yet.”
“I don't really feel it. Or, I should say, I can feel the cold, but I don't feel cold, if you know what 

I mean.”
“Well I'm perishing,” said Kent. He moaned like one of his theatrical spooks for the next hour 

until they arrived at the skeletal presence of the house they had come to investigate. Aublour san 
Haute consisted of several darkened dwellings along a dirt road with the abandoned building lying 
unwanted and ignored at the end of the village. As if shamed by its condition the house hid behind 
an enormous yew tree groaning like Kent at every push of the breeze. Unrepaired plasterwork 
peeled away from rotting walls holding up a mansard roof with missing slates. Windows, some of 
them without glass, sat between window shutters hanging onto rusty hinges pulling away from the 
masonry, ready to fall like leaves when the next strong winds came to claim another piece of the 
architecture. Scattered ridge tiles formed a heap in the long grass left to grow again in the absence 
of a gardener, in the absence of attention. 

Wallet saw a question in every missing detail. What was Rene up to? Why had Susan turned 
blonde? How could the guitarist see him? He felt a presence over his right shoulder and a voice 
whispered, “You make a run at the door and I'll call the ambulance if you break your arm.” 
Fleetwood's pipe smoke drifted across his face.

“You mean you haven't got a key?”
They didn't need a key. An old padlock and chain on the front door couldn't resist Kent's feeble 

tug and it broke away from the crumbly timber. “We're in,” he said. “Here be the realm of the 
departed and the wretched souls of lives lived better. . . .”

“Bugger all that,” said Barny pushing into the hallway. “What we tend to do first, Rob . . . Rob, 
is he here? Oh there you are. What we tend to do first, Rob, is a quick reccie of the place to 
establish where to position the equipment. We set everything out and then open the cabinet.”

“Cabinet?”
“Drinks cabinet, old boy. Thirsty work chasing ghosts, you know.”
“Fair enough. Do you reccie the place together or split up?”
Barny switched on a torch and shone it in Fleetwood's face. “Do we split up?” he said.
“Boy's a fool.” Fleetwood struck a match. 
“Do you think we want to have a coronary thrombosis in a place like this at our age?”
“No.”
“We stick together.”
“We're not insured, you see,” said Fleetwood. “And if we were there'd be an exclusion clause for

dying on the job.”
“Which is jolly unfair,” said Barny. “That's the best time to go, in my opinion. Anyway, come 

on, we haven't got all night.” Barny's torch flickered around the corridor until Kent switched on his 
own torch to provide a steadier pool of welcome light. 

“It's a big house innit,” said Kent. “It's like the Belle Cross B&B in Guildford. Better wallpaper 
though. Are we walking on a carpet?”

Parquet flooring, jagged uneven slats like reptilian skin, sat on a spongy layer of damp timbers 
that squelched beneath every footstep.

“Needs a lick of paint,” said Fleetwood. 
“Here.” Barny stopped and aimed his torch at the staircase curling away from the corridor, 

shining it on each step to check the condition. “We can put the thermographic anemometers here in 
case something comes down that staircase.”

“Right.” Kent scribbled the suggestion onto a tiny notepad. The group crept on.



With nothing more than moonlight bouncing off the underside of cloud, and the beady eyed 
foraging of the torches, the house swelled into an endless warren of corridors and rooms and 
stairwells and cubby holes. The terrible voids behind some of the doors persuaded Wallet not to go 
any farther, he'd find nothing of value in the unfathomable blackness. Even vampires could fall 
through a hole in the floor if they weren't expecting it.

 Reccie complete, fumbling over, deathtraps avoided, the group reassembled in a room behind 
the staircase. Fleetwood unpacked his bags and cases, Kent unfolded several stands and opened a 
box of electronic eyes and ears. Barney, itching to open his cabinet, unclicked the crates containing 
lamps, filters, sensors and a devise that started buzzing before it was turned on.

“Handy little thing,” Barny said calibrating the device until the buzzing sound settled into a 
smooth drone. “Have to say, I've never heard it buzzing straight out of the box like that.”

“What is it?” said Wallet.
“It's the alpha-beta wave sampler Kent told you about. It normally picks up our own beta waves, 

but it's off the scale. You sure you're not dead, Rob?”
“Felt all right when I got up this morning.”
Fleetwood held one cup of the anti-wailing spectrometer to his ear and scanned the space above 

him. “I can hear music.”
“So can I,” said Kent. “I thought I was imagining it. Distant music. Is it coming from the 'orn?”
“Might be. Listen,” said Fleetwood, “it's getting closer.”
Wallet heard it too. Fragile, hidden, as if a thin veil of mortality existed between him and the 

ghostly source. “No, wait, I think that's my phone.” He unzipped his pocket and the music increased
in volume. “Sorry, I need to answer this and give someone a good bollocking.” He took the call in 
the hallway. Raven's digital alter-ego, a blue-haired emoji, throbbed with annoying intensity. “What
do you want? You had them all wondering then.”

“Who? Wondering what?”
“Never mind that. What do you want? We were about to communicate with the dead and you 

rang up.”
  “I found out where Raiena is.”
“Where is it?”
“Hungary. It's an interrogation facility. Devil worshippers take people there and kill them.”
“You've not been looking on Weerdshit again, have you? You spend too much time on there.”
“It's the only place I can find anything. I know you have to take some things with a pinch of salt, 

but Bernadette Maldini knows about it. Do you reckon she's a devil worshipper?”
“She's an Italian Catholic. She has a crucifix round her neck the size of a fridge.”
“That might be a disguise. She said she'd take me there if I didn't start talking sense.”
“Fucking hell, Raven, I'd drive you there myself if such a thing was possible. Tell me more about

Raiena. What did Weerdshit say about it?”
“It's a secret interrogation centre in Hungary. The Malandanti used it until devil 

worshippers. . . .” Raven froze, her face suspended on the screen of Wallet's phone as if the 
processor had crashed.

“Malandanti?” Wallet said. The hallway dimmed, the house settled and a pulse of cool air 
slipped along the corridor.

“Shit.” Raven's head moved. “Malandanti? That was Lena's lot, wasn't it?”
“Yeah. Think cause and effect. Maldini was investigating Frieda Schoenhofer's murder. She was 

from Bamberg like Lena. So, Maldini must be familiar with the Malandanti if she was investigating 
Frieda. It could be a bluff.”

“Or she's Malandanti as well. It's a bent network, isn't it. Fingers in loads of pies. And don't slag 
me off for mixing metaphors.”

“I wasn't going to, but now you mention it. When Maldini mentioned Raiena did you say 
something like, where's that then?”

“Yeah.”
“Because if you knew about Raiena she'd conclude you were Malandanti.”



“And implicated in Frieda Schoenhofer's murder.”
“And then she could go off on all sorts of tangents. Toten Herzen are Malandanti or financed by 

the Malandanti or a front for the Malandanti.”
“They're not, are they?”
“Of course they're not. They're not that sophisticated. But that's the kind of lead question Maldini

might ask. See what the reaction is.”
“Yeah.”
“And you being all blank expressioned about it, well you're either a good liar or not a member of

the Malandanti.”
“I'm neither.”
“Don't tell me that, tell her.”
“So, where are you now?”
“Aublour san Haute.”
“Sounds nice.”
“It's a haunted house. They've got all the stuff for detecting ghosts, but apart from my phone 

ringing we haven't heard anything yet.”
“It's early days, innit?”
“Yeah.”
“Do you think I should tell Susan?”
“About me ghost hunting?”
“No, about Raiena and the Malandanti.”
“No. Not yet. See how it plays out. What does she look like with blonde hair?”
“I think she looks a bit washed out, but it's a nice colour. It's not like that cheap bleach blonde 

some people have done.”
“Right, right.” Wallet said goodbye and when Raven was gone stood a moment to sense the 

totality of the house, its whispering walls and squeaking windows, its settling structure transmitted 
through footsteps coming and going, coming and going, a ghostly traffic of natural distress. He 
loitered on the edge of the room where the others had spread out, Kent with his tripods supporting 
thermographic anemometers, Fleetwood changing the fuse on a plug.

Barny talked with his hands as much as his mouth, and didn't spill a drop if he happened to be 
holding a glass of wine at the same time. His whole body flinched and twitched with an impatient 
exuberance, waiting for Kent to position the tripods and then the cabinet could finally be unloaded. 
He studied the label on a wine bottle. "I haven't seen you drink anything stronger than beer, Rob. 
You're not a Methodist are you?" He had the cork out of the bottle and the first glass poured before 
Wallet could answer.

"Have to watch what I drink, Barny."
"Well, here, watch yourself drink that. That, my good man, is the fruit of 1978."
"Let me guess. . . ." Wallet rolled the wine around on his tongue, slurped and sucked and 

swallowed. "Tesco Premium."
"That, young man, is a Château Montfescue. Although why I'm wasting it on a mob of absolute 

barbarians like you lot is quite beyond me. Anyway, salut!" His customary double chuckle 
announced his opening quaff of the night and by one in the morning his world had doubled in size 
and quantity. 

Wallet stared at the Armageddon Bell, wondering what it sounded like when it rang, and more 
worryingly, what made it ring. “What's the strangest thing you've encountered on one of these 
hunts?”

Fleetwood pulled the headphones away from his ear. “The strangest thing was last October when
Barny opened his wallet.”

That's right,” said Kent.
“Creaked like Dracula's coffin when he unfolded that ten shilling note.”
With no equipment to look after, Wallet dwelled on his own predicament, his modus operandi 

and a field of words, a dreadful dictionary of names: Lena, Malandanti, Frieda and now Raiena. 



Susan and Albert Cole. “What are you going to do about your car, Barny? You gonna break Albert's
fingers?”

“What for, old boy?”
“Revenge. Restitution. Eye for an eye, finger for a finger and all that.”
“No.”
Kent agreed. “Life's too short to bear grudges. An uncle of mine, Uncle Bill, another William, 

held a grudge against a bookmaker who ripped him off in 1933. Owed him two guineas he did and 
then got himself shot in the Ardennes. Never paid up. Uncle Bill wouldn't stop going on about it 
and took the grudge with him to the grave. We had him cremated just to shut him up.”

“No need to break anyone's fingers, Rob. I just won't buy another car from him.”
Being older than Wallet, they had Old Man's Virtue, the same resignation that prepared them for 

a grave of their own without driving them mad. But Wallet was younger and had no need to worry 
about graves. There was still time for the breaking of fingers and poisoning the pies they were stuck
in. (If Raven could hear him now. . . .) 

The lack of activity, the absence of sound other than the constant brush of the yew tree's canopy 
against the gutters, pushed Wallet to the limits of his patience. For the others, ghost hunting was an 
excuse to sit and do nothing. In another world they would be sat at Lords, snoozing through a test 
match or reclining in a boat waiting for the gudgeon to bite. Wallet hated cricket and never fished, 
so he wandered back through the house, his bravery encouraged by the total lack of supernatural 
threat.

He thought of death – the house had that effect on everyone – and he thought of the Malandanti's
continuous influence on everything and everyone around him as if it had somehow become ionised 
in the atmosphere, poisoning the air. He strode past one of Kent's thermographic anemometers and 
heard a clamour of activity downstairs. He stopped. He had set off the alarm and now Kent and 
Barny were questioning the accuracy of the equipment: it had never gone off before, was it set up 
correctly? Should they go and investigate? (What was the point of ghost hunting, Wallet thought, if 
you weren't prepared to go and find the ghost setting off the equipment?) He waited another 
moment, but Barny and Kent chose to discuss the options rather than rush upstairs to confront the 
ghost.

The house settled again, more quiet than before. Wallet heard Fleetwood strike a match and the 
tobacco curl and crinkle in his pipe. From a bedroom doorway he watched a shadow against the 
window ripple in the shifting muted moonlight. He joined it and stared through glass mottled by 
neglect, the derelict garden below shimmering in and out of focus.

“Who are you?”
Wallet hadn't seen her. What he thought was a shadow contained the muted patterns and colours 

of a dress, the bony topography of a human face and the soft dull strands of hair tied up with a dark 
bow. The face, the face of a young woman heavy with sadness, waited for him to answer. “I'm. . . .”
He paused, waiting to see if the woman's form persisted when he spoke. “I'm Rob.” He wanted to 
ask who she was, but what she was seemed to be the more urgent question.

“Why are you here?”
“I'm with some others. We're . . . historical researchers.”
The woman, precariously transparent, considered his answer. “They won't find me.”
“Won't they?”
She turned back to the glass and faded, leaving Wallet facing the frame and the wall and the 

mould-soaked wallpaper peeling from the corner of the window recess. “Holy fuck I've just seen a 
ghost.”

He returned to the others, reappearing at a muted, almost philosophical pace. Kent explained to 
Barny why Olivier could never be James Bond, but stopped when Wallet stopped in the middle of 
the room. “You've seen somethin' 'aven't you.” Kent gulped for air and jumped out of his chair. 
“That's when it went off, when the thermographic anemometer went off. You saw it, didn't you?”

“Possibly.”
They followed him back to the room and the window. “Here, she was stood here broad as 



daylight. A young woman, oldish dress, like 1940s or something.”
“Young woman.” Kent opened a ring binder and thumbed the pages. “What did she say, what did

Deanne tell us to watch out for. 'Ere . . . 'ere it is! A presence, possibly a woman, a young woman,” 
Kent gasped as if gripped by another bout of stabbing pain, “she's waiting for someone, someone to 
return. Must be a French soldier, gone to war. . . .”

“Hang on, don't get ahead of yourself,” said Barny. “Deanne predicted a young woman and Rob 
saw a young woman. Have you read these notes, Rob?”

“No.”
“Have you been here before?”
“No.”
“Sorry to interrogate you, old boy, but it's scientific rigour. We have to discount any possibilities 

that you might know anything about the place.”
Wallet nodded, but he didn't need to know anything to answer Barny's questions because the 

young woman he saw stood at the doorway to the room. 
Fleetwood clicked his fingers. “He's gone. Rob.”
“I've not gone.”
“Did she speak to you?”
“She asked me who I was and what I was doing here. I told her we were historical researchers.”
“Very wise,” said Kent, his voice quivering. “It doesn't do to upset 'em.”
“What did she look like?” Barny said.
Wallet focused on the woman, the ghost observing the ghosthunters. “She was very beautiful. 

Dark hair, tied back, allowing her face to shine even though she seemed to be consumed by 
sadness.” She listened intently to his description and when the corner of her mouth broke into a 
gentle smile he felt the urge to continue. “And she had dark generous eyes and a proud face with a 
strong outline. I can picture her now.”

“Can you?” said Kent.
“As if she's still standing here. She isn't a threat.”
“Should I get the old Geiger counter out?” said Kent.
“Not now, William. Time and place for everything, lad.” said Fleetwood.
“What?”
“Rob's parents might not like that sort of thing.”
“We can give it a try.” Barny led Kent out of the room. 
Fleetwood's hands trembled. He hesitated, adjusted his glasses and hurried after them. “We'll get 

the Geiger counter, Rob.”
“Okay.”
“It's in Chesterfield.” All three charged past the woman who stepped aside to let them go. 

Cautious, she waited for Wallet to join them, but he stayed near the window.
“What are you?” she said.
“What am I? Confused, exhilarated. I've never seen a ghost before. Well, not in this context. . . .”
Her voice emerged as a whisper, but in spite of the distance between them, Wallet at the 

window, the ghost in the corridor, her voice floated through the room with such clarity Wallet could
hear every curl of her rich French accent around the vowels and words.

“Do you have a name?” he said.
“Veronique.”
“Was this your house?”
“Is my house. I still live here.”
“I suppose you'll always live here. What's it like? On the other side.”
Veronique's smile broadened. “I don't need to tell you.”
Wallet felt the cold, the same icy shiver the others felt in the car. But for them the cold was 

nothing more than a paranormal draft; for him it was the unwelcome realisation that he and 
Veronique shared the same level of existence, the same unearthly realm. He had become so used to 
his lifestyle, with all its mishaps and humour, so used to living at night and other adaptations, he 



had forgotten he was dead.
“They're coming back,” he said.
“Yes, I know.”
“Can they hurt you?”
“No.”
“I don't know what to say. . . .”
Veronique moved without any visible sign of locomotion as if the house drifted towards her 

taking Wallet with it. “You have no reflection.”
“No. Haven't had one for a while.”
She touched his face and he felt her icy fingers trace a line across his skin from eye to mouth. 

“You're cold.”
“So I'm told. I can't help it.”
“I saw you arrive earlier. I could see you were not like the others, but I didn't know . . . now I see

why.” 
Wallet didn't need to check the window. “I've been like this about three years.” 
He paused when the footsteps reached the room and Kent entered with a tripod. He set it down 

and mumbled, “Oh, it's goin' 'orf, it's goin' 'orf. Barny, it's goin' berserk.”
Barny arrived carrying the Geiger counter which squealed as soon as it crossed the threshold of 

the room. “Sweet Jesus, listen to that.” 
Behind Barny, Fleetwood's pipe poked around the door frame. “That's very loud.”
Wallet stood with Veronique. The equipment buzzed and chatted and three men buzzed and 

chatted with equal energy. The spectacle continued for half an hour until Veronique giggled. Wallet
nudged her and placed his index finger between her shoulder blades to guide her forward. “I need 
some fresh air,” he said. “I'll leave you to it.”

They watched him go and when he was out in the corridor he heard Kent say, “It's settling down 
now. Whatever it is it's following him.” He called out. “Be careful, Rob. It might have gone with 
you.”

“I'll be careful.”
Outside, away from the confused attention of Kent and the impudent detection of the equipment, 

Wallet breathed out. “They think you're setting off the equipment.”
“They can't see me.”
“Obviously. They think there's something there, but it's me setting everything off.”
“They don't know what you are?”
“No. They have no idea.”
Veronique found the whole arrangement amusing and Wallet enjoyed seeing her smile. She had 

an unusual smile as if she had to force her face to let the happiness show itself. When her lips parted
her teeth sat behind her lower lip and her gums reflected the increasingly confident moonlight. 

“Are you on your own here?”
“Yes.”
“When I saw you at the window you looked like you were waiting for someone.”
“I was, but not any more. He's gone now.”
“He?” The question, a single word, darkened Veronique's outline and the wall of the house 

increased in presence. “Will you still be here if I come back?”
“I told you, I live here.” And she was gone.
Downstairs, in the semi-shade of the stairwell the others discovered the benefits of Barny's 

cabinet. Wallet eavesdropped on part of a hushed conversation led by Barny. “Well, what do you 
expect from a man who named his boat after a Swedish pop singer?”

Kent inhaled strong enough to make his jaw crack. “He didn't?”
“The Agnetha?” said Fleetwood.
“Anyeta to you, old boy. He's as mad as a bloody march hare if you ask me.”
“Well, I'm not asking you.” Wallet leaned against the most solid looking stair rail.
Kent breathed in again. “You know, Rob, there are times I almost think you're a ghost too.”



“Do you?”
“One o' them. . . .”
“I'm not one o' them, one of 'em or one of anything.” He arrived at the foot of the stairs where 

Fleetwood waited for him.
“If you don't mind, Rob, but your skin.”
“What about it?”
“It's ever so cold.”
“I'm cold bloodied.”
“That may be so, but the last time I felt skin as cold as that it was still attached to an eight pound 

pike.”
“What are you hinting at, Eric? Come on, spit it out.”
“It's not normal, that's all.”
Barny stopped him. “We've been hunting spooks for ten years and the closest we've ever come 

was William's groaning stomach. And you meet one on your first night.”
“Gentlemen,” Wallet dropped his arms to his sides, “I am a vampire. The cold skin, lying in bed 

all day, going from here to there in the blink of an eye. I was turned three years ago in southern 
Germany . . . I am what I am.”

The twitching in Fleetwood's fingers spread to Kent's. He tugged his cravat and then pressed it 
against his throat. “Stop messin' about. You 'ad us going then. Vampire. . . .”

“Well, stop going on about my cold skin. It's freezing at night on that boat.”
“Show us your teeth,” said Kent grinning.
“No, I won't.”
“No, you're right. Sorry.” 
“I thought you said you'd met Henry Fielding?”
“We did, but that was years ago,” said Barny. “You think about how many people have walked 

this earth, we can't understand why there aren't more of them wandering about after they die. Where
do they all go?”

“Back to Mother Earth,” said Kent.
“Come on, spill the beans, old boy, what's your secret, Rob? Are you clairvoyant?”
“Claire . . . oh, clairvoyant. No, it's luck, must be. Perhaps four is an auspicious number. You 

know, like thirteen in a coven.” Wallet stopped himself, wished he hadn't said that and the others 
closed in, overcoming any reservations of suspicion.

“What is it, Rob?”
“Something Raven said on the phone.”
“Raven, who's Raven?”
Wallet took out his phone in the hope he could lessen the severity of the situation. He scrolled to 

an image gallery. “That's Raven.”
Fleetwood pulled his pipe clear. “Raven, she's got blue hair.”
“She's confused. She's at that funny time in life.”
“I take it that's not the real colour of her hair?”
“No. It's green normally.” It should have been black, a representative colour of the threat she was

at the centre of, surrounded by vampires, bothered by Interpol, implicated in murder and with a 
peripheral threat from the Malandanti and devil worshippers with their own interrogation centre. 
What happened to the simple life? The life of a Monaco recluse with nothing more taxing than 
questions about body temperature and hunting beautiful, utterly beautiful ghosts. What happened to 
revenge? Wallet hoped she would reappear just by thinking about her, but all he saw was the cable 
knit pattern of Kent's pullover. Perhaps if he came back on his own. Yes, Wallet decided he would 
come back to the safety of Veronique's derelict haunting, the reassuring simplicity of her smile, the 
banishing of retribution.



18

Bernadette Maldini preferred to take her time, but results energised her, drew on some waiting 
reserve of fuel. In the dim light of the car's back seat, her phone and tablet and laptop glowed with 
victorious data. 
      Dremba waited, aware of the need to keep quiet until Bernadette had finished typing up her final
notes and findings. “Checklist,” he said when she looked up and took a deep breath.

“Go.”
“Susan Bekker and Rene van Voors went to the same school?”
“Yes.”
“Bekker's mother died in 1984?”
“Yes.”
“Bekker did not attend her mother's funeral?”
“Correct.”
“And her father hasn't spoken to her since?”
“Correct.”
“And there is no evidence of a club in Ipswich, England, called Hooly Goolys?”
“No, there is not.” 
The lack of a club central to the Toten Herzen myth, the missing detail unearthed by Rob Wallet 

during the band's resurrection, inspired Bernadette to explore other corners of history to see what 
else could be dug up. She travelled from Bamberg to Rotterdam, and in the wait for Toten Herzen 
and Susan Bekker to return from South America, used Interpol's resources and limitless reach to 
examine long lost information that publicists and journalists would never see.

In Ipswich, she discovered a club called Hoolies (short for hooligans), but no one she spoke to 
remembered Hooly Goolys. A number of locals remembered Micky Redwall and his rock nights at 
Hoolies, but an equal number remembered seeing Led Zeppelin top the bill at the same venue. One 
phone call was enough to establish that one half of old Toten Herzen fans had bad memories, the 
other half were exaggerating bullshitters. 

From Ipswich, Bernadette and Dremba moved down to London to check the Met's historic staff 
lists and found no record of PC Barry Bush or his unbelievable colleague Stan Bowles. Another 
hole opened in Rob Wallet's account of the band's murder, and his integrity as a journalist began to 
match his reputation as a publicist. In twenty-four hours Bernadette would return to Rotterdam to 
speak to Susan Bekker, but she had two more calls to make in the flat, ghostly landscape of 
Lincolnshire. 

“It's not against the law to rewrite history," said Dremba. Bernadette opened a window to let the 
cigarette smoke out. “It's almost expected when you're writing about a rock band.”

“Do you like driving on the left?” she said.
“I hate it.”
“I noticed you keep trying to move over to the right.”
“We're short of time.”
“Keep her waiting. She's in our jurisdiction. I want to see her face when we tell her the news.”
“It's bad news for her, but it could be worse for us.”
“I don't think so. We didn't murder her.”
Dremba didn't trust satnavs, but he needed one to find Neil Daley's sprawling timber house built 

in the middle of nowhere and surrounded by endless hectares of featureless scrubland. Built on stilts
to defy the fenland floods, it hovered in the fog, a flat colourless composition tinkling in the wind, 
the occasional snap of timber reacting to the shifting weight of the house's bony legs.

The front door shook when Dremba banged the frame. Daley's silhouette appeared in the 
hallway, his expression no more substantial than his outline through the glass when he looked over 
the door chain. “Yes.”

Bernadette showed her ID. “Neil Daley? Bernadette Maldini, Interpol. This is my colleague, 
Pierre Dremba.” 



“You didn't say you were coming? Has something happened?”
“Like what? Things seem to happen wherever your sister goes, Neil.”
The family resemblance was there: the round cheeks, narrow mouth, high forehead, pale skin; 

with a red Mohican hairstyle he could have been his sister. Only the ageing separated them. The 
massive age difference. Daley also had his sister's suspicious expression as if he were hiding a great
secret. . . . It was the reason Bernadette and Dremba were here.

“The quicker you let us in, Neil, the quicker we can be away.”
The interior was tidier than the exterior, but clearly the home of a man who had little contact 

with the outside world beyond the fence of his garden. A wood stove crackled and a whisper of 
smoke sneaked away from a split in the pipe up to the ceiling. Nothing in the room matched; three 
different chairs, two different curtains, a new black television on an old melamine table. “Do you 
ever see your sister?” Bernadette sat down under the living room window where a freezing draft 
played across the back of her neck.

“She comes and goes. Looks after me.”
“Are you ill?”
“My nerves are not what they were.” Daley sat down and bit his thumbnail.
“You're not in trouble, Neil,” Bernadette said. “To be honest with you, we're co-ordinating a 

murder investigation in Rotterdam. You're not part of that enquiry, but we would like to know about
your sister.”

“Ask me anything.”
“And we'd like to know about your father.”
Daley left his thumbnail alone and drooped his head. He checked Dremba checking the room's 

ornaments.
“Your father died in 1967?”
“Yes.”
“And Alex Beal was charged with his murder.”
“Yes.”
“When he left gaol in 1973 he moved to Spain.”
“I believe so.”
“What's this?” Dremba stood in front of a woven willow ornament hanging from a tall cupboard.
“It's a dreamcatcher.”
“Believe in the occult, do you?”
“I wouldn't call it occult. It's something you'll find in a lot of aboriginal cultures.”
“Yeah, but superstition, it's all part of the great occult spectrum, isn't it?”
“If you say so. I don't see it that way myself.”
Bernadette held her phone with both hands, its microphone capturing every word. “Do you think 

your sister is a vampire?”
“What?”
“That's the myth, isn't it? Toten Herzen, four vampires, the supernatural rock band.”
“She's always been our Elaine to me.”
“I guess so. But you must admit, she has a reputation for aggressive violence.”
“A lot of it's lurid publicity. You don't have to believe it.”
“But even so, she was in a position to kill Beal and yet he's still alive.”
“Lucky him. Life moves on. Have you ever lost anyone like that?”
“No, I haven't. I'll admit, I've come close and I'm sure I'd be angry enough to kill, but you don't 

know until it happens to you.”
“No, you don't.” For all her wealth, Elaine Daley didn't appear to share much of it with her 

brother. The edges of his sweater were as threadbare as the stitching on his armchair as if man and 
chair had agreed to fall apart at the same rate. 

“Beal is a wealthy man. Manages his own property portfolio.”
“So I believe.”
“Where do you think he got the money from to go into business?”



“I've really no idea.” Daley followed Dremba, repositioning the displaced ornaments. “His 
business is his own business. I'm quite happy here as I am.”

“Really,” Dremba laughed. “You live in poverty in the middle of all this. You could be washed 
away at any minute. Disappear in this fog and nobody would even know you're gone.”

“Suits me.”
Daley carried the memory around with him and it was a heavy weight, forcing him to stand up 

with effort, to stoop, and sit down with difficulty. Bernadette waited for him to position a cushion in
the small of his back before asking, “Did Elaine get on with her father?”

“Yeah. They were fine. He worked nights, we didn't see much of him. Get home from school and
he'd be around for a couple of hours.”

Dremba examined a drinks cabinet with little to offer. “Did you miss him?”
“Yes. It's been a long time.” Daley forced a smile. “He'd be in his nineties now.”
“I notice there are no photographs of him,” said Dremba. “I see photographs of the countryside 

around here, but no family photos.”
“We were never a photographic family.”
“What sort of family were you?”
“Normal.”
Dremba spoke to the living room. “Normal? Rich? Poor? What is normal?”
“Normal like everyone else? Weren't you normal once?”
Bernadette interrupted. “Were you normal after he died?”
“We grew up very quickly when he died. We had to.”
”When did you last see Elaine?”
“I told you. Before the tour started she came by. I didn't need anything.”
There may have been more information concealed in Daley's family baggage, but short of tying 

him to a post on the porch there wasn't time to tease it out of him in his living room. “We're done 
here, Neil. No need to show us out.” At the door to the living room Bernadette tugged Dremba's 
sleeve to stop him rushing away. “How old are you, Neil?” She pulled the tablet from her handbag, 
listening and scrolling at the same time.

“Fifty-nine.” His answer sounded like a question.
Dremba took Bernadette's tablet for a closer look at the image taken from a news website. “This 

your sister?”
Daley nodded.
“Your older sister?”
He nodded again, but with less conviction.
“She either looks great for her age or you're a fucking wreck.”
Bernadette took back her tablet and headed for the car without waiting for Daley's answer.
“We can't go yet.” Dremba reached the car door first.
“There's nothing left to ask. It's all academic. I don't think he's part of any of it.”
“We should check his neck.”
“Excuse me.”
“Check his neck.”
“Check his neck? Are you insane? Check it for what, bite marks?”
“Yes.”
“Seriously?” Daley stood like a ghost at the window of his living room. “What, you think his 

sister visits to feed off his blood or something?”
“How do you explain the age difference?”
“A hoax. A lookalike. Plastic surgery. A well planned conspiracy that we may all one day wake 

up to read about in the press. Rob Wallet has been sacked. He was instrumental in the band's 
comeback. Maybe he'll reveal everything someday.”

Dremba didn't like being contradicted, didn't like driving Bernadette around (he hadn't stopped 
smouldering from Raven mistaking him for the chauffeur), but sitting in the back seat as the car 
snatched at the stony driveway of Daley's ramshackle house, Bernadette recognised her own 



frustration in Dremba's erratic mood.
She was with him in Wurzburg when the witches flew and the forest boiled and opened up with 

poison gas and static electricity. She still hadn't figured out how they did any of it, how they flew, 
how they attacked, how they animated the trees and made the earth breath its noxious fumes. . . .

The time taken to arrive in Lincoln should have been working time, but Bernadette left her 
gadgets on stand-by. Dremba parked the car outside the Calf's Head Inn and marched away on his 
own. She found him at a table with the man they had arranged to meet. Retired Detective 
Superintendent Howard Halliwell. His frail frame and bony hands lifting a pint glass with careful 
effort belied his sharp attention to detail and recall: he remembered the Neville Daley manslaughter.

“It should have been murder.” He wiped his mouth with a clean white handkerchief. 
“I agree,” Bernadette said. “We found one report hinting at a conspiracy, but you're the only 

person left who was there at the time.”
“Was that Farriday's report?”
“Yes.”
“What made Farriday suspicious?” Dremba asked.
“He knew the family. Not intimately, cousins, uncles and what have you. But it was all anecdotal

and without evidence it would never go to trial.”
“But in those days you could beat up suspects to get confessions.”
Halliwell leaned towards Dremba. “Trust me, we considered it. Alex Beal knew what was going 

on. Farriday wanted to give him a good going over, but it was always hit and miss. You end up 
thinking they confess just to get out of that room.”

“Did the family have a reputation in Lincoln?” said Bernadette.
“Lincoln's a city, love. Families don't have reputations in the city. I don't know what people 

thought of them where they lived, but you kept things to yourself in those days. Not like now with 
social media and that Facebook. Everywhere's a confession box these days.”

“Knowing what you know, Howard,” Bernadette held her phone beneath the table and turned on 
the voice recorder, “what do you think happened?”

He cleared his throat. “I think Elizabeth Daley got tired of being battered, knew Alex Beal 
through a friend of a friend. Had her husband whacked on his way home from work and played the 
grieving widow. No witnesses, no apparent motive. What she offered for his favour god knows, but 
he must have been offered something. You don't kill someone's husband for nothing.”

“And you're aware Alex Beal is a wealthy man living in Spain?”
“Oh, I know that. We all know that. We remember when he walked out of gaol.”
“Do you think Elaine Daley used her money to set him up in Spain?”
“Possibly.”
The doubt was left hanging and Dremba left the pub preaching Howard Halliwell's method of 

policing. “Old school hit 'em first and ask questions later. It's an effective means to an end. Think 
how much money you'd save.”

“As he said you never know if the confession is real.” Bernadette leaned against the car. 
Twisting clouds of smoke from two cigarettes intertwined. “The only contradiction is the fact that 
Elaine Daley was a schoolgirl at the time. She didn't have money from Toten Herzen to pay Beal. 
Maybe later, to set him up in business as a reward, but she had nothing at the time.”

“Explains why she never went after him.”
“Yes. It does.
“Doesn't explain anything else.”
“Such as?”
“Why she's forty years younger than her younger brother.”
Bernadette stubbed her cigarette on the car roof. “I've already told you.”
“And I don't buy it.” 
Dremba's driving matched his mood again, stop start, throwing Bernadette across the back seat. 

“She isn't a vampire, Pierre. Get used to it.”
“And Wurzburg. We imagined that?”



“We were on their property. They could have set up anything to deal with intruders.”
“And their fucking broomsticks? Tell me where I can buy a broomstick like that so I can fly 

around scaring my fucking neighbours.”
“There'll be a scientific explanation. . . .”
“Hoenenbacker didn't have one.”
“You asked him?”
“When I was alone with him in the safe house. Yes, I asked him. The guy was almost crying 

because he couldn't explain it. He didn't dismiss it.”
“Maybe he should.”
Dremba shook his head and dove the car down the motorway slip road. “A fucking Catholic who

believes all the shit you do and you can't see anything supernatural anywhere outside the Church.”
“My beliefs have nothing to do with it.”
“You are selectively tolerant of the occult.”
“It's called faith.”
“Faith my ass. I don't think you actually believe it yourself.”
“It's symbolic.”
“Bullshit.”
“Leave it.”
“Yeah, I'll leave it. You can't argue with a closed mind.”
“And you don't solve murder cases believing in vampires.”
“Yeah, right. We'll see.”

-

Every argument exhausted itself eventually. By the time they were back in Rotterdam Dremba's 
frustration had left him, but Bernadette's doubts lingered like a stubborn virus. “We should meet 
Bekker when the facts are on our side. Make her wait.”

“What do you mean?” Dremba had no choice any more but to go along with her preambles. 
“Let's speak to Raven and Rene van Voors first.”
“Reason. . . .”
“I want to play a game with them.”
The game sounded clever. Dremba liked it. Speak to Raven and Rene simultaneously in adjacent 

rooms and ask them the same questions. Alien Noise were happy to oblige by providing two rooms 
at the office and at ten p.m. Raven and Rene were ready, a little intrigued, a little worried – Raven 
was very worried, especially when she found out Dremba was in the interrogator's chair.

“You don't like me, do you?” she said.
“Why do you say that?”
“It stands out a mile. You've got an attitude problem. And you're not allowed to smoke in here.”
Dremba studied his cigarette, an overpowering Malboro. “I don't dislike you. I have to ask 

questions.”
“Suppose so. You've had enough practice on me.”
“Were you like this at school when you were in trouble?”
“I wasn't in trouble at school. Hang on, you've not been ferreting around in my school records, 

have you? That's not on. That's confidential stuff, there's data protection laws to stop you doing 
that.”

“I couldn't care less about your school records.”
“If I did anything wrong they were technical infringements.”
After hours and days of discussions and cross-examination Dremba understood Raven's outward 

displays of her state of mind. Folded arms indicated irritation. Tugging at the ends of her fringe 
signified anxiety. She glanced at the ceiling when she lied; chewed the inside of her cheek when she
was found out lying. Raven sat back and folded her arms. Dremba laughed.

“Well, go on then. Ask me a question, or have you dried up?”



“You believe in all this vampire shit, don't you?”
“Yeah.”
Dremba pointed at the wall. “You think that cupcake next door is a vampire?”
“I know he is. What do you mean cupcake? Don't say that to his face.”
“You believe in witchcraft?”
“I've met a witch. Wait a minute, I had nothing to do with Lena Siebert-Neved falling off a 

mountain. That was her fault, she should have had a rope. Black magic didn't do her any favours, 
did it?”

“We came across it last year. Near Wurzburg. We interrupted some kind of black magic ritual 
and they came flying after us.”

“Why are you telling me that?”
“You live this life. You must see how they do it.” 
“They do it by magic, mate. It's not a trick.”
Dremba waited for Raven to fiddle with her fringe, but her arms remained crossed; she was 

interrogating him. “Do you ever get scared?”
“I did at first. It's scary when they all get angry. You don't want to be around a load of angry 

vampires. Puts you right off your tea. I go to bed and leave them to it. Can I ask you a question? 
What's that tattoo?”

Dremba pulled his shirt sleeve down his arm. “This? It's nothing.”

-

In the adjacent room, Bernadette made no effort to read Rene's body language, but she made mental
notes of his bloodshot eyes (she'd type up the detail later) and the occasional appearance of two 
particularly pointed canine teeth (the words theatrical orthodontics poked into her subconscious 
every time they poked down from his upper lip).

“You believe in all this vampire shit, don't you?”
“Er, I suppose I have to, don't I? You believe in all this human shit?”
“You believe in it enough to get your teeth shaped like that?”
“It wasn't a conscious choice.” Rene closed his mouth and grinned.
“You were in Brazil when Susan Bekker was in Rotterdam with Frieda Schoenhofer?”
“Was I?”
“You were on tour in Brazil when she just popped over to Europe for an interview?”
“Yeah. You didn't say that.”
“What did I say?”
“She was in Rotterdam at the same time as Frieda Schoenhofer.”
“She was there for the interview,” said Bernadette.
“Frieda Schoenhofer?”
“No, Susan Bekker.”
“Yes, I know. I do work with her.”
“Let's start again.”

-

Tattoo hidden, Dremba stood over Raven's right shoulder. “The band were in Brazil when Susan 
Bekker came over to Rotterdam.”

“Yeah.”
“She just came over for an interview and went back a few hours later?”
“Yeah. Apparently.”
“Apparently?”
“I didn't meet her. I heard the interview on the radio.”
“How did she do that?”



Raven crossed her arms. “She turned up at the radio station, sat in a chair and spoke into a 
microphone. It's not that hard to figure out.”

-

“According to the myth, the owner of Crass records, your record label, threw himself off Malham 
Cove in 1986.” Bernadette leaned into Rene's face and watched his pupils dilate. “He did no such 
thing, did he?”

“No.”
“No.”
“It wouldn't be a myth if it were true.”
“No Hooly Goolys, no PC Barry Bush in Highgate Cemetery, and Lenny Harper did not try to 

kill the four of you in 1977.”
“Rob Wallet is nothing if not imaginative. He should have been an author."
“Do you know what happened to him, Rene?”
“Rob Wallet? Moved to Monaco, I think.”
“The owner of Crass records.”
“Rob's not the owner of Crass records.”
“I'm not getting through to you, am I? What happened to the owner of Crass records?”
“If I knew that I'd confront him about the money he owes us.”
“Why didn't you ask him a couple of years ago?”
“When?”
“When you all came back to London to collect the master tapes of your albums. The same week 

your old critics started falling out of windows.”
Rene composed himself. “How come Interpol are conducting this investigation? I thought you 

co-ordinated things, helped national forces to conduct cross-border operations?”
“You've been reading our website. Our website doesn't tell you everything, Rene.”
“Neither does ours.”

-

Dremba didn't know where Bernadette was up to in the list of questions, but he had reached the 
legend of Toten Herzen. “How much do you know about their early days?”

“Before my time, wasn't it?”
“So, you only have written evidence to know what happened?”
“Yeah. You have to take a lot of it with a pinch of salt though.”
“The owner of the band's record label threw himself off the top of Malham Cove in 1986.”
“Seems to be a lot of that around this band. People falling off mountains.”
“You know it isn't true.”
“What isn't?”
“The owner of their record label killing himself at Malham Cove.”
“Oh.” Raven folded her arms and tapped the fingers of her right hand against her left sleeve. A 

new signal; confusion perhaps? Or the consideration that someone had been lying to her.
“There was no one called Barry Bush who worked for the Met in 1977.”
“Oh.” The finger tapping slowed down. “I suppose there was no Eric Mortimer either.”
“No, there was an Eric Mortimer, but Lenny Harper did not try to kill the band in 1977.”
“But he got his head chopped off a few years ago, didn't he? He couldn't have done that himself.”
“Stranger things have happened.” Dremba's cigarette smoke wafted like a cloud of doubt across 

Raven's face. She coughed. “The man who killed Elaine Daley's father became very rich after 
1978.”

“Good for him.”
“Why didn't Elaine Daley kill him? She seems to kill everyone else she knows.”



“She hasn't killed me. I don't know why she hasn't killed him.”
“Her mother had her father killed because he was an abusive husband.”
“Sort of makes sense.”
“You didn't know that?”
“Of course I didn't know that. I'm twenty-two years old. I'm not Doctor Who. I don't travel 

around in a time machine.”

-

Six years ago Bernadette had sat opposite a man called Leonardo della Visconti, a hit man for 
Salvatore Baresi. He was an impenetrable wall, but she broke him down by chipping away, one 
question at a time, sentence by sentence, accusation by accusation, until he collapsed. Rene was like
basalt compared to della Visconti's chalk. “Lenny Harper did not kill you in 1977.”

“Here I am.” Rene opened his arms.
“But Elaine Daley's mother arranged for Alex Beal to kill her father.”
“I try not to get involved in family squabbles.”
“Neville Daley was an abusive husband. Elizabeth Daley arranged to have him killed. Alex Beal 

was compensated by Elaine when she was earning money from Toten Herzen.”
“What she does is her own affair. It's her money.”
“She's never spoken to you about it?”
“No.”
“You've been together forty years and other band members still keep secrets from you. Don't 

they trust you?”
“I don't want to know all their business. It's called privacy, a concept a cop would never 

understand.”
“I'm not a cop. And what if one of your colleague's privacy threatened your life? What if they 

were doing things without you knowing? Involved in stuff they don't tell you about? It's in your 
interests to know, isn't it?”

“What they do. . . .”
“What Susan does. . . .”
“What they do. . . .”
“Does Susan tell you everything, Rene?”
“No.”
“Friends since childhood, you should be as close as siblings. Or does she not trust you, Rene?”
“Ask Susan.”
“How old are you, Rene?”
“That's an impolite question.”
“Do you think Susan murdered Frieda Schoenhofer?”
“I only believe what I can see with my own eyes.”
She didn't want to play her hand so soon, but the information, the recent news, gnawed at her 

patience. She suppressed a grin, screwed her mouth into a fake scowl – Rene, being the master of 
fakery, might recognise the expression. “I don't think she murdered her either. In fact, you can go 
back and tell her the murder charge will be dropped.”

Rene shrugged. “Good. That's good news. She dyed her hair blonde. A weird attempt to distract 
herself, so she'll probably go back to being black now.”

“Good. She'll be here soon, if she's not already here. I know how easily she comes and goes 
between places.”

“Does this mean I can go?”
“When Raven's ready, yes.”

-



“You're free to go.”
“Until the next time?”
“Obviously I can't promise that, but we're speaking to Susan Bekker later tonight. I don't think 

that will take long.”
“You gonna arrest her? She's a slippery customer. I don't know how you'll keep her locked up.”
“No, we won't arrest her.”
“What you questioning her for, then?”
“We just like questioning people. Who do you think killed Frieda Schoenhofer?”
“Jesus, for the umpteenth time, I don't know. Jack the Ripper, I don't know. Will you fucking 

leave me alone.” She snatched her fringe with both hands and sobbed.
Dremba knelt down and placed an arm on her shoulder. “Come on, kid. You're not part of this set

up. They're using you. They're not a stupid publicity-seeking rock band, they're dangerous. Whether
they're vampires or not is irrelevant. They are mixed up in a lot of crime, a lot of killing and they 
don't care who they kill. Business partners, journalists, rival rock bands for Christ's sake. They will 
stop at nothing and you're mixed up in it.”

“I don't want to be with them any more. I want to be with Rob in Monaco. The only time I feel 
safe is when I'm with him.”

“We're not sure he's any less of a threat.”
“No, he's harmless. He's not like them. When they killed the other band he should have killed the

manager, but he let him live.”
Dremba nodded. “You come from England?”
“Yeah.” 
“Go home to England, Raven, before they kill you too.”
“I can't, can I. All my money's in the farmhouse. My passport.”
“I'll get it for you. I'll arrange protection and get you home.”
“When?”
“We can do it all tonight. Get you into a hotel somewhere tonight, have you home tomorrow.”
Dremba waited for Raven to stop blowing her nose and rang Bernadette. “Is he still here?”
“Yes.”
“I'll take Raven back”
“Okay. Did she open up?”
“Yep.” He winked at Raven. “She's done the right thing.”

-

Outside the makeshift interview room Bernadette detected a gathering of cold air swirling around 
the meeting spaces and conference tables; an icy draft that was more than an open window. Rene 
noticed it too. He stood alongside Bernadette and twisted his neck. “She's here.”

“Good.” Bernadette led Rene to reception. “Raven hasn't finished yet. My colleague will drive 
her back to Marco's house when she's free, but you can go now. Unless you want to speak to Bekker
first. Of course, I'm presuming she wants to speak to you.”

“No, I'm cool.”
“Yes, you are, aren't you?” She allowed herself a feint smile. “But you're not as cool as you think

you are. Cold perhaps. But it's been very interesting talking to you, Rene. Very revealing.”
“Good.”
“May I give you a little bit of advice?”
“Sure.”
“Better people than you have tried to pull off a conspiracy like this. You'd be surprised how easy 

it is to overlook the smallest detail.”
“I'll bear that in mind.”
“I hope so. Keep your eye on the news, Rene. There's a big surprise coming. You might even 

learn something.”



She walked away without looking back to double-check the line that appeared between his eyes; 
a trace of doubt, a slip in the mask as if the opportunity to learn had piqued his imagination. Or 
maybe touched a nerve. 

Dremba came down to reception. Raven followed, blue-haired, red eyed and without the bolshy 
front she had stood behind for so long. "We'll go before she gets here."

"Okay. We don't want her getting to-"
"She's already here." Raven blew her nose. "Can we just go."
She slipped away with Dremba. Bernadette returned to the half-light of the mezzanine floor, 

alone in the abnormal calm, a stillness so at odds with the reported bedlam of this piece of 
Rotterdam real estate. It was a disturbing calm, the calm of the dentist's waiting room and being 
overtly conscious of the peace and its vulnerability.  

Voices spoke, the receptionist greeting an unseen visitor in Dutch. Bernadette tried to anchor 
herself in the low sofa, the same low sofa she had sat on when she interviewed Marco Jongbloed. 
But the office furniture wasn't designed for comfort, it was there to make the visitor sit up and take 
notice of the main players, the resident performers, and one was here now. The acoustics of the 
glass and timber turned Susan's footsteps into an ominous countdown, the same forbidding 
expectation that whipped up Toten Herzen's fans into their destructive delirium. On-stage or off she 
knew how to play the audience whether it was sixty thousand or a private audience of one. Susan 
appeared on the top step, blonde and magnificent, wrapped in an icy shroud of antipathy, and stared 
at Bernadette for a full minute analysing the reaction, examining the body language, calculating the 
next move. Bernadette lit a cigarette and blew the smoke back at Susan. "Good of you to come and 
see me."

Susan didn't move. "You spoke to my father?"
“Yes.”
“You had no business speaking to him.”
“It's a free country, Susan. I can speak to anyone.”
“You know he's a liar.”
“Prove it to me and I'll believe you.”
“I'm not proving anything to you. You have to work for your money.”
Bernadette's breath hung back behind the cigarette smoke, an uncertain mist gathering as if 

Susan could somehow intensify the overwhelming chill by turning down the thermostat until the air 
crystallised. “Is there something wrong, Susan? You can come a little closer. I don't bite.”

“I'm fine where I am. I don't plan on staying.”
“Good. I wanted to take you somewhere. I thought we could go for a drive, recreate the last 

known movements of Frieda Schoenhofer. See if any of it jogs your memory.”
“I don't like driving.”
“I'll drive. We can get to know each other.”
The receptionist watched them leave. “Will you be coming back?”
“No,” Bernadette said.
“Should I lock up?”
“If there's no one inside, I suppose so.”
“You can go home now,” Susan said.
They stepped out together into an evacuated street as if Rotterdam knew they were coming. 

Bernadette had taken this walk so many times with a bruised informer or over-confident don, a 
stubborn procession through a tipped-off press pack, maximising embarrassment, maximising the 
sense of accomplishment, the hierarchy restored. But Rotterdam wasn't Turin, it had no taste for 
judicial dramatics played out in the streets and left them to it, left Bernadette alone with no support, 
no reassurance and the peculiar shock of seeing her solitary self in every window. She turned. . . .

“Still here.” Susan held up her hands.
The same solitary reflection arrived in the window of the car. Bernadette spun around dropping 

her keys and phone.
“Still here," Susan whispered. “Something wrong with the car?”



“Nothing wrong with the car.”
Susan played all the passive-aggressive tricks: entered the car without opening the door; adjusted

the driver's mirror; turned the heating up. “I can see you shivering. I'm assuming it's the cold. It's 
normally warmer at this time of year. Do you think it's global warming messing everything up?"

Bernadette concentrated on the deserted road, certain there were no more tricks, but aware that 
Susan was the passenger when she attacked Frieda Schoenhofer. “Why did you kill her?"

“I didn't.”
“No. I suppose so.”
“Why do you say that?”
“I'm still a long way from putting together all the details. It's the travelling I can't figure out, 

Susan. The travelling from Brazil to the Netherlands and back.”
“You don't need to be in a radio studio to conduct a radio interview.”
“True. But Marco Jongbloed has already testified to you being here in person.”
“What did my father tell you?”
“You're changing the subject.”
“If I want to change the subject I'll change the subject.”
“He hasn't forgiven you for killing your mother.”
“I loved my mother. He got it all wrong.”
“So, why didn't you kill him?”
“I didn't kill anyone.”
“You could have had him murdered. Like Neville Daley.”
“What?” 
Turn right fifty metres. The satnav interrupted.
“Did Elaine pay off Alex Beal after 1978? A reward for killing an abusive father?”
“I have no idea. Ask Elaine.”
Go straight ahead.
“Can you shut that fucking thing off?”
“Don't be so touchy. It's just a satnav.”
“Where's it taking us?”
“Where it all began, Susan. Or perhaps I should say, where it's just beginning.”
They drove through Rotterdam's varied neighbourhoods each inspiring a change in mood. 

Homecomings always had this effect. Bernadette felt it when she returned to Milan, the fondness, 
the longing, the memories stepping out of shop doorways (or where the shops used to be). The 
criminals reacted the same way, they never forgot their roots regardless of where their criminality 
took them. For all their wealth they never left home. Always went back. "We arrested a guy in 
Turin a few years ago. He'd been on the run for twenty-nine years. Wept like a baby when we drove
through the neighbourhood he grew up in. And he was a bad man, Susan. Had a liking for amateur 
surgery. But he wept like a new born baby."

"Could have been sinus trouble?"
Susan came from this landscape, creeping out of a red brick sidestreet forty-five years ago and 

still creeping in and out of the world's hidden corners and concealed rooms, oblivious to the trouble 
following behind, fully aware of the reputation running ahead, a rampaging reputation she made no 
effort to rein in. She wasn't the crying kind and embodied Rotterdam's kaleidoscopic mix of hard 
engineering and the fiery ephemera of the gas burn-off. That was Susan Bekker, up there at the top 
of every illuminated tower growing through the port's tangled oil installations: Susan Bekker 
burning with unspent rage.

"Would you still be working round here, Susan, if you weren't a musician?"
"I'd be retired. Sitting at home with a bronchitic husband criticising the EU."
"I can't picture that."
"Keep your eyes on the road. I don't want to be another rock star killed in a car crash."
"Oh, the irony."
The smell of petroleum agitated Susan who gasped when it seeped through the car's air vents. 



“My father was jealous of the relationship between me and my mother. We shared the same tastes, 
she introduced me to music, she bought me my first guitar, my first real guitar. I still play it. It's 
worth more than life to me, so why would I kill her?”

“By accident.”
“You're clutching at straws. My father is ninety-two. He hasn't made sense since 1995.”
“What happened then?”
“He sent me a birthday card. It was the last time he acknowledged I was alive. And before you 

start to get all Freudian on me, I don't have any hang-ups because of my parents.”
“I didn't say you did.”
“And if you want to know anything about Elaine, ask Elaine. She's a very private person. She 

doesn't bother people with her problems. She always says a problem shared is a problem doubled.”
“Nice quote. Two parents dead, one an accident the other premeditated. Or is it part of the myth?

Who's writing this myth anyway?”
“The authors are everywhere. Call it open source. Everyone chips in with their own helpful little 

contribution.”
“Why the blonde hair?”
“I don't know. I was sick of the old colour. I thought I'd change it until we go back out again.”
“Go back out?”
“The European leg of the tour.”
“Ah. The tour. The fans. The notorious Toten Herzen fans.”
Turn right one hundred twenty-five metres.
“Tell me about them.”
“And rival rock bands. Must be a hard life, Susan. So many enemies, so many problems.”
“We get by.”
“Yeah. Problem with a rival band, kill them.”
“That would be the easy solution.”
“Is that why you killed the other band? There Will Be Blood.”
Susan laughed and waited for the satnav's ironic comment.
“You didn't kill them? The rumours say you did?”
“Don't believe the rumours. We're plagued by rumours.”
“We have a witness who says you did. You killed the band. Rob Wallet let the manager live. Are

you saying that witness was lying?”
“Who said that?” Susan's hair concealed the eager tilt of her head.
“I have my sources. They're everywhere, Susan. As I told Rene, to pull off a conspiracy like this 

you need to make sure you cover every detail.”
“It's not a conspiracy. None of this is a conspiracy.”
“I'm not talking conspiracy theory, Susan. I don't buy any of the Bermuda Triangle mumbo 

jumbo or aliens bringing down the twin towers. I'm talking criminal conspiracy. Conspiracy to 
murder Neil Gannon, four members of There Will be Blood, Lenny Harper in Germany, Frieda 
Schoenhofer in Rotterdam.”

Go straight ahead one hundred metres. Arrive at your destination one hundred seventy-five 
metres.

Susan's left eye peered at the road rolling by like a conveyor belt. She recognised the area, 
recognised the roundabout, the gap in the hedge. . . .

“Do you know where you are now?”
“I know this area.”
“The gap in the hedge is where Frieda's car went off the road, careered across the field and 

stopped right there.” Bernadette pulled over and parked on the grass alongside a railway line. She 
left Susan alone and crossed the soft mud and rough ruts scraped up by Frieda's unguided car 
driving itself in a semi-circle before running out of momentum. 

The temperature dropped again. Susan brushed Bernadette's back and breathed softly across her 
shoulder. "I have this stupid idea Italian blood will taste like Italian wine."



The cold sensation stroking her skin made Bernadette quiver and she stiffened when Susan's 
blonde hair slipped forward; her nose, it was her nose exploring Bernadette's neck, nuzzling her 
scarf to clear a way through to the flesh. 

Keep them talking the training officers always said. “You know death is a science."
"Fascinating." Susan's tongue chose a spot.
"You learn quickly how the human body dies. The forces needed to make all this biology stop 

working." She wondered how the body dies from a vampire bite. "Some are easier to understand 
than others."

"I haven't eaten today."
Bernadette grabbed the mesh fencing and pulled herself away from the Susan's menacing 

appetite. 
“I'm forgetting my manners. You being a Catholic and all that. A bit of girl on girl must be quite 

upsetting.”
“I can wait until you're ready to listen. Why don't you bite yourself?”
“It doesn't work that way.” Susan didn't walk, she skipped a frame, played with the brain's 

perception of space and made her move in that fraction of a second the eyelids blinked. “If I wanted
it I could take you now and nothing in your policewoman's handbook could save you.”

“I'm not a policewoman.”
“I'm waiting for your big reveal. Curiosity has got the better of me, but when I'm ready I'm going

to drink you dry, madam.” 
Keep them talking. "Actually, Susan, I was lying. I can't add Frieda Schoenhofer's death to the 

list of murder charges.” Bernadette fixed Susan's gaze and kept her hand steady enough to find her 
bag, her tablet and a gallery of crime scene photos: Frieda in the car, the interior drenched with 
blood, but not as much blood as there should have been. “According to forensics the footwell 
should have been a centimetre deep in blood, but you can see it's only on the window, some on the 
victim, but look at that scar, Susan. As if her throat has been torn out by an animal.”

“Lovely. And I say that ironically.” 
“With the extent of the trauma and the blood loss you have to wonder how anyone can survive 

an attack like this.”
“Survive?” Susan took hold of the tablet and scrolled through more of the images.
Bernadette's abandoned strength poured back into her legs. “Survive, yes. Didn't you know, 

Susan? Of course, how could you? It hasn't been made public yet.”
“What?”
“Frieda Schoenhofer, Susan. The woman in those photographs. She isn't dead.”
The images stuttered and vanished, replaced by a blizzard of white noise and the tablet's 

screensaver: a Mediterranean sunset viewed from a hotel bedroom in Genoa. Susan's chest heaved. 
“How can she not be dead?”

“I have no idea, Susan. But they recovered her body from the morgue a few days ago. Imagine 
being locked in a refrigerated cabinet for that length of time. Knocking to get out. No one able to 
hear you until a terrified lab technician finds you at two in the morning. And then they take you 
away. . . .”

“You're bluffing.”
Bernadette snatched the tablet. “I don't bluff, Susan. I don't need to bluff because circumstances 

are on my side. The woman you killed is alive and just in case the message hasn't penetrated that 
head of yours, Frieda Schoenhofer was a dangerous criminal before you met her. Powerful friends, 
a powerful network, but you know all about that, don't you? The Malandanti. Didn't you name your 
last album after them?” Susan stared at the rutted soil, the last known resting place of Frieda 
Schoenhofer. “You think Lena Siebert-Neved's Bamberg coven was the sum total of the 
Malandanti?”

She held the tablet steady and scrolled through more images. The rubble of an Italian village. 
“Destroyed in an earthquake caused by witchcraft.” Devastated streets in Helsinki. “Like a war 
zone, Susan. One woman's deranged hunt for a man and his secret. Two billion euros of damage, 



thirty-two people dead.” The charred remains of a museum in Anderlecht. “Innocent victims burned
alive. One of my own colleagues driven insane by it. This, Susan Bekker, is the Malandanti. This is 
the reality. This is your enemy now, not some rock band from Belarus. Frieda Schoenhofer is part 
of this and you have pissed her off. This is your enemy now in all its out of control glory.”

“And you think I should be worried by this?”
“It's your shambles, Susan. Everything you touch is a disaster. You can't even kill someone 

properly. You kill me and I'll come back too. Let me speculate for a moment. Frieda Schoenhofer, 
millionaire business woman, important member of the Malandanti, survives a vampire attack and 
comes back from the dead. Can you see where I'm going with this? Whatever she was doing in 
Rotterdam she wanted something from you and I suspect she found it. That's why you killed her. 
But now she's out there, now she's out there with your secret, her powers of witchcraft, the 
resources of her money and all the vampiric abilities that you have.” 

“You don't believe any of that.”
“No, I don't, but you do. What does she know that you don't want her to know, Susan?” Susan 

turned away, but Bernadette followed, stood close enough to let her own chin rest against Susan's 
shoulder and play the Devil. “If you're in danger, I might be able to help you, Susan. Truth be told, 
I'm not here to see you arrested, I couldn't care less about you and your games and squabbles. It's 
Schoenhofer I want and the rest of her network. But you might be able to help me do that.”

Susan would have been a tall woman in her bare feet, but in high heels she could look down on 
Bernadette like a judgemental goddess. “I don't need your help. Remind yourself, if Frieda 
Schoenhofer was as clever as you make her out to be, then why am I not rotting in the sunshine with
a German stake through my chest? She had the chance, but she wasn't quick enough. You talk about
details, next time you meet Frieda ask her about details.” The moment arrived, lips parted, teeth 
bared, Bernadette's skin tightened.

“You kill me you'll never see your mother again.”
“What?”
Keep them talking. “The dead can rise, Susan. You should know that.”
“Tell me.”
“Raising the dead. Didn't Lena Siebert-Neved try that? They can do it, they all can.”
“How does that save you?”
“Help me find Frieda Schoenhofer, we have a card we can deal, favour for a favour, think about 

it.” Susan's enormous weight pushed down against Bernadette's collar bones, her mouth attached by
a fine thread of saliva. “I know you're intelligent, your website describes you as cunning. We can 
play this together, Susan. Put our heads together, but not like this.” She forced her hand against 
Susan's face and felt the overwhelming resistance. “You know it makes sense. . . .“ 

Susan vanished. A bolt of static electricity lifted Bernadette off the ground and hurled her against
the fence inside a fierce ball of heat. And then it was gone, like Susan, replaced by the familiar 
frozen moisture drifting like ectoplasm, filling her eyes until the tears streamed down her cheeks. 
But she wasn't weeping; only the villains wept.

She sat in the mud, the dissolving earth losing its solidity, its permanence. If Dremba was here 
now he'd be gloating, he wouldn't be able to say I told you so quick enough, but when her hands 
stopped shaking and the first intake of nicotine hit the bloodstream (still where it should be: in her 
veins, not Susan's), the awkward truth mocked her intractable reasoning. There was no discernible 
explanation, no science text book with the explanatory chapter, no expert with the definitive theory. 
She sat in the mud, in the same place Frieda Schoenhofer had died and yet not died. Rotterdam's 
resurrecting ground. Dremba's words played on repeat. Check his neck. Maybe he was right. Maybe
they should have checked Neil Daley's neck.
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When the sun shone on Minsk it played havoc with visual perception and made everything look like
an optical illusion. Pushkin remembered sunny days in his childhood and how the light would 
bounce off the concrete of his parents' tower block apartment. He'd peer at the particles, the 
embedded flakes of wood, cardboard and nuggets of congealed cement dust and pick them out with 
his penknife. He always thought the word apartment was ostentatious; it suggested an American 
way of life and with it the generous threat of nuclear annihilation, which was welcome. Minsk, or 
the suburb where Pushkin grew up, couldn't look any worse after being flattened by a hydrogen 
bomb.

And then there were the metaphorical sunny days. Downpour days, bombarded by enormous 
globules of head-clattering rain, or the greedy grabbing sludge formed out of snow and diesel 
particulates. Whatever form the tempest took Pushkin still basked in a pool of his own self-
generated sunshine: his first lay, his first deal, his first hit. Today was a sunny day, blindingly 
sunny. He held up a poster - so soon out of the printer he left a fingerprint on the edge - and gazed 
at the tour dates, significantly, the tour venues: sports halls, some of them two to three thousand seat
theatres, and a festival in Latvia attended by thirty thousand the previous year. There Will Be Blood
(v.2) had broken out of their Belarussian eggshell and were ready to tour northern Europe.

Toten Herzen were also ready to tour northern Europe. (In bigger venues.)
“Do we coincide with any of their concerts,” said Yvanov.
“We're in Finland at the same time.”
“Right. Good.”
“No, it's not good. We're at the Nosturi. Capacity nine hundred. They're at the Olympic Stadium. 

Capacity sixty thousand. I don't want that. I don't want the world to see the noticeable difference 
between the two of us. I don't want them gloating.”

“No, but our fans could take on their fans.”
Pushkin stood in front of Yvanov and asked him to put down the suitcases. “Alexi, how many 

suitcases do you have?”
“Two.”
“And how much cash did I say was in each one?”
“A hundred thousand dollars.”
“So how many dollars is that in total?”
“Two hundred thousand.”
“Good, so your grasp of mathematics isn't so bad. You're talking about a fight in which our fans 

are outnumbered sixty to one. How would you manage if you were attacked by sixty lunatics?”
“Not so good.”
“Not so good. Pick up the suitcases.”
The cash, all two hundred thousand of it, was delivered to Sandor Magyan, or as Pushkin 

preferred to call him, Hungarian Tony. Hungarian Tony could launder money so effectively it 
smelled of soap powder when it came back. Not that this consignment was coming back. 

Hungarian Tony's office skulked at the back of a taxi drivers' waiting room. Tomorrow the office
might be on the eighteenth floor of the tower block where his grandmother lived; the day after, 
luxuriating in the penthouse suite of the Minsk Crowne Plaza Hotel. Hungarian Tony ran such a 
highly mobile business people struggled to keep up with him, which was the whole point. “Put the 
cases on the cabinet, boy,” he said to Yvanov. “Shoulder's not so good today.”

“Arthritis catching up, Tony?” said Pushkin.
“No. Bullet wound. Same place as the last one. Almost passed through the same hole.”
“And they say lightning never strikes twice.”
“Does he know anything?” Hungarian Tony filled a plastic cup with vodka. 
Yvanov kept his distance and stared through the window at all the geriatric taxis drawing up and 

pulling away. “No,” Pushkin emptied half the cup. “He's a statistician and a psychologist and he 
knows when to look away.”



“I'm also deaf,” said Yvanov. Pushkin's expression, shared by Hungarian Tony, forced him 
outside.

“Which currencies do you want this time, Mikhael?”
“Euros. All euros. This will take us into Norway and Sweden, but with Norwegian prices it won't

go very far.”
“No. Should be enough for a few cups of coffee.”
Pushkin sat down and stood up again to see if the chair had all four legs. It did, but they didn't 

match. “I wish you'd get some proper furniture. Take a commission.”
“Yeah, right.”
“There's a possibility. . . .” The door creaked, a taxi driver almost crossed the threshold.
Hungarian Tony reacted first. “Fuck off, get out. Sorry, Mikhael, go on.”
Pushkin closed the door. “There may be some heavy hand-held stuff going over the border next 

week. We'll be talking a couple of million. Can you handle that?”
“Not on my own, but there's a guy I can trust. We can move it out of sight, but give us a month 

or so.”
“Okay. We can get off around Europe, so by the time we're back you should have moved it. But 

I'll be ready for the next tranche. I want to keep the momentum going.”
“Don't let this vendetta interfere with your core business, Mikhael.”
“I don't.”
Hungarian Tony opened a drawer and took out a baguette filled with meat. He spoke with his 

mouth full. “You're not a music impresario, Mikhael, you're a fucking arms dealer. You've got a bee
in your bonnet about the vampires. I'm just saying be careful. If you let Olaf down he'll bury you in 
a guitar case. I've never seen a guitar case two metres long so he'll probably cut you in half to fit 
you in it.”

“Nice imagery, Tony. The vendetta, as you call it, is good motivation. The bigger I make this 
band the more cash I can move. Cause and effect.”

“I guess the Gwando stunt will be another form of motivation for you. Too much motivation is 
bad for the heart.”

“Gwando stunt. I wouldn't describe it as a stunt. That was them, not me.”
“What?”
“The Gwando stunt? The murders?”
“I'm not talking about the murders.” He washed down the last of his baguette with a noisy gulp 

of vodka. “The competition.”
“I'm not with you.”
Hungarian Tony laughed. “Music impresario and you haven't seen the announcement. You 

fucking imbecile.” Everything he did involved noise. His chair scraping, his knee caps cracking. He
crashed open a filing cabinet and crashed it closed again. Thumbing the crackling pages of his 
newspaper he found the entertainment section. “Here.” He prodded the page with a bloated index 
finger. “Gwando announcement. If I were a fighting man I'd call that a challenge.”

Gwando Music Award organisers pitch rival bands head to head in fight to the death 

Pushkin read the article out loud. Hungarian Tony stopped him. “I've already read it. I'll leave 
you alone to digest the implications. And don't throw up across my new executive office table.”

“Tell Alexi to come in here.”
When Yvanov appeared Pushkin had read and absorbed the article. “Did you know about this?”
“About what?” Yvanov sat in Hungarian Tony's chair.
“The organisers of the Gwando Music Awards have issued a challenge to Toten Herzen and 

There Will Be Blood. Between now and the 2017 awards the band that generates the highest 
number of headlines and the greatest number of column inches, measured by Gwando, will headline
the 2017 Awards. The show will be held in Monaco with a projected viewing audience of a hundred
and twenty-five million. That's more than the Eurovision Song Contest.”



“About half actually. . . .”
“Okay, fuck Eurovision. The band who come second will perform the opening of the concert 

accompanied on stage by backing singers dressed as Walt Disney characters. That could be 
anything.”

“Highly embarrassing.”
“It's designed to make sure the losers don't show up. If we came second I wouldn't show up and 

put you on stage with Donald Duck and neither would they. Can you imagine Elaine Daley standing
next next to Mickey Mouse?”

“No.”
“No. Sadistic fuckers.” Pushkin folded up the newspaper and waved it in Yvanov's face. “They 

know what they're doing. This is magnificent publicity for them. They can't lose. No. . . .” He leapt 
out of his chair. “They cannot lose.”

“Gwando?”
“Gwando, yes. Gwando gain all the publicity from this. So, we have to win. Simple as that.”
Yvanov knew in a straight contest they couldn't steal the headlines from Toten Herzen. Pushkin 

knew Yvanov knew and admitted to himself they couldn't win this contest unless, “Unless we get 
on the case early.”

“They don't like publicity,” Yvanov said.
“I beg your pardon?”
“Toten Herzen. Susan Bekker says it in interviews, Rene van Voors has been saying it in 

interviews. They're sick of the negative publicity. It's the fans. They can't control the fans and it's 
costing them a fortune in insurance fees and cancelled concerts.”

“What are you, a fucking market analyst? How do you know all this?”
“I read the press, I keep up on social media. We all do, except you. You're so fucking old you 

don't read what music fans read. You're not keeping up.”
Seven days ago Alexi Yvanov wouldn't have described Pushkin as old, not to his face, but since 

the confrontation with Barislav on live television they had become emboldened and so self-
confident they no longer jumped when Pushkin entered the room. Dobrosiev appeared to be several 
centimetres taller; Pushkin hadn't really noticed how broad shouldered the singer was. “You think 
we can win this?” 

“Thinking about it, absolutely.”
“No, honestly. No bullshit, you think you can win this contest?”
“Yes.”
On the way out Hungarian Tony said, “You left the, you know?”
“What?”
“What, Jesus.” He whispered money in Pushkin's ear. 
“Yes, yeah, it's there, it's all there. I'll leave you with it.”
The band came together at seven p.m. for a practice session and the first discussion about a set 

list. “It's the video,” said Dobrosiev. “That video has woken everyone up.” 
“Alexi thinks you can win this,” Pushkin said.
“Course we can,” said Dobrosiev. “How hard can it be? We go on Twitter, say Putin is gay, call 

for the bombing of Kiev, kidnap Taylor Swift, shoot the president of Poland. There are a million 
and one ways of winning this.”

“You all agree?”
Natasha and Sasha nodded, Genatskaya lowered his sunglasses, and apart from these token 

efforts of movement There Will Be Blood acknowledged the challenge as if it was their idea. 
“What about you, Romanian?” said Pushkin.
“Like he says, is not so difficult.”
“Really. Tomorrow I'm going to go online and I'm going to do an unscientific assessment of 

Toten Herzen headlines, see if people are still talking about South America, Managua, Rio, 
Mendoza. See if people are still talking about the FolkFest debacle and the cancelled concert in 
Israel.”



“And India and Azerbaijan,” Dobrosiev added.
“India too? Azerbaijan? Okay.”
“And two dates in South Africa. That's what I was saying,” Yvanov said. “You need to bring 

yourself up to speed. This whole shit is getting ahead of you.”
His own band, his creation, was getting ahead of Pushkin and he wasn't sure he liked it. They 

were becoming more aware of the world around them, studying trends and movements and events 
until they were better informed. And he noticed subtle differences in the twins. Natasha always 
shoved her drumsticks down the side of her boot; Sasha held onto hers like fighting daggers, 
spinning them, rolling them up and down her fingers. 

“And the murder in Rotterdam. Don't forget the murder in Rotterdam. Okay,” Pushkin clapped 
his hands, “here's a suggestion for you.” He approached the drums to sit down and then 
remembered the twins didn't sit down when they played the drums. “We're twelve months from the 
award ceremony. Every month that you're ahead in the contest you'll get a fifty thousand dollar 
bonus. Each.”

“Each?” Dobrosiev strummed his guitar strings without making a noise. “How? Where's all the 
money suddenly coming from, man? YouTube paying up?”

Pushkin could have reminded Dobrosiev not to ask questions like that; a punch, a pinch, a twist 
of the thumbs to keep him quiet, but not anymore. Dobrosiev was big enough to punch him back 
and probably would. They could all turn on him like they turned on Barislav and batter him 
senseless. “The money is coming from investors, Valken. You don't need to know who those 
investors are, they like to remain private. But they speculate to accumulate. Don't let them down. 
We're heading in the right direction, touring, the contest. You're right. We can win this. You do 
your bit and I'll do mine. Get on with practising. You're playing Riga in two day's time. Next year, 
Monaco.”

The throb of music followed Pushkin outside into the diminishing daylight. Whoever, whatever 
was out there they'd have a job taking on this band, this line up. The last lot were a mistake, a 
facade, a troupe of clowns, but this new bunch had balls, including the girls. They could win the 
contest. They could win any battle.

Hunger drew Pushkin to his favourite restaurant in Minsk: a Thai restaurant owned by two 
brothers from Vladivostok. On the way he took a call and his heart lifted when he heard the voice of
Olaf.

“You up for this competition, Mikhael.”
“We all are.”
“Don't get carried away. You left two hundred thousand cash on Hungarian Tony's rug. That's 

my money you're neglecting.”
“Olaf, everything's fine. It's a game, headlines equal popularity. You want this band to grow, 

don't you?”
“Don't assume you know what I want.”
“Olaf, I've been thinking about the last lot, the last band. They were losers. Aldo the Drummer 

worked in a bookshop and he only worked there because his uncle owned the place. When the 
fighting started they fell apart, but not this lot. You should see them now, Olaf, they're warriors, 
they're not afraid of anyone. Including me, which worries me a bit-”

“Should I be worried? What if these warriors turn on you and take my money?”
“They won't do that. I'm going to give them their head, let them run at their own pace. I trust 

them, Olaf, they're a tough bunch, they're up for this.”
“They're foot soldiers, Mikhael. Don't lose sight of that.”
He was right, Pushkin tried to push the thought aside, but for all their broad shoulders and 

drumstick spinning and market analysing, they were a means to an end.
“You still there, Mikhael?”
“Yeah, I'm still here. I'm on my way to Berbatevs.”
“What? That shit hole. I heard the pork they serve is cat food.”
“Don't believe everything you hear, Olaf. The world is a funny old place.”



“And getting funnier. Don't ever leave my money on someone's rug again.”
Cat food. What if it was? Did it really make any difference if you thought you were eating pork 

and it was cat food? At the end of the day it all tasted the same.
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In hindsight some would say it was only a matter of time before Toten Herzen appeared on a 
televised talent show, not out of choosing (the band had no idea Scavinio had set this up), but 
because of the pervasive existence of them. A sixty-five date tour in ten months, sooner or later they
would cross paths with publicity-hungry producers eager to attach the Toten brand to their own 
spectacular. The eagerness must have waned when There Will Be Blood went live in Belarus and 
beat up the host, but there were six of them and only four in Toten Herzen. How much damage 
could they do?

Scavinio's argument convinced no one. “It's just a bit of fun. Don't any of you enjoy fun?”
“We prefer to choose how we enjoy ourselves,” said Dee. “We don't want to have fun with the 

likes of Cupcakes, Mimi Sweet and a man called Alf.”
“What does Susan think? She's gone quiet. I don't like it when she's this quiet.”
Susan sat alone at the front of the stage, legs dangling over the edge of the tee-bar, her isolation 

magnified by the cavernous void of the empty Parken Stadium. 
“She won't say. I suppose being called a murderer by Bernadette Maldini doesn't help to 

lubricate the guitar fingers. She hasn't said anything to me.”
“She'll be planning our response to the Gwando announcement.” Rene floated past pretending 

not to listen or care. “You know how she likes a challenge.”
“Never backs down from a challenge,” said Dee.
“Well she needs to look lively.” Scavinio checked his watch. “The live feed for the show starts in

half an hour.”
The time counted down, technicians multiplied, Toten Herzen's people worked alongside the 

television people to minimise disharmony and a potential rebellion by the band. Refusing to co-
operate led to a major incident in Managua, but they agreed the Parken Stadium would be harder to 
destroy with all the fans locked outside.

With five minutes to go Susan switched on when a temporary floor manager pushed her out of 
the way to make room for the cameramen. “Positions everybody.” She clapped her hands. Dee 
scurried to a microphone, Elaine spat a gobbet of something greenish at a nearby mixing desk and 
Rene smacked his snare drum with such force the floor manager ripped off her headphones from the
shock.

“Sorry,” he called, “testing the levels.”
The countdown started again, a two-way feed from the television show relayed through the 

stadium's PA system and the band waited for their cue. . . .
A distant voice spoke. “Joining us on stage from the Parken Stadium right here in Copenhagen, a

very very special guest appearance on Starmakers, exclusive, Toten Herzen.”
A distant audience shrieked, a backing tape rolled, Dee's guitar picked up the rhythm and the 

four of them began. Scavinio heard the unfamiliar notes and wrapped his face in his hands. All the 
weight he had lost from the pressures of the tour he managed to replace with uncontrollable comfort
eating. In front of him, the band he often thought he was beginning to control slipped away from 
him again. Dee strode across the stage, miming to Rene singing the recent release by There Will Be 
Blood: the assassination song itself defamed and defaced by an unauthorised unplanned cover 
version not agreed with the producers of Starmakers, not cleared by Blood's management. Not 
funny. Scavinio wanted a hamburger more than anything in the world.

Song finished, floor manager flummoxed, the distant audience braying for more, Dee and Elaine 
stepped down from the stage and jumped into a waiting SUV which would take them to the 
Starmakers studio to continue the mayhem. Scavinio wanted to go with them, his curiosity 
encouraged by the same morbidity that forces people to look at pictures of car crashes. In ten 
minutes, five young contestants in the Starmakers final would be judged by two members of Toten 
Herzen. 

-



Excitement levels in the studio peaked at the end of a one hour preamble, a heart-tugging 
description of how five determined finalists had crawled out of their humdrum origins like 
prehistoric fish emerging from the slime. There they were: solo artists Mimi Sweet and Trolls 
Daversholm; girl group Cupcakes, boy band Joy Creators; and stood on his own at the end of the 
line, an awkward one metre gap between himself and the lardy flashes of Cupcakes midriffs, Alf 
Gornestaad, the tubby computer engineer from Aarhus and bookies favourite at 3-1.

All irrelevant once the announcement was made that they would be joined by Toten Herzen. 
Except they weren't joined by Toten Herzen, not the whole band; they were joined by the two 
members who, in their own words, were probably the least sympathetic when it came to 
encouraging young talent. The journey from SUV to judges' chairs was filmed and commented on 
by the show's announcer (or compere according to Dee), a maniac obsessed with shouting the last 
word of every sentence.

“And finally they're HERE. . . .” His voice merged with the blast of the audience. Dee blew 
kisses, Elaine raised her middle finger towards Cupcakes. “Toten Herzen's Dee Vincent and Elaine 
DALEY. . . .”

“Too much red meat before the age of five,” said Dee. 
“Are we allowed to swear?”
“Don't be daft.” They collided with the presenters Jonas Hulf and Sylvie Stormstrom. “Are we 

allowed to swear, she just said. Isn't that sweet?”
The two presenters said everything twice with gigantic sincerity. “So, how's the world tour 

going?”
“Oh, terrible,” Dee said against a cacophony. The audience would not settle. “And I can't 

promise everything will go swimmingly tonight. That lot sound like they're in a funny mood.” She 
scanned the mob, an angry slag heap of black tee-shirts jumping up and down as if their chairs were
being electrocuted. They must have known, ferreting and foraging until they found out about the 
Toten Herzen invite and bought tickets to the final before the regular Starmakers crowd got the 
chance.

“And will you be accepting the Gwando Challenge?”
“Gwando Challenge? Sounds like a weight loss programme. We might, we might not. We don't 

really go in for games, we're a serious band, aren't we, Elaine?”
“Very serious.” Elaine strode into the galaxy of flashing lights and blinking cameraphones. “I 

think it's time we had a name for you lot,” she said. “We can't keep calling you the fans. You're 
more than that.” Her sentiments gained loud approval. “What can we call you? TotenCakes, 
TotenTrolls. . . .” They liked that suggestion. “Trolls, you want us to start referring to you as 
trolls?” They did.

“Don't give them ideas.” Dee stood upright next to Jonas and nudged him with her hips. “Big lad
aren't you, Jonas?”

“Okay,” said Jonas blushing, “we're all ready if you are. Ladies and gentlemen, are you ready to 
be Starmakers?”

The booing was quite extraordinary. Elaine twisted her lips and glanced at Cupcakes, their 
exposure enhanced by the hostility of an audience unaccustomed to being entertained by five semi-
naked girls. Alf Gornestaad swallowed a melon.

Dee sat next to Elaine and whispered, “For the first time in my life I'm not looking forward to 
someone else's discomfort.”

“I'm looking forward to it.”
“They're only kids. Apart from Alf at the end there. This lot are gonna crucify them.”
“Good introduction to show business.” Elaine's red hair turned blue in the pyrotechnic 

introduction to Mimi Sweet's story. A shy girl, brought out of her shell by singing, she wanted to 
quit her job as an apprentice bus mechanic and become, to paraphrase her mother, the Danish 
Mariah Carey. She pouted, twisted and bounded on stage to the confused racket of a pre-recorded 
audience full of love and forgiveness. 



Four minutes later Dee blew her nose and listened to the other judges. One told Mimi she lived 
up to her name. “She lives up to the name Mimi,” said Dee to Elaine, “What does that mean?”

“We're in Denmark now, shut the fuck up.”
The second judge, a DJ producer who had sponsored Mimi all the way through her 'life affirming

journey' looked forward to the day she played the Superbowl semi-final. 
Sylvie Stormstrom invited Elaine to act as Starmaker. “I don't think I'm the right person to 

comment.”
“What you doing here, then?” said Dee.
“I came to hold your little hand.” 
Sylvie locked her jaw and waited.
“But if you must know, singers like you are two-a-penny. There's nothing new, nothing unique. I

suppose this guy here will produce you, so you have half a chance to-”
She hadn't finished her sentence when Sylvie asked Dee to add her own opinion, perhaps she had

a more positive message?
“You wish,” said Dee. “Sorry, Mimi, love, I don't know you personally, but there are a lot of 

singers like you and they're already streets ahead, financed by big labels, and if Madonna's anything
to go by they'll still be around in sixty year's time acting like freaks and cocking their legs against 
tables when they sign streaming contracts. If you want my advice, marry a footballer.”

Jonas guided a distraught Mimi Sweet off-stage, passing Trolls Dagersholm, nervous Trolls the 
audience's namesake, tiptoeing into the eye of the storm. 

“I bet none of them expected this,” Dee whispered. 
The DJ leaned across Elaine and said, “Do you have to be so fucking obnoxious?”
“What? We've built our careers on it, you silly tart.”
The producers arranged for Trolls to appear Jesus-like in a whiteout, surrounded by the heavenly

fanfare of a full orchestra. Stiff like an automaton, he ventured towards the audience drowned out 
by the wall of sympathetic special effects and hysteria that serenaded Mimi Sweet.

Four minutes later after being cuddled by the only female judge (his series sponsor), praised by 
the DJ and congratulated by the second judge, he put his arms behind his back as if he always knew 
the firing squad came next.

Dee went first. “My dad sounded like you when he sang. In the late 1960s he did turns at the 
weekends at Parr Street Labour Club in Lincoln. Do you remember that?” Elaine nodded. “Terry 
and Yrene on the organ and drums. Back then if there'd been a Starmakers he would have been 
stood where you're stood, belting out Matt Munro and Herb Alpert numbers.”

“And your point is?” said Elaine.
“I'm suggesting that's Trolls natural home. Parr Street Labour Club. They'll always be wanting 

singers like this. You've got a long career ahead of you, Trolls. Once your voice breaks there'll be 
no stopping you.”

Struggling not to cry, Trolls nodded his gratitude, relieved to see his ordeal come to an end. 
“Anything to add, Elaine?” said Jonas.

“No. Not really.”
The show broke for advertisements and sponsors' messages. The floor manager and the show's 

executive producer approached the judges' desk with so much velocity they forgot it was a solid 
object. “What the fuck are you doing?” said the producer held back by the desk.

“Being honest. What did you think we'd say?”
“Can't you respect the spirit of the show? These kids have worked hard to get here. They didn't 

do all this to be insulted by you.”
“Oh, pardon me for being an overnight sensation,” said Dee. “I'm not bitter or anything watching

a bunch of kids offered fame and fortune like a magazine subscription.” She waved her arms in 
Elaine's face. “Gone are the days when you had to work fucking hard to achieve anything.”

“Yeah,” said Elaine. “Kids going up chimneys, rickets. Things just aren't the same anymore.”
“Do you want to make stars out of these so-called kids?” Dee spread herself across the desk. 

“Alf looks like he's ninety if he's a day. You fucking hypocrites, you're only here to make money 



from advertising and sponsorships. Whoever wins tonight will be dropped like an infected gall 
bladder once they've had their Christmas hit. Don't tell us to respect the spirit of the show, you 
twat.”

Before the producer could answer, before the floor manager had a chance to calm down, the 
advertisements finished and the show went live again. Cupcakes, second favourites to win at 7-2, 
were on. With no announcement, no vulgar interruptions or welcomes back, they positioned their 
bent and twisted silhouette in the half-light and on the first bars of the backing track came alive like 
a deformed spider.

Four minutes later they stopped smiling, caught their breaths and faced the judges. Sylvie and 
Jonas looked uncertain who to ask first: Dee and Elaine to get the ordeal over with or wait in the 
hope that a national emergency might interrupt the programme. 

Dee needed no intro. “What always puzzles me about R&B performers like you lot is the way 
you all walk like carthorses.” Audience whoops followed her as she clambered onto the desk. “Like 
this. . . .” She paced up and down the glowing table top kicking out her legs, twisting her hips, 
pulling her shoulders back and singing, “And we all got the honey and I'm gonna stick my fanny all 
over yo face-ee.” She stopped in front of the DJ and performed a leery dance before sticking her 
boot heel in his lips, “And suck me all over, and so licky-loo, baby. . . .” He shoved her boot away. 
The audience bellowed.

“You've got a hard on like the Eiffel Tower,” shouted Elaine. “If I open your zip it'll punch a 
hole in the roof.”

“Fuck you.”
Forced back into her seat by a thunderstorm of applause, Dee said, “Now if I can do it anyone 

can. What you girls need is a guitar.”
Cupcakes didn't take too kindly to the suggestion they should play an instrument. One of them 

spoke into her microphone. “Why all the hate?”
“Hate is good,” said Dee, “hate is what fuels the universe. Cosmologists are searching for the 

dark energy that holds the universe together. It's hate, sweetheart. You get used to hate and you'll 
conquer the world. Your lesson starts here tonight.”

“Get used to the hate,” said Elaine.
The judges disagreed. “We're not here to hate,” said Amber Roeder.
“No,” said Roger Malmstet.
“Who is he?” whispered Dee.
“I don't know. How the fuck should I know?”
“Only asking. Quit the hate, bitch.”
Whoever decided to provide the pre-recorded cheering audience possessed foresight bordering 

on the clairvoyant. Without it, all the acts would have been greeted and sent on their way by a 
frantic barrage of threats and blood-curdling observations. Dee heard it all, every filthy ambition, 
every sarcastic one-liner. She turned again to Elaine. “I think our managers have organised all this. 
It has the same sort of shambolic hint of catastrophe and misjudgement.”

“They shouldn't have asked us. Let's be nice about the boyband. Just to be contrary.”
Five minutes later Elaine said something nice about the boyband. “Very nice.”
Dee agreed. “It was. Very nice. You all look like very nice boys. Nice and clean. Nice clothes. 

How old are you?” The lead singer said nineteen. “Nineteen. Not much younger than me when I 
was that age.” A phone appeared in front of her face. Elaine's phone and a message from Scavinio. 

Danish television complaints meltdown. Congratulations on making history and ruining four 
careers before they even get off the ground

Elaine replied.

There's one more to go, we haven't finished yet



Alf Gornestaad, according to his biography, had a habit of breaking into song when it was least 
expected, entertaining people in cafes and shops and singing to his clients down the phone in 
Aarhus. He couldn't stop singing, he said, lived to sing, he said, would die if he ever stopped 
singing, he said.

And when his big moment came he was struck dumb. The music started without him, continued 
without him, and ended before he had the chance to open his mouth. The audience loved it, the 
applause carrying him, metaphorically, to certain victory. 

“Well, I've seen it all now,” said Dee before Sylvie and Jonas could speak. “Miming to an 
instrumental. How much lower can the music industry go?”

“Are we supposed to read your mind?” said Elaine. “Is that the unique selling point because it 
beats the others into a cocked hat. I've never heard anything like that.”

“I couldn't hear anything at all,” said Dee. “Apart from the instruments. I thought the cellos were
great. Reminded me of Barry Manilow.”

Sylvie placed a motherly arm around Alf's shoulders. “Would you like to go again?” He shook 
his head. The programme went to another break for advertisements and sponsors' messages. The 
producer reappeared, his hands trying to detach themselves at the wrists.

“We'll go again. It's all part of fucking show business.”
“Hey, watch your language,” said Dee, “This is live television, family audience. My old mum 

might be watching this.”
He raised his index finger, but Alf Gornestaad syndrome claimed its second victim. He entered a 

huddle with the presenters and left just before the end of the break.
“Okay, welcome back,” said Sylvie. “No live show would be complete without its glitches and 

malfunctions. We've asked Alf to go again and hopefully this time,” she swung around for Jonas's 
grinning agreement, “there'll be no microphone malfunctions.”

They were all spared Alf's bizarre biography a second time and waited for the Aarhus engineer to
project his self-trained tenor voice into the waiting fog of the judges. The music rolled and swept, a 
cascade of strings, the soundtrack to a land of milk and nectar. Alf gripped the microphone, stared 
at the blinking pulse of the stage lights and froze again, as dumb and catatonic as the first attempt. 
Dee leapt over the desk and joined him, grabbed his substantial waist and pulled him to the front of 
the stage.

Away from the microphones she said, “Do you know the words to any Burt Bacharach songs?”
“The Look of Love. . . .”
“Right. On my cue.” She sang the opening words. Alf, juddering and wobbling, joined in. With 

Dee's reassuring grip around his waist his voice increased in strength until the man sang on his own,
literally, acapella, free as a bird, his beautiful sensitive pronunciation glancing and drifting through 
the song, embellished now and then by a phrase thrown in by Dee, a harmonic backing, an 
encouraging squeeze. When they were done, he hugged her. She lifted his arm like a prize fighter 
and screamed, “He's not the bookies' favourite for nothing, you arseholes. Give him some fucking 
love. . . .” Ever the general commanding her army of trolls Dee provoked a life-affirming howl of 
approval. Alf's face moistened and beneath the smothering racket Dee said, “You're not cut out for 
this life, love. You've got a sweet voice, but it's a fucking hard way to earn a living. Go back to 
mending computers.”

-

“I'm glad Alf won,” Dee said the night after. The Parken Stadium crowd was winding itself up like 
the previous evening's rabble. “And you,” she pointed her guitar at Scavinio, “you arrange another 
fucking stunt like that without telling us and you can fuck off back to New York on the next 
Concorde flight.”

“It wasn't my fault you had to turn it into the Nuremberg Trials.”
“See, the Nazi connection again. Will people stop talking about Nazis.”
A minor squabble broke out, ignored by Susan leaning against an equipment cage. “Did you see 



it?” Scavinio said.
“No.”
“You didn't miss anything,” Elaine said. “Alf won.”
“Good for him.”
“At the second attempt too. I'm surprised no one said it was fixed.” Dee checked Susan's eyes. 

“Problem, or is this the usual moody introspection?”
“Frieda Schoenhofer is still alive.” 
“Frieda . . . Bamberg Frieda?”
“Yes.”
“Should have left your hair blonde, she wouldn't have recognised you.”
“This isn't just my problem.”
Scavinio tapped his watch. “Can we discuss this after the show?”
“Why is it not just your problem?” said Dee. “You murdered her.”
“She knows about the valley.”
Dee spun away to a dark corner of the stage hidden by platforms and monitors.
“She knows about the valley?” said Rene.
“Fuck knows what she is now.” Susan remembered everything, the car drive, sitting unseen on 

the back seat and Frieda hearing the giggles but seeing nothing in the rear view mirror. When it 
came, the attack was swift and savage, ripping at Frieda's throat until the blood poured out carrying 
the hot taste of apples and an expensive white wine. She left Frieda gulping for air, tranquillised by 
the rumble of a passing train. 

Dee came back. “The valley is a way of life and you, you fucking maniac, have put it in 
someone's spotlights.”

“I didn't know she'd survive.”
“Keep your voice down,” said Rene.
“I didn't want this, Rene.”
“Whether you wanted it or not is academic. The damage is done now. You've fucked up this 

time, Susan.”
She watched him go. She watched the three of them go together. They never went on stage like 

that, they split along the old faultline which, until this evening, threatened to tear at any moment 
and yet here it was stitching itself back together. On stage Susan took up her position, but felt 
farther away than usual, and every song played out as if she were an invited guest who forgot to get 
off when her contribution had finished. 

But if this was her band. . . .
If this was her band, Susan would be standing where Dee was standing, in command, in control, 

leading the crowd, focussing their attention, their adoration, their absolute loyalty. And she would 
have to sing, which would mean contacting Dmitri Neved again and convincing him his wife's 
death was a release (he said so at the time), or at least that's how Susan interpreted his grief. A 
release, release from his wife's conflict, her colleagues (who were still out there), one in particular. .
. . Above the din of the crowd, the autopilot music, Dee's distractions, Susan wondered if there was 
anyone who didn't belong or wasn't connected to the Malandanti. She could only think of two 
names: Bernadette Maldini and Rob Wallet. 

In those moments life on the stage acquired a totally different meaning and she made a note of 
her own surname: BEKKER.
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Corporate bands, upcoming bands. People loved playing the game, pigeonholing, categorising, 
pushing round pegs into square holes. Rene wasn't sure which hole waited to be plugged by either 
band. There Will Be Blood, newcomers starting out at one end, nose to nose with their fans in 
basement venues no bigger than phone boxes. Toten Herzen, established band (monolithic?) on big 
money stadium tours where the front row seats were a taxi ride away from the singer.

“We're not a corporate band,” he said following Ria around the backstage area of the Tamsta 
Club in Vilnius.

She whispered when she spoke. (None of the others could see him, but they could see her talking
to him.) “I don't say you are.”

“I know you don't think so, but everyone else does.”
“Forfeit all money.”
“What do you mean?”
“Go back to small venues. Who wants to play big stadium?”
“I do. I like big stadiums. Or big stadia. The plural of stadiums is stadia apparently.”
“I don't care.” Ria posed in front of the full length mirror. Rene's unseen hands followed the 

outline of her filthy leather from hip to shoulder. He kissed the curls of her matted hair tasting of 
chalk, thickened by the soapy emulsion of white paint and woven through with ethnic silver 
jewellery. 

“Or I thought I did. I'm not so sure any more. Can we go somewhere later?”
“If I can get away.”
“I'll kidnap you.”
“Is good. You keep me hostage?”
“How much would they pay to get you back?”
“Maybe a lot. They're nothing without me.”
“Everyone's expendable, Ria.”
“What's wrong with you? Immortal vampire, untouchable being, why so sad?”
“It's nothing. I'm pining for the simple life, but even that's under threat now.”
The door exploded and Dobrosiev blew in on the shock wave. “Full house.” He was paralytic, 

“two fuckin fuckin thousand. Biggest fucking gig to date, man.”
“You fit to play?”
Ria disappeared in Dobrosiev's drunken chumminess. Brothers in battle, sisters, he wasn't too 

sure. “Together, you and me, fucking get out there and kill 'em, man.”
“Good.” Ria had no trouble walking in a dead straight line and hooked her index finger round 

Dobrosiev's neckless to stop him wandering off. “You pine for the simple life?”
Dobrosiev answered. “What? No. . . .”
“Yeah,” said Rene, “but Susan, our glorious leader, has . . . you don't need to know.”
“Fine. Don't tell me.”
“Simple fuckin life for simple fuckin people, Gypsy, like a gypsy I guess. Yeah, you're a gypsy, 

Gypsy.”
“I've had an idea.” Rene rubbed Dobrosiev's wiry hair.
“Don't do anything here.”
“Like what?” Dobrosiev's footsteps became more erratic the closer to the stage he got. “What do 

you think I'm gonna do, man, piss in my pants? I've already beeeen.”
“Good for you, sunshine.” Rene rubbed his hair again.
“How many fucking hands have you got, Gypsy?”
None of the others took any notice of their lead singer's inability to form his words. Even 

Pushkin left them to it, stepping aside as one by one, like paratroopers heading for the open cargo 
doors of the plane, the band threw themselves towards their own shadow from which they would 
appear in precisely two minute's time.

When the first song started Dobrosiev was in position and lucid. Rene travelled into the crowd, 



surrendering to the heave and shove, absorbing the elbows and foreheads, the shoulder charges and 
crushed feet. Compacted and squashed in the thick of the melee he realised he couldn't see anything
like this when he looked out from his drum kit at fifty thousand Toten fans. Hadn't seen this for 
forty years. His own mob had room to move, breathing space, comfort zones. Yes, they could make 
a noise and conjure up a pulse of energy that would force them together like a bow wave pushing 
against the hull, but then they would part, the energy released, and return to the usual easy ebb and 
flow. 

There was no fury, no immediacy, not like this, not like a Blood crowd so close to the stage they 
could pick Ria's nose. The unforgiving movement was up there and down below, band and crowd in
a race to the end of the song, full of vim and violence. Compared to this . . . Rene struggled with the
admission, but compared to this he could see where the corporate band accusations came from. A 
lifetime ago, Toten Herzen played two thousand seat venues with boisterous crowds falling over 
themselves and pulling Dee's hair and grabbing Susan's guitar and being kicked in the teeth when 
they tried to steal Elaine's shoes.

There Will Be Blood crashed through the set, came back for one encore, two encores, and gave 
up when they ran out of cover versions. After the show the entourage headed for another shindig in 
a large house on the edge of Vilnius. Owned by a wealthy Russian, the house catered for every 
desire; Dobrosiev abandoned his craving for beer and jumped into a pile of naked women. The 
twins found the heat of the open air hot tub, and Ria. . . .

“They don't include you in anything.” Rene met her beneath an illuminated birch tree in the 
garden. 

“Suits me. I benefit in the long run.” They sat on the damp grass and faced the house, 
occasionally spotting Genatskaya at an upstairs window or Yvanov running naked in and out of the 
orangery. “Now they have everything they want. Money, girls, or boys, drugs, beer, cars.”

“Pushkin buy you a car?”
“No. He offered, but I have nowhere to park it. The others have new cars. Valken's usually too 

drunk to drive his.”
“Did you figure out where Pushkin's money comes from?”
“Arms. He's running stuff into Ukraine, launders money through the band. That's why all this.”
“And the big venues, the promotions.” Rene pulled Ria towards him. She shivered. “I know I'm 

not exactly a bundle of heat, but I think you're tough enough to stand it.”
“I'm not superwoman.”
“So when do you walk? At what point do you go it alone?”
“Not yet.”
“Will you go out with a bang or a whimper, because I've been having some thoughts recently.”
Ria didn't want to talk. She stopped him with a kiss, straddled him and ignored the chill of the 

ground, the chill of Rene's bare flesh, the chill of Rene's reluctance. He stood up. “Problem?”
“No. Idea. I want to show you a magical place. Hold my hand.”
Ria kept her hands to herself until Rene brushed the hair back from her shoulders and ran his 

finger along her neck. “I didn't hurt you, did I?”
“No. It was good.”
“Let's do it again somewhere else. Trust me.”
“I don't trust vampires.”
Rene waited a moment for Ria to accept the change of scenery, the switch from birch tree to 

overgrown grassy square surrounded by the squat ruin of Wendersfel Castle. She held herself rigid, 
her eyes roving the unfamiliar landscape lit by the white caps of encircling mountaintops. “Where is
this?”

“Germany. Garmisch. This is a special place, Ria.”
“Special?”
“Call it my new home.” He pulled away and paced around the inner walls, rubbing the mossy 

stone. “Needs a bit of work, I admit, but can you see the potential?”
“No. Is a ruin. And you are drummer, not builder.”



“Some people would call it a project. To be honest I don't think I'd get permission to rebuild it, 
but over there,” he gathered Ria against his cold shoulders aiming her into an icy wind blowing 
down the mountainsides, carving through the wooded slopes, “beyond those trees, Ria, that's where 
I could build a home. Somewhere protected from the weather, deep in the forest. How cool is that?”

“A vampire living alone in the forest.”
“I don't have to live alone.”
“Ah, you want your concubine with you.” She said nothing of the travelling, no response to 

being transferred from Vilnius to Garmisch in a heartbeat. 
“Have you done this before?”
“Closed questions, Rene.” 
“At least you didn't throw up all over me.”
She slipped her leg behind his and folded him onto the grass where ancient walls sheltered them 

from the strong push of the wind. They made love, slowly at first, and when Rene was satisfied Ria 
continued, vigorous, energetic, driving Rene's head along the damp ground. She stiffened above his 
face, inviting him to investigate the scarred map of skin. He nuzzled her breasts, waiting for her 
head to drop exhausted, and when her skin lowered against his face he licked her shoulder and bit; a
soft tender compression of his jaws driving the tips of his teeth through the flesh with carefree 
penetration. Ria moaned, the sleepy ecstasy of blood offered without struggle, transfused from one 
generous donor to hungry recipient. She tasted of pork and berries, the clues of a lonely life 
contained in the slow throbbing heat seeping into him: stolen perfumes and alcoholic blends of wine
and vodka and beer and whisky; late night coffee in damp cafes with the lingering aroma of the cafe
owner's nicotine attached to the vagrant molecules of stale bread. He controlled her mysterious 
body, mysterious like an untranslated manuscript, let it tighten and release, tighten, release, over 
and over until he drew breath and smeared her blood from collar bone to jaw.

“We could do this every night forever,” he said.
“You promise?”
“Cross my cold dead heart.”
Ria's dozy weight slumped, spearing her to the vampire for him to make love a second time, bite 

her a second time, a third time, inject the same agonising pleasure, drinking her into a semi-
conscious euphoria. “You can be like me, Ria. All it takes is a moment. A single beautiful 
moment.”

Eyes half closed she muttered, “Some other time. They wonder where I am.”
“They wonder where you are when you're stood in the same room. Let them wait.”

-

They returned to Vilnius at four in the morning and walked in on a shouting match. There Will Be 
Blood didn't need forty years to catch up with Toten Herzen's appetite for violent quarrels. The band
were surrounded by Pushkin and half a dozen fat men pointing handguns. The twins leaned on the 
inside of the hot tub, head on arms exhausted; Dobrosiev leaned against Yvanov, barely aware of 
the firepower aimed at him. Genatskaya shivered in a towel.

“Where the fuck have you been, Romanian?” said Pushkin.
“I go for long walk.”
“Don't push me, you . . . .”
“These guys are waiting to shoot us all,” said Genatskaya. “You're prolonging the torment.”
“Don't let me stop you.”
“It's one hour,” Pushkin said. “We drive over there now, do your stuff and we're done.”
“One hour for what?” Ria said.
“Oh, well now that you're asking.”
“You should have been here an hour ago.” Sasha ducked her head under the hot tub water. 
Natasha finished the sentence. “Surprise performance. Special audience. Fee negotiable.”
One of the thugs stuck the end of his pistol into the thick of Ria's curls. Pushkin stuck his hand 



into the hot tub and pulled Sasha's head up by the pony tail. “I'm not asking, I'm telling you. I've 
given you bastards too much license. You need to remember who you work for and who I work for 
and if this guy wants a private performance at four in the morning he gets a private performance at 
four in the morning. Get your clothes on.” He grabbed Dobrosiev's drooping chin. “And get some 
coffee into this cunt. Wake him up, he's needed.”

Ria stopped Natasha. “What guy?”
“Some guy, an associate, he wants us to play for him at his club.”
Rene whispered to Ria, “I'll follow you there.”
Surfing an SUV zooming through the deserted back streets of Vilnius took Rene's mind off his 

own problems, serious shit that suddenly didn't seem too serious compared to having a gun poked in
the face. Guns were not the problem in 1974 or '75. There were issues with live animals in '76 when
the fans developed an inflated sense of humour, and after the dead horse in Halifax it was open 
season to anyone who lived near a farm. The problems with weaponry were a recent development, a
side effect of the comeback. The new generation of fans were tech savvy and tooled up and it was 
only a matter of time before someone turned up at a concert in a tank or crash landed an attack 
helicopter on top of the sound desk. Blood's problems were old school, analogue, lumpen hooligans 
with overlords on speed dial and short attention spans. Maybe Rene was better off in the gilded 
world of corporate rock. He'd be even better off in his woodland home.

They arrived at the club, an old restaurant hollowed out to accommodate several dance floors 
and other rooms - no longer in use, but judging by the smell of perfume, beer and flavoured 
condom lubricant, quite busy several hours ago. The band followed their armed escorts to a stage 
and an unfamiliar face who spoke close to the side of Pushkin's head.

“Her name's Ria,” Pushkin answered out loud. “Romanian. Our answer to Susan Bekker, but 
without all the vampire bullshit.”

“I like her,” the stranger said and sat down in a large armchair. Rene studied him up close, read 
the Latin tattoos, examined the piercings pulling his earlobes away from the rest of his ears. He 
wore a suit, but he must have been wearing it for a bet because his body didn't look the suit-wearing
type. He rearranged himself in the chair and pulled a pistol from under his rump. 

“The twins,” he said to Pushkin. “How old?”
“I'm not sure. Early twenties.”
The stranger rubbed his fingers together. “When they're done, I'll be upstairs. I've got ten 

thousand in cash. No more.”
Before Pushkin could answer Ria fired a barrage of powerchords and the band launched into a 

lethargic version of their usual opening number. Dobrosiev growled like a sick lion, clinging to the 
microphone for structural reassurance. His guitar was round his neck, but could he find it? His best 
efforts only made things worse; out of tune, out of time, out of his mind. Lucky for him the lyrics 
didn't make sense even when they were audible. 

Ria filled in on guitar and they lasted forty minutes before Natasha lost her rhythm and the twins 
fell out of sync. Pushkin stood up, clapped his hands and turned to the stranger. “We can come 
again tomorrow night. They've had a long day. . . .”

“No. They continue.”
So they continued, a crawling, lumbering bass-heavy monotone. Dobrosiev's voice had given up,

which improved the sound a little, but instrumentals were only good for ten minutes at the most. 
Rene was ready to help, using his invisible presence to take out the lot of them one by one, but an 
acute pain fell on the back of his neck and the first seconds of burning flesh alerted him to the 
restaurant windows. The black coating on the glass wasn't black enough and sunlight made easy 
work of cutting through the darkness of the interior. He had no choice. . . .

In the safety of his lightless room in Copenhagen he lay awake and cursed daylight. Cursed his 
life. At ten a.m. his phone buzzed. A text message from Ria:

We get out okay but Twins still there 



Rene answered

I had to get out. Sorry

I understand

Are you safe?

Yes

My suggestion still stands, the contest, the outrage...

I agree meet me tomorrow we talk 

If it makes things safer for you Ria I can turn you. Just ask

She didn't reply. 
Rene endured a restless day when he should have been sleeping. His glimpse of the future, what 

it might feel like, who he might share it with, filled him with optimism, but he was too eager to get 
there, to impatient to take the grand decision to walk out on Susan and Dee and Elaine and enter his 
new home shielded from civilisation, protected by an invisible forest. Standing next to the window 
frame, he detected the latent heat of sunlight cooling and counted down the minutes, willed the 
clock hand to accelerate and liberate him from his curfew.

The moment came, the temperature dropped and the birds fell silent when the sun set and Rene 
burst outside with ill intent and a blood lust as random and vicious as his mood. But who to attack? 
His initial thoughts led from Susan to Frieda Schoenhofer to every member of There Will Be Blood,
every member of the Malandanti, each name dismissed until one unexpected name remained, one 
unexpected bit part player in a plan that came to Rene without warning. 

A plan he considered to be a moment of brilliance, even by his own deranged standards.
Sylvan Suulo, suit wearer, nightclub owner and Admirer of Twins, switched off his bathroom 

light and dissolved in the pitch darkness. Rene grabbed Suulo by the throat and lifted him until his 
bald head swiped the ceiling. He thrashed and kicked, waved his arms at the invisible intruder, but 
Rene's fingers gripped Suulo's jawbone until the man's tongue groped for oxygen. 

The game began. Rene released Suulo's gasping body and watched him crawl around on all fours
before picking him up again and hurling him from one side of the room to the other. Suulo groaned,
his bones battered, head bleeding from the impacts. He groped for a light switch, beat it with the 
palm of his hand and howled when Rene blazed into view like an evil grinning genie.

Before Suulo could scream again Rene moved, pinned him face down and bit through the man's 
shoulder, his blood firing along a graceful crimson arch, splattering across the polished wood floor 
and a scattered pile of magazines. Toten Herzen's name featured on one of the covers. Holding onto 
Suulo's bending body, Rene read the headline: Toxic Brands: The Toten Herzen Effect.

“Have you read this?” 
Suulo vomited.
“Toxic brand? I'll read it later. I haven't finished here. Sorry for the mess.” He rolled Suulo face 

up and bit him until nature ran its course and Suulo's frantic heartbeat expelled the last drop of 
blood. 

Stage one complete, Rene found an extension cable and hung Suulo's body from a high step of 
the open plan staircase. The final gesture, the calling card of this late night performance (and what a
performance it was; better than the bizarre magic trick in Blood's silly video), involved an internet 
search for a symbol as notorious as the Crest, a rare symbol unknown to most until Simon Frenzel's 
public execution on the Gothic spire of Bamberg Cathedral: the Sigil of Lucifer. Rene borrowed the
Malandanti's grisly methodology, carved the crossed lines into Suulo's face and left him dangling 



with his secret, his cypher, and a dead man's message for a special individual.



22

There came a point when Dremba wanted to send Raven back to Nottingham by air mail. She 
pronounced Lyon lion and it drove him up the wall. He could have shared information with her 
anywhere in the world, but an anonymous tip-off brought him back to Interpol's headquarters, and 
for the foreseeable future where he went she went, attached to him like an inconvenient ghost.

“Why is Interpol based in Lyon? Sorry, Lion. No, Lyon.”
“I don't know.”
“Everything's normally in Brussels.”
“The Paris Metro isn't in Brussels.”
“You don't have a sense of humour, do you, Pierre?”
She had permission to call him Pierre, but only if she stayed on his right side. Dremba 

maintained a short temper and a psychological flaw Raven called his scribbling: any clear surface, a
napkin, a tabletop, and he'd start drawing shapes with his fingers or doodling symbols with a pen. 

Inside the Interpol building few said good morning to him; most found an excuse to turn away, 
but then they would turn back when they saw the luminescent blue hair of his supernatural partner. 
Raven walked amongst them.

“Do you have to be naturally suspicious to be an investigator?” said Raven when Dremba 
reached his workstation.

“Suspicious of others, I think you mean.”
“Both really. There's something suspicious about you. You just walked through the building 

without speaking to anyone.”  
“I'm out a lot. They don't all know me.”
“You sure it's not your hairstyle. I know all about the social animosity a hairstyle can generate. It

can be quite debilitating at times.”
“I'll bear that in mind.” Dremba opened a drawer and found a notebook (scribbles all over the 

cover) and a USB stick inside a locked inner compartment.
A man approached and without identifying himself threw a sheet of paper onto Dremba's desk. 

“Call came through to us. Said you were the best person to deal with the nuts.”
“Why wouldn't the police deal with it?” Dremba studied the handwriting.
The mystery man didn't know but simply scowled at Dremba as if a half-decent guess would 

answer his own question.
“They don't pass shit like this through to her.” Dremba waved the paper in Raven's face.
“She wouldn't believe it anyway. They must know you have an open mind. Or you're mad.”
“Yeah, they all know that.”
Dremba's workstation didn't have the clutter of occupation like those around it. A single ring of 

dried coffee gave a clue to the frequency of his presence. Raven looked hard for more evidence and 
felt the suspicious instinct growing. Or instinct for suspicion. . . . Dremba dashed away without her. 
“Where are we going now? Is this where you do the interrogating? Do you want me to be the good 
cop or the bad cop?”

“You don't work for Interpol, Blue, stop asking questions.”
“Sorry.”
“This isn't a police station, we don't interrogate people here.”
“You interrogated me.”
“We were fact finding.” In a glazed stairwell Dremba spoke ahead of himself. “I'm sorry you got 

upset in Rotterdam.”
“Was I upset?”
“You were crying. Or were they fake tears?”
“No, not really.” She wanted to forget, but collapsing under the unremitting repetitiveness of 

Dremba's mauling did take her by surprise. “Is that how you break people down? Keep asking them 
the same question over and over again?”

A deep sigh of desperation cushioned Dremba from the lift doors. “Yes, and you're starting to 



break me down. I promise I'll tell you everything you want to know.”
“You're being sarcastic, aren't you? Sorry, you don't need to answer that.”
“Is this your revenge?”
The doors bundled open. “No. Revenge for what?” Dremba backed into the lift. “That was 

another question. It's amazing how many you ask in a day, isn't it?”
The lights in the lift matched the colour of Raven's hair and the two of them plunged in a 

glowing blue cocoon, a gut-lifting descent through the building's body, stopping when the ambient 
colour turned red. “You're not supposed to be down here, but rules are for the rest of them upstairs.”
Dremba led the way down a cool corridor to a room with a keypad and a very very long code 
number to open it. The door clicked. Dremba shoved his thumb against a fingerprint scanner and the
room surrendered its diabolical glow to the visitors.

“Are we still in Lyon?”
“At last, you pronounced it correctly.”
Bernadette used Raiena, her mysterious top secret facility, the unheard of killing ground, as a 

potent weapon to threaten those weak willed and weak stomached. And here she was, Raven, 
underground, underneath hundreds of concrete floors each supporting tons of furniture and tons of 
people filling the furniture with tons of stuff. All that weight inches above her head. "They know 
what they're doing putting torture chambers in basements."

"What?"
"Whoever invented the dungeon must have been a right sick bastard."  
"Whatever you say, Blue." Dremba rammed his USB stick into the waiting computer and 

navigated to a series of folders and files and photographs. Raven followed the progression of 
corpses, destroyed streets, burned down buildings (charred bodies), a landslide in a mountain 
valley, a car crash on a wooded track. . . . But none of it matched the one image Dremba wanted to 
find.

“What the fuck. . . .” Raven looked away when the acidic pre-vomit tingle expanded behind her 
ears. She recognised the onset of sickness from all the vampiric travelling with Wallet. Now it was 
the effects of a photograph, a crime scene next to a lake, an idyllic lake with a shingle shore, set in 
the deep cleft of coniferous forest. It could have been a lost holiday snap were it not violated by a 
pile of ash, carbonised wood and the recognisable features of a face; a body almost reduced to dust 
other than a head, a few bones and the lasting anguish of the victim.

“Not pleasant,” said Dremba.
“Who was it?”
“We think it was a local guy, Mathieu Mandal. His brother was found dead in Glarus, a village 

not far from this lake.”
“In Germany?”
“Switzerland. Lake Klontal. His brother's body was found stuffed inside a chimney. They were 

killed within forty-eight hours of each other.” Dremba tapped the computer screen. “This is a 
ritualistic murder.”

“Malandanti?”
“No. Worse than that. She prefers not to take any of this seriously. She looks for the scientific 

explanation, a human rationale. She doesn't have an open mind, but there are forces behind all this, 
just as there are forces behind your friends in Toten Herzen. And now with the events surrounding 
Frieda Schoenhofer, the two are linked.”

“It started last year, you know.”
“How?”
“Lena Siebert-Neved coming to Britain to get information out of them.” Dremba searched the 

system as Raven spoke. 
“You mean her?” He found a photograph, a long shot, a covert image of Lena stepping out of a 

car.
“That's her BMW,” Raven said. “When was this taken?”
“2014. May, according to the file's metadata. She led the Bamberg coven for eight years. Third 



level, wasn't quite up there with the leadership, but given time she would have moved up.”
“Third level? How many levels are there?”
Another file, another diagram, a complex pyramidal structure with main coven at the point, 

thirteen second level covens, one hundred and sixty-nine third level covens, names continuing in 
uncountable numbers down five levels. Dremba ran his finger across the screen. “Berlin has three 
fifth level covens, Paris four, Milan two, Vienna three. They're even in north America. Los Angeles 
four covens, New York three, Dallas two.” He pulled up a map of the world. Red pentagrams 
represented a coven in cities as far away as Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Singapore, India, South 
Africa, south and central America. “It's easy to believe this is just an organised crime network, like 
the Mafia, but it isn't. I wish it was, but their history suggests it's a lot more than that. We think 
they've changed. There's been trouble inside the network and that lot,” he brought up the murder 
scene image again, “they're the new threat.”

There were so many questions, but Dremba didn't like being asked questions and Raven didn't 
work for Interpol. This new hidden threat could appear at any time and anyone could be part of it: 
Susan or Elaine or Rene or Wallet, well not Wallet . . . or maybe he could be a part of it. . . .

“What are you thinking?” Dremba said.
“Just wondering who they are, or who they might be. Am I in danger?”
“We're all in danger, Blue.” He had another surprise in store. “Mayfair, London. Explosion killed

thirty-five, could have been a lot more.” He played a matter-of-fact video from a street camera 
showing a Range Rover trapped in a gruesome circle of flames, the vehicle's roof deformed by deep
scratches. The passenger tries to escape, but is beaten back by the flames and then white light. 
“That's the fuel tank,” said Dremba. The final image, as unbearable as the ritualistic scene, 
contained a bombed-out shop frontage and a charred corpse hanging like a cured side of pork. 
"They put an expensive scarf round his neck." He prowled the room, followed by his reflection in 
the chrome walls.

“You're not like Bernadette, are you? Sorry, I'll stop putting those little rhetorical questions at the
end like that. You're not like Bernadette.”

“No.”
“I don't think you like her.”
“She's good at what she does. Her track record speaks for itself, but she won't listen to anyone 

else. She's not a maverick, she plays by the rules, but she has a blind spot.” He sat down again with 
his back to the computer. “She won't solve these crimes if she doesn't open up. What? Why are you 
smiling?"

”You two are like Mulder and Scully.”
“No, we're not. Scully acknowledged the evidence. She doesn't. She won't.” He took his USB 

stick and shut down the computer. “Come on, let's go and meet Mr and Mrs Kierkegaard.”
Back in the real world and the safe familiar glazed brick and echo of the stairwell Dremba was 

stopped by another nameless man whose bulk carried the weight of authority. Dremba looked at his 
own feet as the two men came together.

“Is this your source?”
“This is Raven, yeah.”
“Raven? Does she have a real name?”
“She has a real name, yes,” said Raven.
“I'm sorry, was I speaking to you?”
“Didn't sound like it.”
The man stepped closer and studied the hairstyles. “Are you two related?”
“No,” said Raven.
“Fuck, no,” said Dremba.
“She has no authorisation to be here. Get her out of this building.”
The man didn't need to follow them; Dremba knew his place. He headed straight for his desk, 

locked the USB stick away, made for the exit and did it all without acknowledgement of Raven, his 
colleagues or the hushed setting. The dreadful secrets were left spread across hundreds of concrete 



floors with all that furniture stuffed with dreadful information the world needed to know about (but 
then wouldn't be able to sleep after being told).

Outside, Dremba studied the building's facade. “He called me.”
“He? Who? Him? Who was he?”
“Leonard Thwaite. He set up the Malandanti programme to investigate the network. A chance 

meeting on the stairs. That was too coincidental, but it was his voice that called me, I'm sure it was. 
He said there was a message here for me.”

“Bit of a mystery character is he?”
“You're asking questions again, Blue.” Dremba started scribbling in the light film of dust on the 

car roof: a square inside a triangle inside a circle. He rubbed it away. “Why me and not her? Why 
did he pass the message to me?”

Raven thought she had the answers and agonised over them on the way to meet Mr and Mrs 
Kierkegaard, but all her answers ended with awkward question marks and she didn't want to 
antagonise Dremba who was behaving like a friend, or a proto-friend, something approaching 
familiarity anyway. They had commonality: out of step, out of place, ignored by others, the same 
eye-catching hair that stopped people on stairwells. Twice now she had been mistaken for 
someone's relative. “I wonder if he thought I was your sister.”

“My sister lives in Algiers. She doesn't look a bit like you.”
“Your mum got blue hair?”
He laughed. “No, it's black. Black like a vampire.”
They didn't know what to expect when they strode down Rue Dumont d'Urville in the 4th 

Arrondissement. The address provided by Mr and Mrs Kierkegaard turned out to be a bridal wear 
shop as white as Alpine snow, a theatre of virginal fashion and big day expectation. It added a 
punctuation mark of cleanliness and illumination on a stark grey street. “I thought you said they 
were Goths.” Raven shoved her nose against the glass. “I'd get married in black, I don't suit white. 
Makes me look washed out.”

Dremba inspected the upper windows, but the wedding items were up there too. “We won't know
standing out here.”

Inside the shop, before the door had closed, they were pounced on by a woman dressed in 
flowers, neck to knee fabric printed with oversize blossom, and a string of pearls looped around her 
neck. “Bonjour, mademoiselle, monsieur.” She fingered a large leather bound appointments book. 
“Maurice and Clara?”

“Pierre Dremba, Interpol.” He held his ID at arms length. The appointments book snapped shut. 
“Are you Mrs Kierkegaard?”

“Ah, non.” She pointed at the floor.
“You buried 'em?” said Raven.
“They have the premises below.”
“We didn't notice,” said Dremba. “How do you get to them?”
There was something unintentionally existential about the question which disturbed the floral 

woman's response. “Along the street to the black door.”
“Do you know Mr and Mrs Kierkegaard?”
“There was a time,” she said and produced a pair of spectacles. “But we seldom talk now. They 

have their lifestyle and I have mine.”
“Nice shop,” said Raven.
“Salon, mademoiselle.”
Outside, Raven said, “I'm sick of apologising to people.”
Dremba rang the bell on the black door. “Well stop fucking doing it then.”
“All right, all right. Don't get in huff just because you couldn't find the front door to someone's 

house.” The sign was easy to miss: Lucifer's Closet printed on a tiny enamel plaque below the door 
bell. “Bernadette would have found it.”

Dremba, waiting with a mouth full of cigarette smoke, rattled the Baphomet-shaped door 
knocker. “Your safety is in my hands remember. Don't piss me off.” 



The door groaned. “It's opening,” Raven said.
“Take the police exams. You're a natural.”
“Fuck off.”
If this was Mr Kierkegaard he deserved a bigger door, one more suited to dramatic revelations. 

His light-sapping outfit matched the paintwork, hovered against the shadowy background, and he 
paused a moment with his right arm horizontal, allowing the pavement sunlight to catch the stud in 
his lip and the one in his ear lobe and the gold pentagram round his neck. His mascara was blacker 
than Raven's.

“Mr Kierkegaard. Pierre Dremba, Interpol.”
“Bdagh, yes.” When he spoke he emitted a soft burst of breath as if he had spilt something on his

clothes.
“You contacted the police, but they passed on your details to me. Can we come in?”
Mr Kierkegaard studied Raven as Dremba spoke. “Certainly.” They entered a world of slow 

movement and courteous hospitality, careful arrangement and cordiality as if the Kierkegaards were
taking delivery of their evening meal; knowingly taking delivery. . . .

The shop, if it was a shop, resembled an occult warehouse. A meticulous arrangement of ornate 
objects varying in size and material: dark exotic wood, black metal, dull grey pewter. An audience 
of grinning skulls peered down from high shelves. Lower down sat a collection of nailed balls, 
daggers with blades designed for every human orifice, an ugly arsenal of hand-held malevolence 
and not an automatic pistol in sight. All of it, all the bony post-death anatomy and pre-death 
gadgetry (that probably played an important role in the skulls becoming skulls), had its own 
reference number: every grimoire, every wizard's wand, every unicorn's hoof, all the virgin's breath.
“Virgin's breath? How do you know a virgin breathed it out?”

Dremba nodded at the ceiling.
“Oh, her upstairs. .  . .”
“Please,” said Mr Kierkegaard, “I would prefer you to respect the displays. The items are 

legitimate elements of hermetic practice dating back thousands of years. This, for example,” he 
opened a small heavy cardboard box filled with wood chippings, “these splinters are from the first 
church on the site of the Vatican in Rome.”

“How much are they?” said Raven.
“Five euros each.”
At the back of the shop, encircled by candlelight, Mrs Kierkegaard stood behind a heavy table. 

She was in charge of the dispatch department, wrapping and labelling brown paper lumps and 
padded envelopes and then recording the sold inventory in a ledger so big it needed iron hinges as 
big as those on the front door.

“Her appointment book upstairs looks like a leaflet compared to that.” Raven smiled at Mrs 
Kierkegaard who licked her lips when she smiled back.

“Monsieur Dremba is from Interpol,” said her husband.
“Bonjour, monsieur. Thank you for coming to us. And you are Interpol, madame?” Mrs 

Kierkegaard's wide white face framed by a slice of fringe as black as her lipstick, remained fixed on
Raven.

“No, Raven. I'm an associate.” She waited for Dremba's punchline, but he was distracted by Mr 
Kierkegaard taking position behind the table until man and wife stood together like the King and 
Queen of Spades.

“Why did you contact the police?” said Dremba.
“Bdagh, we wanted to help. We're not all criminals.”
“We, who's we?”
“We who occupy an alternative society. We feel we have a responsibility to be socially minded. 

Recent activities would paint us all to be criminals.”
“You can do whatever you want, Mr Kierkegaard, it's a free country. How's business?”
“Very good, monsieur. There is,” he dabbed his mouth with a handkerchief, “a growing demand 

for hermetic accessories.”



“Are you vampires?” Raven's question provoked a frustrated gasp from Dremba. “Sorry, I'm just 
asking. Me mate's dad dresses like you.”

“You are English,” said Mrs Kierkegaard.
“Yeah, Nottingham.”
“Raven is part of the investigation,” Dremba said, “I thought it might help to compare 

information.”
“You look as if you inhabit the same realm as us.”
“Yeah, well, I come and go, you know.”
“Yes. Raven,” said Mr Kierkegaard. “Corvus corax. A bird rich in cultural significance, a 

harbinger of bad news and catastrophe.”
“Sounds like me.”
“Bdagh. Excuse my rudeness, I haven't offered you a drink.”
“I'm fine, thanks,” said Dremba.
“What about you, Raven?” A sly smirk slipped across Mrs Kierkegaard's face. “How can we 

satisfy you?”
“Wouldn't mind a cup of tea.”
“We don't drink tea,” said Mr Kierkegaard. He moved away to the right, his wife to the left, both 

of them parting in slow motion as if on castors. “Nothing too strong.” He opened a cupboard carved
out of a tree stump and poured a large tumbler of red wine. Raven sipped it. Raspberry juice!

Mrs Kierkegaard picked up a large carved figure and placed it in the middle of a black sheet of 
paper. “A goblin,” she said. 

“Is that bronze?” said Raven.
“No. Resin moulded. Made in China, but the price is very competitive. Every house should have 

its own goblin, Raven.”
“Do you know the woman upstairs?” said Dremba.
“Bdagh, there was a time we shared a common interest in the black arts, but then she found 

solace in Jesus and her world became white.”
“What information were you offering?” said Dremba.
“The dark ones, the enemy. The people you're searching for. We know how they live, how they 

move, where they go. What they feed on, what they require to survive.” The phone rang, Mr 
Kierkegaard took the call and tapped away at a laptop. “Lucifer's Closet . . . The demiurge semen, 
yes, we expect to have it in stock again next month . . . No, I can't. It comes from a special source . .
. Yes, please do . . . eating liquorice will not turn it black, no.” He put the phone down. “We are 
subjected to ignorance all the time.”

“Where does demiurge semen come from?” Raven said.
“Demiurges.” Mr Kierkegaard turned to Dremba. “Inspector, you were asking for information, 

let us talk in the light.”
The pavement offered respite from the morbid gloom of Lucifer's Closet. Mr Kierkegaard lit a 

black cigarette, offered one to Raven who shook her head, and with Dremba hunched over his own 
Marlboro they all shuffled about like bored office workers. 

“I'm not an inspector,” said Dremba. “Who or what are you talking about exactly? The dark 
ones, can you be more specific?”

“Vampires, monsieur. Among our own circle of friends there are vampires, not many, they are 
rare, but they exist. And others who choose to dabble in the blackest of the dark arts, they don't 
know what they're doing, but they do it, get into trouble and cause problems for others.”

“Tell me more.”
“By day they are docile, by night they are energised by direct or ambient moonlight. Avoid 

hunting them at night, track them during the day. The ones who are prone to criminality are 
outcasts, they live on the fringes but gravitate toward places of death. The stories of them occupying
graveyards and other burial grounds are not without foundation.”

“Is that really where they live?” said Dremba.
“Bdagh, they do. They live where people, mortals, fear to enter.”



“Does this sound familiar, Blue?”
Raven bit into a Mars bar. “Well, the ones I know live in houses and explode in daylight.”
“You believe the Hollywood version, Raven?” Mr Kierkegaard laughed.
“No, I work for Toten Herzen.”
Mr Kierkegaard's cigarette pivoted between fingers laden with Gothic rings, fingers belonging to

a man coming face to face with an associate of the so-called dark ones, if Toten Herzen could be 
described as dark ones, none of them had an ounce of colour. 

“White as bedsheets, they are,” Raven said. “Susan Bekker lives with her boyfriend and does all 
the hoovering when she's at home.”

“I find that hard to believe.”
“She was a lazy cow when they were recording their last album. Didn't lift a finger then.”
“You don't think Toten Herzen are real vampires?” said Dremba.
“No. We are old enough to remember them the first time, monsieur. My wife and I. We met 

them here in Lyon in 1975. They were not vampires then, they're not vampires now.”
Raven felt a finger sliding down the back of her head. Mrs Kierkegaard's finger.
“Oh, hello,” Raven said. “Got your goblin in the post then?”
“You do not work for vampires,” she said. Her finger stopped travelling just above the belt of 

Raven's jacket.
“Not anymore. It got too much in the end.”
“Come,” Mr Kierkegaard rammed his cigarette between his lips and bolted away. “I have more 

information that may be of help, monsieur, now that we have established the provenance of our 
friends Toten Herzen.” 

The dark entourage followed him through the shop, past elongated beaks of plague masks and a 
genuine used 18th Century broomstick. He took them to a musty stock room and found a thick dog-
eared book full of woodcut illustrations. “There,” he jabbed the page with a long pointed fingernail. 
“The real vampires, the first vampires in Europe. They exist somewhere in Germany, their 
whereabouts a mystery, walking among us unseen, unheard.”

“Unseen? They were on-stage in Copenhagen a few nights ago. You could hear them in Madrid.”
“They are not vampires, Raven. We have established that misconception.”
“How does this help me?” said Dremba. 
“This is where you need to look, monsieur. In the history books, the grimoires, the manuscripts 

of old hermetic societies.”
Raven nodded. “Like the Tresmistus Group.”
“The what?”
Mr Kierkegaard gasped again. “Another myth.”
“He lives there.” Raven stopped herself. “According to the myth.”
“To be honest with you,” said Dremba, “I know you mean well, but what you're saying is 

circumstantial, there's no detail, no names, no one I can visit.”
“You're colleague has a closed mind,” said Mr Kierkegaard.
“She's not my colleague,” said Dremba.
“Not Raven, your colleague, the woman.”
“How do you know about her?”
“We saw the press conference in Rotterdam.”
Mrs Kierkegaard closed her eyes as she said the name. “Bernadette Maldini. We expected her to 

visit.”
“She doesn't believe in any of this. That's why I'm here.”
“Bdagh, you must convince her.”
“It's impossible.”
“Nothing is impossible. There is a way to convince her.”
“Go on. Amaze me.”
“If she too becomes a vampire, monsieur. If she sees this world from within it, she cannot deny 

its existence then.”



“I'll tell her when I see her.” Dremba grabbed his cigarettes. “Don't worry, I'll smoke this 
outside.”

Mrs Kierkegaard's arm appeared holding a candelabra and a burning candle. “No need. We 
accommodate all our customers.”

“You need help, monsieur.” Mr Kierkegaard took a light from the same candle flame. “You need
someone with authority to interpret the signs, the signals, the patterns, patterns of behaviour, 
patterns of evidence.”

“Okay. If you say so. Come with us.”
“What, now?”
Dremba was half way out of the shop. “Yes, now. I can show you something that'll open your 

eyes. Perhaps you can tell me what it's all about.”
Mrs Kierkegaard's face glistened behind the candelabra. She smiled at Raven and snuffed out the

candle flame with her lips.
“You're fucking weird, you are.”

-

She said it again outside. “Fucking weird. She must have an asbestos tongue. Still believe in all this 
supernatural shit?” They waited at the car for Mr and Mrs Kierkegaard to lock up Lucifer's Closet 
and join them in a daylight ride through Lyon.

“Fucking lunatics. It was like talking to Bela Lugosi.”
“Bdagh,” said Raven. “We know the cheeldren of the night, bleugh bleugh bleugh.”
Pulses of cigarette smoke filled Raven's eyes. “His wife looked up for a threesome.”
“You into that, are you?”
“Not me, you. She couldn't keep her eyes off you.”
“Yeah, well, nothing wrong with that, is there? Not exactly Quasimodo, am I?”
“Meeting them puts you in a whole new light.”
“Does it?”
“You're not as nuts as you look.”
The dark couple arrived, walking, Mrs Kierkegaard in a leather corset and black liquid leggings, 

a shawl wrapped around her shoulders like knitted bats wings; alongside her, Mr Kierkegaard in his 
henchman's get up, still smoking. Dragged away from their goblins and ghouls, Vatican floor 
scrapings and out-of-stock spunk, they sat in silence on the back seat, 

“What is a demiurge anyway?” said Raven.
“It is an ancient Gnostic term for a malevolent artisan, an evil craftsman. The semen is a milky 

extract of willow, pulped and fermented. It has qualities which aid creativity and is used by 
hermetic artists to exploit the hidden truth in their work.”

“Right. So it's not like from a bull or anything? I thought it was real semen.”
“You have much to learn, Raven.” Mrs Kierkegaard ran her gloved finger through the back of 

Raven's hair; unwelcome attention with all the talk of threesomes and semen.
“Are we not there yet,” said Raven. Dremba drove as if he was alone on the road, which 

presented difficulties when the road was full of drivers who thought they were alone too. Jamming 
and stabbing at the pedals, he guided the car through every gap, every opening, with the frenetic 
haste of emergency. “Whatever it is, it'll still be there this time tomorrow.”

“Don't be so sure.”
They pulled up outside a detached house in a residential street. Dremba tore away the police tape

across the gate, there to deter nosy neighbours and gardeners. The overgrown scrub waited to snag 
Raven's snakeskin-patterned leggings (a once-in-a-lifetime bargain). Dremba knew the safest way 
through and Mr and Mrs Kierkegaard followed him with surprising comfort and disdain for the 
weeds.

After checking the windows and rubbing the grimy glass, Dremba pushed the door hard against 
the jammed frame. The reek of antiseptic, nail varnish remover and lemon juice rushed over them, 



the house breathing out as if taken by surprise by the intrusion. Raven kept an open mind when it 
came to precognition, or clairvoyancy, whatever it was people experienced when they entered a 
strange property, but she felt it now, marinading in the smell, a presence, something dreadful and 
not Mrs Kierkegaard's looming attention. Of course the crime scene police tape across the gate was 
enough to prime anyone's sixth sense, but even so, beyond the odious whiff of over-cleaning, the 
lingering stink of tragedy clung to every surface.

Dremba led them to the living room. Raven recognised the symbols on the walls, the scribblings.
“This isn't your old house, is it?”

All the signs and patterns and symbols and shapes had been drawn directly onto the wallpaper, 
and where the wallpaper was too textured it had been ripped off to use the bare plasterboard as a 
blank canvas. Dremba followed a haphazard map with his finger. “See, there's Bamberg and there's 
Wurzburg and Gdansk, Helsinki, Bucharest, centres of coven activity.”

“And you believe in it?” said Raven.
Mr Kierkegaard examined the walls, his face a cigarette length from the lurid drawings. “You 

know some people think the first vampires were given their powers by the Devil.” 
“Don't say that.”
“The name Dracula is a Romanic translation of the word dragon. Look here.”
“That looks like a star chart. Astrology?”
“Bdagh. The constellation Draco. The Dragon.”
“Oh, fuck.”
“Yeah. But what does it all mean?” said Dremba. “The guy who did all this is locked away.”
“Thank God for that.”
“No. He was a friend and a colleague. Tipo Briess. An Interpol investigator before she took over.

It didn't take long to drive him to this state of mind.”
This state of mind was the same state of mind Dremba possessed. He hadn't reached the stage 

where he vandalised walls with his maddening doodles, but he couldn't be far off. He drove like he 
had a death wish, like he was being chased. “The museum fire in Anderlecht killed the wife of an 
Interpol agent. Tipo was frightened to death by something that attacked him in Anderlecht and he 
came back here and murdered his own wife. At least I'm not married.”

Mr Kierkegaard located a burning building drawn with crayon, a grinning demonic figure staring
out of the flames. “This. You see the green eyes, they are the green eyes of a demon described in 
the Lost Key of Solomon as Hirrite. A demon who is said to enjoy the taste of fire.”

Dremba had more. “What about this one?” He found the rough outline of a building with four 
towers and a stick figure stuck to the top.

Mr Kierkegaard turned to his wife. “Bamberg. If we knew the answer to that we wouldn't be 
running a mail order business in Lyon.”

“Follow me. Have a look at this in here.” 
In the dining room, an unknown alphabet connected a complex pattern of shapes on a wall facing

the flooded conservatory. Mrs Kierkegaard's hand wafted towards a shard of broken glass. Raven 
intercepted it and felt her fingers gripped until the knuckles cracked. 

“You need to leave this building, monsieur.” Mr Kierkegaard took his wife by the shoulders.
“What is it?”
“Very dangerous. Very dangerous.”
“Get out.” Dremba dragged Raven out of the room. “What was that?”
Mrs Kierkegaard straightened herself, adjusted her shawl and took a cigarette off her husband. 

“It has a number of names. It is a symbol of influence, a controlling codex to alter the mind of 
anyone who looks at it.”

“All sounds very dramatic, but what exactly is it?”
“Have you studied it, monsieur,” said Mrs Kierkegaard.
“Yes, no, well yes, of course I have.”
“Occultists refer to it as the Gaze of Satan. A symbol containing a subliminal message that can 

curse anyone who looks at it.”



“Shit. I don't believe you.”
“Believe it, monsieur,” said Mr Kierkegaard.
“We're dealing with a real threat. The guy who lived here murdered his wife.”
“And that thing back there is why, monsieur.” Mr Kierkegaard rushed to the wall and pointed to 

a badly drawn naked woman knelt next to a horned devil. “Is this his wife? The Gaze of Satan 
impels you to believe there are demons everywhere, that everyone is or may be a demon. It's a trap. 
It takes control of you. It ruins your life. It ruined this man's life, your colleague, Monsieur Briess.”

Dremba avoided Mr Kierkegaard, hoping to find rational reassurance in Raven's blue-haired 
nonsense, but she defiantly held out her phone with an image from Weerdshit.org: a JPEG titled the 
Gaze of Satan. “Can it be reversed? The influence.”

“Yes,” said Mrs Kierkegaard. “If you catch it before the influence has run too deep.”
“All that scribbling you do, it might be too late now.”
“Fuck you.” Dremba barged outside.
Raven joined him in the knee-high grass; the silent outlines of the Kierkegaards glazed by the 

living room window.
“The Toten Herzen myth is full of inaccuracies,” said Dremba. “It's too easy to get carried away 

by all this.”
“You sound like Bernadette now.”
“Rob Wallet started this. How many others are involved? He told a tale full of plot holes. No 

Highgate murders, no PC Barry Bush. Eric Mortimer had nothing to do with Lenny Harper's 
movements. We've seen all the files, the archived police records. Crass records went bankrupt in 
1985, the owner disappeared. And according to Suffolk Police records Micky Redwall was 
probably killed in a gangland hit, not by his own dogs.”

“Stop waffling, Pierre.”
“He had a police caution for threatening Johnny Marchetti.”
“Johnny who? Actually that name rings a bell.”
“One of the four journalists murdered in London in 2013. A few days after the band reappeared. 

A few days after the journalist Neil Gannon was killed.”
“Do you not have a computer that links all these connections together for you? Save a lot of 

work.”
“There is a computer. It's called Bernadette Maldini.” Dremba noticed the audience at the 

window. “She isn't programmed to acknowledge anything beyond the real world, but. . . .”
“But what?”
“I might be able to take those two seriously if they weren't dressed like undertakers.”
“I've never seen an undertaker dressed like her. Imagine burying your mum and she turns up to 

carry the coffin?” 
“I'm not cursed.”
“I know that. You're just an arsehole, there's a world of difference.”
“I'm taking them home.”
On the way back to Lucifer's Closet Mr Kierkegaard apologised for the information and, in his 

own words, 'freaking the fuck out of you.' The lights were off in the bridal salon, the floral woman, 
unbothered by demonic gazes, gone to meet Jesus. Why she chose to escape the murky universe of 
the Kierkegaards and their mail-order goblins made perfect sense now. Her salon sanctuary, even in
darkness, offered hope and a bright future illuminated by the abnormally white teeth of the model 
brides lined up in optimistic mug shots and soft-focus devotion. A wall of winsome hope within 
metres of a shop full of devilish junk.

Dremba carried on talking all the way back to Raven's hotel. “She will have to become a 
vampire, they were right about that.”

“Bernadette? Fat chance. They won't turn me and I'm harmless. Mind you. . . .”
“What?”
“There is someone who might turn her.”
“Who?” Dremba carved through the thickening rush hour traffic.



“Sheila Scavinio.”
“Sheila Scavinio. Tom Scavinio's wife?”
“Yeah.”
“Tom Scavinio's wife is a fucking vampire?”
“Yeah.”
He took his eye off the road for a second longer than was safe and crunched the rear quarters of a

parked bus. “His wife is a vampire?”
“You just drove into that bus.”



23

Every night he was in the crowd, in the thick of the adoration. Wallet had to be there to see the 
other side of Toten Herzen, the business side. He was surrounded by thousands who hadn't seen and
would never see the side of the band he was familiar with. The stage was the only place where they 
functioned as a single unit and not the bickering, shambolic gathering of egos and weirdness. On 
stage they became a fluid, precise, confident machine, uninhibited by their personal differences and 
eccentricities.

And now they had the enormous stage to match their enormous reputation. A production design 
so total, so overwhelming, it made the earth shudder producing aftershocks that rumbled on for 
weeks. But even in this godlike landscape, the judgemental lights, the belittling pyrotechnics, the 
devouring volume of noise, Toten Herzen projected the ordinary. It may have been the names, 
Susan, Dee, Rene. Wallet never told her, but he always thought the name Elaine Daley had no equal
amongst ordinary names.

The crowd feared them. Feared the casual drama, the ordinariness. It all came down to 
reputation, not image, the mistake most people made. If you wanted to scare people the odd murder 
now and again was more convincing than a scary mask. The reputation made Wallet tingle: the 
extraordinary ordinariness. 

Above all, Susan Bekker made him tingle. 
In Lima and Copenhagen and Hamburg, Wallet watched Susan's silhouette from half-way back 

in the stadium and shivered when she sank to her knees in the attention of Dee's spotlight and a 
blaze of flickering smartphone screens. When he was close enough, he examined Susan's slender 
legs and her thigh boots, imagined the sweep of coke-black hair thrashing and whipping his face. It 
was the euphoria of proximity, so close he could taste her perfume. (In Hamburg, he was so close  
she saw him and played a wrong note.) But his imagination, for all its practice and previous 
invention, lacked the solidity of Susan's flesh, couldn't recreate the sharpness or the intense agony 
of her bite. He wanted the real thing. He wanted her control, her cunning, her intensity; the pain, the
euphoria, the memory; Jesus, he wanted her like he had never wanted anyone before.

At the end of every show she would stand amongst the flames, take her encore, and as the crowd 
crawled over one another like termites Wallet wanted to be up there where Rene stood with his arm 
around her waist or on the curve of her hip or the arch of her back. . . .

But Susan Bekker was public property, synonymous with the headlines: every action an event, 
every outrage a talking point as if she were the only one responsible. Susan sold newspapers, Susan 
sold magazines and advertising space. Susan sold other people's shit clinging to the back of her own
product. She couldn't move without being watched and photographed; the centre of gossip, rumour, 
speculation, a million hands grabbing, snatching for a piece of her, and that drove Wallet mad. She 
was his girl, his discovery. She wouldn't be up there but for him and she knew it: yet more of the 
backstage secrecy, the massive discrepancy between public image and private existence. 

And all the time this living piece of public real estate was privately owned by a corporation. She 
was no more attainable than a mid-day walk through Casino Square. If only Marco was dead. Yes, 
if only Marco would fuck off and die.

If he lived, which he would for a few more years yet - the man had the usual sticking power of 
the wealthy - Wallet would have to find someone else to satisfy his insatiable yearning and 
Veronique could be that person. His pity for the ghost abandoned in a house to which she was 
imprisoned after death transformed into a fondness and then evolved into a feeling that felt like 
love, it was hard to tell these days when nearly every meeting of the opposite sex triggered some 
kind of vampiric lust. He returned to the house without telling the others, returned every night to 
continue his liaison and listen to her stories, ease her pain, cradle her head under his chin and when 
the moon shone so bright they could see the colour of the grass, made love in the garden outside the
kitchen.

“You made love to a ghost? How is that even physically possible?” There must have been a flaw 
in the optics of Raven's phone camera. Its wide angle lens exaggerated her features when she 



bobbed about animated by surprise, (possibly disgust), until her face expanded like a balloon.
“We are not of this earth, Barbara. You're only imagining a physical world, your own three 

dimensional space. There are other dimensions, you know.”
“But she's a ghost, she's got no central nervous system.”
“When did you qualify as a doctor? You didn't tell me you were going to medical school.”
“Oh, ha ha. It's obvious, innit?”
“It's not obvious. There are things beyond human understanding. And even more things beyond 

your limited understanding.”
“I know more than you think, you know.”
“You know more than I think I know. Give me a couple of days to untangle that one, Barbara.”
“I know things about Toten Herzen and you and the Malandanti and the Devil. Well, not actually

the Devil. . . .“
“What things?” It sounded like Raven was playing the role of fifth columnist too eagerly.
“You should have met the couple I met the other day. Mr and Mrs Kierengard or something. 

Right pair of weirdos.”
“Did they offer to adopt you?”
“Fuck off. They sell goblins out of a shop in Lyon.”
Wallet was sure the word used was goblins, but Raven's scattergun conversation warned him to 

wait for the rest of the sentence and the explanatory context. “Is that it? Two weirdos selling 
goblins? Live goblins?”

“No, resin. Made in China. But it's not that, it's stuff about Toten Herzen and your fibs.”
“Fibs?”
“About PC Barry Bush not existing.”
“I've spoken to him. He was watching the Olympics on the telly at home.”
“Wasn't him.”
“What do you mean it wasn't him?” How could it not be him?
“And Micky Redwall was killed in a gangland murder.”
The news, revelations from another inner sanctum, should have been transformative, but as 

Raven's head swelled and shrank it sounded more like an enormous wind up. Wallet waited for 
Raven's head to burst like some Monty Python animation.

“And get this, there's evidence Elaine's mum arranged to have her dad killed.”
“What?” Wallet should have left the Agnetha to join Raven for a static face to face discussion, 

but she claimed to be in a secret location for her own safety, so secret she forgot to say nothing 
about it being in Lyon.

“They're asking a lot of questions. Bernadette's like a Jack Russell. She won't let it go when she 
thinks she's on to something.”

“Bernadette? On first name terms are we? Well they soon assimilated you, didn't they?”
“If I knew what that meant I'd either agree or disagree.”
“You've gone native. You're on their side and you don't know it. You're supposed to be on my 

side,” he rasped.
“I am on your side.” She moved so close to the screen her features broke up into a bulbous spiral 

of pinks and blues. “Why would I be telling you all this if I wasn't? They'll be after you next.”
“Me? What have I done?”
“You're in the middle of all this. The hand of Wallet is all over the scene of the crime. They've 

got you banged up good and proper.”
A voice on the jetty called out his name. “I am an innocent man. A bit of artistic license is not a 

crime.”
“Rob." The calling voice belonged to Barny.
“Well, you'll be all right then, won't you? If you're so sure you've done nothing wrong you've got

nothing to worry about.” 
Raven's voice followed Wallet to the wide windows of the boat, her head back to its normal size.

Outside, in the half-light, a familiar face stared back at him.



“Are you still there? You're ignoring me again. You always do this when I say something you 
don't want to hear.”

He tried to answer. . . .
“Something wrong? Rob, what's wrong?”
Wallet's boat protected him from maritime weather, but there were greater forces capable of 

coming aboard by simply walking through the doors.
People knew she was gone; they didn't know she was here.
“Rob, speak to me. I can help if there's something wrong. . . .”
Wallet took two attempts to make himself heard. “She's back.”
“Who is?”
“Frieda Schoenhofer.”
“Holy fuck . . . are you having me on?”
“Back from the dead.” Frieda Schoenhofer stood alongside Barny Flowers as if nothing 

mattered. But it did matter; she had motives, she had a reason to be here alongside his boat so late in
the evening it was too late to sail away.

He slid open the doors of the yacht and waited for the next surprise.
Barny spoke. “Ah, here he is. Rob, you have a visitor, old boy.”
“Hello.”
“Well, say something. This poor young lady has travelled all the way from Nice to see you.”
“Has she.” He always made the effort to avoid staring and after three years of coping with a 

runaway libido thought he had the issue covered, but his eyes were on their own this time, 
wandering all over Frieda's yellow flesh, taught and shiny like wax, unreplenished by blood flow. 
Wallet had forgotten the dread that came with the skin of a corpse, but he felt it now rising in his 
throat, spreading through his limbs and leaving his legs heavy. He recalled the atrophied chill of 
Susan's hands and how they reminded him of death every time she touched his arm or shoulder or 
shoved him in the back. He felt it again when he shook Frieda's hand and she gripped his fingers so 
assertively he knew his time was up. 

Barny avoided the slipstream of Frieda's malevolence, bobbing on his heels in the shelter of his 
own safe harbour and wondering why two intimates had so little to say to each other. "Told you, 
didn't I?” he said. “Mad as a bloody march hare. While I'm here, Rob, we'll be going up to an 
isolated farmhouse near Figourn tomorrow night. Usual arrangement. Feel free to bring . . . er, I'm 
awfully sorry, but I didn't ask your name."

"Ah, so you're having a go at me," Wallet said, "and all this time you never asked the young lady
her name. Yeah, count me in." Frieda grinned. "I'm Rob."

"You two know each other?" said Barny.
“Yeah, I know all about Frieda.” The past was a cunning force, adaptable, a villain with many 

faces. It plagued Toten Herzen, but abandoned Veronique, and now it stalked Wallet, creeping up to
the threshold of home, unwittingly guided by a ghosthunter of all people. 

Barny recognised the unease and made his excuses. He winked at Wallet and shook his hand. 
“Hells bells, like grabbing an ice cube.”

“See you tomorrow night, Barny.” 
Unaware of the company he was leaving, Barny wandered away into the night, watched all the 

way by two monsters; the seeker of spirits, (both varieties) useless without his Geiger counters and 
paranormal jiggery-pokery, observed by the entities he should have been observing.

“He's a interesting character,” Frieda said.
“Yeah. I don't think he trusts me.”
“He doesn't know what you are?”
“No. None of them do.” Wallet waited for Frieda's attention and took the time to study her 

profile, carved and crafted into high cheekbones and a prominent bridge of the nose. The slight cleft
in her chin suggested some demonic artistry and in the oddest of juxtapositions provoked Raven's 
words of Devilish familiarity. 

"Do you want to take a stroll? I've been stewing on board all evening.” 



“I'd prefer a drink. I've just driven all the way from Nice.”
“You drove from Nice?”
“I could have flown.”
“Why didn't you travel? Oh, wait, you haven't figured that out, have you?”
“Travel? Figured what out?”
So, here she was, the woman murdered and probably bearing a grudge a mile wide, back from 

the dead. She must be a vampire, she could only be a vampire, (he knew what ghosts looked like 
and she was no ghost) and yet Wallet had the knowledge, the advantage of experience. She could be
playing the long game, making him wait, hoping to torment him with uncertainty, but if she had any
sense she'd know he played no part in the attack.

He invited her onto the fly deck of the boat. “Let's cut to the chase, Frieda. You're here looking 
for revenge.”

“No.” She made herself at home in the luxury of the Agnetha's upholstery. “I was in Nice 
looking for a passport. I read about you being sacked by the band. . . .”

“They let me go.”
“Ah, yeah, of course. They let you go. I thought I would come and see you. Call it morbid 

curiosity.”
“Thanks.” Wallet remained standing. “You don't need a passport.”
“It's not mine. It's my father's. Well, it's actually a film prop from The Great Escape. It belongs 

to Donald Pleasance. I'm trying to buy it back off a man called Genaro Gui, but he's being difficult.”
“Is that wise? Being difficult with you?” 
“What do you mean?” Frieda smirked, teeth knowingly concealed.
“Well, you being Malandanti and what have you.”
“I just want to recover my father's collection and move on.”
“Good idea. Moving on. Always a good idea.”
“You look a little bit nervous, Rob.”
“Nervous, no. Curious. Extraordinarily curious.” He noticed the handrail of the fly deck needed a

good polish.
“Can you help me?”
“In what way exactly?”
“Genaro Gui wants cash for the passport and I can't get hold of that much cash.”
“I thought you were a millionaire?”
“Oh, I am. It's not the money, it's getting hold of it. The banks only open during the day.”
“Bank transfer.”
“Genaro Gui only deals with cash.”
Wallet laughed then stopped himself. “Sorry. Typical isn't it? A guy does business with a 

millionaire who can't get to the bank at dinner time.”
“I don't think it's funny.”
“No. Sorry. Neither do I.” Cooperation was in Wallet's interest, his knowledge his currency and 

he assumed Frieda liked currency and had a lucrative business collecting it. Legs crossed, arms 
outstretched across the back of the cushions, Frieda had the poise of a confident woman, a business 
woman whose business, in her old life at least, was intimidation. He was warming to her, but then 
her past blew in on a breeze and he remembered the colossal atrocities she may have been part of, 
the Malandanti heritage, so visible in outcome, so hidden in design. “There are ways of catching out
characters like Greasy Gui. I can give you a few tips there. You drove here? You don't need to drive
anywhere ever again. I'll show you later.”

“What does it involve?”
"Oh, you just shut your eyes and decide where you want to go. Open them and you're there. 

Obviously you have to watch out for international date lines. You don't want to turn up in 
Washington mid-afternoon." 

“You know what I am?”
“Of course I do. We all do. They all do. . . “



“I'm still coming to terms with it. How did Susan Bekker find out?” 
"The charges against Marco were dropped. As soon as he told them you'd disappeared from the 

mortuary they put two and two together." 
Frieda sat forward. "And where's Susan now?"
"I don't know. Since they kicked me out they've moved on. They were in South America, but I'm 

not sure where they've gone from there. A lot of concerts were cancelled after the riot in Rio."
"Good. So she might be back in Europe soon?"
She was already back. Frieda must have been preoccupied finding the passport or a bank open 

after dark not to notice.
"Frieda, take some advice. You really don't want to make an enemy of Susan."
"Why?"
"She's not as nuts as people like to think she is. She's bright. She pretends to be this sort of 

vampiric damsel in distress, but she's a potent piece of work. I haven't seen anyone outwit her yet. 
Including you."

"That was the old me, Rob."
"You're making a mistake."
"Don't try to defend the indefensible. Why did she attack me?"
"I don't know how Susan Bekker's mind works, Frieda."
"I think you do. I think if anyone knows how she functions, it's you. What was I doing there, in 

Rotterdam?"
"Investments. You were there to meet Marco Jongbloed. . . ."
"Yes, yes, I know all that, but how did I come to be with Susan Bekker, and what led her to 

attack me? Why me?"
Wallet had chosen to be Susan's victim and willing volunteers retained the memory of those 

agonising moments when life drained away. "You're from Bamberg. Like your predecessor, Lena. 
Both of you sniffing around, looking for something. You tried to get to the band through Marco 
Jongbloed."

"For what reason?" 
Wallet wished he had something more useful than a coffee pot to hand. "Not all vampires can 

drink coffee you know. Frieda, why do you think they sacked me? Because I'm hopeless as a 
publicist, and why am I hopeless? Because they tell me nothing. Their idea of a need-to-know 
policy is to make sure I know nothing. Lena was up to something, they gave her a right old run 
around and then . . . well, we all know how that turned out."

Frieda sat back. “Tell me about this travelling.”
They spent the next half hour negotiating the risks and advantages of travelling here and there 

without walking, riding, cycling, driving, or any other form of physical propulsion. Wallet 
demonstrated the technique on the narrow jetties: ten metres, fifty metres, onto walls, onto boats. 
He would have tap danced if Frieda found any of it amusing, but she was the studious kind, and he 
recognised the rapacious appetite for knowledge that had led her to the Jaws of Bekker. She knew 
knowledge was power, knowledge was advantage and the advantage would ultimately shift her way
before the sun came up.

Frieda listened like an eager student. She made her first attempt, a cautious wish with her eyes 
closed and almost landed in the water. Wallet impressed himself with his acute sense of anticipation
and timing. He grabbed her waist and as she teetered on the last plank of the jetty she gripped his 
arm and hung on, a wry smile on her face. 

She shared one of her own tricks extracted from the lingering deviousness of her witchcraft, and 
plunged them both into darkness, extinguishing every light on the marina and throughout Monaco. 
She tripped the switch and stripped the harbour of life; a casual reminder to respect who she was 
and what she was and how easily she could harness the energy of the world around her. Pick it up, 
snuff it out. The witch's prerogative. 

"There's no need for confrontation, Frieda."
"You don't owe them any favours, Rob. They kicked you out after everything you did for them."



"Why do you want to meet Susan? You can't turn the clock back."
"Why would you want to protect her? If you help me, Rob, I can help you." 
He wasn't sure how until he turned and found Susan sitting on the jetty, all coquettish and 

innocent, long legs swinging to and fro, black hair disappearing in the black background. Butter 
wouldn't melt in her menacing mouth. Frieda had her down to a tee: every tilt of the head, ever drop
of the shoulder and the smoulder in her blazing red eyes, the demonic details in the angelic features 
and the dense attraction that pulled his body towards her, leaning forward to kiss her rich crimson 
lips. . . .

"No, don't do this, Frieda. I know all about this shape shifting business. You might have fooled 
Susan for about fifteen minutes. . . . "

"More like thirty."
"Thirty minutes then, but I know you're in there just underneath the surface." A surface offering 

so much temptation.
"Bear it in mind." Frieda reappeared.
"If there's one thing I learned from Lena, it's avoid confrontation. Frieda, it's not worth it. Look 

around . . . when everything's back in its rightful place. . . . " The boats, the marina, the harbour and 
mountains and mountainside buildings reappeared. "Thank you. You have so much going for you. 
Don't start anything with Susan. Let it lie."

"I only want an apology."
"Is that all? I find that very hard to believe."
"And maybe a slap in the face. And an explanation. I don't like what she did. She owes me."
"Let me think about it." Helping would disrupt his own plans for revenge. Not necessarily the 

details, just the strategy, not that he had a strategy yet, more like an intention. To succeed he would 
need Frieda's self-discipline and single-minded focus instead of using a blue-haired sidekick to act 
as a proxy weapon. Frieda was German, it's what Germans were good at: succeeding. She'd only 
been here an hour and already he'd given up every supernatural trick in his own feeble arsenal. 
“Don't go turning me into a frog or anything. You'll never find out then."

"Okay, I promise not to turn you into a frog. But I'm not letting this go on forever. You will tell 
me eventually."

"Can I warn her you're looking for her?"
"Who are Barny's friends?"
In other words, no. “I didn't offer you that drink on the boat. There's a nice bar near the 

Agnetha.” 
“Are you paying?”
“Jesus. Some things never change.”
“Who's Agnetha? An old girlfriend?”
Wallet laughed. “Yeah, I wish.”
They made their way to the bar, strolling in like a first date couple, unsure where to sit, Wallet 

waiting for her to choose, Frieda waiting for him to choose, fussing over the menu. Wallet told her 
all about Barny and Kent and Fleetwood (and warned her not to buy a car from Cole, not that she 
needed a car). They discussed ghost hunting and what happens when a vampire stands too close to a
Geiger counter and how the ghost hunters hadn't yet figured out why their equipment only went 
berserk when Wallet was with them. “They think I'm a lucky omen.” After raising their glasses 
Wallet tried to explain the eating habits of a vampire, the effects of drink and alcohol (no effect 
whatsoever) and admitted he still had a lot to learn. 

Study quantum physics, was Frieda's advice. "Last year I met a guy you might know. Klaus 
Linzl?"

"Oh yeah. Raven's mate?"
"That's the guy. Quantum physicist. Maybe he could explain why you can't eat anything."
"I don't think explanations really make a difference. Did you understand all your witchcraft? 

How you make the boats disappear, turn yourself into Susan Bekker?"
"Suggestion. Hypnosis. There are various psychological techniques. . . ."



"Okay, so you know how all that's done, but what about when you were human. Did you know 
how the human body digests food, extracts oxygen from blood?"

"I studied human biology."
"Smart arse, aren't you?"
Frieda's exquisite canines didn't reduce the amount of pleasure in her smile, a broad smile of 

genuine happiness, unlike the suggestive grin she arrived with. He felt sad when she was gone, left 
alone, the solitary vampire, his new soul mate gone with no promise to come back and turning 
down his offer to travel with her, make sure she didn't land in her hotel room embedded in the wall. 
He returned to the fly deck and gazed east towards Nice and thought hard about the dilemma she 
left him with: an exact copy of Susan Bekker or the real tenderness of Veronique. What would 
Frieda think? What would she do in his position? Ex-Malandanti, but more interested in salvation 
than revenge, coming to terms with past sins and faced with the choice of finding her murderer or 
finding her father's film collection had chosen the latter. 

He mooched around the fly deck for hours analysing her visit with so much intensity he could 
hear her voice. It was her voice. She hopped about on the jetty waving a handful of cash!

"I've got the money to buy back my father's passport and I thought you might like to be there 
when it happens. You could watch without being seen."

Was this the same woman? "Beats following Barny and the others moping round an old 
farmhouse. What's so special about the money? You haven't mugged anyone, have you?"

"No. . . ."
"Don't go breaking into any of the boats here. They all think I'm weird enough as it is. They'll 

suspect me."
"I haven't broken into any boats. The money belongs to the guy who's selling the passport. I 

broke into his house. Well, didn't break in. As you said, I'll never need to pick a lock as long as I 
live and I didn't."

He welcomed her aboard. They counted the money and then spent the day in restless excitable 
sleep until nightfall liberated Frieda's plan for revenge. Wallet followed her to Nice and watched an 
arch-deceiver take back the passport using all her new tricks and leaving Genaro Gui shaken, 
bamboozled, terrified by Frieda's reflection, or lack of. They worked together like a supernatural 
Bonnie and Clyde and returned to the boat laughing like maniacs. They celebrated with a bottle of 
wine, followed by a second bottle, enough to force Wallet into a convincing impersonation of 
Barny, enjoying the moments until so many passed they were almost caught out by the sunrise.

After Frieda went to her room Wallet lay awake, relishing his advantage, his strategic advantage,
brought to him by the unlikeliest of friends, unexpected, unpredictable. Not just a soul mate but a 
wickedly powerful ally.



24

From the moment Wallet passed through the darkened veil between life and death he developed a 
new perspective on the subject of mourning. Bereavement, the afterlife, sleeping; phrases relating to
the tranquillity of being dead turned out to be utterly ridiculous. Graves were not quiet, they 
bubbled with boisterous activity, their occupants itching to get out. Some graveyards became so 
troublesome after midnight they needed bouncers at the main gates to keep people in. Rest in 
peace? Fat chance. If only the living knew the reality of dancing spooks, singing phantoms and, yes,
just as the folk tales described, moaning ghosts.

The moaners tended to be the older ones, people dying and taking their sciatica, bunions and 
arthritic hips with them. Wallet knew all this because he saw them every time he passed a cemetery.
He never saw them when he went out with Barny and Kent and Fleetwood who, glued to their 
equipment, sampling their wines or sleeping, heard the occasional whoop or sawtooth whine when 
Wallet forgot himself and wandered too close to a plasma auricfibrilator or stepped through the 
beam from Fleetwood's apocalyptic-sounding Armageddon Bell. (Series Nine, the model that 
replaced the Series Eight and bought for two and nine off Harry Price when he gave up studying 
Borley Rectory.)

The perception of death, the wishful thinking, became the great delusion of life: silence. Monaco
fell silent. The ghosthunters silent, as quiet as the grave (or so they thought). Wallet roamed the 
jetties and pavements and squares of Monte Carlo and couldn't find them anywhere. Kent's boat 
resembled the Marie Celeste and he didn't know the addresses for Barny or Fleetwood. When 
Veronique started to avoid him too Wallet worried about his own visibility, his own astral presence.
The possibility crossed his mind that meeting Frieda had catapulted him into yet another dimension 
– the fifth – but he was still visible to Raven. 

An apology was overdue. “She didn't kill me,” he said approaching the car park where Frieda 
said she had left her Aston Martin.

“Obviously not. She's prettier than I thought she would be.”
He found the car. “She is attractive in a strong Germanic sort of way. I love hearing German 

women talk. Hang on, how do you know what she looked like?”
Raven's face, still bulbous in the video link, stretched her eyebrows. “Ah, see I also have mystic 

powers.”
“No you don't. It's all that time spent with investigators. You got access to security cameras?”
“No, you left your phone switched on, you moron. You filmed her for about half an hour.”
That's why his battery exhausted. “I thought it was drained by paranormal energy. Her car's 

here.” Wallet filmed the Aston Martin. “And she left me the keys.”
“Look behind you.”
Cole approached, lively of step, cigar in hand, eager to investigate Wallet's new motor. Raven 

watched it all from the roof of the car; a dismembered head observing all life before it.
“Very impressive vehicle, Rob, if I may say so.” Cole touched his hat.
“Thank you, Albert. Bought in Germany. Reputable dealer.”
“Quite. Well the Germans know better than anyone how to get a formidable vehicular presence 

into France.”
“That's old history, Albert. It's beneath you.”
“Aston Martin. Very tasty. Previous owners?”
“One.”
“Good.”
“Lady driver.”
“Was she? Of course I preferred the older models, your DB5s, your DB6s, something with a bit 

of presence. There was a reason James Bond drove them, you know. Wouldn't catch a member of 
Her Majesty's Secret Plod driving a Citroen.” He noticed Raven's peculiar face. “Good evening, 
madam.”

“Watcha.”



“Yes.” Cole beckoned Wallet. “Does this accessory come with the vehicle? It lowers the tone.”
“Pardon?”
Cole pointed at the phone.
“Oh that. It's a deterrent to thieves. Pinch this car and you'll have her giving you earache 

everywhere you go.”
“Get stuffed.”
“See what I mean.”
“Never the same after the Americans bought them,” Cole said.
“Bought who?”
“Aston Martin. Never the same after Ford took them over. It's the steel. The Yanks use a 

different grade of steel. You can't beat a good old British blade. Ask anyone in Sheffield whose 
cutlery do they use? None of that rubbish from the far east. Do you know, my Uncle Tommy had a 
spade made with Sheffield steel. Lasted a lifetime. Eighty years to the day. They dug his grave with 
it.”

It didn't take long for the conversation to come round to graves. “That reminds me,” Wallet said, 
“you haven't seen the others have you? Barny's gone quiet. . . .”

Cole shuddered. “Not a good time, Rob, not a good time. They've had a bit of a shock.” Cole 
spoke away from the phone, leaving Raven's inquisitive face to expand until it disappeared off the 
screen. “Meddling with the occult. It was always going to end in tears. Never meddle with things 
beyond our understanding. They who belong in the other realm should be left there. I said no good 
would come of it, but they never listen to me. All them spirits, things what go bump in the night.”

“Where are they?”
“Somewhere beyond our human understanding, Rob. Beyond the wit of man.”
“No, I mean Barny and the others.”
“They're in hiding.” Cole whispered. “In the Hotel D'Avignon. But I didn't tell you.”
Wallet snatched the phone off the car. “Come on you, Disembodied Head of Death. Off to the 

Hotel D'Avignon and an explanation.”
“Who's paying for this call?” Raven said. Wallet ignored her and stuffed the phone in his pocket.
Staff at the hotel were delighted to see him and even more delighted to see the car. They flocked 

and swooped as if he carried some enigmatic sense of greatness, but he held on to the car keys. In 
reception the name Barny Flowers was acknowledged with fondness.

“Monsieur Flowers is in the hotel, but he is not a guest.”
“What's he doing? Does he work behind the bar?”
“No, no.” the Assistant Manager, Giscard, chuckled. “He is visiting a friend.”
“Would that be Monsieur Kent or Monsieur Fleetwood.”
“Both. They're all up there.” Wallet followed the Assistant Manager's gaze towards the ceiling 

and the enormous brass fan hanging over them like a dried flower. Up there had the same 
connotations – in the present context – as the other side; Wallet imagined a hotel room with Barny 
and Fleetwood standing over an open coffin, Kent spread out in his Sunday best, hands clasped, and
then sitting up to say 'Yeah, it's a good fit, innit. I'll 'ave one in oak.'

The truth was different. Sombre. A catatonic trio distributed around the room in stunned 
contemplation. Kent had drawn the curtains and sat on the edge of his chair, legs twisted beneath 
him, body facing one way, head squirming to look the other way. 

Wallet chose his words very carefully. “What's happened?”
Barny waited for Kent to speak, but he waited for Fleetwood to finish lighting his pipe, which 

never really ignited in the practical sense of the word. When he finally drew the first puff of tobacco
he pointed the pipe stem at Barny. “Best if he tells you. We're still a bit shook up.”

“Shook up, mmm.” Kent rotated along the vertical axis, drawing gallons of air through his 
gaping nostrils. “Rob it was awful. A truly dreadful experience I wouldn't wish on my worst enemy.
We provoked things, things beyond reality. And now we can't put 'em back.”

Barny stood swaying next to a table full of every wine and spirit (the irony lost on everyone) and
offered Wallet a tumbler of whisky. “We unleashed, old boy . . . we unleashed the denizens of hell. 



The very Devil himself.”
“You did?”
“'Fraid so, old boy. The sky turned a monstrous shade of black.”
“It were like the end of the world, the end of the world, Rob.”
“Black as sin. And the wind that blew up. I haven't seen wind like that since I sailed to the Isle of

Man in 1958.”
“Not of this world, Rob.” Kent gasped and gulped, “not of this world. And now we're paying the 

price. I can't go back to my yacht. It's possessed. It's bedlam. Whatever we unleashed it followed us 
'ere.”

Fleetwood let the other two talk, but when his pipe died on him again he stretched his lips wide 
apart and adjusted his glasses. “Perhaps if you'd been there, Rob, you might have stopped us.”

“Why?”
“Well, you see, you have this air of calm about you.”
“I thought everything went berserk when I was there?”
“It does. But we know it's something to do with you. But you weren't there this time. It was 

horrible.”
“What was? You haven't told me what happened yet apart from a few dark clouds.”
Kent lifted off his chair. “It were more than that, Rob. The trumpets, you haven't told him about 

the trumpets.”
“Trumpets?”
“They needed music lessons, whoever they were,” Fleetwood said. “They were rubbish. Des 

O'Connor wouldn't work with a band like that and he's worked with a few bad ones in his time.”
Wallet sat down and waited for someone to rationalise their account of an unexplainable 

experience in some undefined location at some unidentified time.
“We went back to the house,” said Kent. “The one where you saw something.” Wallet's empty 

stomach turned. “We did an exorcism.”
“You did what?”
“We marked out a circle and everything. Candles, we even got holy water off Father Dickie 

down at the British Legion. He wouldn't come.”
“We didn't ask him,” said Barny.
“Two hours we were there, followed all the instructions from a website.”
“What fucking website?”
Kent struggled to recall the name. “It was all in Latin, I can't remember off the top of my head.”
“And you did all this at the house in Aublour?”
“Yes.”
“When?”
Too traumatised to remember the exact time Barny threw out an unwelcome measurement. “It 

was around the time that lady friend of yours showed up.”
“Frieda?”
“Yes, that's the one-”
Wallet took the car keys from his pocket and sprinted through the hotel, pushing aside a woman 

lingering in reception. The power of the Aston Martin was welcome until he met a line of standing 
traffic and he remembered there was no need to drive to Veronique's house, no need to put up with 
the limitations and complications and interferences of the real world. He parked the car beneath a 
street light and travelled to the house, landing in the room where he first met his ghost at the 
window.

The emptiness was absolute, the dreadful vacancy of a building not just cleansed of its spiritual 
presences, but anaesthetised of life and what little semi-conscious awareness lurked behind the 
visible world, behind the crumbled walls and rotting timbers and mouldy furniture. They may have 
been dead, but the dead could still be lively. Not anymore. Not after an exorcism. Wallet wanted to 
run as if urgency would reverse the process, and visited each sclerotic room expecting to find her, 
hoping to find her, desperate to find her. . . .



She was gone. Veronique was gone, cast out. Wallet sat down on a spongy area of decaying 
floorboards and flushed his mind of thoughts, but they insisted on coming back, a lifetime's 
collection of disappointment. Amongst the trivialities like the burst football on Christmas Day in 
1975 there was substantial loss: Susan to Jongbloed; betraying Elaine's trust after the rare care and 
compassion she offered him. And his failure as a journalist, the death of Lena, his failure as a 
journalist, the thought repeating itself because, after all, it was the reason he was here. Without 
ambition, without the need to construct a personal edifice, a grand facade covering a two up two 
down terrace, he wouldn't be sitting with a damp backside in a house too dead to be haunted.

  Fate had led him here to replace the original lonely ghost waiting for the return of a lover. A 
transition sinister in its ingenuity. Two hours passed, long enough to run through every emotion: 
self-pity (why him, why was it always him?); anger (someone would have to pay for this, but not 
Kent or Barny or Fleetwood); grief. The more he tried to swallow his emotion the more it pushed its
way up his throat and through his sinuses until he couldn't hold it back. He wanted Veronique's 
company, her wide smile and the brush of her body against his, the ancient scent of her perfume 
suffused with the musky age of the house. Above all, he wanted to hear her voice. . . .

His name broke the silence of the room, a voice calling from within his own body. His phone, 
still on, Raven still connected at the other end. He pulled her face out of his pocket and couldn't 
bear to look at the concern in her eyes. Raven saw Wallet weep for the first time.

“Rob, I heard what's happened.”
“What do I do now?”
“I don't know. I wish I could help.”
“There's nothing you can do, love.”
“I could ask around . . . I don't know who, but I'll try and think of someone.”
“Two heads are better than one. Even if they're disembodied heads.”
“Sounds a bit ghoulish when you put it like that. There might be someone who can help.”
“Don't go getting into any trouble, Raven.”
“No, no. It's this guy. The one who works with Bernadette. He believes in all this weirdy stuff. 

She doesn't, but he does. And he's been investigating things without her knowing. Do you want me 
to have a word with him?”

“I appreciate you trying to help, love, but an Interpol agent might not be the best person to turn 
to.”

However. . . . Wallet stood up. His trousers stuck to his rump. “There might be someone who can
help.”

“Who?”
“Frieda.”
“You're kidding. She'll be on the warpath. Why would she help you?”
“We get on all right. Her grudge is with Susan.”
“She'll want something in return. They always do, these witches. Especially witches who are 

business women. She'll cost a fortune.”
“I know what she wants. She wants Susan served on a plate.”
“Ah. Tricky one.”
“Is it? You know I don't owe them any favours. And they need the headlines to win that Gwando

contest. I can give them headlines. I'm supposed to be a publicist, remember. Let's generate some 
big fucking headlines, Barbara. You up for this?”

“Yeah.” Raven's head swelled in agreement, then shrank back when the first wave of doubts 
rolled in. “What does it involve?”

“Disruption. You know I keep forgetting I don't have to walk anywhere.” He reappeared next to 
the Aston Martin. The street light flickered and buzzed above his sudden arrival. “Are you still not 
allowed to tell me where you are?”

“Not on an unsecure line like this, no. But I am in France.”
“France is a big country, Barbara. Don't worry. I'll find you if I need you.”
“Where you gonna go?”



“Helsinki.”
“Right. Bit cold this time of year. Oh, that don't bother you, does it? Why Helsinki, may I ask?”
“You may ask, yes. Helsinki. The city of bizarre earthquakes is about to experience another one. 

In two day's time There Will Be Blood and Toten Herzen are appearing in the same location at the 
same time.”

“Glad I'm nowhere near it.”
“I'm going to raise a ghost of my own, Barbara. Just watch. Watch and learn.”
“You've said that before.”
“Have I? Well, you'll know what to do then.”

-

Helsinki's streets were still under repair; the previous year's destruction being put right. Some 
preferred to call the earthquake a seismic event it in the hope of softening the impact of an 
inexplicable act of paranormal terrorism. The last thing the locals needed now was more of the 
subduction caused by two drifting forces: Toten Herzen, or more accurately, Toten Herzen's 
followers, and the unknown quantity known as There Will Be Blood playing Finland for the first 
time. 

The city held its breath. The Chief of Police, Hainu Pettolom, wanted both concerts cancelled, 
but the City Council expected even more trouble if tens of thousands of fans with tickets were told 
to go home. They'd go home, but not before razing Helsinki to the ground and finishing the 
destruction started a year ago. Instead, a local state of emergency was declared and the streets, 
avenues and boulevards were flooded with army personnel full of intent and some measure of 
bemusement. 

Wallet stood unseen in sandbagged checkpoints on roundabouts, strolled past bored patrols 
shuffling about on street corners, and eavesdropped on tooled up soldiers and armed police 
jabbering in Finnish. He had no idea what they were talking about, but they didn't sound concerned 
or scared or wary. In the vicinity of the Olympic Stadium Toten Herzen's presence hung from every
wall, their uncompromising faces projected against buildings, the Crest reflected off the underside 
of Helsinki's granite coloured clouds. Twelve hours to go and they would be here with their 
notoriety and reputation, their myth and their history. At the top of the stadium tower a black flag 
flapped with casual indifference, elevated high above the reach of trouble unless someone decided 
to take a shot at it with a surface-to-air missile. (Anything was possible.)

For all its glorious fanfare, the light beams and barrage balloons, the Olympic Stadium was not 
the reason for Wallet's stealthy presence. He was here to visit the Nosturi where a smaller, but no 
less troublesome bunch of clowns would be appearing. The sparring had already begun with Valken
Dobrosiev appearing on a Helsinki television show promising everyone the band would live up to 
its name.

“How deep does the animosity go between you and Toten Herzen?” he was asked by the show's 
smiling Bride of Frankenstein host.

“So deep it comes out the other side, man.” Dobrosiev sat on a settee with his baggy pants 
stretching the limits of the seams. “We fucking hate them, hate them with every atom of our fuckin 
fucking . . . arms and legs, man.”

“If one of them turned up now,” the Bride paused when Dobrosiev flinched, “what would you 
say to them?”

“Nothing. I'd drive this bottle through their eye sockets.”
“Must be a magic bottle,” Wallet muttered to himself. “One bottle through both eye sockets?”
He wanted to find Pushkin, but Helsinki was a big city with plenty of places for a man to hide 

away. The Nosturi offered the best chance of finding a clue to his whereabouts, and the clue was the
man himself striding around backstage, phone jammed against his right ear, finger poked deep into 
his left ear. On stage, the twins ran through a sound check with Genatskaya. The sound interfered 
with Pushkin's phone call, but a bigger surprise came when Wallet stepped in front of him.



“I'll call you back. . . .”
“Sometimes people reappear like this to apologise.”
Pushkin's arm dropped to his hip. The distant soundcheck burbled and rumbled.
“But I'm not here to apologise. In fact, if I had killed you when we last met, none of this would 

be happening. You with a new band, me sacked.”
“I heard.” Pushkin spoke in a strangulated whisper.
“I don't need to tell you anything that's been going on, but I know how to help you. Don't ask 

why I'm helping you, it's complicated, but you want to undermine Toten Herzen's tour, don't you?”
Pushkin nodded.
“But you don't know how.”
Pushkin shook his head.
Wallet grabbed Pushkin's collar and pulled him into a quieter corner of the theatre. “When 

you've stopped trembling, I'll tell you.”
“This doesn't need to go any further. It's a game, that's all it is, a game. Big stakes, yes, but a 

game. . . .”
“Will you shut up?”
“Yes, yeah.”
“If you want to undermine Toten Herzen, go to the heart of the band. Direct everything at 

Susan.”
“Bekker?”
“Is there another Susan in Toten Herzen?”
Pushkin's head shook vigorously.
“Susan Bekker, yes. Her hero is Jimi Hendrix. She lives and breathes that guy's greatness. She 

harbours fancy ideas that one day people will speak her name in the same sentence. She's got a long
way to go if you ask me, but. . . .”

“But what?”
Wallet released Pushkin's collar and smoothed the front of his suit. “But imagine if someone got 

there before her. Imagine if, out there, another guitarist beat her to it.”
“Beat her to it?”
“Beat her to a comparison. Someone like . . . Ria Gianescu. Imagine people saying she's the new 

Jimi Hendrix.” 
Wallet leaned against the wall and watched the life force return to Pushkin's face: his sagging 

jaw lifting, the phone swinging nonchalantly at his side, the warmth of the idea spreading through 
his skin and the light returning to his eyes. 

“Before they go on stage tomorrow, get the word out, lie, exaggerate, do what you like, but get 
the idea into people's heads. What can she do? Start shouting, no, I'm the new Jimi Hendrix not her. 
Highly unlikely.”

“You must fucking hate her for some reason.”
“It's not hate. I don't think it's hate. I just have to do something to replace a recent loss. I need to 

share my agony, Mr Pushkin. Teach someone a lesson. Everyone thinks I'm an easy touch.” Wallet 
pushed himself off the wall.

“I don't think you're an easy touch,” said Pushkin.
“Good.” 
“Is there something else?”
Rene was following the band, following Ria. Wallet could give Pushkin the tip off about that, but

Ria might be affected and he didn't want the new Jimi Hendrix dying before she had time to 
consolidate her legendary status. “No. That's all for now. Don't waste this opportunity. Tell no one 
about this meeting.”

“Yes, yeah.”
“Have a good evening. You've come a long way in a short space of time. I'll look forward to 

reading the headlines.”
The job was done, the trap set. Outside, Wallet wandered through the stragglers hunting for 



autographs, hoping to take away a little bit of the band, a token. A drop of Blood. He could have 
told them possession was a dangerous thing, it had a vicious cousin called loss. But life moved on 
even in death and Wallet spent a moment looking up at the Nosturi's crane, a reclaimed landmark 
surrounded by industrial ghosts, visited by the living as black and sullen as any phantom. 

Wallet felt a touch on his shoulder and found the twins backing away from him.
“Have you come to kill us?” one of them said.
“Kill you? Why would I want to do that?”
“You killed the first band,” said the other. The similarity was disorientating, almost comical.
“Well, I didn't actually kill anyone. Your boss in there was spared more out of devilish mischief 

than mercy.”
“But you don't like us.”
Wallet had to ask. “Before we continue this conversation, which one are you?”
“Sasha.” Sasha stood to Wallet's right.
“So, you must be Natasha.”
“Correct.” They both giggled.
“No, you're not, you're taking the piss.”
“It doesn't matter,” said Sasha. “If you meet us again, unless we stand in the same position, you 

won't know.”
“Do you ever use this to have a go at people?”
“Have a go?” Natasha's eyes widened.
“Play tricks on people?”
“Oh, yes. All the time.”
“Actually, we're triplets,” said Sasha, “but Dasha doesn't play drums so she isn't here.”
“Triplets? How did your parents know who was who?”
Natasha nudged her sister. They garbled some Russian joke and crumpled up with hysterics.
“You pair of rotters,” Wallet said. “Triplets. Bullshitters. What is it about drummers and 

practical jokes?”
“So, why are you here?” Sasha stepped forward to test Wallet's sincerity. She was more upright 

than Natasha, a self-confident verticality.
“I had some advice for your boss. If he carries it out you'll know about it tomorrow.”
“Sounds intriguing. You sure you can't tell us.”
“No.”
“Or a clue. Give me a clue.” She pointed her drumstick at Wallet's chin.
“Do you go everywhere with that?” She had the other one and started drumming his head.
“Nobody tells us anything,” said Natasha. “We come and go, do what we're told, get paid, but 

what is it all about?”
“I don't know,” said Wallet. Sasha's tippety-tap ran up and down his face and across his 

shoulders. “How much did you get paid to dress as Nazis in that video?”
He received a whack on the cheek for asking. “Lots,” said Sasha. “But where does it come from?

No one says. We could go to gaol if it's all funny money.”
 “Well, I've got news for you, ladies.”
“It's drug money, yes?” Natasha tugged her pony tail.
“It's money from somewhere and when the shit hits the fan, which it inevitably will, yes, you'll 

do time for it.”
“Told you,” Natasha said.
“We can cross that bridge when we come to it. We have a plan, you see, Rob.”
“You know my name.”
“Once we have enough money we will leave the band, leave Belarus and head west.”
“I'm sure Gdansk will welcome you with open arms.”
“No, we'll form our own band. We have the looks, don't you think.” If they ever became 

vampires they wouldn't need to worry about mirrors; they could stand face to face and mimic each 
other's actions. 



“I'll look out for you.”
“We don't like it here.”
“Helsinki?”
“No, this band. They treat us like sluts. We're good at what we do, we don't deserve this.”
“But there's nothing else to do,” said Natasha. She started to shiver in the waterfront chill. “In 

Minsk we worked in bars and it was the same there. It's amazing how many hands some people 
have.”

“How many hands . . . oh, I see what you mean.”
Sasha approached again, drumsticks primed. “So, come on, Mr Wallet, what are you doing 

here?”
“If I tell you, you promise you won't tell the others?”
“We promise.” Sasha spoke for them both.
After a bit of persuasion Wallet convinced them both to hold his hand. They closed their eyes 

and he transported them to the top of the crane and its wide angle view of the city. Natasha knelt 
down and gripped Wallet's leg, but Sasha shrieked with excitement spreading her arms to grab the 
city limits. “What the fuck.”  

Wallet guided her to a point on the compass and the visible arc lights of the Olympic Stadium. 
“That's why I'm here. Those lights, those fucking lights.” Those fucking lights swivelling like 
upturned pendulums linked the ground to the sky, the epicentre of Toten Herzen's presence on earth 
reaching out to pierce heaven.

“They're big,” said Sasha. “I wish we were as big as them.”
“It's not exactly a charmed life. Big bands have big problems. Mind you, you're catching them 

up. But those lights, they wouldn't be there if it wasn't for me. They were banged up in a house in 
Germany, crawling the walls with boredom when I found them, and look at it. That stadium looks 
like it's ready to launch and it's blasting off without me.”

“Oh, bitter bitter,” said Sasha stroking Wallet's face with the drumstick.
“What will you do?” Natasha called.
“I want to get them out of my life. A few weeks ago I thought I was over them, but not any more.

I want them gone. And you lot with your mad manager are going to help. You all right there, 
Natasha? It is Natasha isn't it?”

Natasha nodded.
“She doesn't like heights,” said Sasha.
“Not like you.” Wallet snatched the drumstick and hit Sasha on the head with it. “You're not 

frightened of anything, are you?”
She snatched it back. “Only failure. Take us down now.”



25

Bernadette did not believe in the butterfly effect. Lobbing a stone into the choppy waters of the 
Baltic Sea would not result in Taiwan disappearing beneath a tsunami in eight week's time. Trouble 
dissipated as it rippled away from the centre. Ask anyone in Helsinki, she told Dremba on the 
morning of her meeting with Hainu Pettolom, Helsinki's worried Chief of Police. When the city's 
pavements were being overturned and the shopping centre rained on from the inside and the railway
tracks heaved off their concrete sleepers, they, like Pettolom, weren't concerned about the citizens 
of Hanoi or Melbourne, they were worried about their own families being thrown around their 
classrooms and dental surgeries and welding factories.

“Do you think it'll happen again? Tonight?” said Bernadette.
“Not as bad as last time.” Pettolom didn't want to talk, he wanted to go to Denmark.
“You don't think you have enough people on the streets already?” They drove from the Olympic 

Stadium to the Nosturi club, a short inner city journey that included three police checkpoints and 
one armoured vehicle provided by the Finnish army.

“How can they stop the ground shaking?” Pettolom tutted.
With the secular objectivity that annoyed Dremba, Bernadette questioned Pettolom's analysis of 

the weird weather and the seismic upheaval. “Are you suggesting it was man made?”
“I don't know what it was or what caused it. I still find it difficult to come to terms with the 

pitched battle that took place as it happened. Even now, even though we're still clearing up.”
They had the road to themselves, a situation Pettolom repeated as if Bernadette wouldn't know 

how busy Helsinki should be. “Mannerheimvagen should be stop and start. Look at it. You could 
cross it on foot without looking. E12 and E18 junction is gridlocked, people trying to get away. 
Extra trains laid on to get people out. The city is emptying and the space filled with them.”

Them were everywhere and easy to identify. They claimed territorial rights by planting their 
black flags with the Toten Herzen Crest on grass verges, each flag surrounded by a clutch of fans 
waiting for the concert or the mayhem (delete as appropriate) to begin. Close to the railway station, 
a wide police cordon of cars and trucks, separated the warring territories: on the south side of this 
line, smaller groups congregated around smaller flags carrying the logo of the Belarussians: the 
single word BLOOD. 

“They're the wrong way round,” said Bernadette. “The Crest should be down here, Blood back 
there.”

“Makes no difference which side they're on.” Signs of BLOOD increased around the Nosturi so 
close to the harbour it risked being lifted and ditched in the icy Baltic waters. He left the car and 
questioned Bernadette outside the club's entrance. Pushing his face into the desiccating breeze he 
said, “You don't seem too worried by all this. Are you a war veteran or something?”

“No. It's simple hooliganism, Hainu. You of all people should know that. Set the limits, stick to 
your strategy. There's nothing here you wouldn't see at the Turin derby.”

She had seen the videos and footage of the Helsinki Event five months earlier, gathered from 
every security camera in the city, but in spite of her pragmatism in the face of Pettolom's scorn, the 
Event contained within it a pattern she struggled to explain. She left Pettolom at the harbourside and
found a warm deserted cafe brave enough to remain open, and viewed the videos again on her 
notebook. 

The first stirring of trouble was an SUV stopping on the pavement on Pohjoisesplenadi and four 
armed figures rushing into the currency exchange shop. Police reports described a shoot-out in the 
stairwell of the building that left four people dead. Cross referencing her tablet, two of the dead 
were identified as Jens Reicker and Greta Ickx, both German citizens, Reicker's last known address 
in Wurzburg. 

A car chase continued along Pohjoisesplenadi whilst a second vehicle raced in the same direction
along Kaivokatu. The conclusion was obvious: a snatch squad possibly of German origin, targeting 
an individual based in Helsinki. 

When the vehicles converged on Mannerheimvagen the first seismic incident struck. Every 



camera shuddered, blinded for several seconds. They refocussed on a scene of urban devastation: 
roads torn up, buildings disintegrating, throwing off their granite ornamentation onto high-sided 
trucks pitching and yawing as the roads buckled beneath their axles.

The frantic prey fled across the battlefield towards the Kamppu shopping centre where internal 
cameras took over. A fifteen minute gun battle in a thunderstorm left five dead and hundreds of 
shoppers ducking for cover, cowering for their lives. By the time the storm – gun battle and weather
– had abated the individual had escaped through a fashion boutique. Another German citizen lay 
dead: an armed woman involved in the chase, last known address in southern Wurzburg.

Bernadette scrolled through the files on her tablet and used a keyword search to find 
correspondence between Interpol and Finnish police. She knew the significance of the Wurzburg 
connection, but Interpol had said nothing to Pettolom at the time and she had no intention of saying 
anything to him now, but somewhere in the chaos, orchestrating the violence, would be Virginia 
Bruck and her Wurzburg coven.

Once inside the railway station the battle followed a similar pattern to that inside the shopping 
centre. Overwhelming violence, the police outnumbered (one killed from a knife to the throat), a 
thunderstorm and the trains derailed. No arrests. None of the gun men captured. The target 
escaping.

“I'm struggling to see a connection between last year's events and the concerts tonight,” she said 
to Dremba over the phone.

“Last year's attack was Malandanti. We've already established that. Susan Bekker attacked a 
member of the Malandanti. A surviving member of the Malandanti.”

“But Schoenhofer was from a third level coven.”
“And she would have moved up to second level after the upper levels were wiped out in 

Munich.”
“True, true. Okay, let's be explicit. Is Susan Bekker part of the forty-nine?”
“I was really hoping you wouldn't say that.”

-

Raven caught the tail end of Dremba's conversation. “Hoping what? What did she say?”
“Nothing. Top secret. Confidential.”
“You can trust me.”
“No, I can't. You've got blue hair.” Dremba opened a bottle of beer. “Why don't they kill this 

new band?”
“Toten Herzen? Kill the new band? I don't know. Perhaps they will.”
“You were a fan. What's it like to be a fan of the band? Why so much trouble? Why do they 

inspire so much trouble?”
“It's an identity. Like a badge of honour. You fight for your masters, fight for your community. 

Not that I've ever been involved in any trouble.”
“You were there in Rotterdam at the Ahoy.”
“I wasn't involved in any of that though. Don't I get a beer?”
“Fuck. What did your last slave die of?”
Raven called into the kitchen. “That's an English collequism, colloqual. . . . An old English 

saying. I don't know where you pick these things up from.” 
Dremba threw her a bottle and the bottle opener. “Off you most of the time.”
“Good name for a band isn't it? Gaze of Satan.”
“No, it isn't. Unless you want to control people. Maybe that's what your mates are doing. Using 

the Gaze of Satan to mind-control the fans.”
“Sounds a bit convoluted to me. Unless they had the Kierkegaards working for them. His wife 

didn't half creep me out with that wandering index finger. Wonder if the goblin arrived safely.”
“Posted to Monaco.”
“Monaco? Oh you mean to Rob? He'd only buy something like that if it came from the 



Seventies. You know he's already met. . . .” She stopped herself, fiddled with the beer bottle and 
blushed.

“Met who?”
“Loads of old people from the Seventies. When he wrote his book. I've never read his book. I 

suppose I should.”
“You okay?”
“Yeah, yeah. That goblin reminded me of the Malandanti. If anyone's gonna use mind control it 

would be them.”
Dremba deployed his interrogator's gaze: his head-half-turned, peering over his cheekbone, 

waiting for the slip, the discrepancy. Raven knew him well enough to look away. “Ceiling needs 
repainting.”

“Do you think there'll be trouble tonight?” he said.
“Do bears shit in the woods? What do you think? Fifty thousand Toten fans in town at the same 

time as a thousand Blood fans. Someone'll try it on.”
“That's not why we're here. That's a local issue for police.”
“You think there's some other weirdness going down tonight, don't you?”
Dremba lifted his beer bottle, but a wide grin stopped him from taking a drink. “I love your 

vocabulary.”
“No one's ever said that to me before. Fucking romantic, aren't you? Typical Frenchman.”
“And I have a big surprise in store for you tonight.”
“You keep your surprises to yourself. Don't matter how big they are.”
Surprise number one came from Bernadette. She rejoined Dremba and Raven at the Helsinki 

safehouse and before she sat down said to Raven, “I'd like to borrow some clothes off you.”
“Me? What . . . why? Will they fit?”
“Just a jacket. And maybe a tee-shirt.”
“Take more than that to impersonate me.”
“I don't want to impersonate you. I'm going to the Blood concert this evening. I can't walk in 

there dressed like this.”
“I wouldn't walk anywhere dressed like that.”
An asthmatic burst of hilarity blew from the kitchen. “He thinks it's funny,” Bernadette said, “but

both bands in the same city at the same time is an opportunity. Jackets. Show me.”
Dremba had to see this. His upright Turin colleague dressed like a ragamuffin; maybe this would

be the transition that forced her mind open. Raven's room, occupied for a mere five hours, had been 
shaken until every article of clothing lay scattered like the washed-up aftermath of a shipwreck. 

“Don't you have drawers and cupboards in Nottingham?”
“Shut up. This is my way of organising things, innit.” She pulled a jacket from under a pile of 

leggings and a hair brush. “Try that one.”
Bernadette hooked the collar with her pen, examining the black jacket spattered with blobs of 

acrylic paint. “Do you decorate wearing this?”
“No. That's a work of art, that is.”
“Jackson Pollock?”
“Who?”
Bernadette, Catholic Bernadette experienced a miracle when she slipped the jacket on and felt 

the accuracy of the fit; it could have been specially tailored for her. She twisted in front of the 
mirror, smoothing the leather against her hip, checking her thumb for wet acrylic. “It'll do.”

“Suits you,” Raven said.
“Yes. Of course it does.”
“You'll have to ditch the shoes.” Raven kicked Bernadette's snow boots.
“I can buy some today. . . .”
“Go on,” Dremba said, “don't be afraid to ask. What size shoes do you take, Raven?”
“Fives.”
“European size . . . thirty-eight.”



Bernadette closed her eyes and tutted.
“You gotta look the part, you said so yourself.” Raven's left biker boot sat on the bedside table 

next to the reading lamp. Her right biker boot, after the three of them searched for it, turned up in 
the bath. “See,” Raven said, fussing around Bernadette's ankles, “don't look such an idiot after all, 
do you?”

“Now for the hair," said Dremba. "There must be a joke shop in Helsinki." 
"All this is more than enough, graze."
“What time we going?” Raven said to Dremba.
“We? We're not going anywhere. You're going with her to see Blood.”
“What? I'm not going with her. It'll be like having a night out with me mum. She's old enough 

and look at her. Trying to keep up with her daughter. Mutton dressed as lamb. I'm better off going 
with laughing boy here. He doesn't need to make the effort to look like a troublemaker.”

Dremba noticed Bernadette's concern. “The boots pinching already?”
“I feel strange. Dressing like this is . . . transformative. It feels uncomfortable.” She stopped 

posing in front of the mirror and stood with her arms limp. “It's like I'm possessed by something 
malevolent.”

“That's my jacket you're talking about. My mum bought that out the Gratton catalogue. You 
saying it's cursed?”

Dremba spun away laughing. “Surrounded by curses and evil gazes.”  
Out of earshot, Bernadette pulled Raven to an empty space in the floor. “Now and again I need 

to recalibrate you, remind you that you're still an accessory to a long list of serious crimes. So, when
I tell you to do something it's not open for discussion. Nod if you understand.”

Raven nodded.
“Good. You can't go to the Olympic Stadium. I don't want them knowing you're with us.”
“All right.”
“And tidy up this fucking room.”

-

“The power and influence of Interpol.” Raven sat on the back seat of the taxi, avoiding eye contact 
with her doppelgänger. “Wish I could get tickets as easily as you two.”

Bernadette sighed. The wrong people had the power and influence tonight, and the fear they 
generated had driven the population out of Helsinki leaving shops shuttered and windows boarded 
up, leaving check points with jittery guardians and a city that resembled a film set waiting for the 
oversized monster to show up, except it wouldn't come crawling out of the Baltic, it was already 
here. A nanothreat. Grey goo.

“We don't need tickets. We have the privilege of our ID cards.”
“Where can I get one?”
“You could try smartening up and getting a job in the police.”
“Are you serious?”
“Even I recognise there are greater mysteries in heaven and earth than you getting a job.”
“I've got a job. Or I had a job until you lot interfered.”
“I'm sorry, did I murder Frieda Schoenhofer in Rotterdam or was it your former employer?” The 

taxi driver glanced at his mirror and accelerated.
“See, you used the word employer. Employment. Job.” 
At the Nosturi the preponderance of emergency vehicles in the street served as a warning, a 

signal of intent from a terrified police department. For every five fans there was a police baton and 
at the junction of Punavuorenkatu and Telakkakatu a waiting water cannon. 

The disguise worked. Bernadette felt inconspicuous amongst the blackened stragglers. A flag 
would have been even more convincing. They passed by a mixed group of Russian speaking men 
and women dancing around a burning effigy of Elaine Daley. “The plan is simple,” Bernadette 
produced her Interpol ID to security at the club's entrance, “keep these fans contained in this part of 



the city. Red zones are no go areas.”
“Red zones?”
Bernadette's phone had the details: an operational map of Helsinki, the Nosturi surrounded by 

streets coloured red. "Any fan found wandering through a red zone will be arrested." The Olympic 
Stadium was surrounded by a bigger red zone. Much bigger.

“Bit Stalinist, isn't it?”
Bernadette pointed back towards the roadworks. “Those are repairs from last year's damage. 

They don't want to go through all that again.”
“You know we jumped the queue outside. You never jump a queue like that.”
“I do what I want, Raven. Follow me.”
They pushed their way into a flourishing heat, hoping they wouldn't be consumed by the radiant 

inferno before finding Mikhael Pushkin. He intercepted Bernadette on a balcony and led her to a 
quiet office on the first floor. Raven had her instructions: stay in the crowd, don't leave the building 
alone. Disobedience would result in an arrest warrant and imprisonment. 

Insulated from the noise, Bernadette settled in the black-walled office and said, “Tell me about 
the attack at the Gwando Awards.”

“It was incredible. . . .”
“Spare me the embellishments. Just a blow by blow account.”
Pushkin, sitting in the smaller of the two office chairs, leaned on his elbows. “We are in the 

room, drinking champagne, passing the award backwards and forwards. Elaine Daley is standing 
there. I didn't see her enter the room.”

“The door was closed?”
“Yes.”
“Were you all drunk at this stage?”
“Totally. We had been drinking all evening.”
“She could have followed you into the room and you were all too drunk to notice her.”
“Possible. But then the other four appeared. Literally appeared out of nowhere.”
“Tell me in detail. How did they appear? What did that look like?”
“Bo, he was the bass player of the first band, froze when he saw us staring at Daley standing 

behind him. He said what's wrong and Susan Bekker appeared. It was instant. He sort of faded, like 
a heat haze, and then she was there, but it happened in the blink of an eye. It took a couple of 
seconds to figure out what it was, who it was. And then I realised that the others were there. They 
must have appeared at the same time.”

“What happened next?”
“They attacked. I felt a hand on my throat and my view of the room lifted. Rob Wallet came 

around in front of me and lifted me up against the door of the room. Susan Bekker bit Leo, the 
guitarist, Dee Vincent went for Lev's throat. . . .” Pushkin swallowed hard and patted the pockets of 
his jacket.

“Is this an act? Are you pretending to be shaken?”
“No, I need a drink of water.”
“What happened?”
“Elaine Daley wrapped her arm around Bo's neck and with her left hand pulled his head off his 

shoulders.” Pushkin blew his nose, sat back in his chair and breathed out. A glaze of sweat on his 
forehead reflected the strip lights.

“Go on.”
“Wallet held me in place for several minutes. It felt like days. I watched the others feeding, like 

they were drinking from the taps in the bathroom. Susan Bekker asked Wallet if I was dead and he 
said no. He patted my face and they all disappeared again.”

“Describe that.” Bernadette knew what Pushkin would say if his account was true.
“It was hot, a sudden heat, and my hair. . . .”
“Like static electricity?”
“Yes, yeah. You could hear something crackling, like a fire, a small fire or distant fireworks. My



skin tingled.”
Bernadette had nothing in common with Pushkin, but his account induced a hint of empathy. She

forced herself forward in the high winged office chair when she noticed their body language 
converging. 

Pushkin's head tilted to one side. “Have you met any of them?”
“I've met Bekker.”
“And she appeared out of nowhere?”
“No, she walked into the Alien Noise offices in Rotterdam.”
“But she vanished in front of you?”
She couldn't believe what she saw in Rotterdam. Dremba insisted she refused to believe, but she 

wasn't ready to make a choice between logic and reality in spite of the evidence: the Wurzburg 
woodland, the Munich hotel fire, Simon Frenzel's murder (which to most people had become a 
grotesque parlour game with no prizes for figuring out how it was done). Even if she did 
acknowledge the evidence and its perverse defiance of judicial process, there was still the task of 
connecting it to known individuals. “Why did you reform the band?”

A deep bass rumble throbbed through the office floor. Bernadette jumped towards the window, 
suspecting another earthquake. Pushkin reassured her the concert had started. “I don't quit, Ms 
Maldini. Nothing short of a war would make me quit.”

“Is that the truth or is it pressure from your investors?”
“Investors?”
Bernadette sat on the edge of the table. The acrylic paint on her jacket sleeve did make a certain 

artistic statement. “The first band earned eight million euros from their first album and ticket sales. 
You spent twelve million putting that band together. When did you expect to break even?”

“Second year, second album.”
“Where did the twelve million come from?”
“As you said, investors.”
“Olaf Berbatsaiev?”
“He may have been one of them.”
“The CIA knows he's sending Russian weapons into the Ukraine via Belarus.”
“He's a resourceful man. He spots a business opportunity, he goes for it.”
“And launders the money through you and your band. That's where your twelve million came 

from, that's why you need another band.”
“I love music, Ms Maldini. Always wanted to be part of the rock music scene.”
Everything about Pushkin's operation was simple to understand, the connections easy to join 

together. But Toten Herzen were different, odd. They were an odd band backed by something 
outwardly ordinary: Alien Noise and Marco Jongbloed's millions.

“To be honest,” Pushkin continued, “as traumatic and unforgettable as it was, Rob Wallet did me
a favour letting me live. It was publicity you just can't buy for all the money in the world.”

“I'm sure it was.”
“A very generous man. He was here yesterday.”
“Who?”
“Rob Wallet.”
“Rob Wallet was here yesterday? Why?”
“He had some advice for me.”
“Tell me.”
“He said he knew how to get under Susan Bekker's skin. Drive her mad.”
“Stop pausing and tell me everything.”
“Tell the world my girl is the next Jimi Hendrix. Not Susan Bekker, my girl. Ria. She's better 

than Bekker ever will be. Spread the word. It doesn't have to be the truth, but get people talking. 
Once she is seen as the next Hendrix it will drive Susan Bekker insane. Sounds like a plan.”

The concert bass thudded against the table, the timber resonating, vibrating beneath Bernadette's 
thighs. Pushkin smiled and took out his phone. “You're going to miss the concert."



“I'm not here for the concert.”
"Not much else to do, I guess." Pushkin tapped out an email. 
Delaying the moment she went downstairs to drag Raven from the crowd, Bernadette said, “Do 

you know who Susan Bekker attacked in Rotterdam?”
Pushkin didn't bother looking up. “I've heard the rumours.”
“Frieda Schoenhofer.”
“Sorry, I don't know her.”
“You will. One day. She's part of the Malandanti and she isn't dead. She's alive and lethal.” 

Pushkin stopped tapping. The bass subsided. “I'll leave you with that thought and a word of advice, 
Mikhael. Your situation, you and Toten Herzen, has gone beyond the music industry. Be very 
careful who you kill. Some of them are starting to come back.”

-

Outside the Olympic Stadium Dremba began to recognise Raven's blue haired heritage. Amongst 
the camp fires and clusters huddled around international flags and banners he counted blue heads 
and red heads, orange heads, silver heads, every colour of head forming a kaleidoscopic army. 
Matched by the vibrant beams of spotlights ringing the stadium like porcupine bristles, the route 
from real world to TotenUniverse increased in vibrancy until he entered the backstage bedlam of 
frenetic hostility. The fever and energy of the outside had been contained under pressure inside, 
accelerating activity, increasing suspicion, compounding anxiety.

He asked around for Tom Scavinio, but all he got were short terse responses, grunts, nods, 
points, as if no one wanted the responsibility of condemning Dremba to the violence engulfing the 
band. He found himself in a world of faces, icons staring with malevolence as implicit as Tipo 
Briess's wounded walls were explicit. Strolling in to a controlled backstage area Dremba stopped a 
guy rushing out. Spotting his ID badge and the word security he grabbed the guy by the arm. “Head 
of security, where is he?”

“Who the fuck are you?”
Dremba showed his own ID. “Interpol. Don't fuck with me.”
Head of Security stood alone in the maelstrom, devoid of authority, wearing his responsibility on

his face gazing into the far distance. Dremba woke him up with another flash of his ID card. 
“What's going on?”

“You need to be somewhere else. I wish I was somewhere else.”
“Why, what's happened?” People scurried past as if the drama was being played on fast forward. 

Head of Security, Emmpu, had given up trying to pacify them.
“You don't read the news, do you?”
“Every day as a matter of fact.”
“Well, maybe this will give you a clue.” Emmpu's phone was frozen at the New York Times 

website. The New York Times. . . . “The next Hendrix. On the cover of the fucking New York 
Times. Is this the most important news event in the world today? No. Why is it on the cover of the 
New York Times?”

“Tell me. I don't read it.”
“Because they know what's going to happen next.”
“Enlighten me.”
Emmpu placed his finger on his lips and waited. . . . Before Dremba's patience ran out they heard

a crash and a temporary wall collapsed pulling down a five metre high poster of the band and a 
backstage PA system. Wiring sparks splashed across the heads of staff running to avoid 
electrocution. 

Dremba ran towards the trouble and found himself metres away from Toten Herzen gathered on 
the other side of the collapsed wall. The cacophony of confusion, the continued squeal of feedback 
from the PA system, masked the raging argument. Dremba held up his Interpol badge and waited 
for someone to notice him.



Dee Vincent noticed him. “And now we have fucking Dixon of Dock Green to deal with. You 
don't half choose your moments, do you?”

“Can we talk?”
“No, we can't fucking talk. Fuck off. Come back when everyone's dead.”
A man clambered over the wreckage of the wall and grabbed Dremba's badge for confirmation. 

“I'm Tom Scavinio. Do you need to talk now, it's a bad time.”
“I can wait.”
“Good.” Scavinio's inflated body shrank. He held his head to the ceiling and stretched. “I've got 

the headache from hell.”
“I'd sue the builders.” Dremba pulled a section of space frame away from his feet. “How did this 

happen?”
“Susan punched the wall.”
“Hell of a hook. Was it aimed at someone in particular?”
“Mikhael Pushkin, or possibly Ria Gianescu.”
The headline suddenly made sense. “The new Hendrix.”
“For fuck's sake, shush. Any more walls and she'll bring the stadium down.”
“Why is it so important to her?”
They moved aside when security staff taped off the area and placed wet floor warning signs 

everywhere. “You need to know Susan to fully understand. It's everything. Hendrix in Rotterdam, 
1968, the first concert she ever saw. It changed her life. The Flying V, the same model he played. 
Rightly or wrongly, he is her inspiration, her raison d'etre. The reason for living. I don't see it 
myself, but I think she always harboured the ambition that she would be the next Hendrix and now 
this . . . she sees it as a provocation. She's in no fit state to play and Dee Vincent is ready to walk 
away from the tour. Your timing is impeccable.”

“Looks like it.”
“You've walked in on the moment Toten Herzen undergo total meltdown.”
The two of them kept their distance, separated by plasterboard and steel from the four members 

of Toten Herzen gesticulating, waving, spinning, grabbing at one another, walking away, coming 
back. . . . Rene tried to pull Susan away from Dee, Elaine filled the gap between them. And then 
Dee was gone.

“Oh, fuck. . . .” Scavinio waded through the debris. 
Dremba followed and approached Rene. “The show must go on, Mister van Voors. Isn't that 

what they always say in show business.”
“Break a leg. That's another saying.”
“What are you doing here?” said Susan.
“I came to see the show. Everyone's talking about it.”
Rene lunged at Susan lunging at Dremba. “We've got enough problems, Susan.”
“One more won't matter.”
“Yes, it will.”
“Yes, it will,” Dremba said. “Why don't you prove them wrong?”
“It's none of your fucking business.”
“Instead of standing back here stamping your little foot. The world doesn't owe you a favour, 

Bekker. You have to earn it.”
Susan snatched herself away from Rene's arm lock. “Trying to provoke me into doing the right 

thing doesn't cut it.”
“Okay. You prefer to be angry and second best. I know what I'd do.”
“Well, I'm not you am I?”
“Nope.”
Susan stalked away from the results of her right hook, or left jab; she was a right handed guitarist

so it must have been a right hook. “Is she a south paw?” Dremba asked Rene.
“Excuse me?”
“When she punches, does she lead with the left?”



“I've never really noticed.”

-

The house lights dimmed one hour later than scheduled because of Dee's disappearance, enough 
time to wind up the audience into a state of bellowing rampage. The signal lifted the volume, an 
eruption of noise that sucked the band into existence, appearing in an unholy cloud of light on a 
stage so big even the giant screens struggled to find them. They were there somewhere, 
miniaturised by greatness, dwarfed by the necessarily large surroundings; one day there would be 
no venue big enough to contain Toten Herzen's reputation. Their trickery equalled the spectacle; an 
optical illusion in which the real band swelled from tiny projections into life-sized reality and off it 
went, a sonic charge head on into a demented wall of fists and flying bodies thrown about by a 
churning ocean of arms and hands. 

Dremba had seen the internet clips, the hand held phone footage, the shaking images. The band 
he knew were natural entertainers, lively and vivacious playing off one another. But not tonight. He 
saw an aggression absent from other shows, an unease in the way they handled their instruments, a 
distance between Dee and Susan, a disdain for the front rows of the crowd, a fury in their playing, 
an anger in the vocals. The savagery that brought down a wall was channelling through a set list 
already preloaded with ill intent. The anger increased generating more aggression in the crowd as if 
the band were capacitors, harvesting kinetic energy, multiplying it fifty thousand times until the 
stage became a black hole spewing radiation. If this energy could be controlled - and his 
conversation with Raven came back to him - if this influence could be directed, Toten Herzen had 
an enormous weapon at their disposal.

Dee stomped about on her own until she kicked over the microphones and stopped playing to 
unleash a vexatious monologue, an explanation for the perfect storm: secondary ticketing.

Secondary ticketing!
“Look what I have.” Dee held up a rectangle of paper. “This is a ticket and it says thirty euros. 

Thirty euros is the highest priced ticket for this show, but I bet an ocean of excrement some of you 
guys have paid hundreds on the secondary ticket market.”

A voice close to Dremba yelled fifteen hundred.
“Well, I've got some news for you. News you probably don't want to hear.” The rant transcended

the increasing racket reverberating around the arena. “You buy your tickets off Ticketmaster, lucky 
you. I bet a lot of you had to pay over the odds on a secondary site like GetMeIn, is that right?” The
crowd yelled again. Louder. “Those secondary scalpers and touts are wholly owned by 
Ticketmaster and they're charging you over the odds for tickets they won't sell you at the regular 
price. . . .” She paused. “If you're not happy about that Ticketmaster have an office right here in 
Helsinki. . . .” A galaxy of flashing smartphones gobbled up Dee's information. “Right here on 
Kaisaniemenkatu. . . .”

The tone of the crowd shifted, less reactionary, more conspiratorial as if fifty thousand bright 
ideas were being hatched over smartphone maps of the city. Dremba didn't like it. He started 
searching for numbers on his phone, but Dee's continued oratory distracted him.

“Why don't you all go down there and have a word. I don't like this any more than you do, but 
what the fuck, we're a corporate band. We're managed by Alien Noise Corporation. The clue is in 
the name, for fuck's sake. We didn't use these crooks for our comeback concerts, why are we using 
them now? Why are we climbing into bed with corporations like LiveNation and Ticketmaster? 
Well, it's too late now,” she blasted the opening bars of Black Rose, “but I can tell you this, I won't 
be fucking involved in anything like this shit again.”

Dremba's phone trilled and a voice said, “Hello.” Dee Vincent's ambiguous announcement (was 
it her retirement, resignation?) had the crowd bristling and the rest of the band turning away. 

“Sorry, Pierre Dremba, Interpol. I think you need to arrange a heavy cordon along 
Kaisamenkatu. Have I got that right?”

“Kaisaniemenkatu?”



“Yeah, yeah.”
“Why?”
“Don't ask why, trust me, you need to do it. You've probably got two hours before fifty thousand 

people head down there for a barbecue.”
“It's not in the red zone.”
“Well, fucking alter the red zone. . . .”
In the growing unrest a voice shouted, “Is he a cop? Hej, are you a cop?” Before Dremba could 

answer, his concert came to a sudden end.

-

In a state of agitation and concern Bernadette fought her way through the Nosturi audience looking 
for a blue-haired head. She found it and grabbed the arm. “Come.” Her voice was silent in the din of
the concert.

“What?”
“We have to go.”
“They've not finished. . . .”
The exchange continued near the exit. They weren't the only ones leaving. “We have to go, get a 

move on.” Bernadette needed a vehicle, but the police were heading north without her, followed by 
Blood fans on foot.

“Oh, shit, now what's happening?”
Bernadette dragged her towards an armoured police van. “It's all kicked off at the stadium.”
Disorientated Blood fans panicked, undecided which way to go: north to meet the trouble head-

on, or every other direction to be picked off at random. Bernadette pushed through them, providing 
a truncated description. “They're leaving the stadium. I don't know why yet, but it's not to buy ice 
cream.”

“Who's leaving? The band? Why they leaving?”
“Not the band, the fans. Fifty thousand of them.” She flashed her Interpol ID and commandeered

an armoured van, redirecting it from the station to the Olympic Stadium. Bundling Raven into the 
back, she locked the door and briefed her. “You do what I tell you and you'll survive this evening.”

“Survive? Survive what?” Two minutes later the van was driving through a tunnel of projected 
violence: a hailstorm of bricks, stone, concrete, granite. Raven buried her head in her arms. 

“We're driving through a red zone,” Bernadette called. “We'll be okay if we keep moving.” The 
van weaved and shunted, stopped and darted, the engine yelling a way forward, clearing a path 
through the obstacles. Bernadette sat back against the inside of the van, crossed her legs and made a
phone call. “Update. . . . Okay. I'm not sure where we are, but I'm on my way. Can't be more than a 
couple of minutes.”

“How are you so calm in this?” Raven's voice was lost in the continued barrage of metallic 
impact.

“You get used to it.”
“I'm not used to it.”
“I've been through this before. You put your trust in other people. The police outside, the guy 

driving this truck.”
The longer they endured the assault the longer the minutes became. Raven sat hunched and stiff 

and with every impact, every jump and twitch, her blue-haired statement became more out of place 
on the rebel who hated rebellion. She needed reassurance, an extra layer of steel. Bernadette moved 
across the van and placed a paint spattered arm around Raven's shoulders. “The driver knows what 
he's doing, you'll be okay. Not far now and then all this ends tonight.” The van zig-zagged in and 
out of the clatter. They could smell the fires and feel the heat conducted by the van's metal structure
until the inside seared like an oven. Trouble dissipated away from the stadium, but intensified as 
they approached it: the air more pungent, the hammering more intense, the heat more unbearable.

Unable to look out of the van, Bernadette watched the trouble on her phone. Buildings set ablaze,



running battles down side streets, groups clashing with police, with troops, with each other. All of it
watched from above by helicopters illuminating the mayhem, directing the police towards the next 
outbreak around the station, around the Kamppu shopping centre, around the Nosturi overwhelmed 
by the disgorged mayhem at the Blood concert. Live ammunition had been used to drive back a 
crowd on Kaisaniemenkatu, plastic bullets everywhere else. The water cannons had exhausted their 
water supply leaving the sodden ground to boil until the trouble disappeared in a hellish fog.

The reception at the Olympic Stadium was no less hostile. A wall of noise. Human shrieks as 
high pitched as the sirens, fireworks and bangers exploding around the vehicle. After a moment's 
wait, security staff cleared a safe corridor to the stage area. Bernadette held a handkerchief to her 
face and dragged Raven by the collar through clouds of tear gas to an entrance surrounded by armed
guards. Helicopter searchlights chased the crowds sweeping to and fro across the stadium's 
perimeter; it wasn't clear whether they were trying to get away or get back in.

Backstage, Bernadette bawled out, “Where's my colleague?” Her badge and tone of voice 
attracted enough co-operation to lead her to a medical centre and paramedics monitoring a man 
stripped to his shorts. Dremba resembled a corpse, beaten until he was purple, his head swollen, 
drips and tubes hanging over like a scientific experiment. Raven pulled away and collided with 
Scavinio.

“What happened?” Bernadette said.
“He was in the crowd, they turned on him, we don't know why yet. Security staff saw the attack, 

tried to intervene, were held back, more of them managed to get through and stop them. He's lucky 
to be alive.”

“Why is he still here?”
“Police can't guarantee the safety of the ambulance around the stadium. They're keeping him 

stabilised.”
“Where are the band?”
“They're in their safehouse on the outskirts of Helsinki.”
“Oh, so the band can get away, but a dying man can't?”
“If only it were that simple. . . .”
“Yes, it is that simple. Neither you nor anyone else connected to this concert will leave Finland. I

don't have the power to make arrests, but this trouble crosses borders, so it's become an Interpol 
issue along with all the other shit you lot are mixed up in.”

“No, we're not.”
“You don't know anything, Mr Scavinio. You manage a band you know very little about. If you 

think you can just quarantine yourself from what they do, you're wrong. You're an accessory, like 
her.” Raven held on to Dremba's fingertips. “At least she's acknowledged what they're capable of. 
You're still in denial.”

“Do what you have to do.” Scavinio didn't know which way to turn, knowing Bernadette was 
right, angry, reactionary, but when the stink of tear gas had dissipated and the headlines calmed 
down and the thugs back in bed or in prison cells, Scavinio would still be here balancing on the 
event horizon of the black hole, stretched to annihilation. If Toten Herzen crashed and burned 
Scavinio would go down with them. 

-

Sleep was impossible. Adrenaline kept Bernadette awake for twenty-four hours. She arranged to 
meet Scavinio again at the band's safehouse in a northern suburb of the city untouched by the 
violence, out of range of the most determined troublemakers.

“Of course the real troublemakers are here, aren't they, Mr Scavinio.”
“Call me Tom. I hate formalities. How's Pierre?”
“The swelling on his brain is decreasing, he's still in a coma, his condition serious but stable.”
“That was not our fault.”
“I'm not here to lay blame.”



“I'm sorry if that sounds cruel, but. . . .”
“Thank you for your concern. I'm here to tell you that your world tour is over, so shut the fuck 

up.” The rest of Bernadette's introduction was read from her phone. “A little more information for 
you, and none of this is your responsibility either, I guess. Buildings set on fire on Kasaneimenkatu,
running battles with riot police from the station to Esplanadparken. The Nosturi club attacked, 
pitched battles between your fans and fans of the other lot, a hundred and seventy arrests in that 
disturbance alone. Trees set on fire along Pohjoisesplenadi, the Alexander II monument 
demolished, the Kamppu shopping centre broken into and looted. . . . It's a long list.”

Scavinio dropped into a chair, the gravity of events pulling at his jowls, his eyelids, his jacket 
hanging off one shoulder. “I can't excuse any of it, of course I can't, but we do what we're supposed 
to do. The security arrangements-”

“This has got nothing to do with tonight. Nothing to do with it. Your people stopped being 
musicians when Susan Bekker murdered Frieda Schoenhofer. There is more to this outfit than 
music and troublesome fans, Tom, and you either know what that connection is or they have you 
fooled too. Which is it?”

“I . . . I don't know what the fuck's going on. At first I admired them. They took on the big 
machine and beat it. Look at them, they're the biggest grossing band in the world and they have no 
corporate connections or any of that shit apart from Marco Jongbloed's money.”

“And you don't think that's odd? Have you never questioned how that is? Those cretins in 
Belarus are financed with laundered money from illegal arms trades, did you know that?”

“No.”
“No. So, where does your money come from? Where do all the resources come from, Tom? If 

you don't know, why not? Is that deliberate?”
“I thought Frieda Schoenhofer was alive.”
Bernadette leaned against the patio window freckled with the gentle patter of cloud blowing 

across the gardens. “Yes, remarkable. A woman wanted for murder and embezzlement, a 
millionaire from Bamberg connected to a corrupt network, organised crime, Tom. And she fakes 
her own death. The coincidences never end.”

“Is she a threat?”
“Of course she's a threat. She's part of an organisation that has killed even more people than your

lot. And one day they'll kill you. They won't do it themselves, they never do the dirty work 
themselves, others are happy to work for them. So if I keep chipping away at those outliers I'll get 
to the core eventually. It doesn't look like I can stop this band, but I can stop the human contingent 
around them. I can seize assets and sequester accounts. It'll take time. I can't stop your so-called 
vampires, but I can cut off the blood supply. And I will.”



26

They had the initiative. For one night There Will Be Blood were not the Villains of Helsinki. The 
Second Helsinki Event became one of a number of Capitalised Descriptions of a night of violence 
emanating from one source: That Band Again. There was a downside: the owners of the Nosturi 
closed the club and cancelled the two remaining Blood shows. In fact, there were two downsides 
because most of the headlines had That Band's Name all over them. The Other Lot. 

Rumours suggested the Malandanti tour was over, Toten Herzen's travels seriously truncated, 
which gave There Will Be Blood a clear run at the Gwando finishing line and star billing at next 
year's awards. But he knew, of course he knew, that Toten Herzen didn't need to tour to create 
headlines. They didn't have to step out their front door to upset someone.

The two days lost to fire in Finland weren't wasted. Pushkin arranged a photo shoot back in 
Minsk. Immune to outrage and accusations of profiteering and opportunism, he arranged the shoot 
in an ugly area of the city, an area that didn't need much work to make it look like one of Helsinki's 
ravaged streets. Dobrosiev and Genatskaya thought Pushkin was going soft when he offered to 
drive them to the shoot, but he needed a favour on the way there. They used the car ride to air a few 
grievances, which turned out to be one familiar grievance: Ria this, Ria that. 

“She doesn't even speak Scandinavian,” Dobrosiev moaned spilling beer down his chin. “Every 
fucking interview, man. Can we speak to Ria first then we'll get round to the rest of the band.”

“And when they get to the rest of the band they want to speak to the twins.” Genatskaya didn't 
have the same force of conviction as Dobrosiev who could make a shopping list sound like an 
argument.

“You want me to get rid of the twins now?” Pushkin said. “And do what? Replace them with 
some ugly bastard like one of you two?”

“No, no. Just spread it around a bit, man. It's a no-brainer.” Dobrosiev wedged his foot against 
the dashboard. “Do you know how it feels to take a back seat to her.”

“No one ever interviews me,” Pushkin said.
“You're the fucking manager, of course they don't wanna interview you. There's five of us in this

band. . . .”
“Six,” Genatskaya said.
“Yeah, six. There's six of us in this band. And she was the last to join. It's not right, that's all I'm 

saying, man. It's not right.”
“No,” said Genatskaya. 
Pushkin waited for him to elaborate, but he was a man of few words. “Leave it to me. Don't 

undermine yourselves now, we're on a roll. When we go back to Helsinki we'll be like heroes. We 
survived the bloodbath.”

“And came out of it looking like pussies,” said Dobrosiev. “I went out to see what was going 
on.”

“You went to the front door of the hotel,” said Genatskaya.
“Couldn't get any farther, man. Fucking cops had the place locked down.”
“Yeah, yeah.”
“What are you implying, man?”
“Shut up.” Pushkin fiddled with his satnav. “Those Dutch shit are off the map. It's ours to take. 

We're ahead of the game. You know, Hungarian Tony is fucking invisible to a satnav. It's supposed 
to be US military.”

Dobrosiev waved his bottle and spat out of the window. “We need an album. I'm sick of singing 
Highway to Fucking Hell, man. Fucking rhythm and blues shit.”

“It's all worked out. Germany, Holland, Belgium, Austria, Poland and back home. Minsk, filmed 
on DVD and Blu-ray, then studio, album, out on the road for a couple of months, back to the studio.
You won't be bored.”

“Won't get paid either.”
Pushkin was learning to live with the demands of his band, he found it easier to tolerate the 



growing self-confidence, the answering back, even the occasional insults, but not the money. Not 
the questions about the money. The money paid for the press releases, paid for the YouTube video 
mash-ups of Ria and Hendrix side by side, (allegedly created by fans, but actually created by a 
graphic design company in Minsk), paid for the newspaper advertisements reworded to drop 
Hendrix's name into the text. The dirty money went out, paying for dirty tricks, and came back 
clean and shiny and innocent.

And there was more of it, money, so much more it came in a van and needed six pairs of hands 
to lift and carry into Hungarian Tony's temporary funeral parlour. The pallbearers carried the cash 
to its final resting place, laid out with the coffin lid closed next to the bodies of Anatoly 
Chemelinski (1959 – 2016) and Leonid Memsov (1992 – 2016). “A tragedy,” Hungarian Tony said 
patting the rim of the coffin. “Taken so young.”

“What happened?” Dobrosiev kept his distance from the body.
“Poisoned by his girlfriend.”
“Her name isn't Ria, is it?”
“Two more boxes.” Pushkin ushered Dobrosiev and Genatskaya back to the van.
“They're not boxes, they're fucking coffins, man.”
“And there's one with your name on it if you don't move your ass.”

-

Distracted by the coffins, two members of There Will Be Blood arrived late for the apocalyptic 
photoshoot. Dobrosiev felt the heat of the set dressing when he opened the car door. A familiar 
feeling, the same heat, smell and sight of burning debris and barricades that met him when he 
stepped outside the hotel in Helsinki. He had a choice then to carry on (the place hadn't been locked
down), but not now. There was another grubby Nazi-like costume waiting for him and a space on 
the set hosed down to stop it catching fire.

The twins, smeared with a mixture of baby oil and brake dust, disapproved of the late arrival. 
“Did the police catch up with you?”

“What? Why?”
Vilnius was trending. “Some ugly shit with that dude up there.” Dobrosiev studied the headlines 

on Natasha's phone, which turned out to be Sasha's when he gave it back.
“It's not mine.” Sasha handed the phone to Natasha sitting on a pile of pallets.
“Had it coming to him.” A bead of molten baby oil trickled down the side of her face.
“Hung like a piece of meat and he never even touched you.”
“You sure it wasn't you two who killed him.” Genatskaya grinned.
“He was bitten. We don't bite.”
“Bitten, fucking bitten? What do you mean?” said Yvanov.
“Before he was strung up,” said Sasha, “he was bitten, like from a vampire. Must have been one 

of them.” She nudged her sister. “Do you think it was him?”
“No, not his style.”
“Who? Not whose style? Who are you talking about?”
“Rob,” said Natasha.
“Wallet,” said Sasha.
“Are you a fucking double act, now?” Dobrosiev felt a searing pulse of heat as a controlled 

fireball ignited in a nearby tray of kerosene. Ria twanged a guitar string sending a discordant note 
through the conversation.

“You think one of Toten Herzen did it?” Dobrosiev said. “Get the fuck out. Why would they 
even bother?”

“Lay the blame at our door,” Yvanov said. “They follow us, leave a trail of dead bodies, 
unexplained murders, make it look like we're doing it for the publicity.”

“Great. We win the contest then. They'd be playing into our hands, man.”
“Just a thought.”



“What do you think, Gypsy?”
“I don't believe in vampires.”
“Fucking Transylvanian, aren't you?” 
“Truth is more prosaic. Mafia guy dies violent death. Suggests Mafia hit to me.”
“He was bitten by a vampire,” Natasha-Sasha insisted. “That's the rumour.”
“Must have been one of them after all.” Ria prepared to start playing again. “Only vampires in 

Europe, are they not?”
“Acting kind of strange, Gypsy. Do you know something we don't? I mean, our big boy gets a 

tip-off about you being the next Hendrix, he doesn't say who gave him the idea, but it must have 
been someone who knows the band inside out, someone who knew it would piss Bekker off.”

“You accusing me?”
“I don't know what I'm saying. It was clever, it worked, but maybe it was a little too perfect. 

Look at all the fucking interviews you did after that, man.”
“Is not my fault. I know,” Ria hammered the neck of her guitar, “why don't you spread the 

rumour you are next Eddie van Halen?”
“Fuck you.”
“Can we play?” Ria turned to the twins.
Their synchronised drum roll agreed.
“What are you looking at now?” said Ria. The three male members of the band studied her bare 

flesh glowing beneath an unzipped leather jacket.
“Is that jacket glued to your-”
“Heads up.” Genatskaya saw Pushkin approaching with company. 
“Guys, ladies.” Pushkin squinted at the heat. “Olaf decided to come down and check you out. It's

a bit warmer than Helsinki.”
“Is it?” Olaf cleared his throat of the kerosene fumes. “I heard it was quite a cauldron.”
Pushkin led him away to a cooler position where they looked on through a heat haze as the band 

spread themselves over the ruins of the ransacked street. They stood alone, stood together, the twins
with Ria, the twins with Dobrosiev's unconscious body, Ria spread-eagled over the pallets watched 
by Yvanov carrying a petrol can, Yvanov spread-eagled over the pallets watched by the twins 
holding Molotov cocktails. The permutations were endless and the photographer explored them all 
in a tedious set up and shoot, set up and shoot. Genatskaya scorched his elbow on a pile of burning 
litter. Ria nearly stepped into the tray of burning kerosene.

“Oh, the opportunity lost,” Dobrosiev whispered. 

-

“Is it always like this?” said Olaf.
“Like what?”
“This . . . boring, how do you cope with it?”
“It's not boring.” Pushkin wouldn't admit the photoshoots and video filming and studio sessions 

bored him rigid, but it was a means to an end. An end Olaf wasn't happy about.
“Let's go somewhere cooler, Mikhael.”
Pushkin was driven away in a two car entourage which was two cars more than Pushkin 

deserved. Easy conversations took place anywhere at any time; difficult conversations had to be 
done somewhere else. Pushkin was always driven away for the difficult conversations.

The entourage arrived at a restaurant in mid-decoration and not yet open to the public. The tables
were set, but Pushkin was escorted through to the kitchens.

“Out of the fire into the frying pan, Olaf.”
“Be quiet.” Olaf's henchmen ringed the kitchen, bigger and bulkier than the industrial ovens and 

freezers.
“No cooks,” Pushkin laughed.
“No.”



“What kind of a restaurant has no cooks?”
“What kind do you think, you fucking stupid cunt? This is your problem, Mikhael, you're losing 

it. Losing touch.”
“No, I'm not.”
“You have to make up your mind what you are, what career path you want to follow. You're 

either my quartermaster or an impresario, in which case you can fuck off and I'll find someone 
else.”

“No, you won't.”
“I beg your pardon.” Olaf picked up a vegetable knife.
“You'll kill me. I know the deal.”
“Well, a sensible man would consider that a pretty cut and dried situation. Do you work for me 

or for yourself?”
“I can do both. I am doing both, what's the problem?”
“Let me show you.” Olaf found a carrot, sliced a third off the end and bit into it. “This is you and

your money laundering. A highly effective process. And I'm being ironic.”
“What's wrong? We've spent millions.”
“And how much of that have we got back?” Olaf and his henchmen expected the answer.
“Granted it takes time.”
“Takes time? How does anyone in the music business make any fucking money? Income from 

ticket sales is approximately seven thousand dollars, income from streaming because no one 
releases CDs and records any more is less than what I have in my back pocket, and the 
merchandise.”

“That was a one off.”
“Fifty thousand tee-shirts with the band's name spelt with a V. There Will Be Vlood, who the 

fuck are they? A bit early for a tribute band, isn't it?”
“That won't happen again.”
“It's not working, Mikhael. This has been going on for eighteen months and we're not getting our

money back.”
“It takes time to make a profit, Olaf.” Pushkin wondered what the vegetable knife would be used 

on next.
“It's not about profit, you see, you've lost the plot. It's about putting dirty money in and getting 

clean money out and in roughly the same amount, you dickhead. What's so complicated to 
understand?”

“What about the rest of the carrot?”
“What.” Olaf broke in half the rest of the carrot and stuck a piece onto the point of his knife. 

“Who killed Suulo?”
“Suulo. Good question.”
“Who killed him?”
“I don't know.”
“Who do you suspect?”
“I've no idea, Olaf. Rumours say he was killed by a vampire, so maybe it was Susan Bekker.”
“Don't fuck with me.” The more men he had standing around him the louder he shouted. 

Circumstances matched the scale of the crowd as if he enjoyed inviting people to come and watch. 
The restaurant echoed with the sound of Olaf's questions and darkened every time one of his 
henchmen moved. “He died some time after your people left him. It's a coincidence don't you 
think?”

“Yes, that's exactly what it is, Olaf. A coincidence. I have no grudge . . . I had no grudge with 
Suulo. Why would I kill him? How would I even get close to him? He had more security than you 
do.”

“You have a problem with my security?”
“When they're all staring at me, yes.”
“I'm angry, Mikhael, because Suulo's death leaves me with a problem. However, I'm willing to 



turn it into an opportunity for you.”
“Okay.”
Olaf ate the carrot. “Hungarian Tony is a thief.”
“Last time I saw him he was an undertaker. Thief?”
“He siphons off my money. I already pay him a commission, but it seems it's not enough. I hate 

greed, Mikhael. Don't you?”
“Yes, yeah.”
“He can't be earning much from the pittance were getting back, but greed is greed, so, I want you

to kill him.”
Just when Pushkin had an easy sail ahead Olaf stirred up a tempest. “It's not a good time. The 

band are on a roll, opportunities opening up-”   
“You're not a fucking music impresario. You're my quartermaster. Fuck the band.”
“Okay. Not all of them. I wouldn't want-”
“Tomorrow. The hit takes place tomorrow. Can you deliver?”
“Yes.” Pushkin said yes, but he meant no. He had no idea how he was going to murder 

Hungarian Tony; the man came and went like an erratic weather system, criss-crossing Belarus and 
his presence only became known when he called out of the blue. Once his bodies were buried he'd 
be off again.

“Do you want me to make it easier for you?” Olaf said.
“Sure.”
“Fuck you. It's not my job to make your life easy. That's your mother's job, if you know where 

she is.”
“She died in 2008.”
“My heart bleeds, Mikhael. Come back here tomorrow night with proof he's dead and the score's 

even. I'll let Suulo's death go.”
“I don't know anything about Suulo.”
“Mikhael, fuck off. Come back tomorrow night with proof. We can discuss the other issue some 

other time.”
Pushkin took too long to step away from the hotplates.
“What's the matter?”
He fumbled with a saucepan. “It's not like riding a bike, you know. You forget how you do it. 

You lose your nerve. I'm out of practice.”
“He's out of practice.” Olaf drew a few chortles from his henchmen. “You killed four people in 

2014 and you say you're out of practice. Get someone else to do it. I thought you told me your band 
were getting cocky, growing in confidence, squaring up to you, a man they once feared.”

“They are, but they won't do this.” 
“Not even if their lives are at stake? They might actually have more use as murderers. They're 

fucking coasting at the moment. I'll make it easier for you. If you don't kill or arrange to kill 
Hungarian Tony I will decapitate every member of your little band. The pretty ones, the ugly ones. 
They can all be used as stock.” He took the saucepan out of Pushkin's hands and pointed to the 
kitchen door with it.

Only Ria had the mad confidence to kill someone, but she was the uncooperative one. On his 
way out, Pushkin considered the others: Dobrosiev had lost his nerve long before Pushkin, and 
thanks to the amount of booze he consumed probably couldn't hit Hungarian Tony with a shotgun 
between the eyes. The fake restaurant had a real bathroom. The sound of taps running and the cool 
droplets of water on his face offered a moment's peace, a moment to consider the urgency of his 
situation and how he would have dealt with it when he was younger, fitter and quicker. When he 
still knew how to ride a bike.

He would have found the dopiest kid in the playground. . . .

-



Pushkin rose before sunlight, animated by a new idea and the self-confidence inspired by necessity. 
The necessity for self-preservation. He had too many ideas to die now and end up in a line with the 
rest of Hungarian Tony's corpses. The elusive launderer was still in his makeshift morgue. Shortly 
after ten a.m. Pushkin made another phone call. “Alexi,” Yvanov's semi-permanent mental 
detachment concerned Pushkin, but he told himself that today mental detachment was a good thing. 
“I need you to meet me at an address. 17 vulica Hikaly. At the front it looks like a print shop, but 
come round the back. Don't tell anyone what you're doing.” Pushkin could hear a woman's voice in 
the background.

“Is there a problem?”
“Yeah. Get here as quick as you can.”
Many miles above the earth, the gods wept sending a heavy downpour that swept the street 

clean. Foaming rivulets surged along the gutters and buildings vomited vigorous trails of water 
from down spouts and broken pipes. Pushkin wanted the rain to persist and wash his sins away with
the dust and muck. He remembered Yvanov being trapped in the magician's cabinet and for a 
moment he wished the keyboard player was still there, safe in his skewered box, but the boy was 
too obedient, too eager to please. The distant drone of a scooter approached. Yvanov carved through
the puddles and weaved down the alleyway to the back of the print shop.

When the rain eased Pushkin left his car. Behind the print shop, inside a temporary storage area 
filled floor to ceiling with crates and boxes, he found Yvanov loitering, stepping backwards and 
forwards between the sliding doors and his discovery next to a stack of fridge freezers.

“Mikhael. You seen this?”
Pushkin nodded.
“Hungarian Tony's been hit.”
“I know.”
Yvanov held the gun that fired the bullet lodged at the deep end of a hole in Hungarian Tony's 

head. On the window shelf by the sliding doors a pair of biker gloves lay side by side, drying off 
over a boiling radiator. 

“Where was the gun?”
“This? It was on the floor, just under the shelving.”
“Give it to me.” Pushkin took the gun, rubbed down the barrel with a dry handkerchief and 

placed it in his pocket. “I was going to ask you to help me move him, but on second thoughts there's
too much mess. Sorry for dragging you out of bed.”

“No problem.”
“Here.” Pushkin counted a roll of money. “Buy your girlfriend some sleeping pills.”
Yvanov was too surprised to thank Pushkin for the payment. “Who do you think did this?”
“I don't know. People seem to think I'm some kind of clairvoyant. Suulo's murder, now this. Turf

war, I don't know, Alexi. Forget about him. Concentrate on the music. That's all we can do. In a 
way this could be to our advantage.” A wide line of blood headed towards the door. “I was talking 
to Olaf yesterday, business talk, we're not earning enough quickly enough, so I think we might 
expand our business, try to keep more in-house.”

“Sounds good.” Yvanov stepped aside and watched the blood trickle by. “We could sell our own 
tickets direct, cut out the scalpers. Use our own servers to stream the music, then we earn a better 
income from each download. We have our own online shop, our own mail order business. We can 
make this a big operation, Mikhael. Self-contained.”

“Good boy. One hundred per cent profit.”
Yvanov followed the journey of the blood. “It can't be one hundred per cent, there'll still be 

overheads, costs. . . .”
“Yes, yeah, I know, I know.” The blood came up against the wall and detoured right and left.
“Maybe The Russian did this. What do you think, Mikhael?”
“Don't speculate. It's dangerous to speculate and for fuck's sake don't go spreading ideas about 

The Russian. He has the biggest ears in Belarus. Get home to your ladyfriend.”
“How do you know about her?”



“She makes a noise when she yawns.”
Yvanov grabbed his gloves from the window sill. “You know, you're like Sherlock Holmes. You

never miss a thing, do you?” 
The sound of the scooter merged into the distant hum and rattle of the city's traffic; the ride home

in better weather than the ride here. Satisfied the noise was gone, Pushkin put the gun back on the 
floor, took a photo of Hungarian Tony's final resting place and closed the sliding doors on his way 
out.
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Inquests were not always held to establish guilt; just ask the four loss adjusters sat in the red 
reception area of the Alien Noise headquarters, trying to make sense of the economics of warfare. 
The costs. The numbers running away with themselves and a total disregard for decimal points. 
Like a rotund gargoyle, Scavinio loomed over them from the mezzanine floor, bent over the cold 
steel rail of the glass partition, his back arched more than it had ever arched since he took on the 
weight of Toten management; a back deployed as a shield against the recriminations of which he 
wanted no part.

But the band wouldn't let him escape that easily. The authorities in Helsinki, a coalition of 
business groups, city council and the police department, wanted to drop the reconstruction bill 
directly onto the heads of Toten Herzen and Alien Noise. Rose Pursey's law suit levelled out at one 
hundred and twenty million; Helsinki wanted eight billion. Susan thought the figure was on the high
side, but Helsinki's civic opportunism didn't stop her from blaming Dee for the destruction. “It 
kicked off when you told them to burn down the Ticketmaster office.”

“I said nothing of the sort. I said-”
“It doesn't matter what vocabulary you used or grammar or whatever fucking technical term you 

have for a list of words telling people to go and set fire to things.”
“It was your fault.”
“My fault? I said nothing. Did I say anything?” 
Elaine sat with her feet up and her arms crossed. Nothing more than a visual presence, which 

was more than Rene's implied but never overtly offered alliance whenever Susan needed support. 
They noted the man's absence, but he was a long way down the agenda.

Dee fought back. “You being wound up winds me up. And on this tour I've had it up to here,” 
(the bridge of her nose), “with your moods, your entangled idiosyncrasies, your fake crises, your, 
your whole fucking persona. You are a walking black hole sucking up the universe around you, 
crushing it.”

“You're a fucking astronomer now, are you? To go along with shit-stirrer, wind-up merchant, 
agitator. If I'm a black hole you're a tornado. A wake of destruction follows you and you never end 
up footing the bill. Do you have eight billion euros?”

“If I did I wouldn't tell you, and do you know why?”
“Because you're a devious bitch.”
“No, because it would piss you off and throw you into another mood. As a matter of fact, yes I 

do have eight billion euros.”
“What? How?”
“When you never foot the bill the money mounts up. You see, you're fucking paranoid as well. 

Who else would be driven insane just because another guitarist is described as the next Jimi 
Hendrix? You're like a five year old.”

Susan's weight dropped into a chair with such force Elaine's feet slipped off the table. “I would 
love to say something about being as tall as a five year old, but I can't bring myself to say it.”

“Petty. Petty.”
“Yes, it is petty. But somehow fitting.”
Elaine huffed. “Can't we blame Rob?”
“Oh, it speaks,” Susan said. “No, we can't blame someone who wasn't there.”
“Well, what about the guy in the crowd? He must have done something to invite so much 

attention.”
“What guy in the crowd? You mean Pierre Dremba? The destruction of Helsinki was caused by 

the man being beaten to death. Now I've heard everything.”
“Why don't you blame the fans?” Scavinio's grumble tumbled into the reception area.
“That sort of goes without saying, Tom. The question is who provoked the fans, and it wasn't me 

and my so-called moods.”
“Yes, it was. Yes, it was you, Susan.”



Susan blinked.
“It was all of you.” They waited for Scavinio to turn around, but he had lost the will to move his 

own body. “You've cultivated the image and the notoriety. People kept telling you and you've never
lifted a finger to do anything about it. There's always been someone else to carry the can. Micky 
Redwall, witches, fans, Rob Wallet, Uncle Tom Cobbley, always someone else. Never the people at
the very centre of it.”

“Well, seeing as you mention Uncle Tom Cobbley, it didn't stop you from getting involved.” Dee
had a point, but Susan wasn't going to agree just yet.

“And why was that?” Finally, he heaved himself through ninety degrees and spoke to the outside
wall.

“Yeah, well,” Susan mimicked Elaine's body language, “that's ancient history. You need to move
on, Tom.”

“That's typical, fucking typical, but yes, let's move on. Let's move on to Budapest because the 
concert is still on, despite everything Bernadette Maldini and Interpol have tried to do. Christ knows
why they're going to let you into the country, they'll probably stop you at the border between 
Germany and Austria. Budapest is a historic city. Not even the Nazis managed to flatten it.” 
Scavinio turned again and pushed away from the rail. “I'm going for a piss.”

“Don't need to know that, Mr Tom.” 
“Why are you sitting on top of the air conditioning unit?”
“Go and have your piss, Mr Tom.”
With Scavinio absent the void of male representation became apparent. “Where is he, were does 

he go these days?” said Dee.
“He doesn't tell me everything.”
“It's like working with the Phantom of the Opera. Good job he can drum. He never rehearses.”
“What amazes me is the fact that things were never this bad when Rob was here.” Susan waited 

for a reaction.
“Well, we've finally hit rock bottom, then.” Dee vanished.
“Tell me if I'm wrong, Elaine, but when have we ever promoted or celebrated trouble. Tom's 

wrong, it has always been other people.”
“Doesn't matter if it's us or not. It keeps us at the top of the food chain.”
“That's an unfortunate choice of words.”
“That's where you always wanted to be, isn't it? At the top. I never had you down as a runner-

up.”
“No.”
“And this band keeps you there, Susan. If things calm down we're no different than Bon Jovi. 

We really will be a corporate outfit.”
“I know.”
“Remember Theo Rand. There's trouble that damages us and trouble that damages others. Ask 

Maldini. She knows we're untouchable.” Elaine rose from the sofa as if hoisted by invisible strings. 
“We're the sum of the parts, Susan. Untouchable so long as we stick together.”

-

They took their gripes and grievances to Hungary. A journey expected to be stopped at every stage; 
the TotenPlane barred from German airspace and Austrian airspace and Hungarian airspace if it 
wasn't shot down over the Alps. Troublemakers did their best to intervene: Bernadette lobbied 
Dutch air traffic control to stop the flights taking off, but the limits of her authority stopped at 
Schiphol. It didn't stop her pursuing the band from one location to another, turning up backstage, in 
the audience of chaotic press conferences, texting Scavinio for trivial clarification on this, that and 
the other. . . .

“I need to lose some weight,” Scavinio said to Jongbloed. The two men strolled through City 
Park on the way to a mid-morning meeting with Mr Wang, a Chinese entrepreneur convinced he 



had the ear of the Communists in China and a plan that would break the band into the biggest 
emerging market on the planet.

Jongbloed's hip gave him more pain every day and when it became particularly acute he wished 
he had gone along with Susan's plan back in 1974. “You need to delegate the management, Tom. 
Let someone take control at night, you deal with things during the day.”

“Sounds good on paper, Marco, but I don't trust anyone else with them. And besides, you know. .
. .”

“Yes. Do you think Sheila will ever adjust?”
“It's been over a year. The others don't seem to have the same problems. She's not as bad as she 

was. The raging thirsts were going to bankrupt us, but she's learning to control the fury. It's the fury 
that bothers her.”

“Everyone's different. They all change in different ways. Although, I only know one other person
who made the change.”

“What about Terence Pearl? I don't remember him turning into a maniac.”
In addition to food, the high energy kind full of deadly sugars and carbohydrates, Scavinio was 

consuming toxic amounts of tablets to keep him awake. Moving to a permanent night shift would be
better for his health, but would mean becoming a vampire in lifestyle if not physiology. A nocturnal
existence without the benefits of immortality. 

At the park entrance they paused a moment to experience the improbable calm of a city in pre-
concert readiness, a kind of civic anxiety as if the population was holding its breath. Windows 
remained intact, street corners free of tooled-up police and armoured vehicles, but the air had a 
sharpness, a crystalline sting. Scavinio felt it, Jongbloed felt it too; they felt the mood because they 
shared it, as terrified and apprehensive as the local population. A muscle-tightening breath-drawing 
nervousness aggravating appetites and aching hips.

“This is how it must feel when a typhoon is approaching." Jongbloed leaned on his walking 
stick. Across the street the menacing face of his partner fluttered alongside those of Dee and Elaine 
and Rene, unaware of their impact and yet knowing, looking down on their terrified minions.

“You know that's exactly what Susan says about Dee. Dee calls her a black hole. The fracture 
can't be far away, Marco. This can't be right. What can we do to change this? People don't fear for 
their lives when the Stones go on tour.”

“The Stones are even older than our lot. Always amazes me how any of them survive long 
enough to finish the opening number. And they've always argued. Susan and Dee, not the Stones. 
Since 1973 they've bickered like sisters. If they were going to split up it would have happened 
before now.”

Mr Wang met them at the home of a Hungarian Count – a hideous Baroque pile hired for twenty 
thousand euros a day. Scavinio, expecting a much older man, mistook Mr Wang for an assistant.

“No need to worry. It's a common mistake.” Wang spoke with a trans-Atlantic accent, the 
product of an Eton and Harvard education. In spite of the letters after his name he struggled to 
convince Scavinio he had the influence to get Toten Herzen past the Chinese army. “Chinese 
audiences behave themselves.” Wang led Scavinio and Jongbloed into a room populated by 
strangers and filled with booze. “You won't see Chinese cities razed to the ground.”

“Don't be so sure, Mr Wang.”
“Call me Dennis. A drink, gentlemen. I have a forty year old Scotch I think you'll find very 

agreeable.”
“Yes,” said Jongbloed. “Just what Tom needs for his new health and fitness regime.”
The Scotch turned out to be a forty year old Japanese Suntory. Scavinio kept his opinion to 

himself, but considered buying a few cases to put in his lawnmower. 
“I thought the band might join us,” said Wang. 
Scavinio cleared his burning throat. “Too early in the day, I'm afraid.” 
“Ah. Here be vampires.” Wang's eyes widened.
“Something like that.”
“Of course, vampires are a great part of Chinese folklore. The gimmick will appeal to audiences, 



especially older audiences. Younger people are perhaps more interested in Marvel superheroes and 
Harry Potter. But, you know, Chinese people value their heritage and traditions. I think Toten 
Herzen would find a very lucrative niche in that market.”

“Great.” Scavinio filled his glass to the brim with tonic water. “Don't tell that to the band.”
“No, no,” said Jongbloed. “Maybe an older audience is better. Less prone to, let's say, 

unpredictable behaviour.”
“I meant talk of niche markets. Nothing winds them up more than corporate speak.”
“We can keep all that between us,” said Wang. “Compartmentalise responsibility. We deal with 

the business, they deal with the entertainment. The possibilities are almost infinite. Yesterday 
evening I had dinner with an associate of mine. He would like to invest fifteen million euros in the 
band and had some ideas of his own. Theatre, like a touring musical, the immortality of the band 
travelling through various stages in Chinese history and closing with a contemporary spectacle. 
High drama.” He raised his glass. “Rock opera. We can reinterpret their story. The ancient 
musicians of the old dynasties, travelling from city to city through time and ending in the 21st 
Century. An affirmation of enduring Chinese culture performed by the ultimate enduring band.” 
Wang flashed a smile as broad and white and shiny as his vision.

The Suntory had the same endurance and effect as the band they were discussing. The fumes 
from forty years of fermentation grappled their way back up Scavinio's oesophagus and exploded 
with such virulence he was lifted off his chair. “Sweet Jesus. They'll fucking love that.”

“Excellent,” said Wang. “A top up?”

-

One member of the band had no verbal response to Mr Wang's vintage extravaganza: Rene laughed 
so loud he had to leave the room. Susan didn't see the funny side and her command of the English 
language collapsed into a surrogate torrent of Dutch expletives. 

“Wang?” said Dee. “Are you sure you've got the name right?”
Scavinio closed the door left open by Rene leaning on his knees suffocating. “Think about the 

market.”
“The market. This is a joke, isn't it, Mr Tom? How the hell can you even consider this for a 

second. It's ludicrous. We'll be a laughing stock.” Dee pointed at Elaine. “Can you imagine her 
dressed as Chairman Mao? When we're finished in China perhaps we can come back to Britain and 
do a season in pantomime. Toten Herzen and Mother Goose. Vampire Jack and the Man-eating 
Beanstalk.”

“Nothing's been agreed. Nothing needs to happen like that, it's early days.”
“You're as bad as fellow-me-lad we kicked out. So far, you've had us dressed up in capes, 

shepherded by a human hot-air balloon, advised by a spokesman for the anarchist movement and 
now you want us to tour China dressed as Fu Manchu.”

“I don't recognise any of those scenarios.” 
“How many concerts are still on?” Elaine said. “After Budapest, how many?”
“Twelve.” Scavinio didn't like the furniture in the Budapest house, it was firm, too solid to be 

comfortable and he needed comfort to deal with problems.
“Last European show I'm done.”
Susan grabbed the door and called Rene inside.
“Serious?” said Dee. “Because if you're out I'm out.”
“This shit has gone beyond a joke. Forget China. You want a novelty act, there are plenty of 

idiots who'll work for you. There's a man called Alf in Denmark who'll snatch your am off.”
“I don't want a novelty act, Elaine, I want you to move on from where you are now.”
“By joining a Chinese circus?” said Dee.
“No. . . .”
“Where we are now is never going to change, Tom,” said Dee. “We came back two years ago 

hoping to make up for past mistakes and we're repeating them. If anything, those mistakes are being



amplified.”
“What's wrong?” said Rene.
“Elaine's had enough,” said Susan. “Show's over when we're finished in Europe.”
“What about north America?”
Elaine threw her head back. “America does everything ten times bigger than anyone else. What's 

it gonna be like over there? It'll be world war three. I'll bet you a year's income he had us lined up 
for Jimmy Kimmel.”

Scavinio looked at his feet.
“Go on,” said Dee, “is she right?”
“It's exposure. They have big audiences.”
“So, is this it?” said Susan. “So much for sticking together.”
“I'm not sticking together if it means touring China in fancy dress outfits. I have my self-respect. 

You want to ruin our reputation.”
“What reputation?” Scavinio lost control of his tongue. “The, what, you haven't got a reputation 

other than mass violence.”
“Behind which is a solid rock band,” said Susan. “Elaine's right. Wait a minute, no she's not . . . 

fuck it, I don't know what to think anymore.”
“Well it's clear to me.” Elaine walked out of the room.
“You too?” Susan turned to Dee, sniffed and struggled to control her body overcome by an eye-

watering, breath-shortening, shoulder-stiffening spasm as if she was about to sneeze.
“It was always gonna end like this," Dee said. "Maybe it's the new start you need, Susan. A new 

band you can call your own, a new set of fans without the historical baggage. You can mould it to 
what you want and not have to worry about us.” She stroked the back of Susan's head. “It's what 
you always wanted, sweetheart. I haven't forgotten that time at the service station cafe. You got our 
name mixed up with After Sunset, remember.” Dee walked away. 

When she was out of the room Susan sneezed. 

-

Scavinio and Jongbloed, under extreme duress, returned Mr Wang's calls and through gritted teeth 
accepted his help to break into the Chinese market. With several caveats: no guarantee the band 
would exist in six week's time, let alone six month's; no guarantee against rock music's precarious 
lifestyle with its array of traps, problems and weird ways to die; and thirdly, crucially, their fee 
would be five hundred million euros.

“Even over the phone you could tell he didn't bat an eyelid.” Jongbloed rarely stood at the side of
the stage with Susan. Concentrating on the task ahead Susan didn't bat an eyelid either. “So, that's a 
strong persuading element to keep the others interested.”

“Dee says she has eight billion. How does she have so much money?”
“She hasn't got eight billion, she's winding you up.” 
Four subdued and sombre individuals stepped on stage. Dee kept to herself, uncharacteristically 

quiet, opening her mouth to sing and not much else. Recognising the void and the rare opportunity, 
Susan floated to the front of the stage with all the authority of a trainee teacher. Addressing the 
crowd was easier said than done, it needed a loose tongue and a lot of front; how someone as small 
as Dee had so much front defied science.

“Can I say something?” Susan's voice calmed the crowd with ghostly viscosity reducing the 
arena to a murmur. “The kind of trouble we've been experiencing on this tour, the trouble in 
Managua, Rio, Mendoza, Helsinki, and all the petty acts of trouble that follow us everywhere, but 
go unreported . . . it has to stop. We're sick and tired of you guys fucking everything up for us.” The
giant screens projected her giant face, a menacing monochrome expression like the cartoon dictator 
some said she was. “We came close to being shut down, but we're still here, still hanging on, but 
you know, one more major incident, one more demolition job from you fuckers and we're finished. 
You made your point.” The applause swelled, smartphones blinked. "You don't get it, do you? 



We're on the edge here and you guys decide if we go over that edge. . . ." Susan's call passed 
through the wires and the circuitry and the PA system distorting at every valve and junction until it 
came out sounding like irony; a colossal fuck you to the authorities, not the fans. They roared 
approval, ironic approval and Susan knew all hope was lost. Change would never come. Not with 
this line-up. Not with this name: Toten Herzen.

A voice shouted in Susan's ear, "In other words, you mad fuckers, you just killed your own 
children." Dee strode away to her roadie stage right and swapped guitars.

Two hours later the four of them, faces hidden by towels, trudged off-stage like disappointed 
monks; no acknowledgement of the crowd, no encores, no hand in hand acceptance of unending 
cheers, no bowing and waving and flinging guitar picks into people's eyes. (Rene's drumstick cut 
someone's head open in Cologne.) Instead they offered a quick raise of the arm and that was that. 
That was Budapest, ticked off the diminishing list of dates, and no concern for whatever 
misbehaviour came next. 

Bernadette, unaware of Sheila Scavinio's watchful eyes, waited for Susan backstage. “Pierre's 
sitting up in his hospital bed and making life hell for the staff with demands for a cigarette.”

“Glad to hear he's doing okay.” Susan sat down at a table filled with food and fruit juice. "None 
of this shit ever gets eaten."

“I'll pass on your concern.”
“Which one of us have you come to arrest?”
“None of you. I wanted to hear what you had to say about Rob Wallet. Are you in a fit state to 

talk?”
“Yeah.” Tour management guided a group of fans, competition winners, towards the table. A 

look of awe and dread on their faces. “If I can have a few moments.”
“Be my guest.”
The fans lined up and handed over an array of discs and programmes and posters for Susan's 

autograph. A woman with her head half-covered in tattoos began to lift her tee-shirt. “Can you 
autograph my tit?”

“No, I won't fucking autograph your tit, put it away.” 
Susan shook her head when they were gone.
“Most men would have autographed it.”
“I'm not most men. There are times when I think I'm not cut out for any of this. I can't stand all 

the cliches.”
“Why did you agree to come back when Wallet met you?”
“Boredom. Sitting around for thirty years gets to you eventually.”
“I don't believe that, Susan. I can't see how the four of you can just disappear to a remote village 

like that, no sightings, no activity. I know it was all before the internet and everyone knowing 
everyone else's business, but no paparazzi, no gossip, no rumours?”

“What do you want me to say?”
“Well,” Bernadette played her usual trick, the intriguing preamble before the solution. She 

opened an image gallery on her tablet. “This photograph was taken of someone who looks just like 
you.”

A woman, a busy pavement, broad daylight. “Where's this?”
“Munich, 1998.” 
Susan scrolled to the next image. A woman dining, a restaurant window, evening. “And this?”
“Berlin, 2001.”
The unfamiliar history, replaying like a lost memory, forced the breath out of her. Spectral 

images of a woman, a woman who looked just like her, on shopping streets, at an airport, stepping 
into a car, stepping out of a car. Accusing images, not the aide memoir shown to a patient 
recovering from a head injury, not the celebratory images of a life lived, but the revelation of a 
double life, revealed for the first time.

“I don't know who she is, but she isn't me. Are there no close up pictures? I mean, a lot of 
woman look like me from a distance.”



Without expression, Bernadette placed her index finger on the screen and scrolled to a single 
shot of a woman in an unidentifiable room, office-like, sitting behind a table and holding a coffee 
cup. Head and shoulders: Susan Bekker.

“Where's this?”
“Rotterdam, 1992. That is you, isn't it?”
“I suppose so.”
“So, you didn't totally disappear off the face of the earth for thirty years.”
“Where did you get these?”
“I can get anything, Susan. I know where to look and who to ask, it's impossible to hide from 

me.” She put the tablet away. “I've been told you're all quitting at the end of the European leg of the
tour.”

“Elaine wants to get out, Dee will go with her, but nothing's decided yet. There are other plans 
being discussed.”

“How do you feel about that? Would that liberate you or would it be the end?”
“It's too early to decide. I have mixed feelings at the moment. Coming back after all this time 

had its appeal, but. . . .”
“But what?”
“Given the choice I would have revived After Sunset. That was my band, our band, I should 

include Rene, but I don't know what's going on with him. His head's somewhere else at the moment.
But you've met Marco, he's in no state to be on stage three hours a night and Wim is dead.”

“Wim Segers?”
“Yep.”
“So it would be just you and Rene and two stand-ins.”
“Wouldn't be the real thing.”
“Is Toten Herzen the real thing?”
Susan smiled and wagged her finger. “You are quick. I really like that. You're a challenge. That's

part of the problem.” Susan leaned across a bowl of bananas, her black hair draping across the fruit. 
“None of this is a challenge,” she whispered. “When we were recording I learned how to sing, I 
couldn't sing, I was rotten, but I learned. And I worked with Dmitri Neved. He was a royal pain in 
the arse, but he was also a genius, fascinating, I enjoyed every difficult moment working with him, 
but this,” she leaned back and the totality of the backstage bedlam opened out, “this bores me to 
death. It's routine, it's predictable, we just play to the same old script night after night after night.”

“You don't like touring?”
“I love playing live. I love being up there on stage, the centre of attention. Rob used to call me 

the vampire queen. I told him I didn't like that, but I was lying. I loved it. I love being me, whoever 
that woman is in your photos I hope she enjoys being me too because it's fucking great. But I feel as
if I'm losing control of me. This was never my band, this was Micky Redwall's band. This was his 
idea, his vision of what a rock band should be. He's not here anymore, but we're still following his 
script, still using his template.”

“You sound like you want something else. Why are you telling me all this?”
Susan's shoulder dropped releasing the weight of black hair across a line of apples, separating 

one from the other three. “Because I've no one else to talk to.”
Bernadette opened her mouth to speak.
“I really am sorry for what happened to your colleague,” Susan said.
“I'll let him know.”
“Will he be okay?”
“He'll recover from his injuries.”
“If he needs anything let me know.”
Bernadette prepared to go. “You know there was no chance of you going to America.”
“Why?”
“Homeland Security, visa applications, permissions to enter the country after everything that had

been going on. The FBI asked me for my opinion. Can you imagine that?”



“What did you say?”
“I told them to do everything they can to keep you out.”
“Oh, great. You know the days are getting longer, we play outdoors, we have to start later. You 

could cancel our shows on the grounds of noise pollution, breaches of the performance license.”
“I'll bear that in mind.”
“Or put pressure on the intermediaries, the ticketing companies, event management companies.”
“Why are you telling me this?”
“To see how serious you are. You could have stopped us from getting here, but you didn't.” 
“I want you here in Europe.” Bernadette picked up the stray apple. “You're the weak link in a 

much bigger conspiracy.”
She took her time leaving and scrutinised every member of staff, every stranger, every piece of 

furniture, scrap of paper, discarded shred of rubbish. And as she studied the environment, noting 
and absorbing, digesting and analysing, she was herself scrutinised by a solitary face hiding behind 
a tower of storage crates: the hungry features of Sheila Scavinio.



28

She was right. Bernadette Maldini was right. Had the Malandanti tour continued back across the 
Atlantic, back into the enormity of Hank Prendergass IV's fleshy grippers, they would have been 
stopped at customs, shot, questioned, arrested, tortured, shot again and sent home via UPS without a
note being played. The insurance barely covered the cost of penalties for unbooking the venues. 
Ticketmaster had withdrawn their partnership in revenge for their offices being burned down in 
Helsinki. And the pipe dream of ruining the half-time celebrations at the Superbowl perished in the 
same inferno.

Arriving in Turin, the band were determined to enjoy themselves, but yet another corpse had 
been found. A real one.

Dee had belligerently accepted responsibility for the meet and greet interviews. Placed in a 
windowless room like a shade-loving pot plant she held council with one journalist after another 
filing before her with reverence and nerves. (They all knew she had form.) Between the visits and 
the questions - how was Budapest, was Helsinki stage-managed, where does all the fire come from, 
did the website really run out of MP3s - she talked to the PA brought in to help Scavinio. “Sylvan 
Suulo? Who the hell is Sylvan Suulo?”

“I don't know Sylvan Suulo. I heard the investigator talk about him.”
Susan's menacing poster-face spied on the room and the conversations. Dee poked the eyes. 

“Who's next on the desperado list?”
The PA tapped her iPad. “Gilbert Stockley of WebHum. A music streaming website set up with 

three million dollars of venture capital and currently has twenty million subscribers.”
“Our music's not on any streaming sites. Why does he want to interview me?”
“Perhaps he'll be looking to persuade you.”
“Yeah. My legs will grow overnight to be as long as yours.”
The PA, Lucia, was a tall girl wearing a suit that hung off her Italian frame with all the precision 

of a da Vinci sketch. Dee hated her. She didn't hate her personally, just hated the perfection, hated 
the length of her spine. Stockley pushed through the door and was told to sit down.

When Lucia nodded, Stockley began with a grin that deformed his face. “Hi, Deeeee! How's it 
goin?”

“How's what goin?”
“Oh, you know, like stuff?”
“Stuff? I don't know. Can we pass on the niceties because I haven't a clue what you're talking 

about.”
“Sure, no problem.” Stockley's rotund shape wasn't in the same league as Hank Prendergass's 

globularity, but given time. . . . “So, how's the tour goin?”
“You mean you haven't heard? Well, Mexico fine, Nicaragua not so good. Brazil Armageddon, 

Argentina worse, Helsinki like the end of the world, Budapest a bit morbid. Stick around in Turin 
and you might find yourself on the end of a spike.”

“Cooool. You lookin forward to tonight's show?”
“Immeasurably. Once I've had my virgin's blood I'm up for anything. Are you a virgin, Gilbert?”
Stockley blushed with a ferocity that lit up his head like a traffic light. “Coool. Do you get to see 

much of the cities where you play?”
“No.”
Stockley's grin flipped upside down. “Cool. So, what's life like on the road, with all the parties 

and stuff. . . .”
“What is this stuff you keep going on about? Is it some kind of waste product, fluff, dust, 

discarded packaging, what?”
“Oh, you know. . . “
“No, I don't know. I'm not a fucking mind reader. Give me that list of questions, give it to me, 

come on, come on.” She snatched Stockley's tablet and read the questions. “Drugs, beer, parties, 
pardees, groupies, great audiences, ha, that's a joke, best city, favourite colour,” she glanced up at 



Stockley fidgeting with his phone. “Favourite colour? You were going to ask me my favourite 
colour, you twat? Influences, none. Singers I admire, a few but I'm not telling you. Next album, 
haven't recovered from the last one. Ah, aha, I knew this was coming. Why isn't our music available
for streaming? A bit of a random question there, Gilbert. Tagged on like someone's clack. Well, 
Gilbert, love, the reason we don't allow freeloaders to download our music and watch companies 
like yours cream off the subscriptions whilst paying us nought point zero zero zero cents per track, 
is because we work for a living unlike grinning cunts like you who do a bit of coding, grab a bit of 
cash from some hopeless hipster and then sit back to watch the money rolling in. 

“Do you know how long I've been working at this business? Fifty years. You know the old 
phrase about taking a long time to become an overnight sensation and then people like you come 
along and say I'll have some of that.” She leaned over and dropped the tablet into Stockley's 
stiffening lap. “But not with us sunshine.” She opened the door and led him by the hand to the 
corridor outside. “Have a nice fucking day and stuff.”

The door slammed itself. “What a fucking bell end.” The shriek made Lucia wince. “Ohhh, gawd
fucking release me from this torment. Who's next Lucia? Please don't let it be someone from the 
mid-west.”

“No. It is time for you to speak to Bernadette.”
“Oh, you're joking. Yes, yes, I forgot. Is she here?”
Lucia opened the door. Stockley stood leaning into a wedge of journos, receiving comfort from 

those lined up for their own dreadful experience. “I can't see her.”
“Okay. Send the next one in. If he says the word stuff I'm gonna bite his fucking leg off.”

-

Taking advantage of a technical glitch Susan followed Rene up to an executive box of the Juventus 
Stadium to get an elevated view of the venue. Steep sided, vertiginous, the stadium offered 
everyone a close encounter of the stage spread across the long side of the pitch. “Great atmosphere, 
but I prefer the San Siro,” Rene said.

“Pity we're not playing there, isn't it?” Susan stamped up the steps, one word for every step. 
“Pity they called it off.”

“Something wrong?”
“No. Should there be?”
“When someone says no, should there be it usually means yes, there's an enormous problem and 

I'm too angry to talk about it.”
“Look.” Susan pointed at an adjacent box. Bernadette stood amongst a group of stern upright 

men. “Our bodyguard.”
“You knew she was here.”
“It's a tactic. Did you know that?”
“What is?”
“She doesn't want to know anything. She turns up, hangs around, irritates us. It's a form of 

disruption designed to make us crack, but what's she trying to achieve?”
“She wants to prove you murdered Frieda Schoenhofer.”
“She's still alive.” Susan's voice ricocheted off the stadium roof, attracting Bernadette's attention.
“Keep your voice down,” Rene said. “Come into the box.”
“Yeah. I'll come into the box because I've got a few questions for you.”
“I thought you might.”
The box was next door to Bernadette and her conspiratorial goons. Next door and separated by a 

wall that couldn't have been more than plasterboard and paint. In twenty-four hour's time a big 
spending punter was going to see the band from this viewpoint. “How much are they paying for 
this?” Rene said.

“A thousand euros or thereabouts, according to Tom. Don't try to change the subject. Where do 
you keep disappearing to?”



“I don't know what you mean.”
“You don't hang around with us, you show up for sound checks and vanish again, you show up 

for the concert and vanish again. What is going on? Are you visiting the valley?”
“Yes.”
“No, you're not. I can tell when you're lying, the right corner of your mouth twitches.”
“That's the left side.”
“It's the right side from where I'm standing. Look, you know how stressful this tour has been. I 

need someone to talk to. I can't talk to Dee and Elaine, and Rob's gone. Tom's preoccupied with 
Sheila. I wish I could rely on you, but you're never around.”

“Sorry.”
“Sorry isn't good enough. Even now I can see you want to be somewhere else.” Susan had plans, 

a proposal, a strategy for when the band came to an end the day after the final concert in Madrid. 
But not if he didn't open up. She wasn't going to include someone she couldn't trust. “And we've 
been through this right from the start. Right from school. How can you keep things from me?”

“Susan, I love you as a friend, but I don't trust you.”
“What?” The announcement knocked her backwards.
“When I say I don't trust you, I don't mean that in a bad way.”
“What other ways are there?”
“You're always planning something, everything that goes on around you gets drawn in to some 

grand scheme or masterplan. I admire that. You're ingenious. But there comes a point when I need 
my own space, away from you, the band, everything that's going on. Otherwise it gets pulled in to 
the machinery.”

“You're talking like a philosopher now. One of those convoluted ones.”
“You see, you're doing it again. You're playing the I-don't-know-much-about-philosophy thing, 

but you do know, you know a lot about everything because it all comes out after the event. You 
knew what you were doing all along.”

“We're in trouble. We dealt with Lena Siebert-Neved, now we have another one, another 
member of the Malandanti and one who knows about the valley, one who is just like us.”

“And who's fault's that? If you must know I've discovered a castle.”
“How can you discover a castle, they're enormous.”
“I don't mean that. A castle, the ruins of a castle between the valley and Garmisch. It's just a pile 

of stones and a few walls, but I've been trying to find out who built it, what it was for. Local 
rumours say it was a lookout, watching for people coming out of the valley.” 

Susan faced the stage. Something heavy lobbed from the crowd would hit this window. 
“You're not listening are you.”
“Yes, sorry.”
“You're not interested. You're not the only one in this band with no-one to talk to. How do you 

think I feel?”
“You're the only male member of a band with the three of us. We're not exactly troglodytes.”
“Is that what you think of me? I should pass the time screwing you all?”
“I didn't say that.”
“I'm not Rob Wallet.”
“No, you're not are you.” With no reflection Rene's disappearance came as a surprise when 

Susan turned to apologise. She placed her fists on the glass, careful not to smash the window when 
she pounded it. 

Rene could travel unseen, but she was recorded everywhere she went; scrutinised so effectively 
even her lookalikes were followed and photographed, catalogued in one of Bernadette's obsessive 
case files, themselves filed away on Interpol servers alongside a cache of images and reports and 
bits of data; information about the band that even the band didn't know about until Bernadette 
switched on one of her magic gadgets and produced another incriminating bit of trivia.

Susan shoved her head to the wall and listened to the conversation next door: hushed, urgent, 
Bernadette making demands, asking for resources and time. A name. Another unfamiliar name. . . . 



“Perhaps we can link it to Hungarian Tony.”
“Shot. More like a gangland hit.” A man's bass heavy voice passed through the wall.
“Yvanov's fingerprints on the gun. Maybe he helped kill Suulo too.”
“You're straying from the core investigation. Stick to Bekker and Schoenhofer. Has she turned 

up yet?”
“No. Tollmann in Bamberg is still clueless, but I expected that. I don't think he's even trying.”
“Well, make him try.”
“Okay. Okay.”
Bernadette's boss? Bernadette being given a tough time.
“Don't get hung up on this band. I don't care if they're vampires, werewolves or whatever. If 

they're Malandanti that's different, but if they were murdered in a tomb by a deranged milkman 
that's neither here nor there. Malandanti is your priority.”

“Yes.”
“And I visited Pierre yesterday. He's chain smoking again, so I told them to kick him out. If he's 

fit enough to smoke he's fit enough to get back to work.”
“He'll love that.”
“Desk duty for now. He can chaperone that girl you brought in.”
“He'll love that even more.”
Girl? There was only one girl they could be referring to. Susan pushed hard against the wall.
“Was she useful?”
“We got some information out of her, but I think she's genuinely out of the loop. I haven't 

finished with her yet.”
“Put her away. A prison cell makes everyone talk.”
“Okay.”
Raven wouldn't last five minutes in prison. Without the blue hair she wouldn't last as long as 

that. Susan waited in the corridor for the others to emerge. They froze when they saw her.
“Leonard, you're in luck.” Bernadette introduced her commanding officer from Lyon: Leonard 

Thwaite, a man with enough physical solidity he didn't need an ID badge to reveal his authority.
“Another Interpol person?” Susan leaned against the door of the executive box. Arms crossed. 

“How many do you need?”
“We're catching up on progress,” Bernadette said. “It helps to have an outside voice to talk to.”
“Doesn't it just.”
“What are you doing up here?” Thwaite unwrapped a boiled sweet and sucked on it. “Shouldn't 

you be down there rehearsing.”
Susan smiled. “We think the PA system might have cracked a roof support. Italian buildings, 

they're all jerry-built aren't they, Bernadette. Probably Mafia contracts and all that corrupt shit.”
 “Probably.”
“I was talking to Rene before he vanished into thin air. We wondered if you've found anything 

about Peter? Peter Miles?”
The name passed from Bernadette to Thwaite to Susan and back to Bernadette. “The fifth 

member of the band,” she said to Thwaite. “Disappeared in 1973. According to the Rob Wallet 
Myth some believe he disappeared in Ipswich after getting drunk, recriminations within the band, 
never seen again after Micky Redwall walked him home via the river. It's all very opaque.”

“Thought you might have it all figured out by now,” Susan said.
“That's not her remit.” Thwaite swallowed his sweet. 
“The family sued the band in 1975, that bit is true, but their barrister wasn't allowed to present all

his information at the hearing. Isn't that right, Susan?”
She didn't know; the precision of Bernadette's knowledge, her ability to creep into the cracks and

crevices of history was insatiable. Where did she find the time? Where did she find the source of 
these bullets of information? And how she fired them, not like a scatter gun spraying the walls, but 
like a sniper; timely, accurate. “If it was admissible he would have presented it,” Susan said.

“Admissible or not it makes very interesting reading. But as Leonard says, it's not my remit. I 



need to speak to Dee Vincent and I'm late.”
“Don't be late,” Susan said. The group strolled past. “She gets upset when people keep her 

waiting.” Before they were gone she called, “Where's Raven?”
“Somewhere safe,” said Bernadette. “For now.”
“No more photos to show me?”
“Actually, yes. . . .” Bernadette left Thwaite alone. “Look at this, a sort of murder mash-up.” Out

came the phone, out came the photos of a body mangled and battered and yellowing with a 
cadaverous purple tinge at the extremities, hung from a staircase, his face obscured by the scars. 
“Not just random scars. Do you recognise the pattern?”

“No.”
Bernadette had a photographic answer for everything. This time it was Bamberg Cathedral and 

the skewered body: Simon Frenzel with the same scar gouged into his forehead. “It's known as the 
Sigil of Lucifer.”

Leonard Thwaite's shadow darkened the conversation. “Sylvan Suulo was bitten multiple times 
and then left hanging around with this souvenir.”

“What a coincidence,” Susan said. “Malandanti scar, vampire mode of death. I can only think of 
one person who matches that.”

“Can you?” said Bernadette.
“Frieda Schoenhofer.”
“Frieda, yes.” Bernadette and Thwaite shared a look. They were behind the curve. Behind 

Susan's curve.

-

Lucia should have made a note of the time and date: Dee Vincent enjoying an interview. Smiling, 
laughing, conversing. She never conversed. She spoke at, barked at, threatened and intimidated and 
bothered the men and women sitting and cowering before her. But getting all chummy with a 
journo. . . .

“We really need to wind this up,” Lucia said tapping her watch.
“No, no,” Dee found more photos on her phone. She had pulled her chair to the side of Herve 

(Trebouem, of French music journal Crotchet). “I thought I would never see this manuscript, but 
there it was, in a private collection in Istanbul and he actually let me in to see it without me 
threatening him.”

“It's well preserved. What environmental conditions did he use?”
“None. I told him he should watch the temperature, the humidity. I don't know if he took my 

advise or not. Perhaps I should go back.”
“You should. Is that the frontispiece? That drop cap looks like 12th Century Byzantine. . . .”
“Dee,” Lucia stood to end the chat. “Maybe you should make time to continue after the 

interviews. You have time to hang around, Herve?”
“Yeah, sure.”
“Sorry about this, Herve. How many more, Lucia?”
“Only two, but Bernadette Maldini is here. She's outside.”
“Interpol.” Dee shuffled her chair away from Herve. “Investigating all the murders.” Herve 

laughed. “Hey, no laughing matter, murder. Serious shit. We're all in it up to our necks. I'll text you 
when I'm done. We can carry on where we left off.”

On the way out Herve passed Bernadette who stood aside to get a good look at the one human 
being who hadn't incurred Dee's wrath.

“Sorry to keep you waiting,” Dee said. “To paraphrase Basil Fawlty, an interesting human being.
We should have him stuffed.”

“I'm sure you're more than capable of doing that.”
“Oh, very droll.” Just as Dee sat back in her chair they were joined in the room by Susan. Lucia 

checked the door for the source of the draft, the whisper of cool air that drifted across her face. 



“Well,” Dee said, “Miss Marple finally meets the Vampire Dwarf. One day someone will write a 
book about this.”

“And I think I know his name.”
“You're not going to start asking me about stuff, are you?”
Unseen, Susan manoeuvred behind Bernadette to study the information on her tablet.
“You go everywhere with that thing, don't you?”
Susan frowned.
“This photograph,” Bernadette held out the tablet, “that stain on the floor is all that remains of 

Rose Pursey.”
“The thunderstorms they get in California are something else. Can't say I'd like to be on the end 

of lightning like that.”
“And this,” another image, a train station, “a photograph you won't find on any website. Similar 

stain. This was the Bologna massacre in 1985.”
Dee tried not to share her curiosity with Susan who craned her neck to look closer at the details. 

Bernadette quivered with cold. “Weren't the Italian government behind that?” Dee said. “Some 
shadowy group set up with the CIA or something.”

“Italian fascists, Dee. But they weren't acting alone, you're correct about that.”
“Fascists. You're talking to the wrong band. You need to speak to that lot in Belarus dressed up 

as Herman Goering. We don't go in for peaked caps. They get in the way and fall off.”
“I will get around to speaking to them. They were probably the last people to see Sylvan Suulo 

alive.”
“There's that name again. Who is Sylvan Suulo?”
“Trafficker, arms dealer, drugs, illegal alcohol. He comes and goes. Or rather, came and went. 

What interests me is how he died.”
“Enlighten me.”
“Similarities to the death of Frieda Schoenhofer.”
Dee aimed an accusing glance at Susan. The shivering PA blinked.
“And Kriminalkommissar Korminsky in Bamberg two years ago.
This ring of clumsy attacks committed by others aggravated the growing pressure of accusation, 

crime by association, and reinforced Dee's decision to quit the band with Elaine. Sooner or later 
Bernadette Maldini would figure out how to stop all four of them. A press of a button, an opportune
link on her smartphone, and it would all be over. The moment would come.

“I've been here all the time. You can ask Tom Scavinio, he's fed up with me hanging around. But
while you're here, can I ask how my book collection is back in Rotterdam? You haven't set fire to 
any of it yet in a fit of vindictive rage or petulance?”

“I'm many things, but I'm not vindictive.”
Susan shook her head.
“Good. Took me a long time to build up that collection. You should have a closer look at it, good

Catholic girl like you would be amazed at some of the hermetic knowledge out there. Real weird 
shit.”

“I'll bear that in mind. But I'd like to ask you a question about 1974.”
“Oh, yeah.”
“Why didn't your mother divorce your father after what he did in June that year?”
“What did he do in June that year? I was away from Lincoln recording. They didn't tell me about

anything.”
“I thought you might know. From what I found a lot of people in Lincoln knew.”
“Did they? Bastards said nothing to me. Oh, I see what you're trying to do. I'm not the same 

person, so how would I know something intimate like that, a family secret? Good point. But my 
parents didn't go in for earnest chats about family. When we talked as a family it wasn't about 
family, it was about geology and free range eggs and Mesopotamia and Thomas Telford and the 
speed of light, interesting things, not the self-indulgent mumbo jumbo other families talk about 
when they can shift their arses away from the telly. It's probably why I'm such an insufferable 



attention seeker,” (Susan nodded) “but we weren't the Waltons. We couldn't care less about things 
like that. My dad could have humped every woman in Lincoln and I wouldn't have known about it 
unless they came to me to complain. You'll probably find lots of things about my family I don't 
know.”

“Even things that are public knowledge?”
“Public knowledge. The first place an imposter would look, surely?”
“I guess so.”
“Don't guess. It's not your style, Bernadette. You know things, you're keeping them to yourself, 

but what I find interesting is the way a great big dollop of reality is staring you in the face and you 
refuse to acknowledge it. Why is that?”

“What are you referring to? Not the vampirism?” Bernadette laughed silently, her body 
vibrating. She pushed her hair back from her broad forehead.

“You might well laugh, but you can find all the lost history you need, it'll get you nowhere. I 
won't lie to you, I won't be obscure or opaque. We are not connected to the Malandanti. We had 
never heard of them until Lena Siebert-Neved showed up. Never heard of them. I suppose we 
should, it's all occult at the end of the day, but if you have an atom of evidence linking us to them 
I'd be astonished. That's the truth isn't it, Bernadette?”

“I'll draw conclusions at the end of all this.”
“At the end of all this? You're a human being, you don't have that much time. If you're right, 

Frieda Schoenhofer is running around after coming back from the dead and you have no idea where 
she is. Well, hang around with us because as sure as eggs is eggs she's gonna show up here sooner 
or later.”

“I'll be here.”
Susan took another sneaky look at Bernadette's tablet. 
“Cold in here,” Dee said.
“It must be you,” Bernadette turned off the tablet. “Why do you think Frieda Schoenhofer is 

taking her time to find you?”
“Who knows the mind of a Bamberg witch, Bernadette.” Susan mouthed a question to Dee. 

“And where's Raven? We miss being annoyed by her.”
“At the moment, I don't know, but she's in a lot of trouble. She may even be charged with being 

an accessory to murder. We can place her in Bamberg at the time of Korminsky's murder, we can 
place her in Ambleside at the time of five murders there, and she was in Rotterdam at the time of 
the attack on Frieda Schoenhofer. So, if you want to help your annoying colleague you know where 
to find me.”

Bernadette floated down the corridor past the two stragglers waiting in the corridor, asking in 
Italian and Spanish who she was and why she jumped the queue. Lucia apologised, told them it was 
an urgent matter, she wasn't a journalist. They weren't interested. When she re-entered the room she 
walked into Susan. “I didn't see you come in.”

“No. It's an ability I seem to have that surprises everybody.”

-

No evidence of roof damage was found and the cracks were put down to the vivid imagination of an
overworked sound engineer concerned by the changing tone of the PA system. A new volume, a 
familiar racket, followed the band members around the stage. Jens Gol, commissioned to film the 
concert for a DVD and Blu-ray release of the Malandanti tour, yelled instructions to his cameraman 
sidestepping and dodging Dee as she bounced about.

“Stay close. . . .” the cameraman, wearing the largest headphones he could find, stayed close, 
“And pull away. . . .” Gol dragged him to one side and Dee bounded past eager to escape the range 
of the vocal din. “She's so small you don't need to go too far, keep it tight, tight.”

To the left and right of the stage, like insect antennae sniffing invisible vibrations in the air, 
hydraulic arms carried high definition cameras across the heads of the crowd (when they arrived) 



and onwards across the tee-bar section of the stage, swooping a wide arc to the high-hats of Rene's 
drums. Half way across the pitch, a firing squad of remote controlled cameras lined up to shoot the 
production mid-range. Cameras lurked in all four distant corners of the stadium, three more directly 
above the stage, and an array of high-speed spot cameras between the tee-bar and Elaine's position 
ready to capture her in freeze-motion. “Don't worry about being there when they go off,” Gol 
shouted. “They're activated by sensor. They'll detect when you're there.”

Elaine nodded and wiped her eyes dry.
Whenever Gol stood too close to a stage monitor the volume of his voice invaded the circuitry 

and produced a terrifying squeal of feedback that shattered a window in one of the corporate boxes. 
A voice from the technician's position boomed, “Will someone tell that fucking lunatic to keep his 
voice down?”

“Can you keep your voice down a little, Jens,” Susan said, “all this sensitive equipment, it's not 
really designed for a man with such an assertive way of talking.”

“Yeah, sure,” he yelled. “The camera in position three, Susan,” he pointed to the firing squad, 
“that's the Susan-cam, okay. That's the one that will be on you throughout the show, so play to that 
one if you like.”

“Okay.
“Camera two is the Dee-cam. Camera nine above the stage,“ Gol pointed towards the sky, “that's

the Rene-cam.”
“Is he supposed to keep looking up at that?” Susan said.
“No, no. We can't see him from anywhere else.”
“I know the feeling.”
“And the array at the front of the stage is the Elaine-cam. We'll support that with the others, but 

that's her contribution.”
“Right. And what happens if this drops off?” Susan waved the end of her guitar and a small 

camera attached to the headstock.
“It won't drop off.”
“Okay.”
“Will mine drop off, Jens?” said Dee.
“No. The guitar-cams will not drop off no matter how much you shake them. Don't let the 

audience grab them though.”
“Okay.” After Gol was gone Susan said to Dee, “I go cold every time someone mentions the 

audience.”
“How do you know? You're always cold.”
“I wonder where Raven is. I'm worried about her now. I feel guilty.”
“Maldini's bluffing. She'll be driving them mad, moaning and groaning. You know what I think? 

She's with Rob.”
“I hope so. If she does end up in prison we can always get her out.”
“And then she becomes a fugitive. We'll have to take care of her forever, won't we? Oh, this is 

like totally insane innit, watcha, gotta dye me 'air red now innit or else the filf'll know where I am. 
Fucking hell.” Dee stood on a white cross marked on the stage floor and performed a filthy dance 
for the Dee-cam. “Oh, I'm like totally Nikki Minaj with my mile-wide booty ass. All I want for 
Christmas is some fucking talent. . . .”
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In 1975, or possibly 1976, Rene received some advice. He had forgotten the name of the person 
who told him, but not the words: 'Whenever there's trouble the safest place is in the middle of it, 
unless someone else is the cause.' He landed outside Ria's hovel in Minsk. Familiar now with all the
usual haunts, he knew where to go next if she wasn't at home and continued to the rehearsal studios.
One of the twins stood at the back of a Mercedes SUV, feeding the open tailgate.

Her identical sister came skipping out of the building with two pistols, tooled-up accoutrements 
of another video shoot, another uniformed green-screened fable to wind everyone up. But when 
Dobrosiev sprinted out of the building with an Uzi sub-machine gun his urgency suggested 
something more serious.

Ria stepped outside, scanned the street, locked eyes with Rene and threw two rucksacks into the 
SUV. When Genatskaya joined them they clambered into the vehicle and drove away. Rene 
followed; a supernatural leapfrogging from junction to junction, tracking the SUV through the city 
from centre to suburb. At traffic lights he landed on the roof and travelled with them in a high speed
dash along the 2nd Ring.

They left the SUV in a sidestreet, unloaded the weapons and headed towards a broad avenue of 
late night shops and restaurants. Ria knew he was there, but she had no time to explain what they 
were doing. 

Inside an Indonesian restaurant they found Pushkin eating with another man, another tailored 
business man. “Mikhael, we knew we'd find you here.” Dobrosiev ignored the head waiter trying to 
stop them all at the door.

“Do you have a reservation? No reservation, no entry.” 
One of the twins turned and pistol whipped the waiter, silencing him and every astonished diner. 

Pushkin's soup spoon paused level with the knot of his tie. “What? Is this a joke?”
“What the fuck are you doing, man?” Dobrosiev held the Uzi close to his chest.
There Will Be Blood, trained and mentored in videos and photo shoots, knew the drill and spread

out across the restaurant, cutting off escape routes to the kitchens, toilet and entrance. Pistol-
whipping twin placed a high-heeled boot on the back of the waiter's neck, her pony tail slicing 
through the air when she spun her head towards identical sister facing her across the restaurant like 
an armed reflection. Rene, convinced this was a set up, a video, looked for the concealed cameras. 
Toten Herzen's confrontation with the Malandanti had been a special effect, nothing like this.

“I don't know what you mean?”
Ria shoved a pistol against Pushkin's temple. “You frame Alexi for Hungarian's murder.”
“I did not, I did not frame him. . . .”
She released the safety catch. The others carried their weapons like beginners, but Ria felt 

confident holding a gun to a man's head. She pointed towards another diner. “Turn off your phone. 
One call and you are dead man.”

“Say it, you fucking cunt,” said Dobrosiev.
“Alexi panicked. He found the gun and picked it up. I tried to clean it.”
“He said you took the gun away, man. You put it in your pocket to take it away. So how come 

the cops found it?”
“I must have dropped it. Look, can we put the toys away, they're only props, aren't they? Put the 

guns away.”
Rene could smell the lingering cordite and wondered who would shoot first, who would panic or 

slip up. They were musicians, nothing more than urchins from the tower blocks, hired hands, part-
time small-time enforcers, drivers, gophers, but here they were following Ria's influence, following 
her initiative and instruction. Leadership; call it leadership. If there was any doubt who controlled 
this band that doubt ended tonight. It wasn't Dobrosiev. 

Ria fired a single shot into the table, shattering a plate and drenching Pushkin's colleague with 
leftover cabbage. “A toy cannot do that.”

“What do you want me to do?”



“You come with us. We take you to police, you confess.”
“Fuck you. What do you do next, have you thought of that?”
“We've learned a lot in the last few months, man.” Dobrosiev handed the other guy a large 

napkin to dry off. “The other fuckers can get away with murder, so can we.”
“You're not like the other fuckers,” Pushkin said.
“Really?” Ria leaned over Pushkin's left shoulder and her face momentarily disappeared behind a

crown of black curls. “And how do you know that?”
“Because I found you, I know you. You were chosen for a reason. None of you are crazy enough

to go through with this, so why don't you put the guns down. Cops will be here any second. You 
want a shoot out with them?”

“I know who killed Suulo,” said Ria. Pushkin wasn't the only person in the room to be surprised.
“I'm sure you do.” Pushkin wiped his sweating hands against his trousers. “What's the 

connection? Are you working for them?”
“I thought you said you knew us? Stand up.”
They bundled Pushkin out of the restaurant and escorted him at a sprint back to the SUV. There 

was no room for Ria who closed the door behind him and watched them go.
A sense of deja-vu overwhelmed Rene: a young band bloated with growing confidence 

confronting their manager in a restaurant. Forty years ago it was Micky Redwall in the Blue 
Elephant, a confrontation that ended Toten Herzen and forced them into exile. Back then, like now, 
it was the guitarist, the black haired woman with the death wish who turned on the boss. There was 
always trouble when the creation turned on the creator; when mortals acted like gods.

“Now what?” Rene called.
“You have explaining to do.” She paced up to Rene and punched him in the face. “I told you not 

to interfere. You interfered. You kill Suulo.”
“I was hungry.”
“They know it was one of you. They're not stupid.”
“Obviously not.” He leaned back on his elbows. “You're gorgeous when you carry a gun.”
“What do you want?”
“A way out.” He immediately regretted his choice of words. 
“What?” Ria shoved the gun into the trouser belt behind her back.
“There, I've said it. It's the first time I've said it, even to myself.”
“A way out of what? The band, the business?”
“All of it. Apparently, I'm just like Rob Wallet and you know what? I'm jealous. He's out of it, 

living in fucking luxury on a boat in Monaco.”
“So buy a boat.”
“I don't want a boat. They sink. Do you realise what you've done tonight? This is the end for you,

all of you as a band. Maybe you've done yourself a favour, but you're out in the wilderness now.”
“Not so.”
“Yeah, it is so. We did the same. Went into hiding and then you start talking about a return, but 

not yet, you keep putting it off, but not yet and you keep saying not yet until it's not your choice 
anymore. Time's moved on, it's inapropriate and the scales have tipped against you.”

“But you came back.”
He could only laugh. “And what a comeback. We're in bigger shit now than we've ever been.”
“I can't help you.”
“Pushkin was right, you know. How do you expect to get away with it? Even if the guns were 

replicas-”
“Do I owe you explanation? You are not bodyguard. You had no business killing Suulo.”
“How do you know it was me? We're not the only vampires in Europe.”
When Ria pushed him away he felt a force, a strength that a woman of her height and frame 

shouldn't have. A lesser man would still be on the floor after the punch she threw. “You don't listen,
you didn't do what I ask. I tell you to stay out of our business, but you ignore me.”

“He seemed like a convenient target. Who would miss him?”



“There are thousands who would not be missed if you are so hungry.”
“Okay. I apologise.”
“Why are you not in Turin? There's concert tomorrow night.”
“Yeah, yeah. Stop nagging. Someone else will get the blame for Suulo.”
“Why?”
“The mark, the Sigil of Lucifer, they'll think it was Malandanti.”
Ria was about to drag Rene towards her, but she released the fabric of his tee-shirt. “Oh, will 

they?”
“Simon Frenzel, the body on the spire, the Sigil carved into his forehead.”
The smile on Ria's lips was a little too curvacious to be joy. “You know what happens when you 

carve that sign into a person's flesh? It's a contract. You belong to the Devil now. Last time we met 
you talked about hoax. You still want to carry out hoax?”

“Ah.”
She wouldn't tell him, not until she had taken a call from Dobrosiev that Pushkin was locked 

away. They were off to the agreed hideout and wanted to know where she was. She wouldn't say, 
choosing instead to go back to her hovel for another vigorous session on the fold up bed. The place 
looked different viewed through the eyes of a man who suddenly found himself contracted out to 
the Devil. “A lot of the stone from the castle was used in nearby buildings.”

“Good.” Ria stripped off.
“Some of it used in the churches. Quite ironic. The vampire watchtower torn down to build 

churches.”
“Fascinating.” She knelt over Rene, ran a sharp fingernail across his chest, poked his skin and 

drew blood. “Round about here.”
“What's so interesting?”
“Your dead heart. Dein totes Herz.” She licked the blood away. “That is my plan.”
“You're gonna drink my blood. What do I do to you? Does it involve these?” He cupped her 

breasts in his hands; she pulled his arms to her shoulders.
“We have sex, hard sex. We film it live, broadcast it live. Then I raise a knife, stab you through 

the heart.”
“Wait a minute. You're having all the fun. Do you know what a knife through the heart could do 

to me?”
“Through the heart, yes,” She drew more blood from a new incision. “But I use Lenny Harper 

technique, say, knife here. Just to the left.”
“That's to the right from where I'm looking.”
“There is blood and screaming and panic, and all shit goes wrong and internet goes crazy and 

headlines written. You're right, There Will Be Blood are finished tonight. Maybe we scrape along, 
but I think it is the end.”

Ironic really, both bands approaching the end game, but still capable of blood curdling headlines 
that would give the Gwando organisers a headache choosing a winner. And then neither band being 
available for the coveted headline spot. “Headlines for a headline,” Rene said. “I just figured that 
out.”

“Clever you. Is a good plan, do you think?”
“It sounds like I've got the tricky bit to do. What happens if you miss? Miss missing my heart, 

that is.”
“I won't miss.”
“Can I think about it?”
“No.”
He wanted to go again; he wanted to sink his teeth into the dull gold of Ria's shoulder, bend her 

backwards until she was drained, and then he'd have his eternal bride, a mysterious mountain 
partner to teach and guide and advise. Once Toten Herzen were done - and the day approached with
astonishing velocity - he'd be out on his own with time to kill. He hated boredom and the current list
of potential partners willing to pass through the veil featured one name: Raven. He empathised with



Raven, probably the only member of the band who did, but even though she wanted to turn and 
even though he could turn her, he'd be condemned to endure the talk, the chatter, the never-ending 
squawk of a human parrot. There was no guarantee she'd be any happier passing through the veil. 
Rob Wallet didn't change and Raven talked more than he did.

“Are you thinking about it?” Ria nibbled his chin.
“No, yes. No. I was thinking about us, after the bands have finished. After you gut me like a 

mackerel. What then?”
“Maybe we create new band.”
“The webcam video could be the video for the first song.”
“All a hoax, big publicity.”
“Speculation would be suffocating. How would the media cope with it?”
“Yes.”
“You, me, who else?”
“We worry about that later. Now, silence, and you fuck me again.”
“You've been wearing those uniforms for too long.” He gathered her up, carried her round the 

workshop, knocking over clothes rails and a kettle until they settled, wedged between a makeshift 
kitchen worktop and a computer desk. Before climaxing Ria bit him again.

“You . . . you're already a fucking vampire.” His groans echoed off the roof shutters.
“You don't know what I am.”
“Have I really sold myself to the Devil?”
“Yes,” she mumbled into his chest, “but you won't regret it.”
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Eternity was a gift not to be examined too closely. It contained a hideous surprise, a claustrophobia 
like the bottom of a well or a sealed tomb. Nothingness: an infinite nothingness waiting for those 
immortal souls who survived entropy. Wallet could bear it if he had someone with him, but 
reassurance faded the day Veronique was taken from him. Determined not to lose the memory of 
their brief time together he harvested internet images of women who looked like her: tall, slender, 
dark haired with a timeless beauty frozen in the 1950s or thereabouts. 

Now and again he'd meet an apologetic Barny in a bar, pouring out a stream of cliches to wash 
away Wallet's despair. “Come on, old boy, decent looking chap like you shouldn't be wallowing in 
self-pity like this. If you can't tell us what's wrong we can't help. You win the girl, you lose the girl. 
It's all part of life. Have another drink.”

Wallet drained his half-empty glass, but he wasn't enjoying it. He said hello to Kent approaching 
the table as if he had a phobia of wood. “How you feeling, Rob? You're still looking a bit washed 
out. Have you tried cod liver oil? My Aunt Suzanna swore by it. Drank nothing else during the Suez
crisis.”

“I didn't know she lived in Egypt,” said Barny.
“She didn't. She lived in Hounslow, but she was a worrier.”
“I don't think cod liver oil is going to repair a broken heart. That's what this is all about, isn't it, 

Rob?”
“A woman.” Kent sat down clutching to his chest a small bag made out of crocodile skin.
“What is that?” said Wallet.
“It's for my conveniences.” Kent gripped it. “Money, keys, lip balm.”
“Treat yourself,” Barny said. “Go and buy something outrageously ostentatious. The last time I 

felt like you I went out and bought a Patek Philipe watch.”
“I'll be all right. There's no need to fuss. Fussing makes me feel worse.” He lied. The sight of 

Barny and Kent filled Wallet with a rage that made his teeth itch, but he clung on to some distant 
trait of humanity and excused them for the after-effects of the exorcism. He preferred to blame the 
absent, the unseen Father Dickies supplying holy water, and anonymous busy-bodies building 
websites full of lethal exorcist hocus-pocus. Blame them, blame the ones who couldn't answer back.

“You're not an army man, are you, Rob?” said Kent.
“What? An army man?”
“Yes. I can tell. One can always tell these things, the lack of discipline, the absence of self-

rigour. You gotta pick yourself up, boy, grab the old kit bag and keep going.”
“He's not on Bodmin Moor, for goodness sake.”
“I was officer material, you know.” Kent stroked the crocodile-skin and raised his bony chin. 

“Yes. Should have gone to Sandringham. I had the application forms, of course, I could have got 
the references.”

“Jimmy Jewel offered to write one for you, didn't he?” Barny's eyes were closing.
“Yes.”
“Did you go?” said Wallet.
“Well, it was either that or Gentle Jack. I could have earned seven bob a week for what was 

essentially a walk on part. What would you have done? A full season with Shirley Eaton or being 
shouted at at half past five in the morning by an Irishman. But it doesn't do to look back and regret, 
Rob. Noel Cowerd said nostalgia is a paradise populated by fools and avoided by optimists.”

“Barny's eyes opened again. “A bit like Sandringham.”
“It's so final though when it happens.” Kent set off on one of his monologues, his thoughts made 

vocal, seeping out like flatulence. “You see 'em in local reps. All the 'as beens. I was asked to do a 
review of The Thirty-Nine Steps at the Hackney Players and the character of Hannay was played by
some old boy who had seen better days. Hannay is supposed to be a younger man, on the run, 
chased from pillar to post. Quite a breathless part. Well, this old boy was obviously knackered by 
the end of the first scene and he was like yeah, I'll . . . oof . . . I'll, I'll just get me suitcases. . . . And 



he heaved this colossal portmanteau onto the stage, goodness knows what was in it, the director 
probably. And then a voiceover said Hannay rushed to the station platform. And the old boy huffing
and puffing like a smithy's bellows, Hannay rushed to the station. . . the voiceover said again and 
getting quite irate and flustered by now. The old boy was still only half way across the stage and the
voiceover said more forcefully this time, Hannay rushed to the station. . . . and someone in the 
audience shouted, no point rushing, mate, train left a bleedin hour ago.”

“He got there in the end presumably,” Barny said.
“Yes, but the audience had gone home. Nobody saw it.”
In the pause Wallet scanned the eavesdropping bar. “Is there a lesson to be learned in any of 

that?”
Kent ignored Barny's breathless giggling. “Regrets, Rob. Don't live a life of regrets, they weigh 

you down.”
“Like Hannay's suitcase?”
“If you like, yes.”
Barny honked, drooped his head on his chest and snored like a horse. Wallet saw himself in his 

twilight years, snoozing, reflecting on a life of accomplishment and rude satisfaction at all those 
targets met, ambitions achieved, the hoops and jumps of mortality overcome. Well, he sidestepped 
all that rubbish three years ago without really checking whether death had any advantages over life.

Kent examined Barny's wine bottle. “He's always like this when he drinks an '86.”
The number startled Wallet. He checked his watch. “Shit, sorry, William, I'm supposed to be 

somewhere else.” He almost vanished without thinking.
“Don't let me keep you,” Kent called as Wallet rushed to the toilets. “It's good to get out when 

you're feeling miserable.”
“I'm not feeling miserable, William. I'm off to look at the longest pair of legs in western 

Europe.”
Which were appearing for one night only in Turin, on the audience-bisecting tee-bar of Toten 

Herzen's stage. In a crowd of sixty-five thousand Wallet could appear and disappear at will, hunting
for the best view in a stadium filled to capacity. He settled for the photographer's no-man's-land 
between the stage and the crowd barrier, knowing Susan would see him if no one else could. 
Premature crowd surfers dropped over the edge of the front row, dusted themselves off and went 
away. They'd reappear in an hour's time like dead bodies washed up on a tidal mud flat. 

Behind Wallet a sea of heads stirred, figures bobbing up for air or raising banners with illiterate 
messages, some of them filthy, others unwittingly profound. Wallet selected one banner and asked a
guy in the front row, “What does that say?”

“Io vengo per te, Dee. It means . . . I come for you.“
“Not over the back of someone's head, hopefully”
The Italian babble welled and settled until the stadium lights dimmed and a voice spoke to them, 

a strong female voice. A giant expanding projection filled the back of the stage, eerily three-
dimensional like a hologram: Susan appeared, glowing green, her voice distant but luxurious. “We 
offer ourselves, I offer myself, my flesh, my blood, my life for your life, let us together make these 
moments the last perfect day, let's make this agreement now,” she opened her eyes, the stage lights 
burned, “and we'll meet you on the other side. . . .”

The thud of the music shoved Wallet into the barrier, the heave of the crowd threw him back to 
the stage. A shockwave of energy bristled his skin, pyrotechnic heat took his breath and when the 
first bars of the song opened up he felt the ground shimmer, the stadium hum and then the bounce 
of sixty-five thousand people hurled him into the kinetic shock of the show's opening number. They
were here again, those imposters, the professionals barely able to tie their shoelaces off stage, yet 
able to transmit this level of musical efficiency.

Three songs without drawing breath, three songs segued together without dropping the pace, and 
they could do this all night if they chose. Dee jumped up to grab one of the camera cranes buzzing 
around her head. She missed. “There's time yet,” she said. “It's a big night for everyone, you, me, 
the other dopes up here on stage. Tonight we're being filmed for a humongous live fucking DVD. . .



.” The crowd needed no prompting. “So don't go getting all North Korean on us, none of that polite 
hand clapping shit and I promise there'll be no fucking drum solos either.” She grinned in the teeth 
of the crowd's approval. The camera directly above Rene may have caught him grinning too, but no 
one would know until the DVD came out.

Every song drilled Wallet down into greater darkness. He missed the adventure, the intrigue, 
even the arguing, it was all part of the trip until they flung him through the window. He should have
been standing where Scavinio stood: at the side of the stage, gnawing his nails, his podgy face 
coming and going in the shifting light. Wallet was there when they recorded the new songs, the 
complex songs of the Malandanti album. He had seen the other side.

But he liked his new life too. The old life was a means to an end. It gave him purpose, a sense of 
accomplishment; doing things validated him, reminded him there was a reason for living. And there
it was again, that word living with its etymological cousin life. Being immortal allowed him to live 
without the threat of death hanging over him like the Crest suspended above the audience, writhing 
and twisting into a burning pentagram dripping fire onto the mortals below. 

Dee came to the microphone and waited like a tiny general for her soldiers to stand at ease. 
“Turin has a special resident, you know, Interpol's finest. She's here tonight somewhere, but I'd 
rather not point her out to you. She's a sceptic, doesn't believe in any of this shit, which suits me, 
suits us, plays into the myth, you know. If anyone approaches you asking questions, it might be her.
Just give her the runaround.” Susan played the opening notes of the Malandanti album's title track. 
She spotted Wallet when a light beam chased across the photographer's space, illuminating the 
chaos of bodies pouring over the barrier.

“Apparently our rivals in Belarus are getting in on the act now.” Rene added an ominous kick to 
Susan's guitar. “They'll learn. It takes time and skill and knowledge to do what we do.” Elaine 
created a thunderstorm, the stadium shook, the crowd bounced again carrying more surfers towards 
the stage. “Time, skill, knowledge and a whole fucking load of black magic, you fuckers get 
moving.” They didn't need telling. The barriers bent under the weight of the push, a seismic surge 
of energy as if the music had buckled the foundations of the stadium. Wallet felt the proximity of 
the force, the arms and fists, the flying hair, the stewards struggling to prevent the front rows 
compressing into a pulp. Susan stood over Wallet and pointed the Flying V at him.

She knew what she was doing, when Dee retreated and the spotlights converged and the crane 
buzzed nearby, its high definition eye trained on her. She carried the song into the solo, building 
and building and building, shoulders back, head down and that characteristic black waterfall of hair 
washing over the guitar's face until she flicked it away and her features reappeared, guiding her 
dancing fingers string to string, fret to fret. Susan stepped in front of Wallet, knelt on one knee and 
stretched out her left leg as if inviting him to measure it. There wasn't a tape measure long enough. .
. . 

Wallet approached, arms out, beckoning to her, demanding more, more; she played harder, 
quicker, filling the stadium with an inescapable fury until she began to disappear in the white light 
of the exploding Crest pouring brilliance down onto the stage and its erupting cacophony. Wallet 
didn't hear the solo end, didn't hear the song stop. The continuous noise of the crowd masked the 
finale until Dee's nerve-shattering vocal chords screamed, “Susan Bekker on the fucking guitaagh!”

The rampage continued and the rip tides carried more hapless bodies over the barriers. (Wallet 
recognised familiar faces coming back like unwanted returns.) Flames licked the front rows, 
fireworks crackled and cackled like sulphurous exploding witches obscuring the giant screen 
carrying the stadium and its human content off into a make-believe world of mountains and valleys 
and forests and glaciers, castles and cities, back through time, forward into space; a frantic ride 
hurtling towards a black hole, the final song charging headlong with it until everything and 
everyone, sound, light, stage, cameras, the whole churning universe contained beneath the roof of 
the Juventus Stadium, hit the event horizon and vanished in a flurry of white noise and static.

Toten Herzen lined up across the tee-bar, taking their applause, drinking the adoration, absorbing
the fanaticism, refuelling on the displacement of energy from sixty-five thousand into four. Wallet 
had seen enough. The sight of Rene with his arm around Susan's waist sent him back to the Agnetha



where misery waited for him alongside guilt, unremitting guilt at having run so quickly back into 
the hopeless lust for Susan. Everything about Monaco reminded him of Veronique: the boats, the 
catching light on the water, the light-studded mountains and the eery tinkle of chandlery whenever 
the Mediterranean breeze breathed across the marina.

Veronique was living proof . . . dead proof . . . that immortality was an illusion. Even in death he
could be finished off by a badly organised exorcism.

Up on the fly deck he gazed at the familiar horizontal line of the horizon and waited for the 
sunrise to cast its fatal glow on him. Without Veronique, without Toten Herzen, without a future, 
his life, his dead life, had no meaning. No purpose without urgency. No validation. He had a choice 
to succumb to fate and end it all or rekindle that sense of mortal urgency. 

As if fate could read his mind a voice spoke his name.
“Rob.”
Wallet rotated with reluctant energy. Frieda Schoenhofer was back.
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“Is something wrong?”
"Everything's wrong, Frieda." 

   She brushed along the rail of the deck hardly touching it with her fingertips. Frieda's dreamy 
visitation delivered a welcome show of concern, but too brief to nourish his growing self-pity. The 
tilt of her head angled towards the reflecting blackness of the sea told Wallet she had concerns of 
her own. "Can I help?" she said.

He shook his head and stirred up some deep unwelcome emotion.
“I've just come from Vienna. Two grown men arguing over some sheet music. Stupid grown 

men.”
“Sheet music?”
“Yes. Mozart sheet music. It's not real, it's a film prop. Amadeus.” She hesitated. “It's becoming 

a farce. . . . “
"Well fucking go home, Frieda. For Christ's sake, wrap things up and go home to your parents. 

Hire a van and deliver your dad's collection back to him."
"He's demolished his office."
"Well there you go. Get his stuff back before he knocks the house down."
"What's wrong, Rob? You're obviously upset."
The boat rocked when he dropped into the seat. "She's gone. Veronique's gone."
"Who's Veronique?"
"I went out with Barny and the others. An empty villa out of town. They found out it was 

haunted and went up there to have a look around. I was the only one who could see her."
"Veronique? A ghost?"
"We were seeing each other for about three weeks and then they went up there without telling me

and carried out an exorcism. They didn't know about us."
"And you haven't seen her since?"
"No." Talking about Veronique brought her close again, evoked the delicacy of how they came 

together, how she would slide across him like a silk scarf. "Is there anything you can do? Any spells
or incantations? Anything?"

"I can try, I suppose. I still have the old grimoires at home."
"It doesn't matter, if you're busy with something.” Wallet offered Frieda a coffee. “You think this

guy in Vienna is setting you up for something."
"Possibly. I don't know. It's not important."
"You need to go home, Frieda. Forget about me, I'll think of something. Get home. Let your 

parents know where you are."
“I don't like leaving you like this. You helped me and it was a big help. I've been able to do so 

much with what you told me.”
“Glad I'm useful to someone.”
“Come on, talk to me.” Frieda shifted along the seat and put her arm around Wallet's shoulder. A

slight tug and he opened up about life, about his failure as a journalist and how he met the band. He 
tried to describe his guilt after betraying Elaine, his uncontainable desire for Susan until Veronique 
came along . . . and disappeared again. Frieda's patience lasted for an hour until Wallet wandered 
off into a tangential explanation of the Eurovision Song Contest and how it culminated in a boat 
called the Agnetha.

Sunlight flashed off the steel of the boat, forcing them below deck where Wallet talked himself 
to sleep and woke to find a note on the arm of the settee.

Please don't think I've escaped. I've taken your advice to finish everything off and go home. But I
haven't forgotten you and I promise I'll be back in a few days. Together we'll find Veronique. Take 
care. Frieda.



She included a single kiss at the end of the message, an almost insignificant cross that filled him 
with hope, with a sense that Frieda might bring a solution not just to his search for Veronique, but 
to his future plans. She had power, enormous power; more power in a single person than anyone he 
knew. 

Barny noticed the revitalised vigour in Wallet's body language, the lightness of his footsteps, the 
enthusiasm for the task dropped on him at four minutes past one in the morning: Kent's boat was 
possessed.

“He can't afford to live in a hotel for the rest of his life. He's a man of limited means.”
“Where's he living now?”
“With me, old boy. It's like living with my grandmother. If it carries on like this we'll kill each 

other.”
The totality of Kent's world, all his cheap goods and cheaper chattels, spilled across the marina 

jetty like an unloaded colonial cargo ship. Trunks and boxes topped with ornaments, a lampshade 
shaped like a disfigured swan. “Are these your essentials, William,” Wallet said. “You need a 
bigger bag for this lot.”

“It's not funny, Rob. I'm at my wit's end.”
“You and me both.” Barny picked up a knobkerry. 
“We're driving each other insane, Rob. I came back to the boat, but it's impossible. The noise. 

The hooting.”
“Hooting?”
“Like owls, like a flock of owls.”
“Didn't know owls flocked.”
“They do 'ere. It's awful.”
Piled high, Kent's rescued belongings hid Fleetwood using the calm microclimate to light his 

pipe. “You live on a big boat, Rob.”
“Oh, yeah.”
Fleetwood hugged Wallet's shoulder, the pipe see-sawing as he spoke. “Lots of space below 

deck.”
“Enough for one, yes.”
“You couldn't make a bit of space for one more, could you?”
“Well. . . .”
“He doesn't take up much room. And he's housetrained. Think of it as looking after a friend's 

pet.”
“He's a grown man, not a hamster.” Wallet pulled away from Fleetwood's grip and the fumes of 

his Old Shag.
“It's only temporary, Rob. I promise I won't get in the way. It's ever since we performed the 

exorcism.”
“I thought it might be.” Wallet stepped onto the rear deck of Kent's boat. “You'd be surprised 

what you did with that fucking exorcism.” Stripped of its home comforts and with all the lights 
turned off, the timber belly of the boat revealed little evidence of owls. No hooting, no feathers, no 
regurgitated bones of field mice on the carpet. Wallet prowled the lounge, crept through the galley 
towards the abandoned bedroom. An occasional creak of the timber hull disturbed the peace, but no 
owls. Wallet sniffed the air and detected the Old Shag just as Fleetwood's hand gripped his arm.

“Are they here?”
“Are what here?”
“Demons.”
“There are no demons. Whatever William was hearing it's not here now. Maybe it's him. He's so 

full of inflictions I bet his arse blows like a tuba every time he eats something.”
“Tubas don't sound like owls, though.”
“For Christ's sake there are no owl demons down here. It's the dark, the isolation, a vivid 

imagination and. . . .“ he almost said guilt, but Wallet didn't want the others to know about 
Veronique; they'd be all over her, poking and prodding like paranormal gynaecologists.



“Bilge tanks need emptying,” Fleetwood said.
“Is that the smell, the mouldy smell?”
“Yes. He never touches them himself. Frightened of disease.”
“Don't tell me, he gets one of you two to do it?”
“Oh no.” They emerged into the glistening light of the marina and the sight of Kent reclining in a

wicker chair. “He pays a man to do it for him. Dirty Dan, the Bilge Tank Man.”
“Apart from the smell of your overflowing bilge tanks we couldn't find anything,” said Wallet.
“Bilge tanks. They were emptied three weeks ago. Dan is always very reliable. Cleans me out 

good and proper.”
“Too much detail, William,” Wallet said. “You sure they're empty?”
“Yes.”
“Refilled with fresh water?”
“Yes, 'ere, 'ang on. . . . Oh, no!”
“You bloody great halfwit,” said Barny.
Fleetwood spat out his pipe. “You flaming nitwit. Owls, the only owls are blowing through your 

empty bilge tanks.”
“Well, I didn't know.”
“You drank half my cellar,” said Barny. The recriminations erupted forcing Kent deeper into the 

wicker chair. “I've spent the last three weeks putting up with the autism spectrum of your peculiar 
habits and all the time . . . I don't believe it, I really don't believe it. . . .” Barny flung his arm 
around. “And now we have to put all this wretched junk back.”

“It's not junk. That trouser press cost thirty bob.”
“I'll help,” said Wallet and left them to it. Barny followed, carrying the trouser press. “I noticed 

that lady friend was here.”
“Who? Frieda? She was here last night, yes.”
Barny chuckled. “I knew it was a woman. Well, good to see a spring in your step again, old boy. 

What exactly is she doing here?”
“Helping a friend if you must know.”
“Really. I read she was murdered in Rotterdam by one of those chums of yours.”
“Fucking hell, keep your voice down, Barny.”
“None of my business, old boy, but a word of advice. Be careful how you choose your friends.”
“Yeah, yeah. I ignored your advice about renaming the boat. . . .”
“Yes, and look what happened.” Barny went back to grab another thirty bob bundle of Kent's 

rubbish.

-

Portofino looked great in all the photos, bathed in warm light cast by lamps with solid gold 
filaments. An intimate cove, a luxurious fishing village without the smell of fish, a tourist trap 
without the oiks dripping ice cream everywhere. Inflated by a sense of superiority that really had no
provenance other than a brief dalliance with notoriety and the abnormal supremacy over a girl with 
blue hair, he prepared the Agnetha (and he was growing to like the name regardless of the 
metaphorical albatrosses it might attract) for an ocean voyage. Or rather a sea voyage hugging the 
coast of France and Italy, avoiding shallow rocks, trawlers and insurance fraudsters in rowing boats.

Sat at the dining table, the imaginary whiff of Fleetwood's Old Shag lingering beneath the smoke
detector, Wallet checked his charts again, trying to figure out what the contours signified. Hills he 
could understand, but seabed trenches and sandbanks were a different hazard altogether. 

The phone bubbled and Sam Cooke sang, 'Don't know much about history. . . .' Raven's face 
appeared.

“Rob Wallet, raconteur, life coach and international playboy.”
“It's me.”
“I know it's you, Barbara, I can see your face. Is your allergy playing up again?”



“What allergy?”
“Every time you ring you head's swollen like Frank Sidebottom.”
“I've told you it's the lens on this camera. The angle's too wide.”
“You're sat too close to it. You're not living inside a suitcase, are you?”
“No.”
“Well, where are you? Or is it still classified?”
“I'm in Marseilles.”
“Oh, that's a start. If you want to come down here you'll have to hurry up. I'm plotting a route to 

Portofino. Thought I might go via the North West Passage. Take the scenic route.”
“You talk out of your North West Passage. Where's Portofino?”
The lyrics of the ring tone were a deliberate choice. “Italy. It's up the coast from where I am. 

Posh, affluent, not the sort of place where you'd find weirdos with bulbous heads and blue hair. 
They won't let you in.” 

“Fine. I'm all right where I am, thank you very much, but I was planning on paying a visit.”
She was welcome. He would never admit it to her swollen face, but Wallet missed his little 

friend. “When are you coming?”
“Day after tomorrow. Bernadette wants to speak to you so I'll come down with her. I've got a 

surprise of my own as well.”
“What does she want?” He'd ask about the surprise later.
“She wants to interrogate you. She seems to think you're the missing link.”
“Missing link? You make me sound like a prehistoric man.”
“You're old enough. Listen, she doesn't know I'm calling you.” Raven's nose expanded as she 

huddled towards the camera and lowered her voice.
“Is she there with you?”
“No.”
“Why are you whispering then?”
“She might be bugging me. Shut up for a minute. She's dug up all sorts of stuff about Toten 

Herzen and she thinks you've made half of it up.”
“Third at the most.”
“Yeah, well she wants you to fill in the gaps. She's . . . what was the word she used . . . 

convalescing, not convalescing, that's what me gran did when she had pneumonia-”
“Get on with it.”
“It begins with C. Anyway, she's cobbling it all together and she has a theory. Like a theory of 

everything. You, me, the band, Micky Redwall. Everything.”
“Has she told you everything or is she waiting to surprise me with it.”
“No, I think she's waiting until she meets you.” 
Wallet would be happy to help, happy to shove a stick through the spokes of Maldini's Interpol 

bicycle wheel. Disinformation was central to the myth, or would be if he still had a role peddling 
the myth. 

“Is corolovating a word?”
“Coro what? No, it isn't.”
“She's not doing that then.”
“Why has she not arrested anyone in the band yet?”
“Cos they're all vampires, aren't they. She can't find the evidence that'll stand up in court. 

They've always got an alibi, they're always somewhere else. She reckons if she could get hold of 
Frieda Schoerzinger. . . .”

“Schoenhofer.”
“Schoenhofer, if she got hold of her she'd have first hand testimony of Susan attacking her. Have

her nailed to the floor then, wouldn't she?”
“Nailing Susan to the floor wouldn't keep her there long, unless she nailed her through the 

heart.”
“Might come to that. She had a right strop at me after Helsinki. Tells me to tidy up me room. It's 



like living at home. I'd rather be in prison than spend ten minutes in a safe house with her.”
“Looked a bit rum up in Helsinki.”
“Never seen her so angry. Not surprising really after what they did to Pierre. Beat him to 

oblivion, they did. She had all the crew arrested, tried to get all the equipment seized. Took 'em four
days to get it all out of Finland. Some of it's still up there. She was steaming after that. She's got 
balls though, I'll give her that.”

“What a horrible thought.”
“We were in a police van driving straight through the middle of the riot. It was bedlam, chucking

rocks at us and everything. She never batted an eyelid. Didn't flinch once.”
“Went up against the Mafia, didn't she?” Bernadette knew all the tricks, the million and one 

ways to undermine organised crime. Wallet had no need to worry about prison, he had the ultimate 
skeleton key, they all did, but there was still the threat to his tangible assets; she could impound his 
boat. Imprison Agnetha.

“She wanted to sequence the money.”
“You mean sequester?”
“Yeah. What does that involve?”
“Freeze it. Lock down the bank accounts. If she freezes their money she might freeze mine.” He 

started tapping the table top with a bit too much velocity for a man who didn't care.
“Well don't bother going to Portofino. She'll find you there. She can find a needle in a haystack. 

And remember, I've got a surprise for you as well.”
“Let me guess. You've been wearing a wig all along.” 
“No, you'll never guess. Call it an offer you can't refuse. Gotta go. Buying meself a new phone, 

so you won't have to stare at the Elephant Woman next time we speak.”
“Next time we speak will be in person.”
“So it will. Cheerio.”
“Bye bye.”
Raven's head imploded taking her secret, her mysterious offer, back into the singularity of the 

blank screen. She had the potential to detain him in Monaco, but not if Bernadette came with it 
bringing her forensic interference, her Mafia-worrying determination to do the right thing, which 
wasn't Wallet's thing. He was happier bamboozling journalists, teasing those who cared to ask, 
twisting the facts, tweaking history. 

So, he ignored Raven's warning and headed out into the Mediterranean swell, the currents lifting 
and shoving like Bernadette's investigation. And she could take everything, let her have it all if he 
could get Veronique back. Helping Bernadette would help him by finishing them, including Elaine 
and he didn't want that. He wasn't sure if he wanted it for Susan either, after all what was she? A 
woman desperate to be something, to be someone. She wanted what he wanted: relevance, meaning,
validation. They shared the same root desire, executing their ambitions in different ways. A sudden 
chill on his neck reminded him of Rotterdam and what Susan had done there.

“Off to Portofino,” Wallet said.
“I've never been there.”
"You're not trying to hitch a lift are you?"
"No. I thought you wanted some help. . . ."
He didn't like asking, didn't want to presume, but when Frieda's draughty presence blew across 

the fly bridge he gripped the throttle waiting for the opportunity, for Frieda's signal, to throw the 
engine into reverse. The boat yawed and was overtaken by a great wash of foam.

"You think you can do it?"
"I can try.” She sat next to him at the wheel. “I had a look at some old grimoires last night. I 

mean, she's already dead, it's not like trying to raise a body."
"I've told them I'm going tonight. How long will it take?" 
"Couple of hours, I'm not sure."
"Bollocks to it. No one's gonna arrive tonight. If they get stroppy about it I'll give 'em a slap. I 

haven't told Barny or the others what happened.”



“Why? It's their responsibility, their fault. They should be made accountable.”
“Life's too short, Frieda. They're old. They didn't do it on purpose. I should have told them she 

was there, but I wanted to keep her to myself. I can't complain.”
“Still human after all this time.” Frieda smiled and stroked Wallet's hair. “Gives me hope.”
“It's there if you want it to be there. Some people seem happy to let it go. Did you sort out 

Vienna?”
Frieda took her time answering, enough time for Wallet to bring the Agnetha back to her berth. 

“Yes. I think so.” She smiled. “I think I left an impression on one of them. He obviously never met 
a dead woman before.”

The word dead concealed itself in so many sentences and conversations, a single syllable of 
casual finality. Wallet's sensitivity to it had been growing for several weeks and hearing it from 
someone who really was dead threw his hand-eye co-ordination; the boat crunched heavily against 
the jetty. “Sorry. I never really think about it in those terms.”

“But that's what we are, Rob. That's what makes us so powerful.”
He turned off the engines. “Yeah, well, powerful or not, we're still vulnerable to exorcisms.”
They travelled to Veronique's house from the rear deck of the boat. Frieda gripping Wallet's hand

with surprising strength for someone in the infancy of death. Arriving in the stairwell, they paused a
moment as if waiting for the house to acknowledge them. Like them it was a corpse, but not the 
animated kind; this hollowed out cadaver had lost its surface, its faces and features, its ability to 
communicate. The gutted rooms and corridors absorbed all attempts to project life into the walls 
and floor, and without Veronique's spectral presence no longer had a reason to go on, allowing itself
to endure a powdery collapse. Dust to dust. . . .

Wallet guided Frieda to a large bedroom. "This is where she first appeared. Looking out of that 
window. Her husband left her in 1963. She loved him. Never recovered from it. Never found the 
answer to why he left."

Frieda placed her hands on the soggy walls, closed her eyes and sniffed the damp. "I can't feel 
anything in here. I suppose the exorcism cleaned everything out." 

"How do exorcisms work anyway?" Wallet followed Frieda through the house, avoiding the 
missing floorboards and broken steps until they reached the dining room.

"I don't know. It's all physics to me." Frieda reacted to the room's resonance as if Veronique had 
left traces of her existence in the wattle and the flakes of faded wallpaper. "We can start in here."

"What does it involve?"
"A magic circle designed by John Dee." She inscribed a small circle decorated with letters of a 

foreign alphabet. “Veronique's full name?”
“Veronique Helene Dusolierre.” Wallet spelled the name and Frieda wrote the letters around the 

outside edge of the circle. Every letter filled him with hope, but also reminded him of Frieda's 
occult past, her previous life and the organisation she once belonged to. The Malandanti had been 
an adversary, but it was on his side now, its power daubed on the floor of a derelict house, ready to 
raise the dead (or re-raise the dead), and as each moment passed Wallet considered his own position
in the wider emerging landscape: my enemy's enemy is my friend. Frieda may have turned her back
on the old network, but the craft never went away.  

She completed the circle. "The idea behind the spell is to transfer the spirit from the place to the 
person. Attach Veronique to you, not this house."

"Will it work on someone who isn't human? I mean me, not her. . . ."
"I know what you mean. The spell doesn't say, but you'd better make sure you like her because 

you'll be stuck together until I break the spell.” She waited for a response. “Forever is a long time. 
No chance for divorce."

Eternity would be a long desolate wilderness without her. “I want her more than anything I've 
ever wanted. I'm ready.”

Frieda produced a compass and waited for the needle to settle. “Which way is east?”
“No idea. I don't know how the house lies, what direction it faces.”
“The compass won't work. The needle is all over the place.”



“It must be me. I interfere with everything.”
Frieda paced around the dining room holding the compass at arms length. "We're the same thing,

so we must both be affecting it. How do we do this?"
"How far away do we need to be to stop having an effect on it?"
"I don't know. . . .“
They could place the compass on the window sill and step outside the room, but then they 

couldn't see the needle. “If you sat on my shoulders,” Wallet said.
“I don't think so.”
“Can you not bewitch something to blow in an easterly direction?”
“Sure. I'll go back home to collect my magic corn.”
“Sorry. The phone, fuck it, the phone.” His astronomy app. The star chart told them the position 

of the constellations and from the centre of the circle he rotated until Orion was positioned where he
had last seen it when he and Veronique lay in the long grass of the garden and imagined stories re-
enacted by Pegasus and Andromeda and the Pleiades. “East is that way.” He pointed at the hole in 
the wall filled with cobwebs. Frieda jumped to the circle, drew a triangle and stood inside it.

The ritual began. Frieda chanted an ancient language, lit four candles, chanted more words and 
placed a cup of water in the centre of the circle. She sprinkled the water with salt and oil which 
ignited, forcing Frieda back into the triangle.

"I call on Veronique Helene Dusolierre to join us, to leave this place and find a new home with. .
. . What's you're full name?"

"Rob. Just say Rob."
Frieda squinted and shook her head. "I call on Veronique Helene Dusolierre to join us, to leave 

this place and find a new home in the soul and spirit of Rob. I demand the reversal of any prior 
ceremony and reinstate the order of things, spiritual, physical, natural and supernatural. . . ." 

Wallet held his breath. The oil belched and smoked, reacting to Frieda's words as if resisting the 
spell. A tall column of flame plumed towards the ceiling, almost brushing the fungus-blackened 
plasterwork. Wallet covered his mouth, afraid to inhale the fumes and the fire, but the nature of its 
behaviour suggested a life within it and he hoped this was the form, a temporary form Veronique 
had adopted following the exorcism. He wanted to speak, ask her if she was there, but this was 
Frieda's ritual and he'd speak when he was asked.

The flame turned to smoke, the smoke to mist and the mist to nothing. "Is there any more?" he 
said.

"No, that's it. I think she was supposed to appear in the cloud."
"Well, at least the cloud appeared. Maybe east is in the wrong position."
"Maybe I should have used your full name. We'll have to try again-"
Wallet stopped her. "No. Unless you're sure it'll work, we could be here forever."
"I'm sure it'll work. Don't give up so easily." Frieda's dedication impressed Wallet, but he 

suspected her motive was more to do with personal success than reunification. She redrew the 
triangle, added more water, more oil, more salt, more incomprehensible words, but the room 
refused to produce a third visitor. Defeat propelled them through the house again, hunting for 
another sensitive spot, but only the dining room offered any hope. When Frieda's enthusiasm faded 
like the phantom mist. Wallet suggested they return to the boat. 

Instant travel avoided the excruciating small talk of a car drive, the recriminations and excuses. 
On the fly bridge, with a bowl of soup and one of Barny's recommended wines, Wallet said, "Your 
parents overjoyed to have you back?"

"I think so. Mama's gone back to ignoring me, and papa. . . ."
"Papa? Go on, what's papa done?"
"When he saw the collection he found his film poster of Boris Karloff in Frankenstein. What do 

you think he meant by that, Rob?"
"Don't ask rhetorical questions, Frieda."
"Why do you always sit on the fly bridge?"
"It's nice up here." He felt comfortable in the company of witches. Even the bad ones had a 



certain charm. Not that Frieda was bad, not anymore, but Lena, Lena had her moments. . . . “You 
know Lena raised the dead," he said.

"I heard she tried. I didn't know she succeeded. It was like an urban myth in Bamberg."
"Oh yeah. She had hidden talents, did Lena."
"Who did she raise?"
"Micky Redwall. The band's first manager. Dragged him out of a grave in Ipswich. He must have

been in a right old state."
"How did she do it? Were you there?"
"You must be joking. They were armed to the teeth by all accounts. You know she always had a 

small army with her alongside the coven and all the other goons she had on the payroll. Mind you, 
you're carved from the same block of wood aren't you? Bamberg businesswoman, Malandanti 
headbanger and all that. . . ."

"That's the old me."
"Mm." The Mediterranean drizzle came and went in pulses and the fly bridge appeared and 

disappeared with each wave of mist. Frieda studied the marina, her head surrounded by orbs of 
light, the lamps detached from their columns by the opaque mist. If Veronique took the form of mist
she was everywhere, everywhere and yet nowhere, untouchable. And Frieda's witchcraft was like 
engineering, or baking: a slow methodical linear process that didn't always produce the goods; one 
detail out of place and you landed here, suspended in the ether, the ephemeral nothing of 
Mediterranean mist.

If he asked politely, would Frieda travel with him to Portofino? That's what fugitives did; make a
run for it. She was running and he was ready to go. The idea had its attractions, but it would become
a life of confrontation when the past caught up. It always did. It was closing in on him already 
according to Raven. A fast moving object coming out of Lyon with an Italian heritage and a 
reputation for catching the uncatchable. His future, then, was fugitive or marital bliss: sharing 
towels or sharing face masks; one half of Terry and June or one half of a vampiric Bonnie and 
Clyde. . . . 

"Rob, describe Veronique to me again?" 
“Tall, slim, always stood with a kind of poise, not stiff, proud, a kind of strength when despair 

was trying to bend her out of shape. She had beautiful eyes, large dark compassionate eyes, and the 
way emotion shaped her lips, delicate, fragile, so much emotion had passed over those lips. Long 
hair, dark and straight, always worn close to her head, tied back, as simple as a sunset . . . when I 
stroked her head her hair was soft like a lover's promise-”

“And what was she wearing when you last saw her?”
“Er, a sort of floral dress, not very vivid, I suppose it had faded over time. . . “
“Rob, come and take a look down here.”  Frieda spun around grinning. “You have a visitor.”
She was there. Veronique. In a pool of light, shimmering and shifting; glowing in the mist. A 

distant gift waiting to be reclaimed. Pale arms by her side, throat bare, her dark straight hair just as 
he had described. He joined her, they caressed and the intense relief surged between their cold 
bodies pushing the crown of her head against his chin.

Wallet rocked her softly. “I thought you were gone.”
“I know. I could see you all the time, but couldn't speak.”
“I was ready to leave.”
“But you didn't. You came back for me.”
“You saw all that? We thought it hadn't worked.” Her face was even more beautiful than he 

remembered. 
“Who is she?” Veronique whispered.
“Frieda. She's from Germany. A witch, a good witch, not a wicked witch. I wouldn't have found 

you again without her.”
“I want to meet her. Thank her.”
“Yeah.”
But she was gone. On the fly bridge Wallet found another note.



I feel human again. Seeing you together. Stay in touch Rob, we can help each other. Love 
Frieda.

And another single kiss. Not the cross of love but close friendship. Frieda was right to imply they
had unfinished work, that was the reason for writing the message on a card with her number printed 
on the back. An old business card from a different time and place. He couldn't be sure if her 
ambitions matched his exactly, but the offer was there if he wanted it. 

“You haven't seen my boat.” Wallet took Veronique's hand and they stepped below deck.
“Who is Agnetha?”
“Long story, but we've got the time. Think back to Brighton in 1974. . . .”
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“Did you think of that word beginning with C?”
“No. What word?”
“You said Bernadette Maldini was circumvoroborating a theory about everything.”
“Obviously not.”
Raven's head had regained the correct proportions, but the blue hair maintained a luminosity that 

any camera lens would have struggled with. It drew attention in the marina and turned heads at the 
bar where Wallet introduced her to Barny, Kent (relaxed again in the owl-free environment of his 
boat), and Fleetwood who had a new pipe. Match in hand, flame threatening to ignite his eyebrow 
he puffed and dragged until satisfied with the miniature inferno he pointed the pipe at Raven's hair 
and said, “I'd get the vet to have a look at that.”

“I think it's magnificent,” said Barny. “Might have mine done like that.”
Wallet lifted Barny's hat. “You're bald.”
“Ways and means, old boy, ways and means.”
“You could get a wig,” said Raven. 
Wallet wanted to join in, contribute to the increasingly tipsy bonhomie, but Veronique drifted 

around the table, studying the men who had almost exterminated her. Wallet could see her, the 
others couldn't. He wanted to involve her in the chat, but they thought he was peculiar enough 
without talking to the empty space above Kent's head. 

And Raven was in a strange mood. She looked at Wallet with the same shifty expression he used 
when he looked at Veronique. A look loaded with hidden knowledge. The look of conspirators. 
Quicker than usual and ready with a barbed quip and a lightening response, Raven made an instant 
impact with Barny and could have formed a double act with Fleetwood. “I saw a ghost once,” she 
said.

Kent writhed, twisting to face whoever was talking. “You'll have to come with us. Mind you 
with hair like that, might frighten 'em orf.”

“Who was it? What was it?” Barny said.
“It was in my Aunty Hilda's house. She used to go to a spiritualists church and she said 

something followed her home one night. We didn't believe her. My dad said we can all live in hope,
but she ignored him. Anyway, we were visiting one evening and I went on the toilet and a man 
walked across the landing, but I could see the bedroom doors through him.” Veronique positioned 
herself alongside Raven and listened as if she recognised the man being described. “I went 
downstairs. . . .”

“How old were you?” Barny said.
“About twelve. I went downstairs and told them what had happened and my dad thought it was a 

burglar. He rushed upstairs and my Aunty Hilda said, he won't find anyone. I see him all the time. 
His name's Edward.”

“Edward,” Kent gasped. “You mean they spoke?”
“Well, he wasn't wearing a name badge, so they must have spoke. He'd been there about three 

months. She thinks it was him who followed her home from the church.”
“Oh, I bet it was,” said Kent. “That's what they do. Spirits. They attach themselves, feed off the 

energy of the living until there's nothing left.”
Wallet glanced at Veronique and they shared a subtle smile.
“And what happened,” Barny said, “to Edward, to Hilda?”
“Aunty Hilda died two years ago. She always wanted to be buried on a Greek island, but she 

didn't have a passport so they had to bury her in Nottingham. Mum and dad sold the house, but they
had to tell the solicitors it was haunted. Legal requirement or something.”

“Astonishing.” Barny paused with his bottle, prepared to say something, but carried on and 
refilled everyone's glass. “Well, can I suggest a toast to big blue hair.”

Everyone agreed except Wallet still disturbed by Raven's recent discovery of the smile, one of 
several habits she shared with other primates. And she had picked up Kent's gift of the raconteur, a 



string of anecdotes including Helsinki lynch mobs and a pair of Goths selling goblins from a Lyon 
basement. This wasn't Raven and if it wasn't Raven it could only be an imposter, someone able to 
appear and disappear at a moment's notice, someone with enough authority to sit at a table of 
strangers and chat like a retired ambassador, someone who could shapeshift. Wallet's empty 
stomach lightened as if his chair was plunging down a shaft. 

His only reassurance was the fact that Raven couldn't see Veronique. His ghostly sidekick had 
become a paranormal miner's canary, an early warning system alerting him to the presence of the 
dead. 

Raven's popularity followed her to the water's edge, the cocky self-assurance throwing out her 
feet as she walked, pushing her shoulders back. Wallet's patience ran out. “Okay, what's going on?”

“What do you mean?”
“There's something different about you. Have you done a deal with Interpol? You're gonna shop 

us all for a suspended sentence aren't you? Fucking grass.”
“Nope.”
“Copper's nark.”
“Nope.” She accidently smiled revealing a perfect row of human teeth.
“So, you haven't turned then.” Veronique also checked the teeth.
“Not yet.”
“Oh, so that's it. You've found someone who'll do it.”
“Something like that.” Raven had no idea there was a beach in Monaco. She knew about a 

casino, a Formula 1 Grand Prix and a boat named after a Swedish singer, but a beach. 
“Just over there on the corner,” Wallet said, “that's where Eddie Jordan nearly got run over.”
Raven squatted on a boulder, part of a sea wall, and Wallet saw himself in the shape of her 

outline. “So, who's said they'll do it.”
“In Helsinki Bernadette met the guy who manages There Will be Blood.”
So many permutations gushed through Wallet's synapses he couldn't figure out which carried the 

dreadful data. He had an instinctive idea where Raven was heading, but not where she planned to 
arrive.

“He said he met you the night before the concert.”
“Yeah, we did.” Veronique leaned against his shoulder.
“It was you who tipped him off about the Jimi Hendrix comparison, wasn't it?”
“Yes. Yes, it was. It seemed like a good idea at the time.”
“According to Pierre, Susan punched a wall down, she was so angry.”
“Who is this Pierre? You mentioned him on the phone.”
“Pierre Dremba. Bernadette's colleague.”
“First name terms again,” Wallet said to his shoulder. Veronique nodded.
“What do you think would happen if Susan found out?”
They arrived. The permutations converged and without changing form Raven, the real Raven, 

reappeared. She was there all along. Her surprise, the offer he couldn't refuse began to form like a 
malevolent sprite. “Please don't tell me what I think you mean by all this. I thought we were 
friends.”

“We are. I know it sounds like I'm being a total bitch and everything, but you've got what you 
want, they've got what they want. Isn't it time one of you actually did something to help me, other 
than just paying lip service. Oh, one day Raven, when you're ready Raven, are you sure it's the right
thing, Raven.”

“It's dangerous.”
“Susan fucking turned Scavinio's wife without telling us. Wasn't too fucking dangerous then, 

was it? Why her and not me?”
“Because Sheila Scavinio was dying anyway. It wouldn't have mattered if it had gone wrong. 

Look what happened when she attacked Frieda. She thought she killed her and she hadn't. It's not 
that easy.”

“She turned you. She turned the others.”



“Well, fucking ask her if she's the expert. I can't do it, even if I wanted to, and the last thing I 
want to do is kill you in some tragic experiment.”

“Always excuses. There's always an excuse.”
“And if I refuse you'll tell Susan what I did? You'd actually do that?”
“It's an option. I don't want to do it. What I'm saying is, I'm not blackmailing you or anything, 

but if you help me I'll make the effort not to say anything.”
“And if I don't help you'll accidently let it slip. You'll tell her. That's the top and bottom of it. 

You'll tell her.”
Raven's eye liner moistened, she rubbed her face and left a grey smear across the top of her 

cheek. “You don't know what it's like. You live on a fucking big boat with your rich old mates and 
I'm dragged everywhere by two coppers. Thanks very much. Thanks a lot for dropping me in the 
fucking shit. I've kept my mouth shut and risked going to prison for you lot. Who have I murdered? 
Answer that, but I'm the one who'll end up in prison.”

“She has a point,” Veronique said.
“I know.”
“Yeah, you know, don't you,” Raven said. “You knew all along who'd take the drop for all this.”
“No, yes. I'm not bullshitting you, Raven, I honestly don't know how to turn you.” He looked her

in the eyes when he spoke, stood face on, arms by his side, he couldn't think of a more honest way 
of standing, but he was still shocked she would consider blackmailing him.

“I hated my life and then it got worse. I don't believe any of this. How could it end up like this?”
“You must help her, Rob.”
“I will, I'll do what I can. . . .”
“Who are you talking to?” Raven sniffed.
“There's someone here you can't see. Frieda reversed the exorcism. Veronique's here.”
“The ghost?” The ghost grinned. Raven jumped down from the boulder, almost landed on 

Veronique's toe. “Where is she?”
“Hold your hand out.”
Veronique placed her fingers in Raven's upturned palm. “Oh, my god, it tingles. Is that her?”
“Yeah.”
“It's going up my arm.”
Veronique stroked Raven's arm to the elbow and pulled away.
“I'll do what I can to help,” Wallet said. “I can't turn you, I'm being honest with you, and maybe I

shouldn't have promised in the past, but I've got a few good friends around me for the first time in a 
long time and you're one of them, which is why I'm outraged you'd even think about fucking 
blackmailing me.”

“Sorry.”
“I'll let it go for now.”
“And you'll stop asking Raven to spy for you.”
“And I'll stop . . . Veronique just asked me to stop asking you to spy for me.”
“She sounds nicer than you.”
Veronique agreed.
“She's all right. She's my conscience.” When Wallet hugged his ghostly partner he couldn't see 

what Raven saw: a mime artist wrapping his arms around some invisible object.
“It's really odd when you do that,” Raven said. “You look a bit mental.”
“I don't care what you think. I'm in love.”
“Oh, Jesus. It's holiday romance, innit?”
“No, it isn't. . . .”
The beach party was interrupted by a frenetic visitor calling Wallet's name. Kent scurried across 

the boulevard above everyone's heads, convenience bag in both hands, he crashed into the railings 
when he spotted Raven's hair. “Thank gawd it's you. I thought it was you. Your 'air's like the light 
on a police car, you can spot it anywhere.”

Wallet called up. “What's wrong?”



“They're back, they've come back to get me.”
“Who have? Not one of your old theatre audiences. . . .”
“Demons, demons, Rob. On the boat. Me boat's full of demons.”
The only demonic presence was the distant whiff of burning wood, a weak unseen inferno 

without the tell-tale brimstone. “Your bilge tanks all right, William?”
“It's not the bilge tanks, Rob. Little demons blowing 'orns and banging drums and scratching 

rude words in the side of the boat.”
Unadulterated terror poured out of Kent's face landing on Veronique who gripped Wallet's 

forearm and drew herself closer to him. Filled with a growing stiffness, an instinctive feeling of 
dread, Wallet sniffed the air again. There was brimstone, a sulphurous taint hanging to the diesel 
fumes and metal polish lingering over the chandlery of the marina.

“There's something on fire over there, Rob.” Raven noticed the fire first.
Wallet made a call. “Barny, can you get to the beach promenade quick. William's boat might be 

on fire. He's here, but we need someone with him.” 
Raven shouted up to Kent. “Stay there until Barny comes.”
“I will. What are you going to do?”
“Put the fire out.”
“Barny's coming over. Fuck knows what this is all about.” He grabbed Veronique. “Forget your 

bottle, Barbara, hold my hand.”
They arrived on the jetty, Kent's boat smouldering, gathering itself before the inferno by 

pumping out thick grey blooms of smoke. The fire was inside, chortling, snapping, radiating heat 
across the breeze. Raven backed away, a water-borne fire tender arrived and drenched the boat 
which vanished in a huge cloud of water vapour. A second team of fire fighters turned hoses on the 
portals of the boat, flooding the interior. The intense heat subsided. 

Wallet heard a familiar sound: Raven vomiting into the marina's boiling water. “You still suffer 
from it then?” Wallet mentioned to Veronique, “Travel sickness. This is why she could never be a 
vampire.”

Whatever ghouls had plagued Kent's home they were outnumbered by the ghouls gathering to 
watch his boat transform into an uninhabitable shell. The varnish worked as a propellant, the timber 
hull an enormous fuel source leaving Kent with a lifetime's supply of charcoal. The fire was the 
final terrible punctuation mark on an evening of transition. Certainty going up in flames. Kent's life 
perishing by proxy, the assets, possessions, everything solid and real burning; the stuff he leant on, 
turned to, the stuff imbued with emotion and memory, evocative, implicit, all of it burning.

Without the tangible stuff he'd be left with the intangible, the unreliable, the open-to-
interpretation and mis-remembered. The intangible, like fire, was a plasma in flux, forever moving, 
evasive, impossible to freeze. No matter how dead you were with all the cold bones and chilled 
skin, you couldn't freeze the intangible.

Fleetwood arrived and stuffed his pipe into a pocket. “It's all gone then?” he said.
“Looks like it. Complete write off.”
A temporary cordon kept the sightseers back, police and firemen wandered through the floating 

debris before approaching Wallet. “There was no one else aboard,” he said.
“You know the owner?”
“Yeah. William Kent. He lived on his own.” There was that conspiratorial glance again: cop to 

fireman, a contradiction between the words and whatever they had seen inside the boat. “Something
wrong?”

“Musical man, was he?”
“I think he played the trumpet or the French horn or something, That's right, Eric?”
Fleetwood squirmed. “Yes, oh yes. Very musical. He could bring tears to your eyes when he 

played the violin.”
“He could,” Wallet nodded.
“He could.” Fleetwood lifted his glasses. 
“Don't leave Monaco, monsieurs.” The cop returned to the boat. 



“You heard the man,” Wallet said. “Where's Barny, do we know?”
“The usual place,” Fleetwood said and gestured to a young woman watching from beyond the 

gate to the marina. “Evening.”
She wore a hood, a dark jacket with a hood that draped her face in deep shadow and covered a 

sprig of black hair. “Fire was it?” she said. Wallet detected an Italian accent.
“Yeah. It's out now. Nothing to see.”
“People should be more careful. All that wood.”
“Easy to say after the event.”
“Yeah. See you later.” The figure walked away, comment made, observation complete, another 

car crash watcher, fire follower. Her brief appearance and exit left the whole group perplexed.
“Who's she?” Raven said.
“I don't know her. Do you know her, Eric?”
“I thought she was a friend of yours. You seem to attract the weirdos, Rob.”
“Smoke your pipe, Eric.” Veronique tugged Wallet's arm and pointed at the sky beyond the 

northern mountainside. A row of lights like cosmic pearls on an unseen chain hovered beyond the 
farthest houses. They shimmered as stars do, but were too clear, too close to be stars, too still to be 
aircraft.

“What are they?” Veronique said. Wallet shrugged.
“You'll probably think I'm weird,” said Raven, “but there were lights like that in Munich when 

that hotel went up in smoke.”
“I didn't want to hear that,” said Wallet. Events coalesced, the return, the strangers, demonic fire,

the pattern was classic set-up: identify the mark, draw him in, settle him down, make friends, 
establish that false sense of security. Wallet wondered what Frieda meant when she talked about 
learning to be human again, as if she acknowledged she was still a monster, a freak, able to come 
and go in any form, Susan, Raven, strangers in hoods. . . .

He spoke again when they found Barny and Kent sat in the dark in the bar, surrounded by brandy
glasses. All of them empty. Kent gripped his bag to his chest and bit the leather. “It's gone, hasn't 
it?” he said when the arrivals sat down.

“Sorry, William,” Wallet said. “They couldn't save the boat.”
“Oh, me life was on that boat. Everything I had.” He wept. 
Barny's hand on the shoulder had no effect. “Sorry, old boy. Can't think of anything to say.”
“You can stay with me, William. We'll do what we can to get you back on your feet. At least 

you're alive.”
“What's the point though?”
“No, don't say that. You've still got your memories. You might have lost your possessions, but 

you've still got your memories. And your friends.”
“All three of them,” Fleetwood said. “Well give them a ring, let them know.”
But Kent couldn't speak. He dipped his head again and shuddered with emotion, and as he 

wobbled and twisted Wallet replayed the evening's events from his traumatised appearance to the 
girl in the hood. Keeping his thoughts to himself he joined the dots, the cry of demons, the lights, 
the Munich fire and its smaller relative on board a ghost hunter's boat in Monaco. Frieda's return, 
bringing her Malandanti heritage with it and the associated demonic baggage. . . .

“What?” Veronique whispered.
Wallet shook his head.
“Something wrong, Rob?” said Barny.
“That strange woman in the hood.” 
Fleetwood pretended to light his pipe, but there wasn't enough Old Shag to flame up.
“We might have spoken to the arsonist.”
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Having no letterbox forced Wallet to accept every delivery in person, but now and again the 
delivery itself became a trial. Alerted by the gruff vocal chords of a youth, he cautiously approached
a letter held out at arm's length. At the top of the arms the youth's shoulders supported a neck that 
doubled as a head.

“Monsieur Rob Wallet?”
“Oui. Is that a letter? An actual letter made out of paper.”
The youth was too young to remember letters. 
“Do I sign for it?”
“Non.” 
Wallet took the envelope decorated with his handwritten name (letter, envelope, handwritten; it 

was like stepping back into the 1850s). Flabbergasted by the eccentricity of it all he tripped over 
Raven paused at the rear doors of the Agnetha and holding a salad bowl.

“He says he doesn't like balsamic vinegar.”
“Well, tell him it's ordinary vinegar. I've seen him put that on his chips.”
She saw the letter. “What's that?”
“Exactly.” Wallet held the envelope up to the fluorescent light of the boat's deck. “This, Barbara,

your parents will know what one of these is. Your dad probably got one when he was sacked.”
“He wasn't sacked, he was made redundant.”
“It's called . . . a letter. Ooh.”
“I can see that.” She stomped into the lounge. Kent sat with his legs crossed on the settee, 

broadsheet paper held in place with a frame borrowed, but never returned, from a gentleman's club 
in Swiss Cottage. “It's not balsamic vinegar, apparently. It's normal vinegar.”

Kent purred from behind the pages. “That's all right then.”
“Rob's got a letter.”
“Mm.” The corner of the newspaper folded revealing Kent, one eye opened, the other squinting. 

“Not bad news, I hope.” Since settling on the Agnetha, Kent's voice had not only dropped to a 
shuddering baritone, but most of his words had their capital letters restored. No more 'eres and 'ave 
yous and 'orrors of the night. The gentleman lived, reanimated by the comfort of the boat and the 
reassuring presence of Wallet. Having a blue-haired skivvy helped too. “I always found letters so 
ominous, like harbingers of doom, the way the envelope concealed fate like a sheath. I always 
thought that one day I might bury a time capsule. A modest one, of course, a few evocations of my 
time on this earth, petty reminders of the futility of mortal life.”

“It's an invitation.”
Kent dropped the newspaper, the rustle of the pages masking his snort of excitement.
“To the Casino. Dear Mr Wallet please accept this invitation to a game of chance in the 

Garibaldi Room. . . .”
“The Garibaldi Room. I had no idea the Casino had such a thing.”
“Come alone,” he said to Veronique relaxing on the settee next to Kent. “No chance of that, is 

there?”
“No,” said Kent.
“Non,” said Veronique. She sat curled with her legs underneath her and with great delicacy lifted

a page of Kent's newspaper with the tip of her finger.
“Can you close the door, Rob,” he said, “there's been a draft blowing in all evening.”
“I wonder who's sent it. There's no name.”
“Might be Frieda,” said Raven dripping soggy salad into three large bowls. “Mind you, she 

always just turns up, doesn't she?”
“Won't be Frieda. It's handwritten. Do you recognise that?” Wallet sat next to Veronique 

squashed by Kent leaning across to examine the letter. 
“I must stop making sudden movements like that,” he said. “I get a tingling sensation all down 

me left hand side.” He looked over his glasses. “No, can't say I recognise the writing, someone with



a poor grasp of cursive script, obviously. Look at the shape of that G.”
“Terrible,” said Veronique forcing Kent to shiver violently. 
“Let me have a look.” Raven bounded out of the galley. “Your salad's ready, William.”
“You removed the chocolate raisins?”
“Yeah, yeah. Easy mistake to make, I won't do it again.” She sat in the space to Wallet's left. 

“Yeah, I recognise it.”
“Do you? Who?”
Kent crept into the galley, fearful of the waiting concoction. “We could call at Father Dickie's on

the way, Rob.”
“We, who's we?”
Kent turned and tossed the salad until he was convinced the food had been correctly prepared. 

“It's only fair we go along. Everyone's living through hell because of our you-know-what.” A 
tongue full of salad brought his old verbal vernacular back to him. “Ooh, gawd, the dressing. . . . 
Oor, tastes like stomach acid.”

-

Approaching the entrance to the Casino Wallet adopted his how to walk with a ghost technique. 
Knowing he'd look peculiar with his arm out holding a hand only he could see, he had Veronique's 
permission to let her go whenever they were in public view, but he remained close, within touching 
distance of her shoulder, drifting along in close unearthly contact. “You don't mind following me 
everywhere?”

“Non.”
“It's how Frieda's spell worked out, but if you ever want to go anywhere just say. I'll go and we'll

be there in an instant.”
“Vienna. I always wanted to visit Vienna.”
“Then we'll go to Vienna. The Schoenberg Palace, Spanish Riding School, Vienna Woods, 

Austrian pastries. Oh, you don't eat, do you? I'll eat them for you. I'll do anything for you, 
Veronique.”

“Anything?”
“Anything.” He wanted to kiss her smiling lips, but a party of Swedes pushed past them. “Get 

this meeting with Bernadette out the way and then we'll get the meeting with Father Dickie out of 
the way. We'll draw up a travel itinerary when we get back to the boat.”

“Sounds good.”
The Casino had carpets. Veronique's shoes were almost worn through to the balls of her feet and 

even though she didn't feel the rough surfaces of stone and tarmac, Wallet still expected her to 
wince every time they went for a walk. "Could you wear new clothes if we bought any?"

"I borrowed your tee shirt yesterday."
"I knew I'd seen it somewhere before. . . ."
“Monsieur,” said a man behind a heavy reception desk.
“I'm here to meet someone in the Garibaldi Room.”
He didn't recognise his own clothes, but Wallet recognised the signs of a trap. The subtle 

examination on arrival, the extra breath inhaled before speaking to him. Bernadette, from what 
Raven had told him, was an agnostic, a secularist, selectively spiritual when it came to her 
Catholicism; she considered all other supernatural behaviour to be nothing more than a circus trick, 
but he still didn't trust her to be waiting for him with some kind of anti-vampire ray gun. A member 
of staff was summoned and up skipped another humourless threat with a badly drawn seahorse 
tattoo on the back of his hand.

He left Wallet at the door of the Garibaldi Room, offering a cursory gesture inside where 
Bernadette sat next to a table lamp illuminating the angles of her features. On the table a shining 
laptop, tablet, smartphone and leather document case, her incriminating paraphernalia cockily on 
display unlike the shadowy presence of a man sitting beyond the light's feeble reach.



“This is dramatic,” Wallet said. 
Bernadette smiled. “There's been a power failure. The lamp plugs into a floor socket connected 

to a different circuit.”
“How unfortunate. But it still seems fitting somehow. Like a game of poker.”
“Do you play poker?”
“No.” Wallet couldn't read Bernadette's poker face. All he had was reputation, and that came 

second hand via a young woman with a habit of exaggerating to fill the enormous gaps in her 
recollections.

“How's Raven?”
“Holding up. She's worried sick she's going to gaol for things she didn't do.”
“Let me reassure you, she won't be going to prison for anything. She's out of my investigation, 

I'm not interested in her anymore.”
“Do I surrender now or is there still time to make a run for it?”
“You can run as far as you like, Rob. I've reached a conclusion, I'm not happy about it, but I will 

have to live with the fact that some of you may now be beyond my reach. But not all of you.” She 
opened a slide show on her laptop. “Her, for example.”

Susan Bekker. “What? You don't think. . . .”
“Not that version of Susan Bekker, no.”
“That version? How many versions are there?”
“You tell me, Rob.” She sat back, almost disappearing into the darkness, and produced more 

photographs of Susan taken over the years. “When you pass these images to a biometrics firm like 
Safran Morpho you discover just how many Susan Bekkers there have been over the years. Every 
one of these photographs is of a different woman.”

“According to the software.”
“According to the software.”
“People change, the mouths droop, the ears enlarge.”
“The software allows for that, but remind me, vampires don't grow old? Is that right?”
“Yeah, that's what I heard. Come to the point. Where's all this leading? Raven said you had a 

theory fermenting, a process beginning with C. She couldn't remember her own made up word.”
“Yeah, I have a theory.”
The figure in the shadows pulled his chair up to the table and Wallet recognised Pierre Dremba 

from Helsinki news articles. “I've been waiting for this moment.” 
   Veronique haunted the half-light of the lamp.

“I'll be brief for the years 1973 to 1977," said Bernadette. "You already know most of it and 
probably drew the same conclusions as me. It was my meeting with the manager of There Will Be 
Blood which gave me the idea. In any organised crime investigation, you always follow the money. 
Even when it isn't clear there's money involved, you follow it anyway.  

“Micky Redwall had money, lots of it. His music nights in Ipswich were a good way to launder 
it. He had a genuine love of music and I suppose it fitted his status locally to be the manager of a 
rock band, a man who made things happen, who changed lives. Suffolk Police had been watching 
him for years and thought he was getting out of the game when he took on Toten Herzen, but he 
wasn't getting out, he was expanding. And then Susan Bekker, headstrong, ambitious Dutch girl, 
became too big for her boots and started to ask where all the money was going.

“Redwall asked two local men, Brian Donoghue and Martin Treadhill, to kill her and the other 
three. Donoghue and Treadhill already worked as an enforcer for another local thug, George 
Mather. Like Redwall, Mather always avoided the arrests and convictions, always set up others to 
take the fall. Redwall, being the opportunist he was, saw commercial possibilities in the murders of 
Toten Herzen and tipped off Johnny Marchetti and several other music journalists in London. 
Please stop me if you know all this. . . .”

Wallet said nothing.
“This is when things go wrong. The hit failed, Redwall refused to pay for a job that went wrong 

and he became caught up in a disagreement with Mather. In April 1977 Redwall was murdered in 



the feud and the band, who got lucky once, decided to escape to mainland Europe. They couldn't go 
back to England, the music scene moved on, so they slipped away and gave up. Never seen again. 
End of the Toten Herzen story.”

Bernadette drew breath and stepped away from the table. Her detached voice provided an eery 
narrative circling Wallet like an unwanted past. “I always suspected Redwall was dodgy. They told 
me about the disagreement over royalties and publishing.”

“Yes. The Inland Revenue wanted to speak to him about that. So much money decanted to 
German bank accounts.” Bernadette walked past Veronique and shivered.

“You mean he agreed to it?”
“Yes, according to Salmir Khan in the Blue Elephant restaurant where they discussed it. It 

benefited him. He didn't expect them to keep it. He travelled to Germany on several occasions, 
made transfers to an account in the Isle of Man. He was clever. Susan Bekker was clever. Possibly 
cleverer, which is why he decided enough was enough, go out with one final money making 
flourish, but then you came along.”

“A long time later.”
“Yes, but you added your own layer to the sediment, didn't you? Lenny Harper, Eric Mortimer, 

PC Barry Bush.”
“He was real, I met him.”
Bernadette's arm reappeared and clicked through several files before Barry Bush's heavily lined 

face appeared. “This man?”
“That man. Go on, embarrass me. Who is he?”
“PC Raymond Travis. An officer in the Metropolitan Police throughout the 1970s. He was also a

member of the Southwark Repertory Company.”
“An actor?”
“Yes.”
“A bloody actor?”
“Quite a convincing one, by all accounts. You weren't the only one who fell for the Highgate 

Cemetery joke.”
“Yeah, I know that. The bastard didn't tell me he was an actor. There's one on my boat now, 

retired thespian. They're all the bleeding same.”
“Don't beat yourself up about it, Rob. To be honest, I don't know why the band sacked you, 

genius like you. Or perhaps they haven't sacked you. I haven't come across a hoax like this before.”
“Staggering.” Dremba quivered in his chair whenever Veronique drifted by circling in the 

opposite direction to Bernadette.
Wallet began to swell with pride, pride that he was finally being credited with so much. “So, 

what's your theory about me?”
“Yes, you. Music journalist, author of Clowns Don't Laugh, a career heading in the wrong 

direction. You investigate the Toten Herzen disappearance in 1977 and find Jonathan Knight's 
fictionalised embellishments of four musical vampires killed as they slept. Life imitating art, the 
opportunity was too much to ignore. The surviving members of the band give you their approval 
and you gather together contacts in the media, film and television, persuade Marco Jongbloed to 
finance the plan and arrange to give Tom Scavinio in New York a chance to reignite his own career 
in artist management. You were like the Pied Piper, calling out all these people with a bright idea 
and a chance to stir things up in a floundering music industry preoccupied with changing economics
and business models. You sneak them in under the radar. The return of a dead rock band. And not to
mention a chance for the band to settle some old scores like the murder of Johnny Marchetti who 
could have tipped them off that Redwall was planning to kill them.

“It's part music, part theatre, part opera, an army of make-up artists and special effects people. 
Scavinio knew Susan Bekker from meeting her in 1975 and along with Jongbloed they feed you the 
facts to make the history fit together. And who cares if some of it's wrong, most of the people 
around at the time are either dead or senile.” She reappeared again, slipping into the lamplight and 
sitting down. 



“Dee Vincent gave me another clue. She said you're not connected to the Malandanti and I 
believed her. There's something genuine about Dee Vincent, something the other actors don't have. 
It's almost as if she really is a vampire, but according to the software, she's not the same woman in 
the photos from the '70s.” Dremba perused the images: '70s Dee; 21st Century Dee. Bernadette 
continued her theory, but as she spoke Wallet's curiosity shifted from 'how did she know' to 'what's 
she talking about.'

“You really weren't expecting Lena Siebert-Neved, were you? It wasn't part of the plan when a 
bigger conspiracy collided with yours. Especially one as deadly as that. You tried to play it to your 
advantage, the publicity, the video, naming the album after them was a marketing bonus, but you 
still weren't aware how deep that network extended and that you and your hoax were now on their 
radar. Frieda Schoenhofer arrived to find out what Siebert-Neved was looking for, Susan kills her 
without knowing who she really is or what she is, and now, for the first time, the hoax is out of 
control. The fans are out of control. You created a monster, Rob, with your CGI and your squad of 
lookalikes-”

“Have you identified any of these lookalikes, any real names? You found out who Barry Bush 
really is.”

“Not yet, but I don't need to.”
“Surviving members of the band?”
“Marco Jongbloed knows the answer to that, doesn't he? Perhaps the Malandanti are hiding 

them. You know the Malandanti collapsed earlier this year. You saw the Munich fire.” The 
darkness invoked a vague image of the hooded woman watching Kent's boat go up in flames. He 
didn't absorb the names Bernadette threw at him: Virginia Bruck, Gert Hoenenbacker, Klaus Linzl.

“Am I close?” The theory complete, Bernadette waited for Wallet's approval. 
“You haven't mentioned vampires. Where do they fit into all this?”
“Consider them part of the CGI, part of the make-up, part of the brilliant trickery. But the reason 

I'm here is because I don't think you and the Malandanti ended your professional relationship on the
top of mountains in the English Lake District. Sylvan Suulo in Estonia, Sandor Magyan in Minsk, 
this guy here. . . .” And another unfamiliar name. “Michaeli Sbariotta near Turin, not to mention 
Kriminalkommissar Korminsky in Bamberg. You met him, didn't you, Rob?”

“Yeah, I met him.” In a game of poker Wallet would have to decide if all this information 
amounted to a winning hand. Bernadette was still a long way from placing him, or any member of 
the band, at the scene of the crimes she described. 

“I know auto-suggestion can be a powerful psychological effect. Tell me you've vanished and I 
won't be able to see you even though you're still in the room, walking away, leaving me open 
mouthed. How did they do that?”

“There is an alternative,” said Dremba. “You really are vampires.”
“At last, the truth,” Wallet said.
“Even if we can't stop you, we can stop everyone around you. All the human beings you rely 

on.” She placed her hand on the leather document case. “I have a choice. To recommend your arrest
by German police for the murder of Albrecht Korminsky, or UK police for the attempted murder of 
Mikhael Pushkin or have you arrested in connection with the murders of Boyan Tromsker, Leonid 
Surkis, Aldo Balakin and Lev Zavarov. There Will Be Blood." In the centre of the light, 
Bernadette's eyes became clear; big and brown, consuming every giveaway tic and twitch. 

"But here's the interesting bit, Rob Wallet. If you're human we have enough evidence to convict 
you. If you're not, if you vanish from police custody, we have enough evidence to deal with you in a
different way. Is this your boat?”

Dremba held up the smartphone with a photograph of the Agnetha.
“That's my boat, yes.”
Bernadette produced an image of Terence Pearl. “Okay. If you really are a vampire, Rob Wallet, 

expect us to pay a visit, maybe around lunch time, and we won't be responsible for what happens 
when we drag you off that boat.”

“I'm supposed to be somewhere else, so if we're done here.”



“No, we're not done here. But feel free to walk away. Wherever you go I'll be right behind you 
from now on."

"Good job I'm getting used to the attention." Wallet winked and left them at the table, but like 
one of Frieda's persistent spooks Bernadette followed him across Monaco to the Salisbury Bar. 
Dremba struggled with the pace. “We don't have to walk if it's too much trouble for you,” Wallet 
said.

“I'll be okay.” 
At the entrance to the club, Fleetwood stepped into Veronique's space and trembled violently. 

“You're late,” he said, “the other boat owners are getting suspicious." He noticed Bernadette. 
"Evening."

“Good evening.”
“This is Bernadette Maldini, an investigator with Interpol. She's interested in the arson attack, 

aren't you, Bernadette?”
Fleetwood answered for her. “French police? They're hopeless. You're not French are you? Only,

your name, Maldini, sounds Italian.”
“I am Italian. And I'm an agent, not an investigator. Or French police.” Her words forced 

Dremba towards a familiar shock of blue hair in the crowd behind him.
“Ben venutti, Signora." Fleetwood tickled Bernadette's fingertips. "Vivaldi couldn't make it 

tonight, but Acker Bilk's on his way. He's caught up in traffic-"
“Eric. . . .”
“Something wrong? Has he forgotten his clarinet again?”
“Bernadette has no sense of humour, Eric.”
“That never stopped Des O'Connor. You haven't got blue hair. That's good.”
Bernadette squinted and asked who the man in black was.
“That's Father Dickie,” Wallet said.
“He's carrying a whisky bottle.”
“Yeah. He's not actually a real priest. He was a Catholic priest until the Church discovered he 

had a wife in London.”
“Really.”
“And another one in Wrexham. It probably didn't end there. He had a motorhome as well, did a 

lot of travelling.”
“Do your friends know what you are?” Bernadette studied Dremba waiting for Raven to sort out 

a chair.
“They call me nocturnal. It goes with the territory, rock bands, the lifestyle of the troubadour. 

They just think I'm a bit odd.”
Fifteen minutes later and the meeting underway the word chosen to describe Wallet wasn't odd. 

“It's a little strange, do you see, boyo?” Father Dickie stood in front of the makeshift committee 
table. “You've heard the accounts, everyone's had some experience of weird goings on except you.”

“Call me rational,” Wallet said. Veronique sat on his lap grinning. “If I hear a noise in the night I
don't immediately think it's a poltergeist.”

“You're never here in the night,” said the owner of the Riviera Moonshine. “I had it all last night,
coming and going. It was like listening to a herd of sheep.”

“So, I'm a shepherd now, am I?”
“No one's accusing you of anything, boyo.” Father Dickie's right hand held a glass that remained 

magically half full, “It's just a bit uncanny.”
Bernadette took a deep breath. “What do you mean it was like a herd of sheep?”
A hush closed in on the bar. “The noise, noises, along the deck of the boat. Like hooves. Like 

scampering birds' feet on a roof, but they were hooves.”
“How long has this been going on?”
“Over a week.” Father Dickie invited confirmation from his flock. “William's boat going up in 

flames was the start of it.”
Another head bobbed forward between Wallet and Bernadette. Fingers on hat, Albert Cole 



introduced himself. “Good evening, madam.” And offered a business card. “Albert Cole always at 
the service of the police force.”

“I'm not police.” She handed the card to Wallet and held out her Interpol ID. 
“Well it's a sort of police force, isn't it? You lot eating brioche instead of corned beef 

sandwiches, but you're all after the same wrong 'uns, aren't you?”
 Wallet struggled to keep a straight face, especially with Veronique giggling. “I haven't set this 
up, Bernadette. It's like this all the time. We're a happy bunch down here on the Riviera.”

“A microcosm of the global village.” Cole doffed his hat again ready to speak, but Kent stood up
to address the chair.

“No, no, it happened long before the arson. It started after the you-know-what.”
“The what?” said Father Dickie. “What you-know-what?”
Kent whispered through gritted teeth, his words trailing off, “The exorcism.” Like a potent 

invocation the word blew up a chattering storm. Kent shouted over to Barny, “You have to admit, it 
was a bit coincidental.”

“Sit down, William.”
Voices in the flock wanted answers. “Where was this? When was this? Did it work?” But Kent 

had sat down clutching his gin and tonic.
“Do you know what he's talking about?” said Bernadette.
Cole leant forward. “I warned them, I said you go along with this and you'll bring the gates of 

Babylon down on you. There's a reason we bury the dead. Nothing but trouble if you try to bring 
them back.”

“That's true.” Wallet pinched Veronique's waist.
“There speaks the man who knows,” said Bernadette.
Cole hadn't finished. “I had a cousin in Finsbury, couldn't keep him away from seances and 

spiritualists, ouija boards and all that occult jiggery-pokery. Got him in the end. Summoned some 
shadowy outline one Thursday night, he were never the same after that.”

“Shut up,” said Wallet.
“On my mother's grave, Rob. He bought himself a sword and everything. They arrested him 

trying to chop down the War Memorial. . . .”
The incriminating revelation of Satanic rites, as Father Dickie insisted on calling it, had the room

in uproar. “It can be reversed though, can't it?” The familiarity of the voice forced Wallet's face into
his cupped hands.

“Ah, it's our little blue-haired friend, Rob.”
“I know.”
Raven stood up, head glowing in the light of the tulip bulb lampshades. “No, if magic caused all 

this then magic can get rid of it, that's right, isn't it, Barny?”
“And you know the name of a good magician?” said Father Dickie.
“Sit down, Barbara.” Wallet whispered.
“I don't know any personally, no. I saw Derren Brown in Nottingham once.”
“There's that other fellow,” said a voice buried in the heart of the flock. “Is David Copperfield 

still alive?”
“I'm going.” Wallet stood, Veronique slid off his lap and they walked outside trailed by 

Bernadette. 
“What the hell is going on, Rob?” She lit a cigarette and offered one to Wallet.
“Bad for your health. I don't know what's going on. . . .”
“What did Raven mean?”
“She's been around us too long, she believes in any old shit if it appears on that website.”
“Website?”
“Weerdshit.org. She's never off it.”
“Oh, that website. What about the exorcism? Who and why?”
Before he could answer, the combustible fumes of Father Dickie's tumbler hit them head on. “It's

all getting a little out of hand in there, do you see. Glad you could come, Mr Wallet.” He raised his 



glass to Bernadette. “And good to see a fine young specimen still attached to the Church.”
“Pardon.”
“That's a very big crucifix you're wearing, miss.”
“I need a lot of protection,” Bernadette snarled.
“Indeed we all do. Especially of late with the Devil running amok. But I'm sure as Mr Wallet 

says, there's a perfectly rational explanation for all the noises, the smells, the pounding of hooves, 
the scratches and back to front graffiti, the arson, the music, weird music, miss. Most unearthly. 
Yes, there'll be a perfectly rational explanation for it all, do you see.” He raised his glass again.

“My guess is it's right in front of you, signori. Can you go back inside, your meeting sounds like 
it's getting out of hand.”

“Everything's getting out of hand. Exorcisms, witchcraft. This is Monte Carlo not sodding 
Bamberg, for Christ's sake.”

They both knew it, without speaking Wallet and Bernadette knew they were falling behind 
events, outpaced by a sprinting Malandanti and their unfathomable conspiracy. He didn't know 
which side he should run with: Bernadette's investigation, digging up corpses that contradicted his 
own version of recent history, or stay where he was and be burned alive in the bowels of his own 
boat. “Can you arrange to see the marina's security footage?” he said.

“Why?”
“The cameras might have caught the woman we saw when Kent's boat caught fire.”
“What woman?”
“The woman in the hood.”

-

Three security cameras had caught Wallet and Fleetwood exchanging words with a woman outside 
the perimeter fence of the marina. Bernadette kicked out the security staff and took control of the 
video equipment, zooming in, fast forwarding, zooming out, the figures on camera rushing forwards
and backwards like old black and white comedy actors. She huffed and puffed, stabbing one 
cigarette after another into a paper plate. 

“What did she look like?”
“I don't know.” Wallet squinted at the grainy images, increasingly pixillated whenever the image

zoomed in. “She knew where to stand. The hood cast a shadow right across her face, but she had 
black hair.”

“Who doesn't have black hair these days. Everyone's a vampire. Her accent?”
“English, with a slight American-Italian twang to it.”
“It might be her. It might not.” Bernadette reversed the video and let it play. Stopped it, reversed 

again and let it play again, over and over. “Who are you signalling to?”
“Signalling?”
“With your right hand. Look.” She played the video. “You see your hand signalling, up and 

down.”
Wallet's dead heart fluttered. Distracted by the encounter his hand stroked Veronique's invisible 

waist, a momentary lapse in caution captured on film and watched with overwhelming suspicion 
(and some measure of astonishment) by Bernadette Maldini of all people. He sat back and felt 
Veronique's finger jab him on the head. “You wouldn't believe me if I told you.”

“Try me.”
The paper plate rose from the table. Bernadette, motionless, as if aware of a hovering wasp next 

to her cheek, followed its levitation from the corner of her eye. It floated around the room, 
travelling in a wide jubilant arc, swooping low to the carpet and high to the ceiling almost brushing 
the polystyrene tiles. Before landing back on the table in front of Bernadette the ash from her 
cigarettes blew against the wall. 

“What the fuck are you doing?” she said.
“I'm not doing anything,” said Wallet. “I know what you're thinking, another trick, another bit of 



hypnotic suggestion. That's Veronique.”
“Veronique?”
“She's a ghost. The exorcism William Kent mentioned, it was Veronique they were trying to 

exorcise.” 
Bernadette struggled to light a cigarette before dragging it out of her hand. “What has this got to 

do with her?” She palmed the computer monitor.
“My hand, my arm is around Veronique's waist. It's not a signal. I try not to do it in public 

because, like you, no one else can see her. And before you start thinking I'm schizophrenic or 
delusional or insane, just remember I'm not the one who thinks an old man created the universe in 
six days.”

“That has nothing to do with it.”
“It has everything to do with it, Bernadette. You're selectively cynical, a convenient disbeliever. 

Open your fucking eyes, it's all around you. The vampirism, the hauntings, the witchcraft, the 
Satanism. You pack yourself off to church on a Sunday, eating flesh and drinking blood and you 
think we're the mad ones. Jesus came back from the dead after three days, but Frieda Schoenhofer is
in hiding after having her throat torn out. What fucking planet do you live on?”

“Okay, you've convinced me. Now convince a jury. Play that video in a court and tell the jury 
you've got your arm around your dead girlfriend.”

“She isn't dead, she isn't alive. Reality exists in different forms. Okay, okay, tell me what do I 
have to do to convince you? I'm offering to help. What can I do to convince you all this is real?”

“Bring me Frieda Schoenhofer.”
Frieda wasn't the answer he expected or wanted. He wasn't sure he trusted her, coming and 

going, switching form, she could be sat in front of him now devouring cigarettes like sweets (but 
then Frieda's hands wouldn't be shaking with rage, like Bernadette's). “She might help.”

“What makes you say that?”
“She wants to change, wants to make amends for her past life.”
A puff of smoke belched out of Bernadette's mouth. “Very poetic.”
“You can scoff.”
“Have you met her?”
“Yes.”
“When?”
“A few weeks ago. She's been here three times.”
“Doing what?”
“She was in Nice. Found out I was here in Monaco and came to ask me where Susan Bekker 

was. Second time she was after a passport in Nice and wanted my help-”
“A passport?”
“Not a real passport, a film prop. You think she's out there causing mayhem. She's actually 

running round Europe trying to piece together her father's film collection. He threw it all out when 
he thought she was dead.”

“And the third time?”
“She came back to help me.”
“In what way?”
“When the others exorcised Veronique, Frieda reversed the process. Used her old witchcraft to 

bring her back.”
Bernadette's eyes peered through the cigarette smoke, wary of another levitation. But Veronique 

stood behind Wallet with her cold hands on his shoulders. “What does she want, Frieda 
Schoenhofer? She must have said.”

“She wants an apology from Susan.”
“Is that all?”
“Possibly. I could tell her where she is except I don't know where Susan is at the moment, and 

it's probably not a good idea to encourage them into a fight.”
Bernadette ground another cigarette into the paper plate and glanced at the ash shadow on the 



wall. “Ask her to meet me. No tricks. I want to know if she's real or another figment of your 
imagination. No, correct that, another part of your hoax.”

“Call it what you want. I'll speak to her, see what she says. She'll know where to find you. She's 
probably already found you. She could have been anyone at that meeting. Albert Cole, Father 
Dickie.”

“What about her?” On the monitors, the hooded woman walked away from the marina perimeter.
“That's not her.”
“You don't know that for sure. You don't know Frieda Schoenhofer as well as you think you do.”
“I probably don't, but I've met her three times and I'm still here.” Veronique's arms coiled around

his neck, her porcelain face against the side of his head, a gentle fragrance concealing the dry smell 
of cigarette smoke. He was tempted to stroke her chin, but in Bernadette's intense examination 
decided to wait.

The security camera filmed an empty patch of ground: a circle of uninhabited light like a stage 
waiting for a performer. “Oh, fuck.” Bernadette packed away her cigarettes and lighter, snatched 
her handbag off the table. “Fucking unbelievable, unbelievable.” She barged towards the door, 
jabbering into her mobile. “Pierre, we need to go. . . .  Back to-”

The door slammed shut.



34

Rene took time off before the Florence show hoping the isolation would help him understand 
Susan's concerns: the vanishing, the secrets. There was a world of difference between secrecy and 
privacy, but she couldn't distinguish between the two. He was entitled to his privacy especially 
when fraternising with the enemy, except Ria didn't feel like the enemy. She was an outcast in her 
own band and a foreigner in a strange country, a predicament Rene recognised; the odd one out, 
growing more opaque by the day. Ria didn't ask for anyone's sympathy, but Rene offered it anyway.
He just didn't describe it as sympathy.

And he kept secrets from Ria too. She detected his distance, his faraway look, and asked what 
was wrong.

“Nothing. I think about the future, that's all.”
“And what do you see?” She adjusted the autofocus on a camera trained on an elaborate 

bedroom tableau.
“The end of the tour. End of the European leg of the tour.”
“Is not a big deal.”
“No.” Surrounded by the ramshackle squalor of Ria's home, he ran through the necessary items 

needed to rebuild Wernandorf Castle. The paperwork bothered him most: engineer's reports, 
planning permissions. And nosey intruders with the same questions asked four hundred years ago: 
who's building this and what's it for? He was about to offer an insight into the problems of 
delivering concrete half way up a hillside when Ria spoke.

“Smile for me.”
He offered a weary impatient smile and waited for Ria to finish tinkering with the technology 

and get her naked butt over to him. “Aren't you cold in here?”
“Cold is a state of mind. You experience cold before you appreciate heat.” She didn't walk, she 

coiled, an upright serpentine movement with light and shadow slipping down her hips and over her 
shoulders; her lips as sharp as the engraved dagger carried from a nearby table.

“Castles are cold. If you can cope with the chill in here you'll be okay in my castle.”
“I'm not living in castle. I'm happy here.” She licked his jawbone. 
Rene watched the blade, part of the preparation along with the sofa bed covered in ornate sheets 

and blankets, fabric draped from overhead beams and all of it scrutinised by the digital eye of the 
camera, a high definition voyeur whispering to the internet. 

She began with a scratch, the blade nicking his stomach and drawing a teardrop of blood lifted 
with the tip and offered to Rene. He sucked the blade clean, lifted his head when she ran it under his
chin and swiped a line across his flesh. “Just here. . . .” a cross to the left of his heart.

“Be careful with that.”
“I know what I'm doing.”
“That's what Lenny Harper said.”
“Shush.”
She mounted him. Holding onto the dagger, she performed a curvilinear series of stretching 

movements, her arms flowing to an unheard rhythm, the brush of her breasts against his face when 
she bowed forward, pulled back, weaving side to side, back and forth, the dagger flying around her 
head, pausing, hovering, brought down across his face. Rene followed the extravagant trajectory 
and waited for her to lift it high. 

The downward stroke would make history.
She took her time. Made him wait. Rene climaxed but she carried on twisting, pushing, grinding 

him into the hard cushions of the bed. He lay criss-crossed with his own blood from a cut across the
shoulder, across the stomach, along the forearm. She grazed his cheek, pricked his rib cage, scored 
his forehead. Every drop of blood on the tip of the knife swallowed, each swallow accompanied by 
a word, Latin possibly, he wasn't sure. Satisfied and fed, she released a long breathless sigh, rolled 
her eyes and tilted her head back releasing the black mass of hair down her spine. One more 
gymnastic flourish of her arms and she took the dagger in both hands, raised it above her head and 



uttered a bizarre choking chant in the same strange, inhuman, ancient language.
“Mortes et deum sanctus. Mortes et dus vampyre.”
They had no safeword. Rene stiffened. He opened his mouth to shout, but the dagger came 

down.

-

Pushkin couldn't stand the noise whenever his cell door was unlocked, the terrible clatter of iron on 
iron, the shriek of hinges. “You need to come with us.” A cop stood at the threshold, almost too big 
to fit through the door.

“What is it?”
“You'll see.”
Pushkin could close his eyes and visualise the route from police station to court, but the convoy 

made a right turn instead of a left and headed to the southern edge of Minsk. 
“Is this it?” he said. “Summary justice, you had enough of me?”
The detective in the passenger seat made a lot of noise when he twisted to speak. Several layers 

of coats and jackets subducted beneath his rump. “My daughter thought the first band was better 
than the second.”

“How old is she?”
“Eleven.”
“You don't look old enough to have an eleven year old daughter.”
“Very funny.” Detective Vishinek was a hundred if he was a day. “She thinks the new lot are a 

fabrication. That's a long word for an eleven year old girl. It makes you wonder who they're mixing 
with these days.”

“Second incarnation are an evolution of the first. The first were, let's call them the foundations.”
“Is that where you buried them?”
“Of course it isn't.”
“I have a theory. If someone like you actually came up with a band of inoffensive, clean living, 

polite, talented musicians, the shock would kill people.”
“I'll consider that when I launch the third band. If I ever get out of that cell. How long are you 

keeping me there. One visit from my lawyer. That can't be right.”
Vishinek's chin inflated. “Only one visit. You're right. That isn't right. Whoever let him in will be

severely reprimanded when we get back.”
“Where are we going now? I had things to do.”
“We're visiting a film set. I thought you'd be able to offer some advice, provide an insight into 

the vivid world of horror movies.”
The driver's reaction worried Pushkin more than Vishinek's vague muttering. A glance, a change 

of gear and the car pushed forward through a line of filthy traffic. The journey ended at an 
encampment of police vehicles surrounding a disused workshop, a derelict heap of metal and wall 
panels peeling away from the roof. Inside, Pushkin found the film set: actors dressed in the white 
coveralls and face masks of a forensics team; lethargic uniformed cops, and five members of There 
Will Be Blood.

“Lived up to the name,” Vishinek said. He stopped at the taped-off area surrounding a bed 
slumbering in its ornate ethereal setting. But Vishinek wasn't kidding when he mentioned horror 
films. A deep depression in the mattress held a puddle of blood, a reservoir feeding a cascade over 
the side of the bed before flooding the floor as fas as the makeshift kitchen several metres away.

“What are you doing here?” Pushkin said to Natasha or possibly Sasha, they hadn't told him yet.
“The police brought us here. We saw it happen on YouTube.”
“YouTube, what happened on YouTube? What the fuck has happened?”
“You mean they don't have internet in a prison cell?” Dobrosiev's face was paler than usual.
“No, they don't.” Pushkin waited for Vishinek's explanation. “What, who?”
“What who? One of yours, wasn't it?” Away from the gruesome bed and the crimson décor, a 



trestle table contained the forensics team's equipment and a laptop studied by two plainclothes cops.
They were watching the video taken from the card in the camera.

“The camera?” Pushkin hadn't noticed the digital camcorder on its gangly aluminium legs. He 
gave up trying to think of questions beyond the obvious. The cop with the mouse replayed the 
video. Ria naked as the day she was born, Rene van Voors reclining on the bed like a Titian sketch. 
They have sex, Ria teases him with a knife, Ria stabs him with the knife. “Holy fuck. . . .” Rene 
explodes, the blood flashing in a cloud of red vapour, Ria drenched, she pauses a moment alone on 
the bed, lowers her head, looks up and laughs. She turns towards the camera, cocooned by Rene's 
blood, walks out of focus and turns off the video with a soft clunk.

Unnatural blood, unnatural behaviour. Unauthorised. “What was she doing? What was she doing
with him? Did you know about this?”

No one from the band answered. Dobrosiev stood still, transfixed by the conclusion of the 
performance, then wiped his eyes, turned away and vomited.

“Can someone explain this, this abomination?”
“We didn't know,” said Genatskaya. “We had no idea. You know she didn't say much.”
“Who was she?” said Vishinek.
“Ria Gianescu. She's Romanian.”
“You don't know much about your own employees, Mikhael.”
“No.”
“Like out of control children.”
“Where are they now?” Pushkin ignored Vishinek, but the others were clueless, dumbstruck. 

“And this was on the internet?”
“Live.” Genatskaya checked his phone. “It's up to four million views now.”
So much blood. How did the human body carry it all without distorting. Anyone  morbid enough 

could take a bath in it. And the surroundings; a bizarre fairy-tale lightness in the heavy industrial 
decay, the floor spattered like an ugly red snowflake.

“I think I want to go back to my prison cell.”
“I think you know where they are, Mikhael.” Vishinek stuffed his hands into the pockets of the 

second layer of jackets. “This has been going on for a long time. You and the other lot competing 
for the headlines.”

“How are Gwando gonna sort this one out,” said Sasha or possibly Natasha.
“I'm sorry, which one are you?”
“Pardon?”
Dobrosiev's stomach had settled. “This affects us both, applies to us both.”
“Both?”
“Us and them. Toten Herzen. It's actually rather fucking clever when you think about it.”
“I'm at a loss. Educate me.”
“Her name and his name are both mentioned, so it doesn't matter how many headlines there are. 

We're both included. They've done us a favour, man.”
“It may have escaped your analytical brilliance, but we have no guitarist. We have lost our Jimi 

Hendrix remember. They have fucked us up. He was always the joker of the band, the practical 
joker. He's probably still here, hiding in the roof.” They all looked at the roof.

“She'll turn up. When the shit dies down she'll turn up.”
“Can you hear this.” Pushkin expected sympathy from Vishinek, but didn't get any. 
“I hope she does turn up,” Vishinek said. “She can explain who owns all this blood.”
It looked real and there was a slight whiff of CN7 explosive, as if the puzzle wasn't complicated 

enough. But if Rene van Voors had been blown up by high explosive where were his body parts? 
The mess was surprisingly contained within a small area.

“I know how they did this,” said Yvanov. “They set up the bed, film the sacrifice, edit the video 
in Director or something like that to add the special effects, then come along later, drench the bed in
blood, stick the video onto a card, into the camera, broadcast to internet. Taxi. Airport. Return in 
seven days time.”



Vishinek waited for Pushkin to offer a better explanation. “You've done this a thousand times 
before. They're clever enough to pick up a few tips and do it themselves.”

“Are they?”
“Obviously.”
“Can I have a word with my employees in private?”
“No.”
“Well, out of earshot but within sight?”
“You have one minute.”
Band and manager fled to a hidden part of the workshop. “Where did you last see her?” said 

Pushkin.
“Eruption studios. Last night,” said Dobrosiev. “I left about one and she was still there laying 

down more dubs. She's obsessed with layering her tracks.”
“Yes, yes. What about the rest of you?”
“We left before him,” said one of the twins.
“We'll just have to wait for her to come back.” Genatskaya had the video playing on repeat. “She

has incredible-”
“Don't want to hear it. Fine, fine, we wait for her to come back.”
Dobrosiev lowered his voice. “You know that won't be his blood. If he's a vampire that'll be 

everyone else's blood, everyone he's ever attacked.”
“Vampire. Really. Fuck you.”
Dobrosiev didn't need to say any more if he was thinking what Pushkin was thinking, or trying to

avoid thinking. If Rene van Voors was a vampire, if the myth was true, the bloody puddle on the 
bed would be two parts Sylvan Suulo. “You cunts,” Pushkin said. “You're setting me up.”

“What?”
“This is gonna look like . . . wait a minute, I was in a police cell when all this happened. You 

worked this out by yourselves.”
“What are you talking about, man?”
“Using Suulo's blood to set me up.”
“We'd all go down if we were using Suulo's blood,” said Yvanov. “Think.” He tapped his head.
“Has your conference finished now?” Vishinek interrupted.
“We have no explanation for this. People obviously don't explode when they're stabbed, unless 

he was a fucking balloon, so we'll have to let you guys solve that one.” Pushkin didn't wait for his 
escort, he walked out of the workshop on his own and felt the cold air rushing over the grasses and 
weeds, whistling a tuneless lament to an approaching sunrise. And he wondered how he came to 
lose control, how he would explain to the Russian where twenty million dollars had gone in two 
weeks; how a Romanian thief had stolen his creation. 

Genius, that's how. If only they had worked together. No, this wasn't the end, this was a new 
chapter.



35

'Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrown through the window
tied to a brick.' The tee shirt didn't seem as funny now as it did when Susan bought it forty years 
ago. Turning into an obsessive, she checked her phone every minute, text after text after text 
without response, call after call with no reply. For twenty minutes the mood in the band evolved 
from embarrassed disbelief to admiration to concern. Susan watched Rene's drum technician, 
concerned that Edwin Foerheens might not be ready to have greatness thrust upon him.

They saw the video on a wide screen media centre which made the whole gory escapade even 
more gratuitous than it was probably intended to be. On a wide screen, anatomy shook and wobbled
with comic virility, and the blood when it came – and they all agreed it came before Rene did – 
exploded with poetic symmetry and grace; great arching red streamers flying out in celebration. The
performance interrupted and disrupted final rehearsals at Florence's Stadio Artemio Franchi. Rene 
should have been there hitting his own skins, and Dee's deliberate innuendo was comical at the 
time. They all laughed, the thirty or forty members of the road crew watching laughed too and 
looked forward to the vicious puns on Rene's return.

All that was eighteen hours ago. Scavinio felt like he'd lost more weight in eighteen hours than in
eighteen years. “Still nothing,” he said to the band in the backstage area. He spoke quietly, but his 
words resonated; everyone could hear him.

Elaine dragged Foerheens into another practice session. He thought he'd be ready to step in as 
understudy until the moment came and he realised he wasn't ready and never would be. Even if he 
could memorise the rudimentary drum patterns to keep up with the band he wasn't physically 
capable of lasting three hours. 

“Jesus, why doesn't someone call?” said Susan. “If he was with her they must have been in 
Minsk. Do they have police in Belarus or do the crooks take care of themselves?”

“I've spoken to police here and in Rotterdam,” said Scavinio. “They're struggling to work with 
the police in Belarus. Trying to keep it all hush hush isn't helping either. The road crew are 
gossiping like stevedores. There's no alternative, Susan, we'll have to use them.”

“No.”
“We have to go through Interpol. They have the resources-”
“Fuck that.” Susan bumped into Dee.
“If he thought any of this was funny he obviously doesn't know us,” she said.
“Let's not jump to conclusions.”
“Conclusions-”
“And let's not fucking argue about it either. I'm sick and tired of arguing.”
In the backstage area Susan was surrounded by a crowd, outside the stadium an even bigger 

crowd waited. The crowds were everywhere. From the stadium roof, the world looked like a 
crowded place with every individual holding a light to let them know they were there waiting for an
explanation. Over eighteen hours the stories and news feeds and blog posts and tweets offered their 
own angle on the Rene and Ria Show: conspiracy, dissatisfaction, musical differences, accident, 
history repeating itself was a popular meme, drama, unbelievable, even false flag got a mention as if
the CIA would fake Rene van Voors' love tryst with a rival guitarist to exacerbate extremist 
adversaries. But it was the kind of demented caper Rene would invent. Susan had no doubt 
hedunnit: conceived, planned and executed the whole sorry shambolic carry on, but he should have 
been back by now, gloating, explaining, justifying. And she should have known why he did it. She 
should have listened.

Susan stiffened with frustration, the whole world available to her, but only if she knew where she
wanted to go. In forty minutes she would be on stage, another fifty thousand crowd, another 
obligation and no drummer. Call it off now and the riot would make Helsinki look like a mild 
disagreement. Carry on with the show and risk Edwin Foerheens making a dog's breakfast of 
everything. They were clowns and no longer funny ones.

Clowns. . . .



She returned to Dee and Scavinio being taken to task by the stadium's Head of Security. There 
were whispers, dark mutterings. The crowd had somehow found out Rene van Voors wasn't behind 
the drum kit.

“It doesn't matter whether they know or not. We'll say something when we go on stage.”
“Dee doesn't think you should go on stage,” Scavinio said. Head of Security shook his head.
“It's too late to cancel now,” Susan said. 
“You expect me to tell them?” said Dee.
“Not if you don't want to. We play the opening number, let the crowd see Edwin's on the ball and

then we tell them.”
“And they get a refund,” said Scavinio. He didn't want to talk about money, but it was all part of 

crowd control. “Marco can always get another job once all his money has gone.”
“Let Marco worry about that.”
Elaine appeared, lips pursed, the veins bulging out of her temples. “He's good for about three 

songs, but can't play anything else. We're fucked.”
“Backing tracks?” said Scavinio.
“We should have been prepared for something like this,” said Dee.
“That's a big help.”
“I thought you said you were tired of arguing.”
Scavinio jabbed at his watch. “Ladies, we don't have time. Call it off or continue?”
“We can't continue with Edwin,” said Elaine.
“We can reschedule.” Susan suggested three weeks, after Madrid, time for Edwin to learn the 

whole routine.
“And Rome, Naples, Marseilles?” Elaine knew, they all knew, the rest of the tour was off. 
“Oh shit, this is all we need.” Susan walked away from Sheila Scavinio who wrapped herself 

around her husband. “Something wrong?”
“Everything's wrong, sweetheart.” He guided her away from the band. “I'll speak to Marco,” he 

said to Susan, but she wasn't listening. “Deal with the financial fall out and then we sue Rene for 
everything he's got. Fucking cunt.”

The Head of Security in his dayglo vest and peaked cap waited for instruction from Susan. A 
phone rang. Scavinio's phone. He checked the screen, let go of Sheila and hurled the phone at 
Susan. “Here, you can fucking take this one.”

“Thanks, Tom. Thanks a lot.” The caller was Bernadette. “What do you want?”
“I thought you'd like to know I'm helping you out.”
“What's the Italian for thank you very much?”
“Grazie mille. I saw the video, I've been told by a friend in the Carabinieri you may be 

cancelling tonight's show, so I've suggested to my colleagues they should have a large riot 
contingency in place around the stadium. If you hear sirens that's what the noise is all about.”

“What would we do without you?”
“No need to thank me. He obviously hasn't come back yet?”
“No.” Unwelcome as she was, Bernadette Maldini may have been the only person in Europe 

capable of finding Rene if he was still alive. The thought appeared, after eighteen hours, the thought
Susan had been suppressing broke its silence. “Do you have any ideas where he might be?”

“I can't come to any conclusions based on one video, no. And they're all back in Belarus which is
problematic for me. It's not the easiest country to work with. However. . . .”

Susan waited. 
“If you are what you say you are, you could go there.”
“I don't know where to go in Belarus. I had no idea he was going there. He told us nothing.”
Bernadette's surprise was weighted with suspicion. “Why would he do that?”
“I don't know. Maybe things got out of hand. And I've no one I can talk to. . . .” She ended the 

call. Forced back more unwanted tears and rushed outside the stadium where the sound of distant 
sirens grew louder.

Cool air cleared her mind and she remembered why she had gone backstage. Clowns. One man 



had written about clowns many years ago. She could always talk to Wallet. 

-

Scavinio arranged a press conference at ten a.m. the following morning. Standing room only, even 
in the biggest room the Hotel Trantini could offer. To avoid embarrassment and take some of the 
pressure off himself, Scavinio arranged for Marco Jongbloed to join him. Sitting alone in front of a 
hundred hungry journalists was a challenge too far for a man fighting a losing battle with 
palpitations and sky rocketing blood pressure.

As Chief Executive of Alien Noise Corporation, officially announced as Toten Herzen's 
management company (they were a corporate band after all, someone whispered), Jongbloed 
offered a run down on what he described in quaint corporate-speak as a rapidly changing situation.

“As you all know we were forced to postpone last night's concert. Thanks to the quick actions of 
the Italian authorities a situation was avoided. I say postpone, but it's probably more accurate to say 
the concert was cancelled along with the remaining dates of the European leg of the tour. Under the 
circumstances it is implausible to consider the North American leg of the tour can go ahead as 
planned. So, I suppose what I'm saying is Toten Herzen have played their last concert.”

Forced to pause by the eruption of camera flashes, Jongbloed meditated on what he had just said.
Scavinio sat with his bulbous lower lip pinched between his fingers fat and flat when he first took 
over the band, but reduced to gristle and knuckle and held together by taught pale skin. 

“We still don't know where Rene is or what may have happened to him. We have no contact with
police in Belarus, but we are trying to establish a line of communication through Interpol. You may 
all be aware that Rene had a reputation for jokes and hoaxes, but I can reassure you the band knew 
nothing about what he did, the video he made with Ria Gianescu was not authorised by the band or 
the management. This has come as a shock to us and I hope you realise we are experiencing 
genuine grief and are concerned about what may have happened.

“Can I also take this opportunity to send a message to Rene if he's out there and watching this. 
We can discuss what has happened, there'll be no recriminations. We just want to know you're 
safe.”

Jongbloed passed the attention back to Scavinio who, with weary reluctance invited questions 
from the press pack.

“Is this really a hoax? They seem to get more elaborate every year.”
“No, it's not a hoax. A hoax that leads to the cancellation of a world tour and the costs that incurs

is not a very good way of generating publicity.”
“How much will the cancellation cost you?”
“We haven't worked out the sums yet.” Scavinio knew most of the numbers involved had minus 

signs in front of them. “Millions.” When Jongbloed nodded he looked more like he was having a 
spasm. “It'll be millions.”

“Can we assume from what you just said that Toten Herzen are finished?”
“Without Rene van Voors they are no longer Toten Herzen. They're a different entity, so until he 

comes back, Toten Herzen are on pause. Again.”
“Is it true Susan Bekker was leaving anyway?”
“No.”
“What about Dee Vincent?”
“Ask her, not me.”
“Come on, Tom, stop stonewalling. Were the band on the verge of breaking up? Wouldn't this be

a way of disguising a band break up?”
“Dee and Elaine had discussed their own project at the end of the European leg of the tour. It 

wasn't a break up. It's no secret the band never got along. They weren't the Osmonds. The Anglo-
Dutch Faultline was real, but on stage and in the studio they worked. It worked. They were a great 
band, but socially they were totally different people.”

“What will be the bill for policing last night's event?”



Jongbloed tried to smile, but it looked more like a sour frown. “We haven't received the invoice 
yet. But we didn't ask for help, so we won't be paying the bill.”

“What do you think has happened?”
Scavinio couldn't see the face that asked, Jongbloed didn't recognise the voice. Neither of them 

were eager to answer first. Jongbloed had his theory, an accident, a vampiric accident, but his 
theory would sound outlandish and feed the conspiracies, bolster the already insidious belief this 
was yet another Toten Herzen hoax. But in the modern era, the band's hoaxes had been the work of 
Rob Wallet and he wasn't around any more.

“I hope this is an accident, a stupid publicity stunt that went wrong and that Rene is in a hospital 
bed somewhere . . . unidentified, if that's possible.” 

Scavinio grunted. “Not in this day and age. The fact that he's vanished in a world where it's 
increasingly impossible to vanish is what worries me.”

“Can you elaborate on that?”
“I could, but I'm not sure I want to. Sorry.”
“Do you think he's gone back to the so called vampire valley?” 
The press pack murmured and then rolled into embarrassed laughter. Scavinio tried to find the 

questioner, but there was only a female voice with a light Dutch accent. “Why do you ask that? 
What vampire valley? A man has gone missing, can you take this seriously please, you fucking 
arsehole. . . .” Jongbloed's hand stopped him.

“Will this cancellation bankrupt the management company.”
Jongbloed sat up. “It already has. We've gone beyond that.”

-

When Susan's phone rang the noise amplified around the cold stone of the Duomo's vaulted ceiling. 
She struggled to turn it off, but Dee was calling. “Yeah.”

“Where are you?”
“I'm in the Duomo.”
“Do you want to be alone?”
“No. Come over if you want.”
Susan heard a gentle crackle when Dee landed at the far end of the nave, the static briefly 

lighting up the columns around her. A tiny figure in the enormous void, she looked around for 
Susan sitting on a front row chair facing the altar. Two sets of footsteps clipped down the marble 
aisle, Susan twisted, but the extra footsteps were Elaine's.

“Saying your prayers?” Dee said.
“I thought this place might be closed to tourists at night. It's quiet.”
The altar offered Dee a stage, a platform as theatrical as any she had played on in the early days 

of the band when they toured the larger halls and smaller arenas. They had candles, lots of candles, 
on their early stages. They were cheaper than real lights, but disaster was always a lost match box 
away. Story of the band really, every period had its own source of problems and accidents, from 
fickle spark plugs that chose when to fire, to venue owners emigrating with the ticket money. (They
tracked down one of them in Northumberland, but the other was still on the loose.) When a problem
arose in the Seventies a few hundred or a couple of thousand suffered; in the 21st Century tens of 
thousands were on the receiving end of trouble. Success came with magnitude and magnitude didn't
distinguish between success and failure.

Elaine sat next to Susan and watched Dee mooching amongst the altar decorations, disappearing 
up the steps of the pulpit before reappearing at the top. 

“This was never part of the plan,” Elaine said. “Perhaps Rob should have stayed.”
“I don't think Rob could have prevented this. He never really clicked with Rene did he?”
“Looks like no one clicked with Rene. Took us all for fools.”
“No. I still don't believe he planned this. It didn't look right. Thinking about it now she had 

intent. He was a great drummer, but his timing wasn't that accurate. Half a millisecond for the knife 



to come down. . . .”
“No point speculating. Is this it? Like I said, we didn't plan to go out this way.”
“No, you and Dee planned to go your own way after Madrid. That wasn't part of the plan either.”
“No.”
“I could have stopped him. I should have listened more. He wouldn't have wandered off like that.

Maybe she listened to him.”
“She didn't look like she was listening to him in the video.”
“I should have made the effort, Elaine. In Turin he told me he didn't trust me. I was quite hurt 

when he told me that, but I see it now.”
“Bullshit. We're all responsible for our own actions. If someone shoots you it's your own fault 

for standing in front of the bullet.”
Dee's arms flopped over the side of the pulpit. Susan realised she was propping herself up. “If 

you let go do you disappear inside that thing?”
From inside the pulpit Dee's voice said, “It comes just to the top of my forehead. This must be 

why Catholic priests are always very tall.”
“We're discussing the future.”
“I know. I'm not deaf.” Dee scrambled to sit on the rim of the pulpit. “Standing in front of the 

bullet? He was prostate underneath some mad woman's dagger, but I suppose you have a point, if 
you'll excuse the pun. You know Rob always came out in a hot flush when he was near a church.”

“No, I didn't know that,” Susan said. “Doesn't surprise me though.”
“He had a bad experience with a severed hand when he was a kid.” Elaine knew more about 

Wallet than anyone.  
“In a church?”
“Yeah. A martyr's preserved hand.”
“Was it shoved somewhere inappropriate?” Dee said.
Elaine tried to answer, but waited for the giggles to subside. 
“I don't know why you two split up. You actually made a lovely couple,” said Susan.
“Behave.”
“She's right,” said Dee swinging her legs. “You had a sort of northern working class archetypal 

appearance when you were together. The harridan and the cuckolded husband.”
“Which one was I?”
“Are we talking about Rene's disappearance?” Susan said. “We sound like Rob's the one who's 

gone.”
“No funeral when he left,” said Dee. “Do we know how he's doing?”
“I was planning to see him maybe later today. Bring him up to date, let him know how this turns 

everything upside down. He's probably wondering why his money has disappeared.”
 Elaine tutted. “Yeah. Retired on a nice pension. Suddenly he's destitute. He could moor his boat 

in international waters. He wouldn't have to pay to do that.”
“You gonna start a Jimi Hendrix tribute band, Susan?”
“I try not to think about Jimi. No, if you want the short answer. Sorry, that wasn't meant to be-”
“No need to apologise. I know you hate me.”
“I don't hate you.”
“Just a joke, just a joke.”
“What will you two do? Go back to England?”
Elaine nodded. “Back to eating decent cheese. I never liked Edam.”
“Better beer,” Dee said and jumped down from the pulpit, the crash of heels on marble banging 

round the Duomo's reverent space. “We could play the holiday camps. Brian Connolly finished his 
days at Butlins.”

“Who?”
“Sweet lead singer. That's the way to go. Found dead in an eight-pound-a-night self-catering 

chalet. Sorry. Inappropriate. I'll probably buy a house in the fens and live there with my old mum.”
“She'll be what? Two hundred, three hundred?” Elaine laughed. “Will she even recognise you?”



Dee croaked, “Oh look it's our Denise. Come in love and sit down by the fireside. Eighty-nine 
she is. Like a Duracell battery. Unstoppable. She'll outlive me.”

The hoax was probably the only hoax that wasn't meant to be a hoax. It was the result of a life of 
ambiguity, opacity, sleight of hand and devilry, designed to exploit, promote, provoke and 
ultimately entertain. Wallet saw the opportunity, convinced the others and before he could realise 
the dream, perished in his own invention. Cast out by his own creation. Tripped up by the one 
member of the band who made a habit of literally tripping people up.

“It's not really the end, is it?” said Dee.
“What?”
“Well, we've died once and that didn't stop us. What's another murder between friends?”
“You're taking all this very lightly.” Susan didn't want to start another argument. She pulled a 

fake grimace before Dee took the bait.
“Are you gonna stop because of this? Seriously? You were actually making progress. There were

nights when I used to look across stage when you were in the zone and I'd think, why doesn't she 
get the credit she deserves? You can't stop now.”

“Let's call this a natural pause to stop and contemplate.”
“Natural pause to stop and contemplate. Christ, you sound like him back there?”
“Who?”
“Him.” Dee pointed her thumb at the altar. “Stuck on the cross there. Everyone's at it. Coming 

back from the dead. It's like the fucking ice bucket challenge.”
“I'll consider it. Maybe you should too. Both of you.”
“Make another comeback?” Dee jumped on the chair.
“Equal partners or your backing band?” Elaine said.
“No, equals. Without the drummer obviously. We could find someone else eventually. What am 

I saying. . . .”
Susan had never studied a crucifix before. Bernadette's settled against her collarbone and was too

close to her breasts to be examined without looking suspicious. But here was a life-size effigy 
hovering in the complex shapes and tones of the altar, a symbol of death's conquest, adversity 
tamed. And she had done it so many times, in childhood, in her youth, and in her permanent adult 
state, she had tamed adversity. She jettisoned Marco and Wim Segers who was still a friend up to 
his own death. Marco, the ever-present partner and truth be told, she didn't really understand him 
either. That's what happened when you took someone at face value; they could peel away the face 
and reveal who they really were. Susan had rolled around her own bedroom floor to find herself 
cavorting with Frieda Schoenhofer, not Marco. . . .

“I've just had a horrible thought.”
“That's the fourth one today,” said Dee.
“What if it wasn't Ria Gianescu who killed him? What if we're the victims of a bigger hoax we're

not aware of.” Susan stepped back from the crucifix. “Did we ever consider that?”
“Therefore send not for whom the bell tolls. . . .” Dee said before an inquisitive voice challenged

them in the dull light, “it tolls for thee, Susan.”
A twitching torch light sniffed the floor in front of the altar. “We're not supposed to be here,” 

said Susan. In front of a shadowy man in rustling clothes they disappeared, popping like soap 
bubbles as if they were never there. 

- 

Across the sodden Lincolnshire landscape, flat and featureless to those who didn't have an intimate 
relationship with its lanes and ditches, its regimented shelterbelts and linear hedgerows, the rain 
swept and swirled with no sense of hurry. Drifting mist reduced colour, reduced contrast, reduced 
the existence of life. 

Elaine never knocked on the door of her brother's house, but she always entered the house 
through the door rather than appear unexpected in his living room or kitchen, or the storage space 



he called the dining room simply because it contained a table.
“I heard what happened,” he said rummaging for two tea bags in an enormous box. He bought in 

bulk, a shopping pattern that allowed him to stay at the house for weeks on end, only going out to 
photograph the birds. 

“Did you see it?”
“No.” Neville didn't have an internet connection. “I saw some pictures in a newspaper in the 

community centre. What was he thinking?”
“Your guess is as good as mine. Horny sod, he'll turn up.”
The only clean spare tea cup was a mug decorated with Aztec patterns, one of Neville's 

mismatched collections of crockery and cutlery to go with his mismatched collections of carpets, 
wallpapers, paints. Co-ordination was a word missing from his personal dictionary.

“Do you need anything?” Elaine blew the steam across the cup towards the mist brushing up to 
the window outside.

“No, I'm all right for a month or two. I fixed the generator, so I don't worry about the freezer 
packing up now.”

“Is it okay if I stay here for a few weeks?”
“Yeah.” He sounded surprised. Neville leaned against a storage chest, cup in both hands, and 

waited for Elaine to explain why she needed to doss down in a derelict house in the middle of 
nowhere.

“Farmhouse in Rotterdam was seized by police. It's still closed off, part of their murder 
investigation. The murder that never was. Our assets have been sequestered, bank accounts frozen. 
Alien Noise is bankrupt.” She laughed at the mug. “Dee's moving in with her mum.”

“You're joking.”
“I'd love to see that. I might call round actually. Take some biscuits. Ginger cake, her mum 

always liked ginger cake.”
“Stay as long as you want. Do people know you're here?”
“No. I don't know how long it'll be before people start to find out, but I'll be discreet.”
“Mum's been worried about you?”
“Has she?”
“If you get the chance to see her, drop by. She doesn't mind you just . . . you know, turning up 

the way you do.”
“Yeah.” Neville always made a hot cup of tea. Elaine wondered how he managed to do it without

all the water evaporating.

-

Outside number 20 Howley Street, Lincoln, parked with two wheels on the pavement, the red 
Toyota Yaris revealed the presence of Mrs Whitemont, friend and former bingo partner of Deirdrie 
Vincent, mother and number one fan of Denise Leslie Vincent, lead singer with internationally 
acclaimed rock band Toten Herzen.

It was an instinctive reaction whenever Dee stood on the pavement outside her mother's terraced 
house, a weird formal summary of her station in life and maternal preconceptions. Wherever she 
went, Deirdrie always referred to her daughter as the lead singer of internationally acclaimed rock 
band Toten Herzen as if there was some kind of United Nations designation that people needed to 
be made aware of. Dee knocked on the front door three times, never twice, certainly not four times, 
and stood back.

“Oh, you've turned up,” said Deirdrie wrenching the door open. “It's sticking again. The heat 
makes the frame shrink. Come in, our Denise. You can settle an argument.”

In the rich embellishment of the front parlour, all flocked and Axminstered until it looked like a 
fortune teller's seaside booth, Mrs Whitemont filled a chair next to a sixty-four inch television. 
“Hello Denise,” she said and pushed the chair against the wall. “Come and sit by the fireside, love. 
Are you cold?” She gripped Dee's hand. “Ooh, she's like a bloody corpse, Deirdrie. Cold as the 



grave.”
“Always cold, aren't you, our Denise? It's your natural constitutional.” Deirdrie made no effort to

acknowledge the surprise visitation of her internationally acclaimed daughter. She left the 
welcoming duties to Mrs Whitemont who made a habit of visiting the elderly and infirm, freely 
accepting delegated responsibility for family matters. Dee often pictured Mrs Whitemont as a pall 
bearer.

“I'll make you a bloody drink, Denise. We've had some of that Chinese tea, but it's not very 
nice.”

“Lapsing Suchong,” said Deirdrie. She sat forward in her chair. “Tasted like aniseed, it were 
horrible.” She slapped the chair arm. “Weren't it?”

“Not as nice as PG Tips.”
“Is that what you were arguing about?” said Dee. She shifted four home-made cushions and sat 

on the sofa.
“No, no. We were talking about Gerald, you remember Gerald, Lizzie's cousin on the trawler?”
“Oh, yeah.”
“He's got terrible feet, standing in all that cold water for thirty years. But we were talking about 

fish and she says the biggest fish in the world is a hammerhead shark and I said it weren't.”
“Will you be told, it is.” Mrs Whitemont listened from the kitchen. 
“It's not. Your cousin is the expert, you never set foot on a trawler in your life. I said it were the 

sperm whale.” Deirdrie waved a weak fist in the air, counting the measure of the words, the beat of 
her sentences.

“Clue's in the name, mum. A whale isn't a fish, unless there's something weird being served up at
the chip shop. Hang on a minute.” Dee found the answer on her mobile phone.

“Oh, look at this, Lizzie, our Denise has one of them phones.”
“An iPhone?”
“No, one of them as you look at instead of making calls. . . .”
“Biggest fish in the world,” Dee said, “The whale shark.”
“Did you hear that?” Deirdrie shouted just as Mrs Whitemont appeared with a tray. “A whale 

shark. I think our Denise is trying to confuse me. She just said a whale isn't a fish. And don't be 
cheeky about the chip shop. They sold whale meat during the war.”

“It's not a whale, it's a shark. A fish has gills,” Dee said reading from the phone. “A shark has 
gills, a whale doesn't, that's why whales come up for air.”

“I never heard of fish eating folk.” Deirdrie identified her tea and took a plate with a piece of 
ginger cake.

The argument, rather than being settled, turned into a semantic wrestling match. Deirdrie 
couldn't grasp the concept of a whale being a shark, Mrs Whitemont insisted she was right all along 
(because all sharks, in spite of the name, are the same thing) and Dee tried to guess how much cash 
she had in her purse and if there was enough to book into a hotel. For ten minutes the existential 
whale-shark paradox raged, dragging in tangential subjects covering aero-engineering, low energy 
light bulbs, food additives and number theory. To the outsider the deranged conversation, veering 
this way and that like a runaway coach, may have sounded like babble, but to Dee it was the kind of
excitable chatter that ultimately led to curiosity and the search for answers. A search that involved 
books. Deirdrie Vincent's bookshelves were almost bent double by the volume of books. 

After a brief ceasefire Deirdrie asked Dee what she was up to.
“The band's split up.”
“Oh, what a shame. Musical differences like the last time?”
“Death of the drummer.”
“Oh, what a shame.”
“I heard about it,” said Mrs. Whitemont. “I was talking about it to Linda in the bloody farm 

shop.”
“Linda who?” said Deirdrie.
“You know, Linda Melton. Never been married. Face like a bad ham.”



“I know who you mean, yeah. Has she never been married?”
The trick was to wait for the conversation to come around again like a finger on a clock face, and

it always did. “Did he really die, Denise?” said Mrs. Whitemont.
“That's the conclusion. It was a big knife. You tend not to survive knives like that.”
“Terrible,” said Deirdrie and bit her ginger cake in half.
“Makes you wonder, doesn't it,” Mrs Whitemont added, “There but for the grace of God.”
“It does. Are you sure you don't want a piece of cake, our Denise?” 

-

Susan couldn't avoid wandering amongst the storage boxes in Marco's house. The sight filled her 
with guilt, the boxes with their upturned open mouths waiting to be fed belongings, were the first 
sign of financial trouble, of private money problems. Marco was broke. Unable to access his 
sequestered funds and frozen savings he had sold the house to an acquaintance, everything kept 
quiet, the money transferred to an account set up by the same acquaintance.

The reluctance to ring Wallet was unsustainable, delaying the call for a week until the boxes 
appeared and the sight of their gaping cardboard jaws forced her to speak to the only man she felt 
she could speak to. She wouldn't be surprised if he didn't want to speak to her. When she heard his 
voice she almost hung up. “Hi, Rob. Susan.”

“Hello, stranger.”
“I wondered if we could meet up somewhere, to talk. . . .”
“About what?”
“About Rene, the band, the future, pretty much everything really.” In the long pause the 

connection clicked and crackled. Susan suspected Bernadette was even now bugging her calls, 
eavesdropping on the band's business, following her remotely.

“Okay.”
“Thanks.”
“No need to thank me.”
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“I've been summoned.” Wallet was in a rush. Eager to evacuate the Agnetha, eager to give Susan 
some kind of physical greeting, a hug, an air kiss, a handshake; he didn't know what to do, they had 
never been apart for so long. And it wasn't as if they were estranged. The last time they met she 
waved her guitar in his face. . . . “You probably think it's odd someone telling me to jump and me 
saying how high, but desperate times call for desperate behaviour.”

Susan acknowledged Veronique, the silent partner, the living shadow following Wallet from rear
deck to fly bridge to jetty.

“This is Veronique,” he said.
Veronique smiled politely.
“I thought you were a photographer.” Susan kept pace with Wallet who ignored the ghostly 

woman striding along behind him.
“Photographer?”
“You were at the Turin show. I didn't know you two . . . Do you know each other?”
“She wouldn't be walking with me otherwise. Do you think she's photographing me now? People

are interested in me, believe it or not.”
A man's voice followed them down the jetty. Wallet stopped and closed his eyes. “Rob, sorry, 

you couldn't get a bottle of Pimms from the bar could you.”
Wallet whispered, “Fuck off, William,” and then faced the older guy hanging from the back of 

the boat. “If I get time, William.” 
“Who was that?” said Susan.
“William Kent. His boat went up in flames a few weeks ago. Fortunately, the bastard survived.” 

Veronique shoved him in the back. “And he's driving Raven nuts. Do you understand the 
significance of that, Susan. Someone who drives Raven mental?”

“I really can't imagine that, no.”
In the dash to arrive at Wallet's summoning the conversation was limited to niceties, the weather,

life in Monaco, life on a boat. The name of the boat.
“Is that the same Agnetha I think it means?”
“Is there another famous Agnetha from the 1970s? And notice the pronunciation, Susan. Anyeta, 

not Agg-naytha, Anyeta.”
"Pardon me for breathing."
They arrived at a temporary cabin on the edge of the marina. Surrounded by waste it looked 

designed for confronting the wayward and broke, spendthrifts, paranormal crooks, murderers, 
suspected murderers. Wallet knocked on the door and opened it uninvited.

“Oui?”
“Rob Wallet. I was asked to meet Monsieur Lemoulin here. Something about fees.”
“Sit down.” The man stubbed out his cigarette and glanced behind Wallet at the crowd of two 

peering into the cabin like hungry waifs. “This is a private meeting. Your partner will have to wait 
outside.”

Lemoulin could see Susan, but not Veronique and assumed Susan was the partner when the 
partner, unseen, followed Wallet into the cabin and sat herself down on the only available chair. “I 
prefer to stand,” Wallet said to Lemoulin. “Helps to keep things brief.”

“Suit yourself.” He shut the door in Susan's face. “You were expected to vacate your berth one 
month ago. You stayed on, which is not a problem. But your last direct payment was refused by the 
bank so we need an alternative payment. You can pay cash although I prefer not to handle so much 
cash, or credit card.”

“Right. I don't have the cash on me now, but I can raise it in twenty-four hours.”
Lemoulin lit another cigarette and chucked his lighter onto the table. He expected Wallet to have 

fifteen thousand euros in his back pocket. “One hour.”
“One hour? I don't walk around with that much cash on me. I'm not Kanye West.”
“Credit card?”



“I'm probably at the limit. Are there no other options?”
There was, but Lemoulin was reluctant to mention seizure of assets in so many words. He 

danced around the phrase using a series of polite threats: capital guarantees, asset preference 
arrangements or, said with a straight face, ghost credit agreements. 

“Ghost credit agreements? What does that mean?”
Veronique scratched her chin.
“We agree on a valuation of your vessel,” he had the name in front of him, “Agg-naytha . . . is 

that the boat?”
“Anyeta, yes.”
“We agree on a valuation, the registration papers of the boat are given to us temporarily until the 

agreed sum outstanding is paid.”
“Okay, that sounds possible. The papers are on the boat. Obviously. . . .”
“You don't carry them around with you?”
“Who does? Do they even have papers made out of paper these days? It's all digital, innit?”
Outside the cabin Wallet said to Veronique, “I ended a sentence with innit. What colour's my 

hair?”
“Don't worry, it's still black.”
The bar had enough available chairs for everyone to sit down. Susan refused a drink, Veronique 

sat with a glass of wine in front of her, but didn't touch it. Only Wallet had a thirst to satisfy. “So, it 
all went up the wall,” he said.

“Yep.”
“That wasn't the plan, Susan.”
“I know.”
“What are you going to do? Spend the rest of your life searching for him? Remarkable isn't it. It's

like the old cliché. Losing one member of a band is unfortunate, losing two looks like carelessness.”
“Two?”
“Peter Miles. It's all weird enough for him to have been knobbled the same way as Rene, 

possibly by the same person. They're all fucking weird, you know.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Susan, you can see Veronique. Others can't. Since we met I've discovered that half the people 

you can see at any given moment are dead. They're spirits. No one else can see them unless they're 
mediums. I could never understand why every shop and bar and cafe was busier than I remembered 
before you turned me.”

“Yeah.”
“Talking of which, Raven was apoplectic when she found out you turned Sheila Scavinio.”
“Was she?”
“Can't blame her.”
“This is what he was always like,” Susan said to Veronique. “Never stopped talking.”
“No, sometimes he stops.” She poked Wallets cheek.
“Oh. Really?”
“Don't look so disgusted,” said Wallet. “You're like Raven. Ugh, making love to a ghost, that is 

like so, like gross-out.”
“Sorry, I didn't think it was possible.”
“Get real. Anything's possible. Even you making a solo career if you time it right. Come back 

tomorrow and it looks like you're cashing in on Rene's death. Wait too long and people will say 
Susan Who?”

“Ever the expert.”
“Ah,” Wallet raised his beer bottle. “Remind me when your world went tits up. Before or after I 

was sacked?”
“That was a coincidence.”
“No, it wasn't, because if I had still been there I could have followed him as soon as you became 

suspicious. My following Lena tipped you off to what she was up to and you were ready for it.”



“Yeah, yeah.” She buried her hand in the weighty crown of hair threatening to fall forward. 
“Well, it's too late now, isn't it?”

“Yeah. Sorry. I'm sorry about what's happened. I know how close you two were.”
“We obviously weren't that close. I'm starting to find out who my real friends are.”
Wallet had experience of Susan's self-pity. He thought he could recognise the genuine from the 

fake, but he wasn't sure. She always had a solution to solve her own problems and this was no 
exception, but he had a hunch, a suspicion that she wanted something else: not sympathy but 
confirmation or even delegation of responsibility. She wanted to carry on alone, a solo artist, but an 
inconvenient death was getting in the way. 

“You're sure he's dead? You haven't driven him away?”
“Why would I do that?”
“I don't know. Something said, growing dissatisfaction with the music? The sound changed a lot 

after Neved came aboard.”
“If anyone was going to leave, my money would have been on Tom. He devours tablets like 

Smarties, we were driving him mad, the fans were driving him mad, and his wife . . . Christ, I think 
he regrets what Sheila's become.”

Veronique needed clarification from Wallet. “Smarties were tiny sweets, like coloured pills.”
“I see.”
“There was a lot of stress,” Susan said, “but the concerts were calming down. There were no 

riots in Italy.”
“You only performed once. There was plenty of time.”
“And Bernadette Maldini didn't help.”
“Who's fault's that? You murdered Frieda Schoenhofer.”
“I didn't murder her. She's still alive, if you must know.” She stared through the open door of the 

bar with the same look of loss in Veronique's expression when she stood at the bedroom window. 
All the answers in the world out there, running loose, running away. 

Wallet ached to tell Susan what he knew (everything), but he felt she owed him these moments 
of moral superiority. Yes, he could talk, he was a cretin at times and not the brightest publicist in 
the business, but he had knowledge and as each day passed, influence. So much influence he could 
sit at a bar with his ghostly girlfriend at his side and indulge the world's most notorious guitarist, 
leaving her to ramble on about lost opportunities, redemption, bleak futures and mistakes. Mistakes 
which included sacking the publicist.

“The one thing I regret was upsetting Elaine," Wallet said. "I wish she was more open to 
apologies, but she doesn't seem to understand the concept.”

“You'll get your chance.”
“But look how things turned out. Without the sacking I wouldn't be here trying to work out how 

to pay my marina fees. More importantly, I would never have met the most beautiful person in the 
world.”

Susan offered a weak smile of support to Veronique.
“Merci," she replied with all the integrity of a bank robber.
“You make a lovely couple.”
“Don't we,” Wallet said. “Although she is a couple of decades before my time. I've learned a lot 

about France in the 1950s. Great place. Sixty-eight was when it sort of went a bit sour-"
“Where will you go?”
“We can go anywhere we want. If I can afford the diesel for the boat, but failing that we'll find 

somewhere abandoned and live like ghosts again.”
“I suppose. . . .” Unable to speak about their metaphysical plans Susan spoke about herself 

instead, rambling incoherently, preening, brushing back the black waves of hair. She picked her 
pointed nails when Dee's name blundered into the monologue and almost broke the chair when she 
slammed backwards at the mention of Interpol. But in all this ranting and raving she omitted the one
nagging obstacle that had plagued her for the last six months, There Will be Blood. The subject 
ignored with such dexterity Wallet was tempted to throw the name into the mix simply to record the



reaction.
Susan leaned forward. Veronique leaned forward. “I want to grieve, Rob. I really want to grieve, 

but I can't. It's like the person who died, if he's dead, was a stranger.”
“Maybe you're not capable,” said Wallet. “It doesn't come easy to some people.”
“Are you suggesting I'm cold?”
“I don't need to answer that. Sometimes people don't die at the moment of death, if you know 

what I mean.”
“No, I don't.”
“Well, it's prolonged, their spirit dies, but their body just rumbles on until it packs up. You grieve

when the spirit dies. Maybe you've done your grieving.”
“I do know how to grieve. I felt it in Lima. It welled up on-stage. It took me by surprise.”
“I saw it. We all did.”
“It was quite embarrassing.”
“It was also very iconic.”
“Do you think so?”
Raven clattered into the bar and several tables. Out of breath, she announced, “He's unreal. Is he 

not back yet, has he not come back yet, when's he coming back? Did you say you'd get a bottle of 
Pimms for him?”

“I said I'd pick one up for him, yes.”
“Well give it here. I'll wrap it round his fucking head.” Veronique leaned out and stroked 

Raven's wrist. “Hi, Nikki.”
“You need to take a deep breath.”
Susan waited for Wallet's explanation, or Raven's. “Can you see Veronique?”
“No. I know she's there 'cause of the tingling on my skin.”
“She says you need to take a deep breath,” Wallet said.
“Deep breath? If I took a deep enough breath there'd be no oxygen left for anyone else. He's 

driving me up the wall.”
“All right, all right, calm down. Sit down.” Wallet pulled a chair out for her. “A drink, young 

Barbara?”
“Quadruple whisky with a triple vodka chaser. In a pint glass.”
Drinks in hand, Wallet came back to a vivid conversation and Susan acting as visual translator 

for Veronique. Raven frowned at the single whisky and threw it back in one gulp. “Don't ask for 
another one,” Wallet said. "I'm skint."

“Susan wondered if she should carry on,” said Veronique. “Professionally.”
"Just considering options, you know."
“Oh yeah," Wallet said.
“I said ask you. You know everything.” Veronique winked.
Across the road, down the jetty beyond the fence, Kent's outline dashed from pool of light to 

pool of light. “Oh shit.” Wallet stood up, grabbed Raven and Susans' hands and transported the 
entire party to Veronique's house. “There's a hole in the floor in the hallway,” he said to Raven. 
“You can throw up in there. It's biodegradable.”

“Where are we?” Susan said.
“This is my home.” Veronique longed to be back in the old house, but under normal 

circumstances; a family home with a family running around it. She would sit curled in Wallet's arms
and tell him about the plans she and her husband made: plans to modernise the kitchen, replace the 
entrance porch, fix the field drainage in the paddock leading to the stream. The plans died the day 
her husband left and now she too had left, but in spite of Frieda's spell, memories of the house and 
the longing for home would follow her as she followed Wallet.

Raven trudged into the room, yellow faced, nose streaming. “What was that all about?”
“William was heading for the bar. I can't deal with him tonight. Susan and I need to talk.”
And there was another dilemma for Wallet. Privacy. He would never have a private conversation

again. Even though Veronique couldn't be seen to spread the details she overheard there were other 



ghosts she could tell. They met them all the time. Susan led Wallet into the broken shell of the 
lounge and waited for Veronique to leave them alone. When she didn't move Susan stepped into the
corridor and waited again. Every space and corner they moved into Veronique followed as if 
playing a game.

“Sorry, Susan. Veronique haunts me. Where I go she goes and I don't have a problem with that, 
but you'll have to get used to it. She's very discreet.”

Her grin suggested otherwise. (She was the archetypal mischievous spirit and in public she 
would deliberately speak to Wallet knowing he couldn't answer. He took to wearing the earplug of a
mobile phone, pretending to talk to a partner in Singapore.). 

“Okay, here's the deal." Susan cleared her throat and hugged him. “Rob, I'm sorry.” She 
squeezed his shoulders and a cold rush of breath rolled down his neck. The untamed solidity of her 
body did its best to tempt the primeval lust that had tormented him night and day for over two years,
tormented him every time she walked by, sat down, crossed her legs, pursed her lips. There were 
moments he tried to calm himself by saying it was the thrill of the chase, a desire for the 
unobtainable, but like the insidious effects of Frieda's spell she was always there, a second ghost 
invisible, a trace, a suggestion. Pressed against the curves and bulges of Susan's breasts and thighs, 
he felt the mechanics of vampiric desire stiffening in his groin and in another moment, another 
situation, this could have been it, the opportunity to enter Susan Bekker.

He forced his eyes open for a second. Veronique leaned against the mould-stained wall, glancing
at the ceiling and its irreversible decay. Determined not to repeat old mistakes, Wallet eased Susan 
away, holding her at arms length. Betrayal was such an ugly sin.
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When the owners of the Rivoli, a forty-five foot motor yacht, agreed to allow some of Kent's friends
to view the boat with him, they didn't expect half of Monaco to turn up on the jetty. Kent pretended 
not to enjoy the entourage, avoiding casual chat with Wallet, ignoring Fleetwood's half-baked 
comments, and showing only the mildest recognition of Cole who led the enormous viewing party 
from deck to deck, bedroom to bedroom. The humans shivered and tingled in the packed spaces. 
The vampires and ghosts giggled and grinned at the bottlenecks.

The reason for so much interest was twofold. Barny, Fleetwood and Cole wanted to see Kent 
rehoused. Wallet, Raven and Veronique wanted to make sure Kent was leaving; that after three 
weeks of murderous annoyance the man and his unremitting petty demands would be gone.

“Quite an impressive vessel I'm sure you'd agree, William.” Cole gave it the spiel, spieled for his
country. “I don't think you'll find anything as magnificent outside the Louvre. Isn't she a wonder to 
behold?” Susan stood next to him unseen and the hilarious coincidence forced Veronique to fold 
herself around Wallet's shoulders. “She might be old, but there's life in the old girl yet. All she 
needs is a lick of varnish, descale the bottom, the er, hull, and you'll be off round the world again 
before you can say shiver me timbers.”

“Is there anything we should know about her, Albert?” Wallet winked at Susan. She didn't find it
funny, couldn't understand Veronique's debilitating hysterics. “Anything in her past that suggests 
she might sink the minute she goes out on her own?”

“Yes,” Kent growled. Susan barged her way off the deck and disappeared. They all felt the draft.
“Fear not, William. This beautiful work of art, and it is a work of art, this is the finest example of

the boat builder's craft anywhere on the Riviera. No, this work of art comes with all receipts for 
maintenance and repairs, certificates are all up to date. The current owner is even throwing in a set 
of batteries for the smoke alarm. Nice touch, that one.”

Kent wavered and wobbled between independence and the worsening conditions aboard the 
Agnetha. Raven was knocking back five cans of Red Bull a day and the amount of ghostly groaning
in Kent's sleep would have confused Fleetwood's paranormal equipment. Wallet slept during the 
day in a dry corner of Veronique's house.

“I suppose it addresses my status,” said Kent. “One has to consider these things. I still have 
emblazoned on my memory the day I visited a good friend of mine, Iain McWhitty. A fine man, 
great actor, existing in abject poverty in Staines. He could have been the next Olivier, but ended his 
days sitting in a chair that had more things living in it than an African jungle. It'll do, I suppose.”

“A wise decision, William.” Cole nudged his trilby. “What do the rest of you gentlemen think?”
Barny admired the drinks cabinet and thought the galley was the perfect size for a man of Kent's 

culinary skills. Fleetwood's pipe smoke lingered below the flush lighting. “All mod cons, William. 
It is waterproof isn't it, Albert?”

“Like a duck's backside, Eric.”
“I haven't forgotten your definition of air conditioning. A hole in the roof and none of the doors 

would close.”
“I'm sure you're mistaking me for someone else.”
“I'll never buy another submarine off you, that's all I can say. What do you think, Rob? Rob?”
Wallet heard the chatter from the boardwalk. For Kent there was no going back. The boat was 

affordable, habitable (even though it was being brokered by Albert Cole, a man known for selling 
rowing boats with no oars), and whether he bought it or not, Kent's belongings would be piled on 
the quayside long before sunrise.

Susan sat on a wall, chewing the inside of her cheek. “Still the comedian, aren't you?”
“Alas, yes.” Wallet leaned on Susan's knees and settled his palms on the smooth tight denim of 

her jeans, eager to let them roam, eager to explore her thighs. 
“I thought you of all people would understand.”
“Understand what?”
“Everything,” she waved her hands at Kent's new boat. “Everything.”



“No, you'll have to explain.” He knew she wanted confirmation, approval, anything that would 
make the decision for her: forget the tragic demise of Toten Herzen and continue driving her own 
ambition forward, alone. Leave behind two antagonists and a dead drummer. Go solo. But making 
that decision herself would be most improper, better to persuade someone else to make it (on her 
behalf).

But as he said, Wallet had changed. “I have a confession to make.”
“What?”
Bolder, less in awe of his vampire queen, Wallet studied the route of the seams in Susan's jeans. 

“Jimi Hendrix. That was me. I suggested to the other lot it would drive you mad if Ria was branded 
the new Hendrix. Sorry.”

“It worked.”
“I knew it would.”
“You bastard.”
“It seemed like a good idea at the time.”
“You almost sound like you regret it.”
“Yes and no. I wouldn't have done it if I thought I'd regret it, but I saw you all on tour, the 

production, the scale of it all. It was impressive. I honestly didn't think it would be as incredible as 
it was and I could have been part of it, should have been part of it, but instead. . . .” Aware of 
Veronique waiting for the end of the sentence he stopped himself. “Well, as I said, things turned out
okay for me in the end. Turned out very well actually. As you know.” He checked to see if anyone 
was watching and discreetly kissed Veronique's forehead.

“What happened in Helsinki was indirectly caused because of you. If you hadn't tipped them off 
that wouldn't have wound me up which wound Dee up and she said what she said because she was 
wound up.”

“Susan, stop. For once in your life accept responsibility. If you want to follow the trail of events 
then what happened in Helsinki happened because you sacked me. Indirectly.”

“Okay, okay.”
“And you're still at it. You want to keep going in spite of Rene's death, if he's dead, and how 

ridiculous does it sound having to keep saying that, you want to keep going. Make the decision 
yourself and live with it.”

He recognised the trick, the head dropped forward, the tumble of hair across the shoulder.
“So, you forgive me?” Wallet had time to kill and waited. . . .
“Yeah, yeah. Forget it. What difference does it make now, we're all in the fucking shit aren't 

we?”
“Are we? I'm not.” He folded his arms and watched the skin grind between Susan's eyes, the 

vampiric cogs and wheels starting up inside her head pumping out permutations and possibilities, 
calculating where Wallet might be heading.

“Explain?”
“There's something else I haven't told you, Susan. I paid my mooring fees. Someone gave me the

money.”
“Who? One of them?” Kent's entourage emerged from the boat.
“No. A friend. A new friend. I met Frieda about three months ago. She had some family business

to sort out otherwise she would have been on your case long before now. And if you think 
Bernadette Maldini is an irritation wait until you meet Frieda. She's angry.”

“You met her?”
“Met her, helped her, got a business card and her Aston Martin.” Wallet leaned against the wall, 

pinning Susan's legs between the rock and his chest. “She has it all, Susan. Money, influence, 
contacts, networking, friends, powerful dangerous friends, and the things she can do. . . .”

“Don't threaten me, Rob.”
“I'm not threatening you, Susan, I'm just pointing out how things change, how the balance of 

power shifts. But we can't be blasé about these things. I'm sure Rene thought he had a friend in Ria 
Gianescu, but that's the thing about friends. You never know when they're gonna turn against you 



when it suits them. No matter what you do for them-”
“You're not the sort of man to bear a grudge, Rob. Let it go.”
“I have.” He spun away, running his fingers across Veronique's head as he scanned the harbour, 

the marina, the city and its unknowing audience packed into a natural amphitheatre of luxury. “I'm 
moving on, Susan. A new opportunity. I help the people who help me. I'm not perfect, I made my 
mistakes but I learned from them. Maybe you should do the same.”

“I will. Don't worry, I will.”
Veronique alerted Wallet to Raven pirouetting with glee, a rare smile as bright as her hair. “He's 

said he'll have it.”
“The boat? He's definitely bought it?”
“Yep. We're shut of him.”
Wallet wanted to hug Veronique, but the others were streaming onto the jetty in full view so he 

hugged Raven instead. Susan jumped down from the wall, brushed the stone dust off her hands and 
waited for the celebrations to stop. “Some good news for you at last, Raven. Wonders never cease.”

“Yeah. You have no idea what it's been like. I was all set to go back to Nottingham, it were that 
bad.”

“Do you still want to be a vampire?”
“Do I? Do you need to ask? Now that he's gone my life hasn't improved it's become slightly 

more bearable. I still hate my life. Are you offering?”
“Yeah. I think it's time.”
“What? Wait,” Wallet said. “Let's not make any knee jerk reactions.”
“This is none of your business, Rob,” Susan's razor canines flashed.
A loud and noisy celebration swept them up, Cole calculating his sellers fee and Fleetwood's 

pipe belching smoke like a tramp steamer. “We're off to the bar, Rob. Albert's just found some 
money sewn into his sleeve.”

“We'll be down later.”
“Something wrong?” said Barny.
“No, no. Just a few things to discuss here. We'll catch up with you.”
“Well don't take too long. Some thirsty men here, Rob. Salut.”
They poured away carrying Kent's unrestrained revelry and the memory of a hundred and fifty 

thousand euros he no longer had under his mattress. 
“How long will it take?” Raven said to Susan.
“Oh, not long. It might hurt a bit.” She slipped her arm through Raven's blue hair and they were 

off down the jetty like reunited sisters.
“Will she do it?” said Veronique.
“I don't know.” It did hurt, the bite, and not just the bite but the terrible aftermath and desire to 

go through it again and again, to feel those immaculate jaws clamped to his shoulder, Susan's 
greedy mouth sucking. . . . “Fuck, I really don't know.”

Susan halted and looked back with an afterthought. “While we're on the subject of friends, Rob, 
remind me. Frieda paid your fees, she can reverse the spell and separate you two at any time. 
Sounds a bit precarious to me. You might want to bear that in mind, sweetheart.”
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The hillside, steep and severe, forced Dremba to gather his breath. He did his best to disguise his 
condition, but fell gasping against every fifth tree. 

Bernadette lifted her eyebrows. “Is this the smoking or the recovery?”
“Both.” Dremba slumped to the bole of the tree. “I can deal with it.”
“I have first aid training.” She grinned.
“It needs to be done. I'll be okay.”
Bernadette knelt down and faced him. “You chose the place, didn't you know it was like this?”
“Course I did. And it still makes sense.”
He looked ready to die for his idea: a meeting held in Rigolato, rumoured home of the 

Benandanti. It should have been the only place on Earth safe from Malandanti influence, but they 
could see the church's bell tower supported by a cradle of scaffolding, still standing after the 
induced earthquake that levelled most of the village. Dremba's fingers hovered around the coat 
pocket where he normally kept his cigarettes. “You think they'll accept your theory?” 

“I'm relying on the weight of evidence rather than any smoking gun. The markings on Anders' 
cell wall, the markings on Tipo's walls, the meetings and confrontations.” Even here Bernadette 
didn't trust the forest, as if the trees were listening, providing eyes and ears for the Malandanti. A 
legion of fighters waiting to be called up. They did it once, near Wurzburg, brought the trees alive 
to bolster the attack, and they could do it again. Turn the living forest into a cyanide gas chamber.

“What?” 
“I can only convince Leonard and the others if I can convince myself and I haven't done that 

yet.”
“For Christ's sake. . . .”
“I know, it's irrational, I know. Even my irrational response is irrational, I see that.”
“We've got Hoenenbacker as an expert witness, you don't have to put it in a supernatural context,

there's real science. And we have the book.”
“Yes.”
“There's auto-suggestion, hypnosis, ideomotor reflexes, chemicals and drugs, film special 

effects, you don't need to convince them there are vampires and witchcraft.”
“I thought you believed all that?”
“I do, but I'm saying if you don't then there are alternatives.”
Bernadette sat back against her own tree. “The annoying part of all this, if it was supernatural, if 

everything was supernatural, it would make perfect sense, everything fits together. The scale of it 
bothers me, the duration. Forty years, Pierre. They've been working this cover for forty years.”

“Our friend's here.”
The friend was the only human on the hillside not connected to Interpol. They joined him on the 

footbridge over a ghyll where he gazed down the valley towards the southern flank of the Alps. He 
was bigger than expected, a man with agricultural bulk in his fingers and features.  

“Thank you for meeting us.” Bernadette took out her tablet.
“Not at all. I like a good conspiracy.” He waved a large book with both hands.
“You're joking.” Dremba fumbled again for a cigarette. He still hadn't adapted to his smoking 

moratorium. “Conspiracy.”
“Don't worry, don't worry.”
“Can you just confirm for us your name?” Bernadette concealed the voice recognition software 

on her tablet.
“Sandro Gaspurotto.” He waited. “You want me to continue?”
Bernadette nodded.
“I'm Sandro Gaspurotto. I . . . am retired, I live in the village of Rigolato, a tiny Alpine village 

which has been my family's home for over four hundred years. You want more?”
She nodded again.
“I don't know what else to say. . . .”



“That's enough. We need to reassure ourselves. After what happened here last year you 
understand the threat we're facing, so excuse the precautions.”

“Sure. The photographs?”
“Yes.” From the pages of the book Gaspurotto produced a sheaf of photographs taken from a 

video on Bernadette's tablet.
They huddled together on the bridge to study the screenshots: Rene propped up on the bed, Ria 

knelt over him, arms above her head, knife poised. The marks on Rene's body were all visible in 
one crucial frame. 

“I thought I recognised them,” Bernadette said. “I've checked and double checked, but what I 
don't know is whether they mean anything or whether they're just random marks, wounds inflicted 
by a sexual sadist.”

Gaspurotto took the tablet. His lips moved as he scanned the image reciting the meaning of the 
marks and comparing them to the photos. He held the tablet at arm's length.

“Was I right?” Bernadette said.
He forced himself to answer. “Yes.”
“And the book, is it plausible?”
“Ask your colleague?”
The shift in scenery took a second to register. Dremba stood next to the rail of the bridge where 

Gaspurotto had stood, his expression kind and understanding. . . . “What are you doing? Wait. . . .” 
Gaspurotto reappeared. “It's the easiest trick in the world,” he said. “Given practice it can be 

quite potent, but may I suggest you look beyond the trick, Bernadette.”
She looked beyond Gaspurotto to where Dremba, the real Dremba, wearily propped against the 

rail of the bridge, listened with uncontrolled smugness. “What do you mean?”
“The transformations only go so far. It goes a long way, but it's not the total explanation.”
Bernadette took the book off Gaspurotto. “I know. But it goes far enough for what we want.”
“Are you sure?”
“There's no alternative, Sandro.”
“Yes there is.” He winked at Dremba.
“Tell us.”
“Test it, test the evidence. Lure them into a trap, arrest them and try them in a jurisdiction that 

believes in heaven and hell. A jurisdiction that accepts the possibility of the supernatural.”
Bernadette waited, but Gaspurotto studied her crucifix. “What? Here? The Vatican State?”
“Is there anywhere else built around miracles? What's the world coming to if a Vatican court 

refuses to believe supernatural evidence?”

-

Leonard Thwaite arrived an hour later than agreed. He didn't like driving and didn't like being 
driven in a car full of people. “I prefer my spaces to be exclusively mine.” He pulled himself out of 
the car. “Hello, Bernadette. I'm almost excited.” He examined the mountain lodge for signs of a 
security presence.

“Good.”
“Dragging us out here, forcing me to travel by public transport.” He made sure the other two 

men and one woman heard him. “You've obviously got some important news for us. We were 
speculating on the way here.”

“What did you conclude?”
“A full breakdown of the new Malandanti structure, that your investigation into Toten Herzen 

was a decoy, a distraction, and that after this meeting we can all retire. Am I close?”
“Nowhere near.” Dremba released a long plume of smoke.
“Where did you find that?” Bernadette said.
He blushed and checked himself. “Old jacket. Inside pocket.”
Thwaite pushed by and didn't hear Bernadette whisper, “Liar. Did Gaspurotto give you those?”



“He's a witch. When did you ever hear of witches smoking?”
Thwaite's colleagues, abandoned with their bags, introduced themselves. Emppu Torvaleinen 

from the Helsinki bureau, Ingrid Weiner from Wuppertal and Antonio Aldomicci from Rome. With 
no security guards or staff they expected Bernadette and Dremba to bring the private luggage and 
rubbish from the car. They dumped the lot in the hallway.

“Apologies for the opacity of the circumstances,” Bernadette said. “I don't trust anyone at the 
moment.”

“We could have done this in Lyon,” Torvaleinen said.
“Lyon,” Dremba snorted. “It's crawling with them.”
Thwaite stopped him with a single look. “I appreciate the precaution. I'm just not sure holding 

the meeting out here as exposed as this is the answer, but as I said outside, it can only be good 
news. It is good news, isn't it?”

“Let's call it interesting, Leonard. The situation is bigger than we thought.”
The visitors took another hour to wash and settle down after a journey up winding roads in 

threatening weather. Security wasn't the only reason for bringing them here. Bernadette wanted 
them to see Rigolato, ruined and ravaged by the aftermath of another Malandanti attack. 

They settled around the dining table at seven p.m. Dremba took charge of the ashtrays, Thwaite 
hogged the coffee pot and pre-empted Bernadette's introduction. “There are two reasons for the 
isolation and limited number of attendees. Pierre is right, the Secretariat may be compromised. If 
anything leaks from this meeting we'll only have a limited number of suspects.”

Bernadette projected her visual evidence on a large wall screen, repeated on tablets and laptops 
in front of the attendees. And alongside it all, a solitary book, ancient and heavy, a curious primeval
element out of time and place, but no less stuffed with incriminating evidence.

Thwaite couldn't understand the significance of the first screenshot. “It's them again.”
“Why have you spent so much time with this band?” said Ingrid.
“Attrition. I wanted to wear them down. I find it's an effective way of breaking up an organised 

crime group. You can't smash down the face of a cliff, but you can erode it from the base. We 
thought maybe the band are a front for Malandanti activity and as soon as I knew enough to have 
them charged I recommended the seizure of assets and freezing of accounts. And it worked. The 
tour is off, the band have split, the management is in disarray.”

“Why haven't they been charged?” said Torvaleinen. “I'm not aware of any arrests.”
The question was unwelcome. Asked too early. “I'll come back to that if you don't mind. Let's 

just start at the beginning.” She reassured Thwaite. “I'll be brief.”
The presentation ran through all the signs and symbols found on walls; walls in the  Anderlecht 

police headquarters, Anders Boorhans' cell, Tipo Briess's house and a napkin from a hotel in 
Monaco.

“Where the fuck did you find that?” said Dremba.
“In a litter bin. You should make more effort to throw these things away. We see it everywhere 

we go if the forty-nine have been involved. There's a resonance, a recollection, but the individuals 
affected don't know what they're recollecting. It's nuanced and subliminal.”

“Has it affected you?” Aldomicci pointed at the crucifix on Bernadette's necklace, “or has that 
protected you?”

“Possibly. I don't know. But that's not significant. What we need to understand is that the old 
Malandanti network, the one wiped out in Munich, is gone and the one in place now is smaller, 
swifter, smarter. When something goes wrong they turn it into an opportunity.

“The band in Belarus, There Will Be Blood, they were never meant to be part of this. That was 
just a money laundering scheme. A big band can launder a lot of money, so how do you make a 
band big? Pitch it into a feud, a very public feud, with a bigger band everyone is talking about.” 
Bernadette refreshed the display, zooming in on Ria's profile. “The band are murdered, but the 
manager allowed to live knowing he'll be incriminated. But he had to keep the band going in order 
to keep the arms money flowing and that's where the new Malandanti, the swifter, smarter 
Malandanti, jump in, putting one of their own into the middle of it.”



“Ria Gianescu?” said Aldomicci.
“I believe so. The marks on Rene van Voors' body,” she refreshed the image again and then 

replaced it with an illustration of the marks isolated from the background, “they form the ciphers of 
a 14th Century incantation devised by Agrippa. It's called the Demonus Luminen. It's purpose is 
similar to the Abramelin spell, an incantation to summon demons, but this is slightly altered.” She 
highlighted in red one of the marks and displayed a similar shape next to it. 

“The mark on the right appears in the original Demonus Luminen. It's the mark of a demon 
called Opromon, a demon believed to control diseases. In the original spell the initiate is trying to 
control the influence of these demons, diminish their powers, but in this variation the new cipher is 
a symbol of reversal. An invitation. All the marks on Rene van Voors' body represent a group of 
demons controlling a number of legions and several controlling ciphers inviting them into this 
world.

“Rene van Voors was the victim of a ritual murder.” Another image, another murder victim. 
“Sylvan Suulo was killed the same way as Frieda Schoenhofer, Kriminalkommissar Albrecht 
Korminsky, but with the Sigil of Lucifer carved on his face like Simon Frenzel. But I don't believe 
this was a Malandanti kill.” She returned to the image of Rene. “This is more their style. An event, 
a public show, like Frenzel, like Mellor in London. If van Voors was in Belarus he was in Estonia 
too, which means he may have killed Suulo.” She pointed at Rene's image. “And this was the 
Malandanti's response.”

“Amateur. Let us show you how it's done properly,” said Dremba.
“That's the nature of the new Malandanti. Quick to take advantage of change.” Satisfied she had 

their attention, Bernadette gave them a moment to digest the first conclusion. “The reason I spent so
much time with this band was to establish a link between them and the Malandanti network.”

“I'm not convinced,” said Ingrid. “I speak to Oliver Tollmann in Bamberg. He'd confirm your 
suspicions about the network reforming and consolidating, but all this. You're maintaining the 
pretence that it's all supernatural. We'll never secure convictions based on that.”

“I know. But it isn't supernatural.” She ignored Dremba flicking the ash from the end of his 
cigarette and placed her hand on the book, turning it to reveal the title. “I interviewed Dee Vincent 
in Turin. She told me you'd be amazed at some of the hermetic knowledge out there. And she 
should know. Her book collection in Rotterdam is impressive. But it was speaking to Rob Wallet in 
Monaco that guided us back to Vincent's collection. They can change form, some members of the 
Malandanti can change form. It's not supernatural, it's psychological and this book tells you how to 
do it. It pre-dates Emile Coeure's discoveries,” she opened the book at its title page, “1685, Occulus 
et Ether, Vision and Mind. Adepts can convince you they are anybody you want them to be, or don't
want them to be. That's how the members of Toten Herzen appear and reappear without ever 
changing. There's one in Rio and one in Rotterdam, identical. When they're finished, they revert to 
how they really look.”

Thwaite drew the book towards him and studied the pages, the dense text, the bizarre engravings,
step by step illustrations of men becoming dogs, women turning into trees. “They can do this?”

“Easily.”
“But how do they fool the cameras?” said Aldomicci sharing the book with Thwaite. “You can't 

hypnotise a camera.”
“That's the make up, the prosthetics. In public they use special effects, in private, one on one, 

hypnotic suggestion. Simple tricks of the movie industry, psychological tricks, chemicals. You can 
explain most of it. Enough to secure convictions in my opinion.” Dremba stared through the 
window. “It's not supernatural.”

“That's all very interesting, but we're not here to arrest the band. You're getting carried away 
with the band. You're not a music journalist, Bernadette.” Thwaite went round the table with more 
coffee. “You're not Rob Wallet. Or maybe you are if you've read that book.”

Maybe she was, the book said.
Noticing Bernadette's silence Thwaite said, “Is that it?”
“No. Sorry. We drilled into the company structures of Alien Noise Corporation. They used their 



position in the Netherlands to set up several complex company structures, some of them 
incorporated in offshore jurisdictions. One in Monaco. The appropriately named Rob Wallet moved
to Monaco after he was sacked by the band. Remember, this is the man who allegedly persuaded 
them to reform.”

“Make a comeback,” Dremba said.
“Okay, make a comeback. He's also the one who spared Mikhael Pushkin's life when the first 

Belarus band were murdered. Most of what you've read about Toten Herzen over the last three years
is a fabrication. There was a band, they did disappear in 1977, but probably after getting tangled up 
in their manager's gangland activities. Micky Redwall planned to have the band murdered. He'd had
enough, he could see the income stream heading towards Susan Bekker so he called a day on it. Kill
the band. Sound familiar? It happened again at the Gwando Awards in 2015. Kill a band and form a
new one to cover your criminal activity.”

“But how are Toten Herzen a cover?” said Torvaleinen. “You think Rob Wallet is instigating 
some criminal activity? Alien Noise, the management, who?”

“All of them, but I'm not sure they're aware of it themselves. The band came into conflict with 
Lena Siebert-Neved and the Bamberg coven. She was killed. A few months later Susan Bekker 
attacks Frieda Schoenhofer from the new Bamberg coven. She thinks, incorrectly, Schoenhofer is 
dead, but she isn't. What were they looking for? Neved and Schoenhofer.” She pointed at the book. 
“We thought the band were using the Malandanti as inspiration, but I think it was the other way 
round, the Malandanti using Dee Vincent as a bridge, a way in, the one band member with hermetic
knowledge. I confronted her about the hoax, the comeback, that she isn't who she says she is. She 
talked about public knowledge, the first place an imposter would look. Someone is using the public 
as a weapon.”

Dremba knew. It was his idea. “She can make them do anything,” he said. “Dee Vincent. Burn 
down this address in Helsinki and off they go. Take on the police in Rio, off they go. When we 
interviewed Raven, sorry, Barbara Turkington, Susan Bekker's PA, we coined the phrase 
weaponised fans.”

“Civil unrest.” Bernadette waited for the realisation. It was heavy going. “Lena Siebert-Neved 
was a member of Baader Meinhof in the 1970s. Terrorism didn't work, didn't bring about the 
change they wanted. She discovered the network and new opportunities to undermine society, but 
she was only third level. The others didn't share her views. Toten Herzen's fan club has eight 
million members. They go to one city and they can mobilise forty, fifty thousand people. The riot in
Rio took four days to quell.”

“For what purpose?” said Ingrid. “It's plausible, I guess, but for what purpose? Undermine 
what?”

“Disorder is contagious, left to burn long enough it can undermine the Judeo-Christian morality 
set that underpins Europe, America, north and south. Revenge for the Inquisition, or prevention, 
making sure it never comes back. They take advantage of the chaos.”

“And they're shut down,” said Thwaite still fascinated by the book. “The band. Are they done for
good?” He looked up when Bernadette didn't answer. “What?”

“The band have split up, the company is bankrupt. But I think they beat us to it.”
“What?” He slammed the book shut. Aldomicci hadn't finished reading it.
Maybe he should have continued. The book . . . Bernadette hadn't realised. . . .
“Are you still with us?” said Thwaite.
“The band . . .  the band made their comeback before the Munich fire, before the Malandanti 

imploded. If Jennifer Enzo and Virginia Bruck orchestrated the collapse then we can assume the 
new regime isn't in favour of this tactic. They couldn't care less about the band. I think they killed 
Rene van Voors to make a point, let us know they're still active. Several weeks ago a man in 
Monaco associated with Wallet escaped an arson attack on his boat.” She displayed a surveillance 
photograph of William Kent. “His friends confirm William Kent was terrified of demons, fled his 
boat because he was convinced it was possessed. On the same night his boat was attacked Wallet 
met this figure.” Dremba turned his head away from the screen and lit another cigarette. “Security 



cameras on the marina captured an exchange with Wallet as he and several others pass her by. I 
believe that figure is Jennifer Enzo.”

Thwaite drained his coffee cup. “What do the rest of you think?”
The Monaco security footage stopped. 
“Do you really believe all the demonic mumbo jumbo?” said Aldomicci.
“Yes. The historical facts, yes, not necessarily its effectiveness.”
“Why?”
“Because of my sources. The ciphers, the marks on van Voors' body. We had seen them before, 

but didn't know what they meant, so we came here to Rigolato. This is the home of the Benandanti 
and Sandro Gaspurotto, a descendent of Paulo Gaspurotto tried by the Inquisition for witchcraft. 
Gaspurotto confirmed the meaning of the marks.”

She presented the facts as she knew them, but no solid conclusions because she had none. The 
facts simply propagated more questions spreading underground like rhizomes, their presence 
unknown until they threw up a shoot. “We can carry on investigating, but for the next few months 
we need to wait and see what they do next. What Dee Vincent does next. What Rob Wallet and 
Frieda Schoenhofer do next.”

 Thwaite's coffee pot spat out an ugly puddle of dregs. “The Malandanti destroyed Helsinki first 
time around without any help from Toten Herzen. You've shut them down. Fair enough. We can't 
wait and see what they do next. What will they do next? Bring down Mont Blanc? Drain the 
Channel? Drop St. Peter's Basilica. We need to be proactive, Bernadette.” He took control of the 
presentation and returned to the Monaco security footage. “We stop that woman. That fucking 
psychopath is behind everything now. I can authorise the resources, but from now on we go after 
her and no one else.”

Disappointed her briefing had been for nothing, dismissed in three sentences, Bernadette lifted 
the cover of the book with her index finger. And at that moment the idea revealed itself: read the 
book and learn its tricks. Use their own tactics against them and see what mischief could be 
unleashed. The others left the room. Dremba was about to go with them, but glanced at the book as 
if he could read Bernadette's mind. “I'll take this back to Rotterdam,” she said. He grinned when she
grinned. “Do you want to come?”

He nodded. “I'll drive.”     
A cool evening breeze flowed off the adjacent Alpine summits providing relief to the heat of 

speculation. Thwaite met Bernadette in the kitchen. “Do you want to continue with this?”
“Yes.”
“Do you think you're the right person?”
“What do you mean?”
“You believe in God, the Eucharist, the resurrection and yet you don't believe in the existence of 

demons, the powers of witchcraft.”
“I haven't seen evidence yet. When I see verifiable evidence I'll accept it.”
“Ah.” Thwaite washed his hands under a violent jet of tap water. “So, you've met God, you've 

seen the flesh of Jesus before it turns into unleavened bread and you were there when he tumbled 
out of it his tomb on Easter Sunday?”

“Yes, very funny, Leonard. My smoking coughing colleague back there has said as much.” 
“So why don't you listen to him? You were there in Wurzburg, weren't you? Witches on 

broomsticks, the forest poisoning you?”
“Did Pierre tell you that?”
“You met Susan Bekker, didn't you?”
She said nothing.
“You saw a ghost in Monaco? A flying ashtray?”
“Pierre has a vivid imagination.”
“And yet he doesn't believe in all the same religious bullshit that you do.”
“I know how religion works. It wants to control you by suggesting there are such things as 

heaven and hell. I won't be controlled by suggestion, not in my work. We're at a disadvantage 



investigating the Malandanti because there are more of them than us. We might have another route, 
another way to get close to them. Through this band. . . .”

“Forget the band, Bernadette.”
“Through Rob Wallet and Dee Vincent and possibly Frieda Schoenhofer. The band, they may be 

the key, the way in. They are connected now. Intentionally or otherwise, there's a connection. If we 
can answer one simple question who knows where it might lead us.”

“Question?”
“Who they really are, Leonard. We know who the Malandanti are. Who are Toten Herzen?”



THERE WILL BE BLOOD



AND FINALLY...

Thank you for reading There Will Be Blood. That's not just a platitude, it's a genuine thank you for 
investing the time and a bit of cash. I probably don't have to tell you it's not easy being an author in 
the 21st century and having my novel picked from the millions that are out there is gratifying.

Thank you.

Can I ask you for one more tiny favour (or two)? Leaving a quick review on a site of your choice 
would go a long way towards spreading the word, either for this book or for me. If you can find a 
few more minutes to leave an honest review I would be doubly grateful.

And if you enjoyed my storytelling and can't get enough of it (I'll pause here until you stop 
laughing) there are several options for you.

The TotenUniverse can be explored here at:

TotenUniverse.com

This is my ambition to create a new mythology around the rock band Toten Herzen and the 
Malandanti network of covens. You'll find more articles, features, interviews and short stories to fill
the gaps between the novels and expand on the issues and episodes contained in the stories.

Don't forget, by signing up to the newsletter you'll get your free ebook The Excitement of 
Solitude...

FREE DOWNLOAD 

To date there are four other novels in the TotenUniverse available and if you haven't already found 
them they're described in the following pages:

https://totenuniverse.wordpress.com/novels/the-excitement-of-solitude/
http://totenuniverse.com/


WE ARE TOTEN HERZEN

Between 1973 and 1976 Toten Herzen sold over eight million albums and toured arenas in Europe 
and the US. In 1977 all four members of the band were murdered by crazed fan Lenny Harper. 
Harper was only charged with wasting police time and the bodies disappeared.

Thirty five years later, British music journalist Rob Wallet's investigation into the incidents of 1977 
led him to discover the band still alive in a remote village in southern Germany.

He persuaded them to make a comeback.

The paranormal dark comedy We Are Toten Herzen is the authorised story of one music journalist's
ambition to bring Toten Herzen back from the dead. From an isolated Dutch farmhouse to the 
teeming chaos of New York, via Suffolk and the Ahoy Arena in Rotterdam, fact and fiction blur as 
the '70s most notorious rock band plan their return, outwitting the modern music industry and 
settling old scores in the only way they know how.

But is Wallet's story a hoax or strange reality? As he uncovers more of the band's past new 
questions begin to emerge. Was lead guitarist Susan Bekker hospitalised in 1974 with Rabies? Was 
the band's first manager Micky Redwall killed by his own dogs in 1977? What happened to an 
original 'fifth member' of the band Peter Miles? And after all this time why haven't Susan Bekker, 
singer Dee Vincent, bassist Elaine Daley and drummer Rene van Voors grown old? Find out in the 
only official account of Toten Herzen's long awaited reappearance.



TOTEN HERZEN MALANDANTI

After the disastrous events in the previous novel 'We Are Toten Herzen,' the band are forced to 
count the costs and the repercussions of their comeback tour. The focus turns to the safety of the 
recording studio and their first album in forty years. Things can't get any worse. 

But this is Toten Herzen, the dead rock band: murdered in 1977, discovered alive in 2013. Guitarist 
Susan Bekker wants to sing, antagonising lead singer Dee Vincent whose catastrophic interview in 
Hullaballoo magazine leads to a multi-million dollar lawsuit. Rob Wallet, the band's publicist, flirts 
with insanity when he isn't flirting with Lena, the seductive former terrorist and leader of a network 
of covens known as the Malandanti. 

The story sets down amongst the isolated mountains of the English Lake District, with excursions to
post-communist St. Petersburg and Bamberg in Germany, scene of the 17th century witch trials. 
Along the way the band are assaulted by an ever growing list of mysteries. Why has a Russian voice
coach arrived uninvited at three in the morning? Why are the Malandanti searching for a book 
owned by Dee Vincent? What is Susan Bekker's Big Lie? And is the valley pictured in a 14th 
century painting the source and home of the first European vampires? 

Blue hair, black magic, talking sheep, murderous bushes, necromancy, alchemy and leather-clad 
litigation. All captured on film by a deafening Dutch director in Toten Herzen Malandanti. Book 
two in the authorised account of the band's astonishing and some would say unbelievable 
comeback.



WHO AMONG US...

Disowned by her family and deranged by anger, Jennifer Enzo views the world as a demonic 
garden, a film script and a list of names to be assassinated. But when she finds her own name on the
list she is forced out of her insular world to counter a sinister threat to her life.

Professor Virginia Bruck’s world is divided between her research in artificial intelligence and 
posing for her husband, the eccentric German artist Earnst Bruck. Suspected of being the source of 
a destructive rumour she decides to do what her semi-aristocratic family have never done 
throughout centuries of rumour, and fight back.

Frieda Schoenhofer, a self-made millionaire, is determined to explain the death of a local witch. 
Police are equally determined to explain a baffling double murder and Frieda becomes their first 
suspect after the body of a man is found hung above the north door of Bamberg Cathedral.

All three women share a common association: the Malandanti, a four hundred year old network of 
covens on the brink of collapse following rumours of a plot to kill the leading members. As the 
conflict intensifies and the familiar world disappears, they will be forced to reassess their own 
ambitions, confront the nature of guilt and innocence, and question how their beliefs explain the 
supernatural forces they each control.



THE ONE RULE OF MAGIC

Frieda Schoenhofer is dead, murdered in Rotterdam. For her grief-stricken parents the true story of 
their daughter's life is about to begin.

Her father, slowly demolishing the world around him, tries to eradicate painful memories by 
throwing out his lifelong collection of film memorabilia. Her mother is convinced Frieda has been 
reincarnated as a new born foal.

But Frieda isn't dead. She is travelling Europe hoping to rescue her father's discarded collection. A 
journey of redemption that takes her to Nice, Prague, Turin and Vienna, where she meets a crooked 
dealer in antique silverware, joins a funeral party full of mourners who can't stop laughing, falls in 
love with a beautiful marionette, and discovers a plan to destroy the legacy of Mozart.

The One Rule of Magic explores Frieda's attempts to make amends for the crimes of her old life, 
come to terms with what she has become, and prepare her parents for the bizarre truth surrounding 
their daughter's disappearance.

-

Thanks for your support and I hope you can continue on this bizarre literary journey with me.

C Harrison


